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Every window in every module can be open
simultaneously. Information instantly flows
throughout the system.

All modules operate from the same essential
steps ... Setup, Enter & Print. Serious accounting
has never been faster.

The most complete help system ever written.
Hundreds of Help topics and Rules-of-Thumb
are instantly available for every window, field &
button throughout the program.

GIL Period

04 . 1989

§J

NOW TO USE atOncel COMMAND KEYS
FIND-GIL ACCTS, CUSTOMER, VENDORS. EMPLOYEES, INVOICES & BILLS
ORGANIZE YOUR al0nce1 DESKTOP
HOW TO BAlANCE GIL HISTORY
HOW TO COORDINATE HISTORY
HOW TO USE THE FISCAL CALENDAR

The Critics Rave!!
"atOnce! is designed for the Macintosh. Unlike other
products in which ease of use means simplistic, atOnce!
does not compromise power. "
New Accountant Magazine February 1989

"I've died and gone to heaven .. .this is the accounting
program I've been waiting for!"
Vicki Limparis President, Cactu s Compute r Services
Published Reviewer: MacGuide & MacUser Maga zines

Serious Accounting has
never been easier!
atOnce! comes with the most comprehensive HyperCard™
training and reference set ever compiled for accounting
software. Included is an Accounting Basics textbook and
Glossary written by the renowned author Dr. Glenn Welsch ,
and a complete interactive "Hands-on" tutorial by
Keith Weiskamp, author of "Mastering Hypertalk"

... the Macintosh®
has pow!Jrful yet simple
account1ng software... ''
-New Accountant Magazine February 1989

TM

High-Speed Small Business Accounting
~ Seamless Integration
. . , All modules can be open simultaneously.
Data instantly updates throughout the
system.

~Designed for both the 1st time
._, user and the accounting pro
Optimized for fast set up, quick learning
curve and high-volume productivity.

~·customizable Financial R~ports
,

User has almost infinite control over the
nature of the financial reports atOnce! can
produce to meet unique managerial needs.

~ Complete On-line "Help" system

. . , Command "Click" on any field or button on
any screen instantly opens "Help" dialog with
instructions and exclusive "Rules-of-Thumb".

~Instant "look-up" and "Find"
,

All accounts, customers, vendors and
employees can be instantly found
alphabetically or numerically. All look up
windows can be open simultaneously!

~ Built-in Print Queue
. . , Allows for unlimited reports to be batched
and printed automatically_

~ Multifinder™ compatability with
_, true background operation
Performs true background operations
including printing the report queue.

~ Optional Mouseless Operation
,

High-speed data entry with simple command
key equivalents for hands-on operation.

You are witnessing a milestone in small business
management. The first seamlessly integrated
accounting system that finally merges fast and easy,
with full-featured and flexible .
atOnce!™ represents the next
gener ation in accounting software. So
easy to learn, the majority of business
managers will be completely at ease
doing their own accounting. So fast and
flexible, professional accounting firms
can now use the Macintosh® as their
platform of choice for handling
numerous companies and volume data.
· All modules (and up to 26 periods!) can be open
simultaneously! Use atOnce!'s built-in financial reports
or customize your own. Queue your reports and batchprint
them-- in background! Full, context-sensitive help means
"click" on any field , any button, anywhere, for instant "Help"
and "Rules of Thumb". Use the mouse or keep your hands
on the keyboard. We're talking productivity here, and that
means power... especially when you can do it alL.atOnce!™

~--Miof1
Call for sales inrur-..-·
d.sk
1

Y=
1-800·622·4436

and

•

atance! def110

5 postage & handling)

Layer~d Inc • • Charleston , MA 02129

~;~ ~:;7;~~e; Applelink:D0254

•
LAYERED INC.
The First Family in Macintosh Accounting

© 1989 Layered Inc. atOncel is a trademark of Layered Inc.
Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Multifinder is a trademark of Apple Computer.
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THE HOLLYWOOD ISSUE
BEHIND
THE SCENES
By Pat Bensky

42

Producers come in under budget
and stay on schedule with Movie Magic and
Mac ToolKit: Budgeter/Scheduler. We do a
head-to-head comparison.

THE CUTTING ROOM
DESKTOP
By Freff

54

The Midas I video editing system
cuts film, costs and headaches. We give it
the editorial eye and also take a look at
VideoMaker and Worx.

EVEN
THE SCORE
By Paul Lehrman

60

Soundtrack composers and sound
effects editors use these products to score
compositions and "hits" to film and video. Our
expert compares Q-Sheet, Clicktracks and Cue.

MncGuide® Mngnzi1Ie (ISSN 0895-9641) is published monthly by MacG uide® Magazine Inc., 550 South Wadsworth Blvd., Suite 500, Lakewood CO 80226. Telephone
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to MncGu ide® Mngnzirw, P.O. Box 55524, Boulder, CO 80322-5524. Subscription inquiries: 800-525-0643; inside Colorado, call 447-9330. Entire contents copyright ©
1989 MacGuide® Magazine Inc. All rights reserved . MacGuide® Magaz i11e is an independent journal, not affiliated with Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo
and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Printed in the USA. All materia l in MncGu ide® Magazine is the opinion of the indi vidual authof of
tha t review, article or item, and is not necessarily the opinion of MacGuide® Magazine.
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Features

Departments

On WingZ and a Prayer

70

12
20
30

Letters to the Editor

By Elna Tymes and Robert R. Wiggins

MacGuidelines

Point/Counterpoint
It didn't exactly fly into the marketplace at the designated ETA. Will
WingZ soar to the top of the graphic spreadsheet heap or is it another
disaster waiting to happen? Two experts offer differing opinions, along
with views advanced by CompuServe users.

Our evaluations of Mac-related
products too timely, important
or interesting to wait for coverage in a feature story, including:

Forms Follow Function

Claris CAD, MacChuck, MacTag,
and PC MacTerm .

82

By Gregory Wasson

GuideLights

Tips & Hints
122
from The Macintosh Bible

Fueling the bureaucracy. Does this electronic SmartForm from Claris
make the form-creation process easier? We form an opinion.

X-Ray Vision

88

By Stuart Gitlow, M.D.
Truvel's X-Ray scanner takes radiology out of the darkroom and puts it
onto the desktop. In our related sidebar, see how image analysis software separates the black from the white in medical X-Rays.

Listings
Category Index
Product Listing Form
Companies Index

Remote Control Learning

98

By Dan Littman
Big Brother is not only watching, he's showing you how it's done.
Farallon's Timbuktu , Timbuktu/Remote, ScreenRecorder and MacRecorder
offer an integrated solution to teaching in, or away from, the classroom.

Show Me Your References

106

By Charles Spezzano, Ph.D.
Scientists, scholars and writers all have the unenviable task of compiling the occasional bibliography. We give four programs a final exam,
including Pro-Cite, ReJMaker, Publish or Perish and EndNote.

LabNotes

114

By Linda Custer
The debut of MacGuide's Mini-Magazine for scientists and engineers
looks at Oracle, the first SQL database for the Mac.

Columns
Publisher's Letter
The Fog of Computing

8

By David G. Duty

Editor's Letter
Laying Down the Law

By Neil Shapiro

28

By Jahan Salehi

10

By Benjamin A. Templin

Dialog Box
Highly Defining the Future

Open Line
Investigating Electronic Mail

40
Read Me First!
DTV Without the Mickey Mouse
By Bob LeVitus

16

The Last Byte
Feature List Overload

216

Advertisers' Index
MacGuide Directory

129
188
190
208
209

Professions Index
For articles and department
items relating to your specific
profession or occupation, see the
page(s) listed below:

42,70,82
Architects
30
Composers
60
70, 82,98
Corp. Execu tives
Developers
114
Editors
36
Educators
36,98,106
Engineers
30,114
42,54,60
Film & Video Prod.
Lawyers
82, 106
Medicine
88, 106
Publishers
37
Scientists
30,114
Accountants

By Steven Bobker

MacGuid e® Maga zine Inc. is pleased to announce that on january 31, 1989 it was registered with the Federal Trademark Registration (number 1522579) for the mark
''MacG uid e®" Therefore, in any usage of our mark we ask that you place the"®" symbol adjacent to the citation. If the"®'' is not consistent with your editorial policy we ask that you p lace the statement "MacG uid e® is a registered trad emark of MacGuid e® Magazine lnc." in the bod y of your reference. If you ha ve any questions
or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the magazine.
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DETECTION

AND

REPAIR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It Works! Thanks!

Glendale. CA

Beniamin A. Templin
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

TomMick
SENIOR WRITER

Dennis Bloomquist
MANAGING EDITOR

Virex, the first comprehensive solution to the threat of
Macintosh computer viruses, both DETECTS AND REPAIRS
infected programs on files, disks and servers. Virex combats
all known Macintosh viruses, including Scores, nVIR, Hpat,
lnit29 and ANTI. Virex is updated when new viruses occur, and
users are eligible to subscribe to an inexpensive update service.
Virex runs on the Plus, SE, SE/30, II and 1/x.

More rave reviews from
"Simple, Elegant, Useful"

Virex~'

users:

Patricia Bensley
Jahan Salehi
CONTRIBUTING SCIENCE EDITOR

Linda Custer
CONTRIBUTING MEDICAL
EDITORS

Stuart Gitlow, M.D.
Larry Loeb, D.D.S.
COPY EDITOR

Tracy Reberry
Carl Kichinko

"Wonderful! Wonderful! Wonderful! Cleaned everything
up in one afternoon! Unbelievable! " Berkeley. CA
"Wonderful! Fast! Easy! "

Neil Shapiro
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

LISTINGS EDITOR

San Francisco, CA

"The program saved our business ... "

Gary L. Ferguson
EDITOR AT LARGE

Scottdale , PA

ASSISTANT LISTINGS EDITORS

Diane Armitage
Terri Brown
TECHNICAL EDITOR

Christopher Ferino

Louisville, KY
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Gina L. Emily
Laurie Pearson

•
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Katherine A. Wallace
LAYOUT MANAGER

Kirk Wettlaufer
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BPA Audit applied for March, 1988

"Two thlUllbs up!"
ORACLE for Macintosli.
For only $199 until May 31:
Tiinally, there's one thing these two guys can agree

1on: ORACLE®for Macintosh. That's because ORACLE
for Macintosh now turns both HyperCard and 4th
DIMENSION into full-function SQL databases. It also
gives them transparent connectivity to over 80 different systems, including PCs, DEC VAX.s and IBM
mainframes-even IBM DB2 and SQLIDS databases.

No-Risk 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
Whatever application you're currently usingHyperCard or 4th DIMENSION-ORACLE for Macintosh gives you industry-standard SQL. $199* delivers
the first and only SQL database available for the Mac.
An additional $199lets you access ORACLE from
4th DIMENSION. Or for a limited time, $999** delivers
all this, plus transparent access to remote ORACLE
and IBM databases on your host systems. So call today.
Our 30-day money-back guarantee is your assurance
we'll deliver a four-star performance.

ORACLE®
COMPATIBILITY· POIITABILITY • CONNECTABILITY

Ca111-800-0RACLE1, ext. 9735 today.~

,--------------

Dear Oracle

Macintosh Direct sales
20 Davis Dr. • Belmont, CA 94002 • 1·800-0RACLE1, ext. 9735
I have (check one) 0 HyperCa rd t.2 0 4th DIMENSION Version 1.0.6.
Enclosed is my 0 check, or 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 AmEx credi t card
authorization fo r:
S _ __
_
x SI99 0RACLEforMacimoshDeveloper'sVersion
(Includes HyperCard Interface. S299 after May 31, 1989.)
X SI99 0 RACLEfor 4th DIMENSION
s _ __
Available j une 1989. (Requires ORACLE for Macinrosb
and 4tb DIMENSION.)
_
x S999 ORACLEfor Macintosh Networking Version
(Includes an unrestricted license of ORACLE for Macintosh,
SQL•Net Networking Software and protocols for Macintosb
and, for a limited tim~ ORACLE for 4tb DIMENSION.)
s _ __
Please add appropriate sales tax

"!like the seamless way ORACLEgives
HyperCard full-po wer database and
networking capabilities. Teaming the
total flexibility of HyperCard with the
strength of SQL is a masterstroke!"
Dan Shafer, Author of Hyperlalk
Programming

"!like the seamless way ORACLE
opens up minis and mainframes to
4th DIMENSION. Teaming the total
flexibility and strength of 4th
DIMENSION with SQL is a masterstroke, indeed. "
Guy Kawasaki, President of AC!US,
developers of 4th DIMENSION

' Price becomes $299 after May 31, 1989. Stand·aloneversion licensed tor developers only. Requires Macintosh SE or II with 2MB of RAM, 5MB hard disk space. floppy
disk drive, and HyperCard 1.2. 1ncludes 30.day installation support, ORACLEdatabase. Hyper ·SOL (HyperCard Interlace). SOL ·Pius, OCI and Pro·C (Macintosh
Programmer's Workshop required lor programming usage). System Stacks and Example Stacks. '' full networking version is S999 and includes SOL · Net (for database
communications). Async. OECNet, TCPIIP support, Alisa System's TSSnet OECnet protocol and drivers and Kinetic's TCPort TCP/ IP protocol and driver. Accessing data·
base software onother machines requires a separate protocol handler and gateway sottware lor the other machine. Call lor additional information. Copyright @ 1989 by
Oracle Corporation . ORACLE is a regislered trademark ol Oracle. The other companies mentioned own numerous trademarks. TRBA
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MAC. GUIDE

Quality Defined.

VICE PRESIDENT,
SALES & MARKETING

Gary F. Meyer
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

"Is your ... computer perched on rickety .. . Scandanavian-style furniture? If you
have at least ($895) to spend, check ~JUt the handmade oak Manifesto Executive
desk from Sunrise Technologies ... "
The Los Angeles Times
December, 1988

Incredible. We build a unique "lift" in every desk. At the push of a
button or the turn of a key, your computer rises up from the inner
sanctum of your desk. Finished? Push the button and down it
descends, desktop flush.
Superior. Now that you've bought all
those peripherals for your computer,
where do you put them? Our desks
incorporate space from within to
house printers, scanners, and hard
drives- which makes your office
look like an office and not a showroom for technolological nerds.

Mindy Roland
ADVERTISING SERVICES
MANAGER

Laura M. Padilla
ADVERTISING SALES

. Northwest Advertising Manager
Michael Masters
(415) 349-7380

Eastern Advertising Manager
Greg Morin
(312) 657-6660

Southwest Advertising Manager
Can; F. Meyer
(303) 935-8100

Midwest Advertising Manager
Kevin Sullivan
(312) 657-6660
MACGUIDE DIRECTORY
MANAGER

Daniel G. Sharp
CAD/CAM Desk
$1,295.

Exceptional. Since not every computer user fits the same mold, we
build each desk as we receive the order. Printer drawer on the left
-----~ side? Right side? Larger lift for
that Radius screen? No problem
- we provide all of these changes,
standard, at no extra
cost or waiting time.

(303) 935-8100

•
CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER

Bruce R. Tizes, M.D.

•

PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER

David G. Duty
VICE PRESIDENT

Deborah A. Duty
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER!
GUIDA MAC ITALIA

Santo Strati

Our Claim. Our
desks come with a
lifetime warranty. A
five-year warranty
on the lift mechanism.
Never a surManifesto Executive
$1,995.
charge to use plastic
for payment. All desks are
shipped fully assembled, using Federal Express' Priority 1 service.
At no extra cost to you!
If we've whet your appetite for truly beautiful, functional
computer furniture, call us (or write) and we'll send you a full-color
brochure and the name of your nearest dealer, or arrange to have a
desk shipped to you!

(800) 446-5991
(619) 466-5991 withinCA
Sunrise Technologies
3715 Corona Street, #6 • P.O. Box 1742 • La Mesa, California 92041
©Copyright S11nrise Technologies, 1989. All rights reserved. All Sunrise Technologies products are trademarks or registered tradema rks of Sunrise
Technologies. Other brand am[ product names are trademarks or regis tered trademarks of tlzeir respective companies.
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SECRETARYffREASURER

Susan M. Happel
CONTROLLER

Virginia S. Groves
CIRCULATION

Lois Sardi
ADMiNISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Lisa Vicek

•
DIRECTORS

Donald Brown, Michael Cheney,
David G. Duty, Deborah A. Duty,
Hilliard Jason , Bruce R. Tizes,
Tommy Vickers

•

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING
OFFICES

550 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Suite 500,
Lakewood, CO 80226
SUBSCRIPTIONS

P.O. Box 55524
Boulder CO 80322-5524
(800) 525-0643
(303) 447-9330 (Within Colorado)

•

MacGuide MagazineTM is published
monthly by MacGuide Magazine, Inc.
U.S. subscriptions: one year, $27.00;
two years, $45.00. Foreign
subscriptions: $45.00 per year.

XIPHIAS IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

SOMETHING WONDERFUL
FOR YOUR CD-ROM!
!Macintosh

lrl--.,a.,B;-;;4;---,

Apple Computer r eleases the Macintosh . It is small, 0
uses the Motor ola 68000 32bit micr oprocessor. a
51 2x384 monochrome display. and features 3 &1 I
2" disk drives.
The original idea for the small, extremely per sonal
machine is spawned by jef Raskin. Steve jobs
adopts the idea, and assembles a small capable staff
of hardware and softwar e designers to cr aft the
machine. He drives them mercilessly, with the goal ..
of creatin a com uter as eas to install and use as 0

~~~~384

68000

°

ADOPTS
APPLE
ASSEMBLES
BEFORE

BORROWING
CALLED
CAPABLE
CHARAC TERIST
COMMUNICATION:·,
COMPUTER
0

C•rd No .
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I Set SEARCH I
I CLEAR I

Time Table of History
Science and Innovation
"A multi-dimensional book .. .. I could have spent hours
reading the Time Table of Science and Innovation. It's like a
computer game with information. You don't notice the time
pass as you wander along obscure paths. finding out things
you didn't know you wanted to know."
New Scientist, September 1988

The National Directory is
the best-selling guide to
North American business,
industrial and government
institutions. Researched,
checked and doublechecked by its publisher
General Information, the
full 1989 directory has
been built into a massive
Hypercard stack, and
published on MAC
CD-ROM by XIPHIAS.

THE TIME TABLE OF
SCIENCE AND
INNOVATION is the first
literary work created
especially for hypermedia.
6,000 stories cover
scientific discoveries and
technological innovations
dating from the theoretical
"Big Bang" to the
present-day
superconductors and
microcomputers.
The TIME TABLE is
hypermedia. Click any
word and you are linked to
every other story which
shares that word. Click a
button and lift from the
surface of the earth to the
altitude of the first
Mercury mission. Click
another button and hear
Thomas Edison. Click
another and take a 360
around the space shuttle.

All this is possible
because Xiphias built its
advanced multimedia
search engine XEARCI{TM
into the TIME TABLE.
The result? You can
design your own custom
searches and retrieve
stories with lightning
speed.
The Time Table is ideal
for K-12 schools and
higher education - as well
as the Mac enthusiast. Or
put it in your living room
and watch your kids fly. It
requires a Mac Plus, SE or
II, a compatible CD-ROM
drive, and Hypercard
1.2. 1 or later. Updated
annually, the CD is
available for $150.00
($185.00 after May l,
1989). Xiphias offers
educational discounts and
dealer pricing.

But that's not all. XIPHIAS
has added the ability to
auto-dial the numbers
with Hayes-compatible
modem, auto-fax with the
APPLEFAX modem, and
print mailing labels with
both Imagewriter and
Laserwriter. You can even
add your own numbers,
and track your daily phone
calls.

If you spend your business
day on the phone, you
Every listing has been
need The National
verified within six months Directory. It requires a
of publication, and all
Mac Plus, SE or II, a
business listings are
compatible CD-ROM drive,
sorted by the Department and Hypercard 1.2. 1 or
of Commerce Standard
later. Updated annually.
Industrial Classification the CD is available for
(SIC) code. And all are
$195.00. Xiphias offers
instantly available through discounts for valid
the power of XIPHIAS'
educational institutions,
XEARCWM technology.
as well as dealer pricing.

13464 Washington Boulevard
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

The
National Directory
Of Addresses And Telephone Numbers
1989 Version
America's most popular national telephone directory.
Now available on CD-ROM with over 195,000 of the
most useful addresses, telephone numbers. FAX
numbers and international Telex numbers. instantly
available with XIPHIAS XEARCH™ software.

Phone: (213) 821-0074
Fax: (213) 301-8427
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Visa/Master I Amex welcomed.
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By David G. Duty

Computing

T

he Mac is the easiest personal computer to learn,
but the hardest to program. There's no personal
computer that has lower training and maintenance costs, but the Mac is among the most expensive PCs to buy. Everything about the Mac
seems to have a flip side. The new 68030-based
machines- the Ilx, the SE/30 (see our April issue), and the Ilcx (see our May issue)- offer
greatly increased performance. However, their
prices are much higher than Macs cost just a few
years ago. For some, the added performance justifies the price; for some it doesn't.
New software arrives every day. Much of it is
loaded (and in some cases overloaded) with features, many of which can do things simply undreamed of a year or two ago. At the same time,
the number of incompatibilities between programs has climbed to an unprecedented high.
Some of the new power features can work only
by ''breaking the rules (Apple's programming
guidelines)."
If your new, wonder program doesn' t work
with your old, trusted stand-bys, then it might
not be worth much to you, no matter how highly
rated it is. At the least, you have a hard choice to
make.
As the Mac, at the same time becomes easier
and more complicated, a fog of computing arises
around it. Making the best, most cost-effective
hardware and software purchase decisions is becoming more difficult. Just knowing, with complete certainty, which products will work perfectly with all other products, is no longer possible.
MacGuide aims, as one of its major goals, to
help you cut through the fog of computing that's
swirling around. Good reviews can help immensely, warning of potential problems and providing the data that clear the fog. Every month
we provide more solid data and well-researched
reviews than any other source.
This month we feature a very specialized marketplace, film and video production. The Mac,
with its versatility and transportability, has

.....
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become the favored computer in filmdom. We
focus on the applications that make the Mac a
regular part of many film crews. The software
reviewed here is used for high-end film scoring,
budgeting and scheduling. Even if you don't
work with film and video, you'll find this software fascinating. And some of the more advanced features you'll read about here are
harbingers of software aimed at more general
audiences.
This issue also details the hot new spreadsheet,
Informix's WingZ. Elna Tymes' full-length, fulldetail review is complemented by Robert
Wiggins' counterpoint and evaluations gathered
from a special survey on CompuServe. If Excel
doesn't excel for you anymore, and if Full Impact
is starting to lose its punch, read our reviews to
see if WingZ will fly for you.
New this month is LabNotes, a sort of minimagazine especially for scientists and engineers.
Every month, LabNotes will provide opinion,
news, and a review of a major product.
Contributing Science Editor Linda Custer has
been working with Macs, IBM PCs, minicomputers and mainframes for several years now, and is
a battle-scarred veteran of many connectivity battles. Read LabNotes for real-world news and solutions. Ms. Custer's featured review this month
is Oracle, the mainframe, SQL-based database
that's starting to make waves on the Mac.
Don't forget to check the Professions Index in
the Table of Contents. It lists articles relevant for
readers in specific professions and occupations.
Accountants, corporate executives, educators, engineers, lawyers, doctors, clergy, retailers and scientists will all find articles and reviews targeted
specifically at their fields of endeavor. We're constantly aiming to make you a better informed user.
To make MacGuide even more useful, we need
your ideas and opinions. Send me your comments and suggestions. And take a few moments
to become part of the MacGuide rating team.
Please fill out and return the Reader Reviewer
card on page 128. Tell your fellow MacGuide readers which products you think are good and which
are bad. This rating system is unique in Mac magazines. While we (and all the other magazines)
constantly seek the best, most qualified reviewers,
no single reviewer can be perfect. Our Reader
Review system helps and protects you.

HIGHER CAPACITY
+ FASTER ACCESS
+ SMALLER SIZE
+ LOWER POWER
=SWIFT™
Looking for more hard disk storage
and higher performance for your Apple

Macintosh? The Imprimis Swift gives you
both in a 3W' package!
More Capacity Plus
Lightning Quick Performance
Swift offers 142 or 111 megabytes of
formatted data storage capacity on a Maccompatible SCSI interface. A blistering
15 ms average seek time makes reading
and writing data on your Mac faster than
ever. Swift's embedded SCSI controller
enhances performance with features
like low command overhead, 1:1
interleave, and a 32 kbyte
read-look-ahead cache.
And Less Too!
Both Swift models do all
this in the industry standard 31/2'' form factor- 14 the
space of a full-height 514''
drive! Power dissipation is a
low 11 watts-less than lower
capacity 5W' products.
Look To Swift
Give your Mac the benefits of more
and less. Ask for: Swift Model 94351-160
for 142MB formatted, or Swift Model
94351-126 for 111MB formatted.
Get the High Performance Edge . ..
Swift disk drlvesjrom Imprimis
For the authorized distributor nearest you call:
Arrow Electronics:
1-800-777-ARROW
Anthem Electronics:
1-800-395-3502
Northwest Region
1-800-395-3517
Central Region
Eastern Region
1-800-395-3511
1-800-395-3501
Southwest Region

Jll""'

-IMPRIMIS-A Subsidiary of Control Data
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The Law

I

n the last year, one group at the Cupertino campus has become as visible as programmers or
ex-soft drink marketing men- that's lawyers.
Apple has raised the level of the lawsuit to an
art form. Apple uses it not only to protect their
own turf, they also gain publicity from it.
However, the suits coming to court this year
and the ones that may just get off the ground in
the coming months will, in fact, hurt Apple.
Apple sued Microsoft in 1988 over copyright
infringement. They claimed that Microsoft
Windows on the IBM PC copied the Macintosh
interface of windows, menus and buttons. There
is definite similarity between the two interfaces,
but the lawsuit also seems to be a marketing
ploy. Apple got a lot of press, and they sold
scads of computers in the Fortune 500.
This past March, Apple got a taste of their
own legal medicine. Apple Corps, the record
company started by the Beatles, reportedly sued
Apple Computer over trademark infringement.
It seems that Apple Computer agreed in 1981 to
pay Apple Corps royalties to use the "Apple"
name. The agreement reportedly states that
Apple would never market music equipment
using the "Apple" logo. When the marketing
gurus at Apple Computer started pushing the
Mac as a music machine, Apple Corps turned
around and suggested that Apple change their
name to another fruit, like Banana or Orange.
Apple Computer isn't going to change their
name for the sake of a minor record company.
This case is more than likely going to be settled
out of court. But the bad publicity, this time,
goes to Apple Computer.
Looming on the horizon is another potential
suit. Perhaps Apple can learn a lesson from
their past experiences and try to avoid this one.
The situation is this: Screenplay Systems (a
small company whose movie scheduling and
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budgeting software is reviewed in this issue)
has created a development system that tal<es the
code from a Mac application and ports it over to
an IBM machine- complete with a
"Macintosh" interface.
Screenplay has spun off another company,
Bawamba Software, to market this incredible
developers' tool. I recently stopped in at the
Bawamba offices and saw the Multiplatform
Compatibility Package (MCP) in action. There was
Screenplay's Macintosh program, Movie Magic
Scheduling, with its various windows, scroll
bars, menus and buttons, but it was running on
a Compaq 386 machine! If you looked only at
the screen, you'd be hard-pressed to tell that it
was an MS-DOS machine.
MCP cuts the time for a Mac-to-IBM translation significantly. Developers no longer have to
rewrite source codes from the ground up.
Bawamba claims that what used to take months
can now be done in a matter of weeks. But the
look and feel issue surfaces again.
Since the interface is running free and clear
on a competitive system, Apple will probably
sue Bawamba to prevent the release of MCP.
The sad thing is that Apple may be hurting
themselves if they sue. Providing an easy way
for developers to port Mac programs over to
IBM will propagate more Apple platforms.
Many developers prefer programming on a Mac
and disregard the fact that there are more machines to sell to in the Big Blue world. But the
reality is that developers will eventually go
where the money is. If Apple wants to keep the
best and the brightest programmers on its system, they have to help developers sell to other
systems as well. A smarter strategy than a lawsuit would be for Apple to just buy Bawamba
and then parcel out the system to its developers
for a fee. If it were done right, they would license the interface for MS-DOS machines, thereby protecting the look and feel of the Macintosh.
Once suits became standard attire at
Cupertino, lawsuits were sure to follow. We'll
never be rid of them, and it's probably just as
well. Some things should be protected. But
where is it all going to end? If Apple comes out
with a tower system called Big Mac, will
McDonald's sue the computer giant? If they did,
it would serve Apple right.

Later this year, you'll have a
chance to become the lucky
owner of a Mac Laptop.

Create word processing files
on MacLite and transfer them
to your Mac in MacWrite or
text format, and vice versa.

Or transfer spreadsheet files
in the WKS format - downIn the meantime, there's a
load an Excel file from your
computer for the rest of us.
Mac, make changes on
MacLite.
MacLite, and upload the file.
A really portable - and really
HyperCard MacLite even
Display .The displ~y is .a
affordab1e - solution for
includes a HyperCard stack
supertwist LCD With eight
Macintosh users that's avail- for your Mac that keeps track · lines by 106 characters.
able now.
of names, addre?ses, phone , Periuherals MacLite is onl
numbers and t~gs ~do. It~ 8.25r.x11.5"x.875", but it's/
If you've ever wanted to do
called HC Orgaruser .- and It complete computer, and can
some writing on vacation;
take your name, address and can transfer cfata from It~ own be used with a focket
modern, a seria or parallel
stacks to and from MacLlte.
phone number file on a
Memory MacLite has 160K of printe/
business trip; take a
memory, expandable to over
spreadsheet to a meeting
down the hallway - welf, now 1.5Mb.
you can.
Batteries MacLite runs on 4
-~
MacLite is the next best thing AA disposable batteries for
to throwing a two pound Mac up to 20 hours, and your data
is safe for months. You won't
in your briefcase along with
even lose data when you
everything else.
change batteries.
Built-in applications MacLite
isn't a Mac. It's a completely Keyboard MacLite has a silent
different kind of computer,
keyboard, so you can use it
with its own built-in word
anywhere - in the classroom,
processor, spreadsheet, clock, meetings, libraries.
calendar, diary, alarms, and
operating system.

/

///'

Transfer files
What makes
MacLite so
special is that it
can exchange
data with a Mac.

Operating system MacLite' s
multi-tasking operating
system allows you to have
several documents open
simultaneously, and to switch
from one to another with just
a few keystrokes. When you
return to a document- even
after switching off- you'll
find it exactly as you left it,
without booting, loading,
opening, saving, closing or
quitting.
Price MacLite is $899 (plus
$15 shipping; 5% sales tax in
ME)
To order Call 800-888-3723 or
800-366-0088. Take MacLite
everywhere you go for the
next 21 days. If it doesn't
change your life, send it back
and owe us nothing. In fact,
we'll even let you keep HC
Organiser (retail value $99.95)
as our way of saying thanks
for trying MacLite.
Camoricfge North America,
424 Cumoerland Avenue,
Portland, ME 04101
207-761-3700.
~ 1989 Cambridge North America
HC Organiser is a trademark of MAXSoLUTIONS

Don't wait! Call 800-366-0088 today
For dealer inquiries, Call 800-888- 3723
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MacGuide welcomes your
comments, criticism and conjecture about our articles and
reviews. Please address correspondence to: Letters to the
Editor, MacGuide Magazine,
550 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Suite
500, Lakewood, CO 80226; or
send electronically on
MacNET (MACGUIDE) or
AppleLink (DELTAGROUP).
We reserve the right to edit
all letters.

Junk and Gibberish
While I find your publication
useful (whenever I can get it),
I must say that the Fall-Winter
issue does me a serious disservice in the published review of International Fonts.
My biggest objection is reserved for the individual who
chose the screen displays for
the review. They are absolute
junk, gibberish having no resemblance to real languages.
These illustrations are worthless. They also damage the
reputation of the fonts,
because many people will
think I chose those displays.
While I thank you for your
decision to review the fonts,
what results is not acceptable
for the reasons I have stated.
-Prof. P. Rapoport
Ontario, Canada

Finding Some Cache
Our little boy, age two-and-ahalf, is crazy about the Mac. I
finally had to get him off the
hard disk as he was figuring
out too many things. When he
got into the Control Panel and
started changing the RAM
cache, that was it. I made him
his own set of disks in his
own disk box and he loves it.
He comes down to the office
by himself, fires up the Mac
and plays for an hour or so. I
wonder if he is getting addicted? But one thing is sure, educational software for young
kids is few and far between. I
hate to have him wait to grow
into good software.
- Jim Richardson
Denver, CO
Caveat: Coming up Empty
I sent a company, listed in
MacGuide, over $7,500 for a
Mac II system and a SIMMS
upgrade, which I never received. My money, as well as
the money of many others like
me, went to a mail order
house now awaiting trial on
various charges, including
federal counts of mail fraud.
Please remove Your Mac
Source's name from your publication. If you call their number, you'll only find out that
it's disconnected, anyway.
- Kathie Rokita
Kew Gardens, NY

After checking, we have deleted
the company from our Listings.
We are sorry for your loss. When
our goal is to be comprehensive,
we can't guarantee the quality or
integrity of any product or service published in our Listings
section. We appreciate hearing
from our readers concerning any
companies we list.- Ed.
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Positive Proof
The article in your April issue,
"Style Before Substance" by
Ted Silveira, covers a valuable
topic for your readers. Mr.
Silveira obviously has a good
user perspective, since the issues he raised concerning
MacProof3.11 are uncannily
close to the feedback we received from thousands of
MacProof users.
It is unfortunate, however,
that Mr. Silveira reviewed
MacProof without contacting
us. The enhancements in our
latest release, MacProof 3.2, announced at the San Francisco
Expo in January 1989, were
based on the comments we received from a four-page questionnaire completed by our
registered MacProof users.
-Virginia Austin
Lexpertise Linguistic
Software
Vaumarcus, Switzerland

Our article was finished and at
press at the time of the 3.2 announcement. We are happy to inform our readers of the program's
update.- Ed.
Erratum
Information about 4Site
Technologies, the publisher of
PenMacfPlanimeter software,
was inadvertantly omitted
from the feature "Of Mice and
Pens" in our Spring 1989 issue. 4Site Technologies may
be contacted at 200 7th
Avenue, Mail Stop 250, Santa
Cruz, CA 95062; (800) 6347483 or (415) 475-8444.

How much longer can you
really afford to be
without ITC DESKTOP?
--·
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Please send me a free issue of lTC DESKTOP. If I like it,
I'll pay just $24 for 5 more issues (total of6), a savings
of $6 off the newsstand price. If I decide lTCDESKTOP
is not for me, !'II return your invoice marked "cancel"
and owe nothing. But the free issue is mine to keep.
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Professional-looking graphic techniques make the
same report look as important as the infonnation
it contains.

Introducing ITCDESKI'OP, the new practical
"how-to" publication designed to help you
create more powerful, more persuasive business
communications.
Now, creating professional-looking presentations, proposals, and reports is easier - and more importantthan ever before.
Because now, there's lTC DESKTOP. The bold, new
publication from International Typeface Corporation,
a world leader in typeface design.
Recent advances in desktop technology have suddenly made typewritten reports, presentations, and
proposals obsolete. Now the business community
(including your competitors) has embraced the
persuasive power of professional-looking business
communications. And all it takes is your personal
computer, a little imagination, and the skills you'll
learn in lTC DESKTOP.
Don 't be left behind. Sooner or later you'll discover
just how vital this new desktop technology is to your
continued success. lTC DESKTOP suggests the sooner
the better.
We have a free issue to send you. Simply fill out
and return the coupon below and mail it to the
address shown. There's no obligation or commitment
whatsoever.
Hurry. Limited time offer. Act now!

City

State

Zip

·nesktop
Mail to: W . Box 53987, Boulder, CO 80322-3987

, ,.
MapMaker by
Select Micro Systems
MapMaker is a complete business
map making system. It can quickly
uncover hidden relationships in geographic data, and demonstrate the
findings with striking presentation
graphics. MapMaker includes population statistics for each of the United
States, as well as 176 other countries.
MapMaker is the definitive tool for
market research, site analysis, sales
force performance, etc. . . . . . . $215.

MODEMS
Abaton lnterFax 12/48
325.
Anchor Automation
MacPac 2400E w/ software & cable
179.
Best Data Products SmartOne 2400 /
t200 w/ software & cable
Specia/169.
CMS CMS 2400BMX
179.
Epic Epic 2400 Int. SE
315.
Epic 2400 Int. Mac II
Specia/ 315.
Hayes Microcomputing
Smartmodem 1200
299.
Smartmodem 2400
449.
Practical Peripherals
Practical Modem Mini 1200SA
77.

Practical Modem 2400SA
179.
MacCommpack (2400SA
w/Microphone & Cable)
225.
Prometheus
Promodem 2400M Ext.
(Software & Cable)
Specia/199.
Supra Corporation
Supra Modem 2400
149.
U.S. Robotics
Courier 1200 (Hayes Compatible)
199.
Courier 2400 (Hayes Compatible)
349.
Ven-tel
Mac2400E (Int. Mac II w/MS Works)
369.

Micro Planner 6.0
by Micro Planning
Micro Planner is the only project management package available that truly combines
power and ease of use. Critical Path Analysis
(PERT) and powerful resource management
capabilities allow managers to accomplish
projects on time and on budget. ..... $325.

PRINTERS & DIGITIZERS
Digital Vision Computer Eyes-Mac
Koala Technologies Corp.
MacVision 2.0 (Digitizer)
Mac Director
Kurta IS ADB Tablet
Cordless 4 Button Cursor

209.
219.
115.
255.
65.

Expressionist 2.0
by Allan Bonadio Associates
Expressionist 2.0 is a powerful application
and desk accessory that quickly and easily
creates mathematical equations for your
word processing, drawing, or page layout
documents. A must for every scientist and
engineer! ... .... ... ... ... .... ...... ... $79.

EDUCATIONAL/CREATIVE SOFTWARE
Ars Nova Practica Musica 2.1 Specia/75.
Barron's Barron's SAT
35.
Bible Research The Word (KJV or NIV) 165.
Bogas Productions Studio Session
49.
Stnng Quartet, Country or Heavy Metal 15.
Super Stud1o Sess1on
75.
Bright Star Technology Alphabet Blocks 32.
Talking Tiles
69.
Broderbund
Jam Session or Black & White Movies
30.
Sensei Geometry, Calculus or Physics
59.
Type!
20.
Where in the World is Carmen SanDiego? 27.
Where in the USA is Carmen SanDiego? 32.
Coda Mac Drums
32.
Perceive
52.
Davidson & Associates
Speed Reader II
36.
Math Blaster or Word Attackl
27.

Tim~~u

TrafficWalch
LaCie
Silverserver
Magnus FileMagic
Microsoft
Microsoft Mailt-4 users
Olduvai Software Clip Share
Font Sharer
Shiva NetModem V2400

159.
9.
35.
6~

139.
89.
Special 65.
195.
109.
149.
479.

Net Serial X232
289.
Net Bridge or TeleBridge
349.
SuperMac Software Acknowledge
329.
Multi-User SuperlaserSpool
199.
TOPS
Tops 2.1 Mac, , Tops Dos
or Net Print
Specla/149.
Tops FlashBox
Specla/125.
Tops Repeater
129.
Tops FlashCard
169.
lnBox-MacConnection
45.
lnBox-Starter Kit
Specla/149.
Tops Teleconnector DinS or DB9
39.

Stepping Out II
by Berkeley System
A software alternative to a hardware
big screen, Stepping Out II fools
the Mac into thinking it has a big
screen. You choose the screen size.
Desktop publishing, art/ graphics,
CAD and spreadsheet programs have
new horizons. 25%, 50% & 75%
reductions, 2-16X enlargements, fixed
menus & palettes give it unparalleled
versatility. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . $52.

Electronic Arts Mavis Beacon Typing
Venture's Business Simulator
Deluxe Music Construction Set V2.5
First Byte
Dinosaur Discovery Kit, Puule
Storybook or Rhyming NoteBook
Great Wave Software KidsTime
Number Maze
Crystal Paint
Individual Typing Instructor Encore
Learning Company Reader Rabbit
Mindscape Perfect Score SAT
w/The Perfect College
Niles & Associates End Note
Nordic
MacKids Educational Prog. (ea)
Simon & Schuster Typing Tutor IV
Springboard Top Honors
Family Matters or Atlas Explorer

35.
47.
84.
27.
26.
27.

27.

26.
32.
46.
82.
28.
35.
59.
28.

FASTAT
bySYSTAT
FASTATis a new statistics and graphics package for the Mac that is accurate and easy to use. Use it for graphics, tables, financial projections and
surveys. FASTAT has more features
and statistical routines than Mac stat
packages costing over twice as much.
Fast help, 3D scatterplots and surfaces, MacDraw-like tools, and color
make FASTAT spectacular. ... $165.

NETWORKING SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
CE Software Quick Mail
Farrallon PhoneNET AppleTalk
PhoneNET Din 8 or DB9

LogiTech ScanMan
359.
Seikosha SP1000 (lmagewriter comp.) 235.
Summagraphics Bit Pad Plus
325.
ThunderWare ThunderScan
189.
LightningScan
Specia/409.
Mac II Power Accessory
42.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Abacus Concepts StatView II (Mac+,
SE, II w/ 68020 & 68881)
339.
StatView SE+ Graphics
229.
Access Technology Trapeze 2.1
149.
Ashton Tate Full Impact
249.
BrainPower ArchiText
179.
StatView 512 Plus
175.
Math View Professional
139.
Data Scan
118.
Bravo Technologies MacCalc
77.
Chang Laboratories CAT
Specia/229.
Claris MacProject II
379.
Smartform Designer
309.
Individual lOt Macros For Excel
37.
Mainstay Capture
42.
Mac Flow 2.0 or Mac Schedule
115.
Meta Software MetaDesign
199.
Micro Planning International
Micro Planner 6.0
Specia/325.

Microsoft Microsoft Works 2.0
189.
Microsoft Excel! .5
255.
Nolo Press WiiiMaker 3.0
34.
For the Record
29.
Paracomp Milo
159.
Pro Plus WaiiStreet Investor V3.0
469.
Satori Software
Bulk Mailer 3.2
Specia/78.
Bulk Mailer Plus
195.
Select Micro Systems, Inc. Exstatix
219.
MapMaker
Specia/215.
Shana Corporation Fast Forms
89.
SoftView MaclnUse
42.
Form Set Business Forms
55.
Synex Mac Envelope 4.0
Special 55.
Mac Invoice
29.
Systat Systat 3.2
(Specify MacPius, SE or Mac II)
459.
Fastat
Specla/165.

Ril
UTILITY SOFTWARE

SHOWCASE FIX
by Aegis
Aegis' SHOWCASE FIX is the feature packed special effects and animation system for fonts and graphics.
Enhance your graphic images with
powerful, unique headlines by applying styles to any Macintosh font. Distort, rotate and rescale graphic images
and fonts. Create animated text, and
play it back at 60 frames per second!
For high impact presentations and
desktop video, you can't beat Aegis'
SHOWCASE FIX. . ........... $199.

SPELLING & GRAMMAR CHECKERS
Aegis Development
Doug Clapp's Word Tools 2nd Edition
A.L.P. Systems
MacProof 3.0
Deneba Software
Big Thesaurus
Spelling Coach 3.0 Professional
Electronic Arts Thunderl II

42.
115.
54.
105.
49.

Lundeen & Associates
WorksPius Spell 1.1
Microlytics, Inc.
Word Finder (Synonym Finder)
Electronic Word Finder
Sensible Software
Sensible Grammar or BookEnds
Working Software Spellswell 2.0

46.

ALSoft Disk Express
Specia/49.
Font/DAJuggler Plus
42.
Master Juggler
64.
A.S.D. FileGuard
Specia/1 29.
Berkeley System Design
Stepping Out II
Special 52.
Beyond Inc. Menu Fonts 2
29.
Central Point Software
Copy II Mac
(Includes MacTools)
Specia/ 20.
PC Tools Deluxe Mac v5
45.
CE Software
QuicKeys (Macro Program)
53.
MockPackage Plus Utilities
27.
Farallon Computing Screen Recorder 135.
Fifth Generation Systems Suitcase II
45.
FastBack
54.
Power Station
32.
Pyro!
15.
HJC Virex
69.
lcom Simulations On Cue
36.
TMON
95.
Insight Development
MacPrint
Specia/ 79.
MainStay AntiToxin or ClickPaste
65.

Mlcrolytics, Inc. GOfer
44.
Mlcroseeds !NITPicker
29.
Redux
59.
ScreenGems
47.
Olduval Software Icon-It!
45.
MultiCiip
59.
Read-It! O.C.R. Personal
109.
Read-It! O.C.R. 2.0
245.
PCPC HFS Back-Up 3.0
54.
SuperMac Software
SuperSpool 5.0
Special 54.
SuperlaserSpool 2.0
Spec/a/79.
54.
Diskfit 1.4
Sentinel 2.0
149.
Symantec MacSOZ!
59.
Symantec Utilities for Mac (S. U.M.)
69.
Symantec AntiVirus for
Mac (S.A.M.)
Specia/69.
Williams & Macias
myDisklabeler w/Color
31 .
myDisklabeler w/LaserWriter Option
34.
StickyBusiness
99.
Working Software
Findswell 2.0 (Document Finder)
36.
XTree Company XTree
55.

33.
79.
53.
45.

MAC-101 Keyboard
by DataDesk
Replace your Mac's keyboard
with the MAC-101 by DataDesk.
The positive tactile, firm feel101
includes a full numeric keypad,
15 function keys, 6 page control
keys, and a T-style cursor pad.
Includes 101-Keys desk accessory software, a powerful macro
utility that allows you to exploit
the full power of the function
keys in almost any Mac application. Available in ADB and nonADB versions. .. ........ $145.

Practica Musica 2.1
byArs Nova
Your personal music tutor! Practica Musica
2.1 adds a 190-page textbook and several
new activities to this award-winning ear
training and music theory program. Perfect
for home or school. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $75.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
Acius 4th Dimension
Specia/ 399.
Activision
69.
Reports for Hypercard
Focal Point & Business Class Bundle
55.
Apple C11mputer
42.
HyperCard
Ashton Tate
dBASE Mac 1.0
295.
Borland Reflex Plus
189.
Claris
FileMaker II
229.
Fox Software FoxBase+
205.

FoxBase+ Multi-User
FoxBase+ Runtime
Microsoft Microsoft File 2.0
Odesta Double Helix II
DataDesk Professional
GeoQuery
Preferred Publishers DAtabase
ProVue
Panorama
Software Discoveries
RecordHolderPius
TENpointO FocaiPoint II

315.
158.
129.
339.
289.
199.
75.
207.
65.
119.

DESK ACCESSORY PROGRAMS
Affinity Microsystems
Tempo II
Affinilile
Borland SideKick V2.0
Casady & Greene, fnc OuickDex 1.4A
CE Software DiskTop 3.0
Deneba Software Comment 2.0

. --.-.-•.,. ..• .......
~

.

89.
46.
68.
32.
27.
54.

Electronic Arts Disk Tools Plus
Mainstay Think'n Time
Solutions, International
Super Glue
SmartScrap & The Clipper V2.0
Symmetry HyperDA (Req. 512K)
TENpointO Openltl

31.
61.
50.
46.
35.
49.

FileGuanl
by ASD Software
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FiteGuard is the automatic file protection program that provides a comprehensive solution to all your problems
of security and confidentiality. This
integrated software will enable the
user to easily protect documents
against unauthorizecj access. FileGuard can even control the insertion
of diskettes to prevent the illegal copying of files or the introduction of a
destructive computer virus. . . $129 .

Cutting Edge lOOK Drive
by Cutting Edge
The Cutting Edge BOOK floppy disk
drive takes advantage of the newest
technology to offer high speed, low
noise, high reliability in a compact,
stylish case. The Cutting Edge BOOK
floppy drive is compatible with all new
ROM Macs including the Mac SE and
Mac II. The Cutting Edge BOOK would
make an attractive addition to many
Macs..... .................... $175.

FAX: 203/381-9043
Inquiries: 203/378-3662
Canada: 1/800/344-7753
75 RESEARCH DRIVE
STRATFORD, CT 06497

1/800/832-3201

Rags to Riches '3-Packs'
by Chang Labs
Rags to Riches '3-Packs' offers the
user flexible reporting, batch totals
for any time period, user definable
accounting cycles and impressive
speed. As a special bonus, if you
choose a '3-Pack' before June 30,
Programs Plus will send you an Aatrix
Payroll program, absolutely FREE!
General 3-Pack (G/L, A/R, A/P)
($289), Pro 3-Pack (G/L, Pro. Bill.,
AlP) ($359), Retail 3-Pack (G/L,
Invent., A/P) ($359).

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
Aatrix Software
Aatrix TimeMinder
109.
Aatrix Payroll Plus
159.
Bedford Software
Simply Accounting
219.
Chang Labs
Rags to Riches Gen. 3-Pak 3.1
(GL!AR!AP)
Specia/289.
Rags to Riches GL, AR, or AP
119.
Check Mark MultiLedger
259.
Payroll
189.
Cash Ledger
129.
Dac Software
Dac-Easy Light
44.
Intuit Quicken
33.

Layered
Insight One Write
Insight Expert GL, AR, or AP
MECA
Managing Your Money
Monogram
Business Sense
Dollars & $ense 4.0
Peachtree
Back To Basics Professional
(GL/AR!AP!INV)
Satori Software
Components GL
Survivor Software
MacMoney 3.0 (En. Ver.)

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
3G Graphics
Images w/lmpact Graphics &Symbols
Images w/lmpact Business 1
ABA Software
Draw It Again Sam 2.0
Graphist Paint II
Adobe Systems Adobe Illustrator 88
Adobe Fonts (Various volumes)
Aldus Freehand
Altsys Corp. Fontographer 2.2
FONTastic Plus 2.0 or KeyMaster
Ashton Tate Full Paint
Broderbund
Print Shop or Clip Charts
Drawing Tables
Casady & Greene
Vivid Impressions
Quill Pack (vol. 8 & 20)
Headline Pack (vol. 10-12)
Modern Pack (vol. 7, 14-18) or
Distinctive Pack (vol. 8, 19-22)
Classic Pack (val. 3-6, & 13)
CE Software Calendar Maker 3.1

59.
69.
79.
289.
309.
Call
349.
229.
52.
69.
35.
76.
69.
105.
145.
195.
195.
27.

Specia/279.
81.

139.
54.
88.

LightningScan
by Thunderware
LightningScan is a hand-held, high
resolution image scanner for the Macintosh. Its design allows fast scanning
of photographs, images from books
and magazines, drawings, and logos.
Its speed and flexibility make it an
ideal tool for all Macintosh graphic
applications including desktop publishing and design. After use, the
scanning unit is easily stored in any
desk drawer. ........ .... ...... $409.

275.
449.
685.
179.
45.
64.
129.
255.
32.
32.

4th Dimension is the standard in Macintosh databases. It is easy enough
for beginners, yet powerful for highend users. 4th Dimension will be up to
100 times faster! The need for programming is almost eliminated! All
registered owners of Version 1.0 will
get a free upgrade to Version 2.0! Buy

159.
389.
61.
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COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
24.
45.

139.
279.
145.
359.

4th Dimension
by Acius

127.

Bulk Mailer is a powerful program specifically designed for managing mail lists. It does
everything you could want in a mail list program, including duplication elimination, zip
and alpha sorts, plus much more. . . . . $78.

lnsigna SoftPC
Software Ventures
Microphone II (Includes Glue)
Solutions, International
BackFax
Synergy Software VersaTerm
VersaTerm-Pro
Traveling Software
LAP-LINK

275.

185.
455.

Bulk Mailer 3.2
by Satori Software

Compuserve
Compuserve Starter Kit
Compuserve Navigator
DataViz
Maclink Plus with Cable
Freesoft
Red Ryder V1 0.3
Hayes
Smartcom II 3.0

lnformix Wingz
Innovative Data Design
Residential Construction
Dreams
MacDraft 1.2B
Laserware Laserpaint Color II
Letraset
lmageStudio 1.5
MacroMind MacroMind Director
Micro CAD/CAM MGMStation
Micro Illusions
Photon Paint
Micro: Maps
MacAtlas Paint 2.0 (MacPaint Format)
MacAtlas Hyper Atlas
MacAtlas Professional
(PICT I MacDraw Version)
Microsoft
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.1
Miles Computing
Mac the Ripper or Orchestra of Fonts
People, Places-Things or Taking
Care of Business

249.
225.
127.
65.
189.
83.

Claris MacPaint II
MacDraw II
Claris Cad
Cricket Software Cricket Draw
Cricket Paint
Pictograph
Cricket Graph
Cricket Presents
Deneba Software Canvas 2.0
(Includes Desk Accessory)
Dream Maker
MacGallery (Hypercard or Paint)
Cliptures (vol. 1 or vol. 2)
Dubi·Ciick Software
World Class Fonts: Various Vol. 1-6 (ea)
WetPaint: Various Vol. 1-16 (ea)
Electronic Arts Studio 8 (Mac//)
Enabling Technology
Clip 3D (ea)
Pro3D
Foundation Publishing Comic People
Comic Strip Factory
Generic Software Generic CADD
Symbol Libraries:
Graphsoft Mini Cad 4.0
Mini Cad+

99.
309.
629.
168.
99.
89.
115.
289.
159.
28.
95.
45.
45.
319.
69.
289.
24.
42.
85.
Call
375.
519.

NuEquation Nu Paint
Olduvai Software
Art Clip or ArtFonts 1, 2 or 3
Paracomp Swivel 3D
Silicon Beach Software
SuperCard
SuperPaint 2.0
Digital Darkroom
Super 3D
Super 3D 2.0
Solutions International
The Curator (Catalog Your Art)
Springboard
Certificate Maker
Springboard Publisher
SuperMac Software
Pixel Paint 2.0
Symmetry
Picture Base &Wet Paint Bundle
Synergy KaleidaGraph
T/Maker Click Art Letters I, Letters II,
Personal Graphics, Effects,
Business Image, or Holidays (each)
Christian Images
Click Art EPS Illustrations
Zedcor DeskPaint 2.0

Casino Master Mac II
by Centron Software
Casino Master Deluxe Version includes five
casino games in dauling Mac II color. Play
Blackjack, Craps, Roulette, Video Poker and
Baccarat. Detailed manuals include rules,
strategy. Standard Version runs on all Mac's
with 512K ... .' ............ .. .... ........ $55.

99.
59.
249.
135.
129.
169.
179.
335.
75.
24.
109.
199.
89.
119.
28.
35.
75.
69.

Specials good through
June 30, 1989

TOPS 2.1/lnBox/FiashBox
by TOPS
With TOPS ($149) you can transform
any Mac with at least 512K of memory
into a TOPS Network station. /nBox
($149) enables users to send and
receive messages, memos, and files
over a TOPS Network. With FlashBox
($125) you can speed up your AppleTalk network and allow your Mac to
communicate at the Flash talk speed
of 770K bits per second.

Now Toll-Free
In Canada

1-800-344-7753
Monday thru Friday
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

(Eastern Time)
Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
(Eastern Time)

Copy II Mac
by Central Point Software

HYPERMEDIA &LANGUAGES
Borland Turbo Pascal
Bright Star Technology
Hyper Animator
Consulair
Mac 68000 Dev. System
Hyper Press Script Screen
Script Expert
Manx
Aztec C
Aztec C +SOB
Axtec C + MPW
Microsoft
Quick Basic

68.
99.
59.
42.
49.
65.
99.
99.
69.

Smethers & Barnes
Prototyper
Softworks Stack Cleaner
HyperTools 1 or 2
Symantec Lightspeed C
Lightspeed Pascal
Just Enough Pascal
TENpointO FocaiPoint II
T.M.L.
TML Pascal II V3.0
TML Source Code Library II
Zed core
ZBasic 5.0

125.
29.
59.
135.
95.
49.
119.
115.
42.
99.

Business Sense
by Monogram
Business Sense is serious business
software for the small to medium size
business. It's easy to use and hard to
outgrow. General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Invoicing and Budgeting functions
are fully integrated in one powerful
package.All this power is easy to use.
If your business has what it takes,
Business Sense from Monogram can
take you all the way... .... .. .. $279.

BLANK MEDIA
Single Sided 3W' Diskettes
Bulk (Sony) 3Y2' SS/ 00 Disks (10)
Sony 3W' SS/ 00 Disks (box of 10)
Double Sided 3W' Diskettes
BASF 3Y2"' DS/ 00 (box of 10)
Bulk (Sony) 3W' DS/ 00 (10)

14.
16.
17.
17.

Centech 3Y2"' DS/ 00 Color Disks (10)
Sony 3W' DS/ 00 Disks (box of 10)
Fuji 3Y2"' DS/ 00 Disks (box of 10)
Maxeii 3Y2' DS/DD Disks (box of 10)
Verbatim 3W' DS/00 Disks (box of 10)
3M 3W' DS/ 00 Disks (box of 10)

Copy II Mac makes back ups of nearly all
protected Macintosh software. Even copies
some popular programs from a 400K disk to
an BOOK disk. Copy II has great disk utilities
including repairing damaged disks and undeleting files. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20.

19.
18.
19.
19.
19.
20.

Super/SuperlaserSpool
by SuperMac Software
SuperSpoo/ ($54) and SuperLaserSpoo/ ($79) take control of printing in
the background and return the Mac to
your control in seconds. These bestselling print spoolers are the fastest
available and include a special desk
accessory that lets you delete documents from queue, re-order them,
reroute documents to other printers
(SLS) and preview or zoom in on
documents.

WORD PROCESSORS &DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Access Technology Mind Write 2.0
95.
Mind Write Express
139.
Aegis Showcase F/X
Special 199.
Allan Bonadio Associates
Expressionist 2.0
Special 79.
Aldus Corporation
Aldus Persuasion
389.
PageMaker 3.0
399.
Ashton Tate
FuiiWrite Professional
269.
Broderbund
DTP Advisor
47.
Caere Omnipage
559.
Claris MacWrite 5.0
99.
Design Science Math Type 2.0
99.
Emerald City Smart Art
95.
Letraset
Design Studio 1
459.
Ready, Set, Go! 4.5
275.

Letra Studio
289.
LetraFonts (Various Vol. 1-45 ea.)
65.
Microsoft
Microsofl Word 4.0
255.
Paragon Concepts Nisus
Special 189.
Preferred Publishers
Vantage
59.
Quark, Inc.
QuarkXPress V2.0
499.
OuarkStyle
199.
Symantec More II
255.
Symmetry Acta Advantage
65.
T/Maker Company
WriteNow V2.0
99.
U.S. Microlabs Fan! Sizer
79.
Word Pertect Corporation
Word Perfect
179.
Working Software
Quickletter
75.

S.A.M.
by Symantec
S.A.M. is the only comprehensive
virus protection program for the Macintosh. It offers virus protection, detection, and elimination. By tracking suspicious activity caused by viruses,
S.A.M. will stop all known and unknown viruses from infecting your
Macintosh. With all this protection it is
virtually impossible for a virus to infect
your computer. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $69.
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Inquiries: 203/378-3662
Canada: 1/800/344-7753
FAX: 203/381-9043

75 RESEARCH DRIVE
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1/800/832-3201

Defining
By Neil Shapiro

T

The Future

he Big (Beautiful) Picture:
Six or seven years ago I stood amazed before a
television screen in a booth at the huge, Las
Vegas Consumer Electronics Show. There was a
special TV camera trained on a pretty model on
the other side of a glass studio wall. She was arrayed on a colorful towel in an extremely phonylooking beach scene. But it was needed that she
be visible there, because .it was the only way you
could be sure that you were seeing a live picture.
On that TV screen was what I can only describe
as being the most unbelievable television picture
imaginable. It was less like a TV picture than as if
there was a large, color-film transparency being
held up behind the glass. It wasn't TV quality, it
wasn't even movie quality, it was better.
The girl on the screen waved. I glanced over.
The model was waving.
Yep, it was real.
It's called High-Definition Television (HDTV)
and Japanese companies such as Matsushita,
Toshiba, National Radio (Panasonic) and many
others have been working overtime on it for almost a decade now. Yet, most Americans have
never heard of it. That may change due to a report on Ted Koppel's "Night Line" TV show
which aired in late February 1989.
Koppel reported that the American TV industry is on the verge of losing out to Japan on this
new technology in much the same way
American manufacturers totally blew the VCR
business (all VCRs are made in Japan).

America Stirs
One of the things Koppel mentioned that
American industry is doing involved a number
of electronic companies working with our government. He named Apple Computer as one of
these companies.
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Wow! Would I be able t~ buy an Apple TV set
next year? I spoke to Mike Libehold at Apple
who is Manager of Hypermedia Research. While
it doesn't look as if Apple TV is on the planning
boards, there are a whole lot of other, interesting
developments going on.
The consortium that Apple is involved in is
called the American Electronic Association and
16 members of that association have contributed
to paying for an investigative business report being drafted by a Boston consulting group. The
business plan will address various issues relating
to the development of American HDTV. One of
the issues will likely relate to how the Defense
Department should spend the $30 million they
have allocated to development of HDTV in this
country. You see, the American military has noticed that too many products our own national
defense relies on are stamped "Made In Japan."
It doesn't, however, appear that many people
at Apple are seeing this just as a possible defense
contract. On the contrary, they tend to see it as a
natural outgrowth of where the Macintosh is
now and where its software and hardware development should be headed.
The Mac and video go together hand in glove.
At the last Macworld Expo, John Sculley (Apple
CEO) showed an astonishing HyperCard stack
that exemplified some future directions. The
XCMDs (programmed subroutines) that make the
stack work were written by Apple's Steve Maller
and require a video board from AST Research.
Basically, Sculley showed, on the screen of a
Mac II, television video from a laserdisc machine
controlled by HyperCard.
According to Libehold, this is the very beginning of the development of interactive software
such as "movie manuals." What's a movie manual? It's when you see pictures on-screen which,
when clicked on or highlighted, will suddenly
come alive with animated explanations of the
topic under discussion.
"This cinematic software is what we're very
interested in," Libehold said. Everything from
courses in impressionistic art to geographical
expositions on the movement of tectonic plates,

according to Libehold, are fair game for development using the new video powers of the
Macintosh.
Apple is presently treating the issue of HDTV
as a "connectivity issue." Just as Apple has connected the Macintosh to such things as UNIX and
DEC machines (not to mention those Big Blue machines) they want to make sure the Macintosh
connects well to all video, both present and future.
Right now, Apple is extremely unhappy with
the Japanese standards for HDTV.
The present HDTV standards in Japan call for
an "interlaced" screen. Most people are familiar
with the fact that a normal TV screen's picture is
made up of scan lines. Certainly if you put your
nose close up to a TV today, you'll see those
lines. Well, HDTV also has scan lines, just many
more of them.

It wasn't TV quality,
it wasn't even movie quality,
it was better.
The problem is how the lines are "refreshed"
or how they change in order to reflect the constantly changing picture being shown. In an interlaced system the lines change alternately. In a
system such as the Macintosh screen, the lines
change all at once. This is because the Macintosh
screen has a far faster scan rate than a TV, so it
doesn't need to interlace.
The effect is that you can stare at a Macintosh's
screen all day long and feel fine. But if you try to
work on a computer that uses a TV-style display
screen your eyes will feel like two hot coals.
The pictorial possibilities for HDTV display on
a computer are exciting. On the other hand, it
would be disheartening indeed to try to use the
present HDTV standards for spreadsheets, word
processing and other text-intensive work.
So it will be up to Apple and other computer
companies to make certain that whatever standard does come about will be one usable by the
computerist. There's no doubt that Apple's future machines, using the Mac II as a starting
point, will be able to take tremendous advantage
of such new video developments.
But, I hope that Apple doesn't miss out on
what could be the biggest of all marketplaces,
and the one with the greatest influence on the

future of the country and the world -consumer
television. As was pointed out to me, Apple is
not presently a consumer-oriented business other
than for people who happen to buy a computer
for their home.
Yes, it's true that Apple is "a personal computer company." But I think that means something
today that it will probably not mean- if it will
mean anything at all- in the fast-approaching
Twenty-first Century.

Through AScreen Darkly
It's always hard to predict the future. But, it's always incumbent on writers to try and here's what
I see happening in video in the coming decade
and how I feel Apple should be positioning itself.
It could prove to be even more exciting than the
first couple years working out of the garage.
Today, television is a very passive medium. It
has given rise to a whole new class of human being- the couch potato. Computing, on the contrary, is a very active medium. Whether you are
programming or spreadsheeting, using computerassisted instruction or just playing a game, the use
of a computer is far more than just "sitting there."
When the VCR came about it first led only to
people recording favorite TV shows in order to
extend their couch potatohood or to be potatoes
at their favorite time of the day or night (timeshifting). Most American manufacturers were
hardly bothered at all by the first Japanese inroads to what was, then, perceived as only a peripheral marketplace.
Of course it developed into much more than
that due to the invention of the home video camera and the camcorder. Many people buy VCRs
these days not for the potatoness of it all, but because the VCR is to a television set what a disk
drive is to a computer. It enables you to record
and to play back, to modify and to enjoy your
own creativity, and to share it with other people.
Thanks to the VCR and the camcorder, television today has become a medium of lasting communication possibilities. Yes, there are far too
many T-120 tapes chock full of screamingly bad
let-me-outta-here home movies. But there is also .
a whole generation who have been brought up
with the beginnings of the concept that the video
screen is a reachable, desirable and affordable
arena in which to exercise their own creativity.
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Thanks to the fact that the current HDTV standards do not fit well with today's computer technologies, people such as Apple- and particularly Apple Computer- can not only help guide
HDTV definitions but, by being in at the beginning, can help guide the future of TV as well.
I can visualize an Apple-brand TV set in the
year 2010. It might or might not have a mouse
and keyboard (probably those would be optional) but it would be a computer in every sense of
the word.

I can visualize an Apple-brand
TV set in the year 201 0.
It might or might not have
a mouse or keyboard but
it would be a computer
in every sense of the word.
On its HDTV display, which would be the size
of one of today's projection TVs with an auxiliary
tabletop monitor for close-up viewing of such
things as text, the family of the Twenty-first
Century would do it all, from entertainment programs to schoolwork to working at home to
meeting new friends and neighbors. And, I see
various terminals throughout the home connected to that main "TV" so that all family members
can do all these things at once.
But, the key here is that this not be "sold" to
the public as a computer system. Yes, it is true
that computers have made fantastic inroads in
the last fifteen years. But I still remember a conversation I had with one of the original crew of
Apple Computer years ago.
He had just come into New York City for the
first time and had his first experience with the
subway system. We were having a discussion
then as to whether computers such as the Apple
II would ever become consumer devices. This
was before the first Visicalc spreadsheet so it
wasn't even very clear then that microcomputers
would become widely-accepted business devices.
He shook his head "no." He thought back to
the subway ride to my office and he averred that
he could have imagined all of the people he
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saw on the subway ride with a TV set but he
couldn't imagine more than a few of them with
a computer.
Well, thanks to HDTV and Apple's involvement with the upcoming American effort, based
on such things as Steve Maller's work with
HyperCard and video techniques, based on everything that has transfigured both video and computing in the last five years I think Apple has a
shot at becoming a pivotal company in an extremely important new field.
I just hope that as Apple develops their computers and their HDTV displays they realize that
the addition of electronic circuitry to tune TV
signals does not cheapen the computer in any
way but, rather, gives it just one more input
port. There will, I am sure, be people both within
and outside the company who will feel that the
addition of consumerish television-like features
to the Macintosh will somehow cheapen it as a
computer.
But, I feel that such capability will have the opposite effect. It would not only allow the new
Macintosh to access and manipulate all television
signals (both HDTV and today's NTSC) from a
cable attached to a VCR or camcorder but it
would enable internal access to signals from over
the airwaves.
And, it would mean that suddenly everyone
on the New York City subway (well, a majority)
could become an Apple customer. And many of
them will suddenly find that life is much different, and better, than they were led to expect.
You know, by the year 2010 I expect to buy a
number of new TV sets. Here's hoping that
someday I'll walk into a TV store and be able to
say, "Make mine Apple!"

Neil Shapiro may be reached electronically via
CompuServe or MCI Mail. His address for
CompuServe E-mail is 76703,401 and he may also be
reached on any of the MAUG Forums where he is the
Chief Sysop. Letters may also be sent to "The Dialog
Box" cfo MacGuide Magazine. Comments addressed to Neil in response to this request may be
reprinted in subsequent columns.

How's the European Macintosh market? It's HOT!
lsn 't it time you expanded your horizons?

Premiering March 1989 Rome, Italy
Mac6uide Magazine proudly announces
the introduction of Guida Mac ltalia,
Italy's premiere Macintosh magazine.
Published in Rome by MacTime, Guida
Mac ltalia can establish your first vital link
to awhole new marketplace - Europe
For details and additional information call
In the U.S.

(800) 877- 9100
or call MacGuide 's international office in Rome

(0039) 061314622- 630674

Trends, News and Sneak Previews.
We track the latest in technology, marketing
gimmicks and vaporous announcements.

• An ADIN analog to digital
converter, an external device
that records any audio source
through the sound accelerator
to the Mac hard disk.

acGui
Bolster the Bookshelves
Look out next month for The
MacGuide Report. The compendium issues you came to
rely on from MacGuide are now
published semi-annually. The
SuperSource for the Macintosh
features listings or reviews of
every product we can get our
disk drives on. It's 500 pages
of buying information on over
4,000 Mac products. The Report
will also include comprehensive'; cross-referenced indexes
of products, companies and
their products, user groups
and reviews. The SuperSource
is designed to show what to
buy, with data on Mac model
compatibility and hardware/
software requirements. Then
MacGuide tells how to buy it.
Information for each product
in the MacGuide product
database includes manufacturer, address and phone number.

storage space are needed for
each minute of stereo recording at the CD sampling rate.
The system consists of the
following components:

The technology behind the
album is Sound Tools digital
recording and editing system,
which controls all mixing and
editing. The $3,285 system
works with every Mac beyond
the SE, including the Mac II,
Ilx, Ilcx and SE/30.
Sound Tools is also finding
a niche in producing audio
for film editing and sound
effects, digital mastering, multimedia audio and HyperCard
development.

• Sound Designer II audio
editing software, the interface
to the Macintosh which maximizes disk storage space, enhances control of elements of
recording and allows real-time
equalization, time compression and expansion, and stereo
mixing with pan and delay.
Sound Designer II is SMPTE
compatible.

Hardware requirements include a hard disk or removeable media access time of 28
ms or faster, at least 60Mb of
storage space (or 45Mb removeable media), and at least
1Mb, but preferably 2Mb, of
RAM. According to
Digidesign, about lOMb of

• Sound Accelerator DSP
(digital signal processing)
card, a Motorola 56001-based
audio accelerator board that
allows sound playback directly
from the Mac.
An SE/30 sound accelerator
card is in development.

Sound Tools by Digidesign provided the

means for the first complete recording and
mastering of an album on the Macintosh.

A New Age Recording
For the first time, a major
recording artist has digitally
recorded and mastered an en-tire album with the Macintosh.
Using a digital music editing
system from Digidesign of
Menlo Park, CA, solo pianist
Phillip Glass has recorded his
new album for CBS
Masterworks Records. Kurt
Mukacsi produced the record.
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Also instrumental in the
Phillip Glass recording was
Sam Ash Professional, a major
distributor of Sound Tools .

• Sound Tools . Digidesign,
Inc., 1360 Willow Road, Suite
101, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
(415) 327-9911 .
• Sam Ash Professional, 723
Seventh Ave., Third Floor, New
York, NY 10019. (212) 719-2640.

Another Brick in the Wall
Adobe Systems has added another product to support the
often aforementioned Adobe
fllustrator 88.
Adobe Streamline has been
developed to trace bitmap images from electronic files or
scanned black-and-white line
art for conversion to PostScript
format. The resulting files can
be used as converted, edited
in fllustrator or exported to a
page layout or word processing program.
For the Plus, SE, II or Ilx,
Streamline is also being promoted as a means for archiving paper art files.

• Adobe Streamline. Adobe
Systems Inc., P.O. Box 7900,
Mountain View, CA 94039.
(415) 961-4400.
- Dennis Bloomquist

It's Amazing That It Worked
West of Eden is the latest in
what seems to be a neverending series of books about
Apple Computer and the personalities who have made it
and who continue to make it
such a fascinating place. This
new book, written by New
Yorker Frank Rose, a writer
with no connections to Apple
or any of the stars, is a history
of Apple from mid-1983 to

mid-1986. That was a turbulent period in the company's
history marked by a series of
ups and downs.
There's a lot in this book
that I didn't know, key roles
played by people I've never
heard of. Overall, the book has
an authentic feel. The author
gets some things wrong (the
finder is the Finder, and one of
its authors was Bruce Hom,
not Bruce Home), and it's pretty clear that he really didn't
know much about either Macs
or Apple lis when he was writing the book. But those failures
are merely slight annoyances.
They don't detract from the
main thrust of the book. This
book isn' t about products, or
ultimately, even about people.
It's about intangibles like
management style and corporate culture and how they
changed at Apple over three
turbulent years.
West of Eden simply reports
what happened during those
years. The amount of research
Rose did is staggering. And
he seems to have gotten most
of it right. Checks with people
who were there during the
period covered confirm the
author's information.
Unfortunately, West of Eden
is merely a good tale, wellresearched and well-written. I
found it as hard to put down
as a good mystery. I kept looking and hoping for some analysis, some why to go with the
what, but I never found any.
The ending seemed a bit fawning and contrived.
In spite of those criticisms
(and the unseemly number of
typos in a book about com puters), I'd recommend West of
Eden to anyone interested in
learning why Apple acts the

way it does today. For $19.95,
you' ll see that today's behavior has firm roots in the past,
and you will get a better feel
for the new Apple. After reading this, you'll likely be
amazed that Apple is still
around and relatively healthy.

• West of Eden, The End of
Innocence at Apple Computer, by
Frank Rose. Viking Penguin Inc.,
40 West 23rd St. , New York, NY
10010. (212) 337-5200.
- fake Paden

The Whole Earth
and Nothing Less
Now there is even more to the
Whole Earth - the Electronic
Whole Earth Catalog. Thanks to
the Macintosh and CD-ROM
technology, the widely-used
compendium of fun facts to
know and tell is now a multimedia presentation.
Besides the familiar printed
information, users can listen to
more than 700 recordings and
view full-screen digitized images and more than 3,000
graphics. The catalog requires
System software 4.2 or later,
1Mb of RAM and a CD-ROM
player.
The HyperCard-based directory contains reviews by experts, excerpts from various
other sources and information
on where to get listed products
and services. Computing, communications and technology
are new areas of coverage borrowed from other Whole Earth
publications, SIGNAL and The
Whole Earth Review.
Published by the Point
Foundation, The Electronic
Whole Earth Catalog has a suggested list price of $149.95.

• Broderbund Software, 17
Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA
94903-2101. (800) 521-6263 .
- Dennis Bloomquist
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The Beauty in a Face

a:

Treacyfaces Typeface Collection

CD

PostScript-compatible fonts offered as an alternative to the
Adobe Typeface Library. The first
two packages, TF Habitat and
TF Forever, each consist of two
roman and two italic weights.
They have the full range of
Macintosh ASCII characters,
with a screen font range from
10 to 24 points, and a bitmap
screen display font range
through 60 points. The fonts
feature full kerning and fractional width tables.
Each font retails for $170,
with a $20 discount per package for first-time orders.

!!. for the Macintosh is a set of new
:;·
en

• Typeface Collection for the
Macintosh. Treacyfaces, Inc., 111
Sibley Ave., Ardmore, PA 19003.
(215) 896-0860.
- Dennis Bloomquist

file translation and transfer,
has introduced MacLinkPlusf
Wang VS-Version 4.
DataViz says that "nothing
gets lost in the translation."
Whether using a Wang PC,
Wang VS system or an OIS, the
translators are designed to
maintain formatting. More
than 40 translators are used to
retain rulers, indentation, bold
and plain text, margins, tabs,
underlines, paragraphs and
tabular matter.
You can even use the mouse
with your Wang. DataViz also
announced a Wang training
program for Apple users.
DataViz is expanding its
Databridge capabilities to convert files in 50 combinations
among eight M5-00S products and Mac products
including Excel, Works and
Word by Microsoft, WriteNow,
Mac Write, PageMaker and
WordPerfect. DataViz is also
working toward greater transferrability of graphics files.

• MacLinkPlusjWang VSVersion 4. DataViz,35 Corporate
Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611. (203)
268-0030.
- Dennis Bloomquist

From a Trickle to a Stream

Treacyfaces has introduced two original
typefaces.

Wang-Lang-a-doo-Maca-bit-ram-zoom
Mac-to-VAX and Mac-to-IBM
connectivity have been
explored. Now Mac-to-Wang
communication is being extended. DataViz, which established a market presence with
MacLinkPlus, a data bridge for

Bitstream is releasing nearly
1,000 typefaces for use with
PostScript PDL typesetters
driven by the Mac, including
the Linotype Linotronic,
Compugraphic 9400-PS and
Tegra/Varityper VT 600,
4200PS and 4300PS.
Bitstream is also aiming
to take a bite of Adobe's pie
by providing a greater variety
of faces and more kerning
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pairs. Bitstream is also undercutting the competition's price
at $45 each for a minimum of
four fonts.

• Bitstream Type Library.
Bitstream, Inc., Athenaeum
House, 215 First St., Cambridge,
MA 02142. (800) 237-3335, EXT.
318; (617) 497-6222, EXT. 318.
- Dennis Bloomquist

AVideoWorks
by Any Other Name
Video Works Professional was
one of the more captivating
products illustrated at the San
Francisco MacWorld Expo. But
it was no longer Video Works
Professional. Dubbed
MacroMind Director, the multimedia software application is
used to create full-blown
multimedia presentations ineluding moving video, desktop video productions and storyboarding. Other applications
foreseen by the company are
visualizing scientific and engineering problems, and allowing interactive learning for
corporations and universities.
The program also features
real-time and automated
animation, a color paint program, sound and music utilities, and an enhanced user
interface with on-line help and
pop-up menus.
MacroMind Director
retails for $695; until June 30,
Video Works II users can upgrade for $250. MacroMind
will continue to produce
Video Works II for a limited time.
• MacroMind Director.
MacroMind, 1028 Wolfram St.,
Chicago, IL 60657. (312) 8710987.
- Dennis Bloomquist

PC MacTerm is compatible
with MultiFinder, allowing
background operation of
DOS machines (see review in
this issue).
• PC MacTerm; PC
MacTerm/Network. Dynamic
Microprocessor Associates, 60 E.
42nd St., New York, NY 10165.
- Dennis Bloomquist

The Next Virex

RasterOpportunity
RasterOps continues to flood
the market with new color
hardware. The innovators
behind True Color display
technology, they recently introduced a 24-bit upgrade board
and 32- and 24-bit ColorBoards
to operate under the Full
Chunky implementation of
32-bit QuickDraw recently
introduced by Apple.
The ColorBoard 224 ($5,195)
switches among 1-, 2-, 4-, 8and 24-bit modes at 800x600
pixel resolution on a 16-inch
monitor or 1024x768 pixel resolution on a 19-inch monitor.
In the 24-bit mode, it will

Anywhere But Here
You can read all about Macs
running Macs in "Remote
Control Learning" in this issue
of MacGuide. But Macs manipulating IBM PCs? Heresy, you
say; or is that hearsay? Nope.
For about a year now, PC
MacTerm has been available to
transfer files, use a Mac printer
for DOS applications, and
even cut, copy and paste
among Mac and PC files or
use a mouse to activate DOS
function keys.

RasterOps has introduced three new color
boards implementing Apple's new Full
Chunky standard.

display as many colors as there
are pixels.
The ColorBoard 232 ($3,995)
adds the 32-bit mode and
works with 13-inch monitors
at 640x480 pixel resolution.
The ColorBoard 124 ($4,995) is
an upgrade for RasterOps' 24bit planar ColorBoard 104.

• ColorBoard 224, ColorBoard
232, ColorBoard 124. RasterOps,
10161 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA
95014. (408) 446-4090.
- Dennis Bloomquist

pcANYWHERE has been
allowing PC users to operate
remote PCs for several years.
Dynamic Microprocessor
Associates modified the technology to allow Macs to call the
shots for PCs with PC MacTerm,
and recently released version
2.2. With PC MacTerm ($99) on
the Mac and pcANYWHERE
($145) on the PC, you can now
dictate the operation of programs, data, peripherals and
internal cards through
modem, direct cable link or an
AppleTalk Network PC
MacTerm/Network includes both
products and retails for $395.

When most of the American
population had been immunized against rubella and
polio, cancer emerged as a
problem to more than consume the efforts of the nation's
medical watchdogs. The same
is true with the challenging
field of computer virus control.
Just when one is detected and
curbed, a new outbreak occurs.
ANTI, a virus discovered on
an on-line service in France and
by a computer security specialist in Alaska, is being attacked
by the recently released version
1.3 of Virex. The ANTI virus
uses a new means to infect systems- it inserts ANTI code resources. This makes the ANTI
virus difficult to detect with
standard anti-viral programs.
The creation of Robert
Woodhead, Virex not only detects all known Mac viruses,
but is often able to restore original code in place of the tainted
code, repair files that misguided users tried to repair with
Res Edit and diagnose HFS and
MFS files.
List price is $99.95. The update costs $15, but is free to
those who have purchased
version 1.1 after Dec. 22, 1988
or 1.2 after Feb. 12, 1989.

• Virex. HJC, P.O. Box 51816,
Durham, NC 27717. (919) 4901277.
- Dennis Bloomquist
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and Sharp. (For more information on OCR software, read the
April1989 Issue of MacGuide.)
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• TextPert . CTA, 747 Third
Ave., Third Floor, New York, NY
10017. (212) 935-2280.
- Dennis Bloomquist
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Printer Mentor

New Character for OCR
In the continuing battle for the
top of the optical character
recognition (OCR) hill, Ciencia
I Tecnologia Aplicada, SA
(CTA) has released version 3.0
of TextPert, of software interface between scanners and the
Macintosh SE and II. The
Barcelona, Spain company imported version 2.1 in 1988, and
has made significant enhancements in accuracy and speed
to grapple with OmniPage.
TextPert will operate at 99.95
percent accuracy (one error for
every 1,500 characters read) at
30-60 characters per second on
high-quality documents, according to CTA.
TextPert overcomes one of
the primary drawbacks of earlier OCR programs: the need
to teach the program every letter of every new font it will
read. It features Universal Font
Recognition for reading all
non-stylized fonts from 6 to
46 points, reportedly working
on about 90 percent of all documents without pre-training.

TextPert adjusts to the screen of the Mac

II or SE.

Teaching has been streamlined, with the user scanning
in text, then training only
problematic characters.
TextPert retained the flexibility
to teach elaborate typestyles
and to maintain formatting of
font type and style, columns
and tables. Scanned files can
be saved in ASCII, Microsoft
Word and Mac Write formats.
TextPert, at $995, has direct
drivers for scanners made by
Abaton, Agfa, Apple, DEST,
Hewlett Packard, Microtek

The internallibran; of TextPert provides a
base of intelligence, and filters for processing specific languages and character
groups.
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Insight Development
Corporation's first Macintosh
product, MacPrint, is a
Chooser-level driver for a variety of Hewlett-Packard or
compatible printers, including
the LaserJet series, DeskJet and
printers from Ricoh, Everex,
Okidata, Panasonic and Epson.
The $149 driver is accessible
through standard printer dialog boxes and takes advantage
of a particular printer's capabilities. The printer's resident
fonts are used when possible
and the driver also generates
printer fonts, based on the
Mac's QuickDraw screen fonts,
in 300-, 150-, or 75 dpi.
MacPrint works with the Mac
Plus, SE and II.

• Insight Development. 1024
Country Club Drive, Moraga,
CA 94556. (415) 376-9500.
- Carl Kichinko
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If You Were a Carpenter...
Residential contractors might
build their businesses around
a construction management
system from the publishers of
MacNail: a HyperCard front end
to Hyper•Estimator.
Turtle Creek Software claims
that Hyper•Estimator sets project dimensions and material
specifications and provides
"fairly accurate" planning estimates for use in the design
process.
MacNail includes estimating
functions for new residential
construction, additions, gut/
rehab projects and small remodeling jobs. Information
specified in Hyper•Estimator
can be sent to MacNail via a
HyperCard button and an Excel
macro. Hyper•Estimator costs
$95; MacNail is $295.

• Turtle Creek Software, 651
Halsey Valley Road, Spencer, NY
14883. (607) 589-6858.
- Gary Ferguson

Communications Design
The Mac was designed to be
easy to use. Now there is a
spate of products that make
the Mac easy to program.
Acknowledge Builder enables
programmers to design standalone communications applications and customize the
communications environment.
Part of the Acknowledge development system, it lets the
user dictate the modality, look
and feel of communications
software. LAMIR created
Acknowledge as a high-end alternative to such communications controllers as Red Ryder,
MicroPhone II and MacTerminal.

• Acknowledge Builder.
LAMIR Software, 336 Cernon
St., Vacaville, CA 95688. (707)
448-5901.
- Dennis Bloomquist

Here's the latest gossip in
the Mac Community
News, Views, and Half·Truths
Apple's laptop computer is
anything but a laptop. It's
more reminiscent of the first
Compaq portable that engineers and executives alike
lugged around from office to
home. The as of now vaporous
computer reportedly weighs in
at a hefty 15 pounds. Apple
goes back and forth on
whether it will be ready for a
Boston Macworld Expo announcement in August. Sales
of PC laptops among Mac
owners continue to rise.
More Cupertino speculation:
there's anxiety in the HyperCard
group over the color capabilities of the unreleased
SuperCard from Silicon Beach
Software (see MacGuideLines,
May 1989). Version 2.0 of
HyperCard may be waiting in
the wings for yet another
August Expo announcement.
It purports to support the eight
QuickDraw colors built into
Mac ROMs.
Rumors of the Mac II' s
death in favor of the 030 machines are greatly exaggerated
-or so say corporate marketing insiders at Apple. Whether
this is PR hype or just a matter
of positioning the II in the
same way the Plus is placed
(slower and cheaper) remains
to be seen. In the mean time,
sales of the Mac II have
dropped significantly in favor
of the SE/30, Hex and Ilx.
Cricket Software is finally
getting around to revising its
fine but not-so-intuitive Cricket

Draw. Their new draw program
offers more features and is reportedly easier to use than its
predecessor. The software had
been circulated to distributors
by press time, but not released.
At press time, Panasonic
planned to introduce a CDROM player for under $500 a large difference compared to
Apple's price tag of $1,199.
This should give optical media
on the Mac a big boost. But the
cheap tag comes at a price speed. While the already slow
Apple CD SC accesses discs at
300 to 400 milliseconds,
Panasonic' s drive is rumored
to be two to three times slower.
Definitely coffee and donuts
time. In the meantime, Apple
is plugging its sagging CDROM player sales by backing
the few publishers who are actually producing CD-ROM
discs. Authorized distributor
promotions and other incentives point to increased Apple
support in optical technology.
Mirus has a new driver for
film printer drivers that saves
time by deciding resolution requirements of individual files.
It is aimed at optimizing printer speed on those grueling,
intricate projects.
Got a rumor, tip-off or outright lie
you'd like to tell? We'll listen to
anything and promise to print
nothing. Contact Frank Hacker at
MacGuide, 550 S. Wadsworth
Blvd., Suite 500, Lakewood, CO
80226. (303) 935-8100. MacNet:
MacGuide. CIS: 73517,3241
-Frank Hacker
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Have you always dreamed of
conjuring up your most fre:i'
Cll
quently used graphic images
Ill
and type with a single key
stroke? Altsys, the publisher of
Fontographer and FONTastic
Plus, may be your genie.
The company has produced
KeyMaster, nifty software that
creates high-resolution
PostScript fonts from
Macintosh artwork. Symbols,
graphics, scanned photos, logos and text can be summoned
with a simple key sequence.
KeyMaster imports EPS images from Aldus FreeHand and
Adobe fllustrator 88 and PICT
images from programs such as
MacDraw II and SuperPaint. It
also provides a way to integrate
EPS images into programs that
don't support EPS. KeyMaster
automatically creates screen
and PostScript font files to be
added to the font menu.

• KeyMaster. Altsys, 720
Avenue F, Suite 109, Plano, TX
75074. (214) 424-4888.
- Dennis Bloomquist

An Illustrative Book
The intricacies of Adobe
fllustrator 88 are explored in

Adobe fllustrator-Expert Advisor,
a new book by Diane Bums,
Sharyn Venit and David Smith.
As promised, the tome presents
a wide range of "overviews,
procedures, warnings and
tips," and could probably be
used in lieu of the manual.
In fact, you'll feel at home
with the format of the book,
because it resembles a Mac
manual. The only difference is
that you can actually find what
you are looking for in the
book. Chapters are broken

down to cover tools, commands, techniques and applications. Also included are a
glossary, a quick reference
guide and indexes, and appendices detailing conversion of
PICT files with DrawOver and
printing of color separations
with Adobe Separator.
The authors know the program from a practical perspective. Venit and Bums use it
extensively in their graphic
design business, and Smith designed all the icons used in the
program. At $22.95 for 352
pages, it can be a worthwhile
aid in getting the most from a
complex program.

• Adobe fllustrator-Expert
Advisor. Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Trade
Computer Books Division,
Reading, MA 01867. (617) 9443700.
- Dennis Bloomquist

Overload Overboard
Priam Corporation packages a
new value-added feature with
each MacDisk storage system.
Partitioning software is included in the utilities package provided with each high-capacity
hard disk drive.
Partitioning - segmenting
space on the disk to separate
dissimilar files - enables hard
disks to operate faster and
prevents system overload by
limiting the number of users
accessing the desktop at any
time. Partitioned disks can also
store files produced by different operating systems without
rebooting. Unlike MS-OOS
systems, the Mac uses one
large volume, and requires
special software to segment
the disk. A Gather Free (disk
space) command enables users
to clean up partitioning windows and consolidate files.
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MacDisk drives come in 65,
100, 240 and 318 formatted
megabyte styles, use the standard Macintosh user interface
and SCSI port, and work with
the Plus, SE and Mac II.

• MacDisk series. Priam
Corporation, 20 W. Montague
Expressway, San Jose, CA 951342085. (408) 434-9300.
- Dennis Bloomquist

On·the·Dot,
On·the·Spot Solution
Apple has a new noise abatement technique for owners of
the cacophonous, bug-ridden
ImageWriter LQ printer: trade
it for the enhanced ImageWriter
LQ. No questions asked; no exchange fee charged.
The company received numerous, justified complaints
from LQ owners, and is responding with not only a
better version of the LQ, but
free upgrades for those who
bought the printer between
August 11, 1987 and March 7,
1989. Exchanges are handled
by Apple resellers, with a 90day warranty on the new LQ.
Among the shortcomings of
the early 27-pin dot-matrix
printer were the noisiness and
problems with printing near
the bottom and top margins of
the page. The new $1,399 LQs
also come with a HyperCard
stack, a Quick Setup Guide to
avoid many problems and version 2.0 of the ImageWriter LQ
Print Driver software.

• Image Writer LQ. Apple
Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. (408) 9961010.

- Dennis Bloomquist

If RESEARCH is part of
your day-to-day activity,
you should know about

A
•

~

cll~exJJ

Quickly transforms raw text into useful
information as it creates, searches,
combines and associates (links) 11 nodes 11
containing text and/or graphics.

•

Graphically links nodes of information,
allowing a virtually unlimited number of
relationships to be created quickly and
effortlessly.

•

lrt:"~ports and exports information to and .
from Arch iText documents via the
Clipboard or through text files.

Version 2.0, available now, adds even
more power features for the researcher!
I

•

Imports a virtually unlimited amount of
text in one operation.

•

Directly imports native word processing
files such as Microsoft WordTM,
MacWriteTM, WordPerfectTM, etc., in
addition to ASCII text files.

•

Works with native word processing files
on disk without the need to convert them
to ArchiText format.

•

Provides a keyword frequency list for all or
parts of anArchiText document.

ArchiText ••• $349.95 . Demo Disk ... $10.00. Requires at least a
Macintosh Plus using System 4.2 or later and Finder 6.0 or later.

ArchiText is a versatile and practical
application that lets you retrieve, organize and
analyze small or large amounts of text quickly
and efficiently. It is the perfect day-to-day
research tool for the graduate student, medical
or legal professional, writer, or any other
professional researcher.
You enter text in Archil ext "nodes" (subdocuments) by typing, through direct import
operations or via the Clipboard. Nodes may
contain virtually any amount of text. Graphic
maps are used to establish links between nodes
allowing you to access related information
quickly and effortlessly.
Following your specifications, Archil ext
quickly searches nodes for words or word
combinations using the Boolean operators
AND and OR. You specify the search text, the
portion ofthe document to be searched and
whether the search text should be confined to a
sentence, paragraph or node text block.
Search results can be used as a basis to link
existing nodes or to create new nodes.
Multiple maps, each representing unique relationships between your nodes of text, can be
created instantly. For example, if you are researching information on sharks, you could
quickly develop separate maps for each of the
different types of sharks, their feeding habits,
migration patterns, relations with humans, etc.
Information can be added to maps continually
and all the nodes and maps from another
Archil ext document may be appended to your
current document.
Archilext provides a wealth of tools to those
who need either to organize and locate specific
information within text or explore text for new
relationships and ideas. Call now for ourfree
brochure on an Archil ext disk!

BRAINPOWER, INC.
30497 Canwood St. • Agoura Hills, CA 91301
800·345-0519 • 818-707-1712 (InCA)
FAX 818-707-0114
CIRCLE 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Investigating

By Jahan Salehi

What Carlos and David need is what many
other businessmen need in terms of electronic
mail. Fast, secure communications from anywhere and the ability to send messages to each
other from devices such as telex or facsimile machines, although Carlos dislikes the latter. These
gentlemen can't afford to play telephone tag, and
delays in communication can result in critically
missed opportunities.

Solutions On-line

w

hen David, the U.S. Customs Special Agent, telephones, I've left strict instructions to put his calls
right through. Special Agent David is a grim man
who carries guns strapped to various limbs of his
tall, muscular, karate-trained body. He never gets
put on hold.
David is a high-tech federal cop. David uses
computers to chase bad guys who launder millions of dollars for other bad guys who sell
drugs. He uses a Macintosh to track the whereabouts and activities of these bad guys all over
the world. Then he communicates this information, via modem, to other good guys who help
him in his never-ending task. David, a great kidder, talks about causing System errors in the enduser's standard interface. He says he's the least
user-friendly guy around. Ha, ha. I always laugh
at David's jokes.
David the Special Agent comes to m~ with
special requests (naturally). Today he wants me
to recommend a method of communicating with
a Bad Guy, not a Good Guy, via computer. A gentleman he calls Cocaine Carlos, the Computing
Colombian, has experienced a remarkable
change of heart about his drug-dealing evil ways
and is now anxious to convert his former business associates. For a commission, he wants to
regularly provide David with the names, addresses and daily schedules of a number of different high-volume dealers. Carlos is very concerned that his correspondence with David be
utterly discreet, as he suspects that his former associates would not take kindly to being discussed without their prior permission. It turns
out that Carlos owns a Macintosh as well and
wants to communicate via electronic mail, avoiding paper trails or conversations over the telephone as much as possible.
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Comprehensive E-mail solutions are offered by
several competing vendors, including AT & T,
CompuServe and MCI. The problem, until very
recently, lay in picking the right vendor from the
outset, since each was a closed system used only
by subscribers to that service. The most blatant
reminder of this still-lingering problem is found
on any computer-fluent business card wielded
by professionals where you may find six or seven
addresses to choose from. Fortunately, as businesses increasingly demand consolidated, onestop electronic post boxes, these services are creating gateways to each other (and to large
mainframe systems such as Internet) that are approximating the universal postal systems of paper mail. At some point in the not-too-distant future, all my E-mail will go to one electronic
address without regard to the carrier I choose.
For David the Special Agent and his grim associates I recommend MCI Mail, chiefly because it's
the easiest E-mail service to learn to use and offers a variety of transmission forms from and to
all over the world. Using a dedicated piece of
software like Desktop Express (I don't recommend
it ... too buggy) or any of the popular telecommunications packages such as Microphone or Red
Ryder, David dials either a local number or a
long-distance 800 number and, after logging on,
is informed immediately of any mail waiting.
David reads his mail on-line, then decides to
either reply to it immediately or to log off and reply later. Since he's a lousy typist and likes to
edit his stuff carefully, David types his letters into

the word processor of his choice and then uploads the messages to MCI. That's what I do
when I have anything more than a few lines to
write. The catch is that the file you wish to send
must be saved as "text only'' and therefore won't
contain formatted characters such as bold-face or
italics, making E-mail dull mail for the most part.
Once written, David can instruct MCI to handle his mail in a number of ways, including having the same letter sent in different ways to a
number of people. The most common and least
expensive method is for the message to be sent to

Security is of concern to almost all businesses
and government agencies, and one of the growing reasons for using E-mail. Not only is electronic mail difficult to intercept and easily destroyed
upon reading, it can be encrypted and decrypted
more rapidly than conventional mail. If you're
worried about corruption of carriers, services like
MCI claim that it's virtually impossible for anyone at their end to discover and use a subscriber's password or account, although I'm told
they have turned over mail to government authorities with proper search warrants (pay attention, Carlos).
Even the identity of the sender and recipient
can be carefully camouflaged. Accounts are easily
set up under whatever name one chooses and,
since no street address or phone number need be
listed, the process of tracing mail is much more
difficult, even if messages are sent via telex. When
Carlos is in Bogota he can send telexes, encoded
or otherwise, to David's MCI address, and there
is no way anyone reading the address could determine that the recipient was a U.S. Customs
agent, since the telex address would be to MCI,
an E-mail box, where it will be held until Carlos
which forwards it to David's MCI account numlogs on and reads his mail. David can ask for a
ber. The address looks something like this:
copy to be circulated to the Drug Enforcement
6501234567 with a Western Union International
Agency or another agent if he likes, and if things (WUI) routing code of 0236 for Colombia.
go badly with Carlos, David can send a copy to
Finally, since I believe in looking to the future
one of the Colombian's former friends.
for my clients, MCI offers access to some other
popular electronic mail services. David and
E-mail Options and Futures
Carlos can send mail to subscribers of
Another option is for the message to be sent via
CompuServe, MacNET, or even the French MIStelex, in case the recipient doesn't have his perSNE network. When they need timely informasonal computer handy. Since telex is about as
tion, they can access Dow Jones News Retrieval
universal as business communication can get, it's from within MCI. It's not universal integration,
possible for Carlos to get mail in the smallest
but it's getting there. David can now check his
cities he frequents, in any place that has a PIT or MCI mailbox for messages sent to him from a vaWestern Union office. Not that David or Carlos
riety of different couriers, and can respond
worry about such things, but using MCI's telex
through those couriers via MCI.
service is inexpensive, being billed by the minute
Now that I've helped David and Carlos comfor output time to the recipient, so that a page of municate quickly and easily, my lingering context sent to Miami from Chicago costs roughly
cern is that one or the other may give me client
two dollars.
referrals I can't refuse. All in a day's work where
Since he's a rush-rush kind of guy, David the
the lines are always open.
Special Agent uses MCI for his overnight paper
mail as well. It costs him about the same as using
Federal Express and he doesn't have to fill out the
tedious forms and call for a pickup. He prepares
his messages exactly as he would for E-mail, directs the mail to be sent "paper" overnight, and
then MCI uses Airborne Express to get it to your
door. I recommend it for last-minute birthday
greetings or recipients on mountain tops.

David uses computers to chase

bad guys who launder millions
of dollars for other bad guys.
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Honest, no-nonsense evaluations of Mac-related
products too timely, important or interesting to
wait for coverage in a feature story.

GuideLIGHTS
CLARIS CAD
MacDraw II on Steroids
High-end CAD (computer
aided design) programs can
be intimidating. Their many
complex features and the
sometimes alien, un-Mac-like
environments can undermine
creativity and inhibit productivity. On the other hand, lowend drawing programs often
lack the tools and precision
necessary for serious applications. Enter Claris CAD.
Claris CAD is like MacDraw
II on steroids- bulked-up
and ready for serious design
work. It tries to find the middle ground by combining the
simplicity and ease of use of
Mac Draw II with a good complement of professional twodimensional drafting features.
The result is a program that
shares the strengths and some
of the weaknesses of its
predecessor, but breaks new
ground as well.
The ''body-building" is most
apparent in the larger tool
palette. There are more choices
and more ways to use them.
Claris CAD produces objects
by combining its tools with a
variety of methods (different
ways of utilizing the tools) and
modifiers which control or restrict the action (for example,
object alignment or positioning) of the tools. Most tools
have three or four possible
method choices, and modifiers

can be switched in midoperation to generate more
complex constructions.
Tools are always selected
from the palette, but positioning coordinates, object dimensions and tool modifiers can be
specified from the keyboard.
Keyboard control lends greatly
to the design accuracy possible
with Claris CAD. However,
keyboard shortcuts can sometimes be confusing.
Without belaboring the issue, one of the tutorial examples (exercise 22, drawing an
arc atop a rectangle) illustrates
the point. Using only the
mouse, drawing the arc (at
the end of a sequence which
changes modifiers) requires a
click at the start and end
points. If you use the suggested keyboard shortcut for selecting the second modifier,
you must hold down the
mouse button, release at the
start point of the arc and click
at the end point. A small but
confusing difference. Keystroke
sequences should mirror
palette selections exactly.
Among other features are
layers (number limited only by
memory) and stored views (up
to nine) for quick travel
around a document.
Movement from layer to layer
can be controlled from arrows
on the tool palette and views
shifted with Command key
sequences. The program has
freehand line and spline-curve
tools but lacks a true Bezier
curve capability.
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Crosshatch patterns can be
applied automatically to enclosed areas. A collection of
standard hatch patterns is included. On the Mac II, Claris
CAD offers a scrolling palette
of fill-patterns tinted with the
eight QuickDraw colors.
The implementation of
dimensioning is excellent.
Claris CAD offers a variety of
dimensioning options, including chained (discreet segments
of one object) and datum (segments incremented) measurements. Best of all, dimensions
are fully editable. Measurement values and their degree
of accuracy (including tolerances) may be altered in the
dimensions window, and the
legend of the dimensions
object (on the document) may
be moved at any time. If the
dimension is grouped with the
measured object, it will recalibrate (associative dimensioning) if the object is edited.
Also well-conceived is Claris
CAD's info window, which
displays the dimensional
characteristics of individual
objects. This information may
be altered (or calculations
performed) right in the info
window with the changes reflected in the drawing. And
data in the info window may
be copied and pasted from one
object to another. Nice.
Unfortunately, object
libraries, which let you store
frequently-used constructions,
are not as well done. Claris
CAD's libraries (like Mac Draw
II's) are tied to the documents
in which they were created. If
you delete the object from the
document it will be deleted
from the library as well. The
program issues a warning, but
once stored, a library object
should be inviolable.

A solution is to build
libraries on stationary documents and access them with
the Open as Library command.
However, objects cannot be
added to that library without
transferring them to the stationary document. Claris CAD
supports multiple open documents, so the transfer could be
done in one operation. But it is
an inconvenient extra step and
requires memory when working with large documents.
And, speaking of extra steps,
library objects can only be
moved to the drawing by
copying and pasting through
the Clipboard. Independent
libraries accessible from all
documents and a separate
importation mechanism for
library objects would be a
more elegant solution.
Claris CAD drawings may
be set to conform with the
ANSI Y14.5 (American
National Standards Institute),
BS 308 (British Standards
Institute), DIN (Deutches
Institut fur Normung,
Germany), ISO (International
Standards Organization) and
JIS (Japanese Industrial
Standard) drafting standards.
The program saves documents
in its own proprietary format
and PICT. It directly opens
MacDraw, MacDraw II and
PICT files. Translators for IGES
(Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification) and DXF
(AutoCAD) files are available
from Claris, both for $299. The
standard Apple printers are
supported, and drivers for a
number of popular plotters are
included with the program.
Drawing with Claris CAD is
not difficult. Virtually every
control is right on the palette
and modifier icons are a more
useful and accessible alternative than "snap to object"

menu commands. Though it
will require some practice to
master all the combinations of
tools, methods and modifiers,
the learning curve should be
shorter and less steep than
with other programs.
Overall, Claris CAD works
well. Although reasonably
brisk in operation it does slow
down a bit as drawings become complex. Although the
program is compatible with
MultiFinder, my recommendation for optimal performance
(with this or any CAD program) is to run it by itself in
the Finder. In either environment Claris CAD was

Claris CAD shares much of the look and
feel of MacOraw II but offers a more
robust tool palette and an assortment of
professional drafting options.

reasonably stable. I did experience some random System
bombs but they could be
attributed to conflicts with a
"well-stocked" System folder.
Otherwise, it ran as advertised.
Since they share many environmental elements, Claris
CAD should be particularly attractive to MacDraw II users
($399 upgrade fee) looking for
more power. However, the
program can stand on its own.
Claris CAD is a competent application which meets its goals

reasonably well. Its features
and working style provide a
good level of functionality and
performance in an unthreatening environment.

Most outstanding feature:
Bulked-up and ready for serious design work.
Least-liked feature: Object
libraries are tied to the documents in which they are
created.
In summary: A competent,
stand-alone application providing functionality and performance in an unthreatening
environment.
- Carlos Martinez

Claris Corporation. Version 1.0.
Requires 1Mb RAM and hard
disk. System 6.0 or later.
MultiFinder-compatible. Not
copy protected. $799; Upgrade
from Mac Draw II, $399.

Claris CAD Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

TOTAL

85
79
82
85
75
75

Very Good 80
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GuideLIGHTS
MACCHUCK
Chuck It In the Window
MacChuck is a remote access
communications program that
lets you control an IBM-compatible MS-DOS computer
from your Macintosh through
a direct cable or AppleTalk
network connection. With
MacChuck running, your Mac
keyboard becomes a dappleganger of the PC keyboard,
and the PC screen appears in a
window on your Mac. You can
execute standard MS-DOS
commands and run most MSDOS programs, just as you
would from the PC itself.
MacChuck maps the PC
keyboard keys to your Mac
keyboard. If you have an
Apple Extended ADB keyboard, the Fl-FlO function
keys will work like the PC
function keys. If you have a
keypad, cursor arrow keys or a
Control key, they'll also work
like their PC counterparts. If
your Mac doesn't have these
keys, MacChuck has on-screen
MS·DOS WordStar 5.0 running in the
MacChuck window on the Macintosh
screen. Note the drop down menu that
gives access to MS·DOS keypad keys for
Mac users without keypads.

FX100
PDF
ROLODEXA
COURIB
AFM
HELUEBO AFM
TIMESR
AFM
PSHLU4
WSF
DEFN
OCT
PF
EXE
LPX600
PDF
07 120072 CRT
107 File<s>
3854336 bytes free

buttons for function keys FlFlO and a drop down menu
for the keypad keys.
For MS-DOS programs that
use text (non-graphics) mode,
MacChuck displays everything
on your Mac screen, including
IBM extended characters,
screen attributes and color (if
you have a color Mac II).
However, MacChuck can't display screens from programs
that use MS-DOS graphics
modes (e.g., CGA, EGA, VGA,
etc.). Fortunately, most MSDOS programs use text mode
-generally, only games, paint
and draw programs, and programs written for Microsoft
Windows absolutely require
graphics mode.
Using the standard Copy
and Paste, you can copy all or

HEN US

f
=l!~==l!l.n"

... 0 onscreen formal
All block & save
Ap print controls
AQ quick functions
Esc shorthand

For MS·DOS programs that use tex t (non-graphics) mode, MacChuck

d;splays ('Very thing on your Mac screen 1 including IBM extended
characters , screen attributes and color .

You may freely copy th1s program or use any portion of it in programs
that you write without ANY restrictions. This program was written
for assembly with MASM 4.0. To assemble it you must use the
following commands:
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WSLIST
TELMERGE
COURIO
TIMESB
SETDTR
MAIN
USERSVN
PF

NDX
SI'S
AFM
AFM
PS
OCT
PF
HLP

PROOF
LSRFONTS
HELUE
TIMESBI
WSPROL
PERSONAL
USERMENU
FONTID

LST
EXE
AFM
AFM
PS
OCT
PF
CTL

Welcome to the MS·DOS "interface."
That's MacChuck on top, showing the list
of files in an MS·DOS directory, with
SuperPaint 2.0running underneath (just
to prove it's a Mac).

part of the PC screen and paste
it into a Macintosh program or
back into a second MS-DOS
program. You can also copy
the PC screen as a graphic,
which turns it into a PICT file
(including color) or as a table,
which turns strings of spaces
into tabs (for copying spreadsheets and similar formats).
Through two utility programs, MacChuck permits
rapid batch transfers of either
text or binary (non-text) files
between the PC and the Mac.
It can strip or add linefeeds in
text files, as necessary, and can
handle non-text files with or
without MacBinary decoding.
The program also comes with
a utility to translate MacPaint
files into MS-DOS Microsoft
Windows Paint files.
Performance is excellent. I
ran every program on my PC
clone's hard disk except
Ventura Publisher and PC
Paintbrush (both of which use
only graphics mode). Theresponse time of programs when
displayed on the Mac screen
was very good, especially

when using an AppleTalk connection. Using MacChuck, I
was even able to run an MSOOS communications program, download some
Macintosh files to the PC and
then transfer the downloaded
files to the Mac. (I did have to
make MacChuck "sleep" in the
background on the Mac to
keep the PC communications
program from dropping characters, though.)
Installation is easy - copy
the MacChuck driver and utility files to a PC disk, add a line
to the PC' s CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT files, and
copy the MacChuck application
to a Macintosh disk. The documentation is adequate and
fairly clear, though it definitely
needs a better explanation of
the MS-OOS driver options.
MacChuck has two main
weaknesses - it does not
work with any MS-OOS
graphics modes, and it does
not allow you to link the PC
and the Mac through a modem
connection for remote work.
But the program's strengths
make up for its weaknesses it's simple to install and use, it
has excellent performance
with useful options, and it offers both AppleTalk and direct
cable connections in one package. MacChuck is a solid, reliable program, and a bargain at
$99.95 (including cable).

Most outstanding feature:
Excellent performance, very
good response time.
Least-liked feature: Inability to
work with MS-DOS graphic
modes or through a modem.
In summary: Its strengths
make up for its weaknesses. A
solid, reliable program at a
good price.
- Ted Silveira

Vano Associates,lnc. Version 1.5.
Requires 512K or better, System
3.2 or later; IBM-compatible, MSDOS 3.0 or later. Network use requires AppleTalk network card for
IBM compatible and appropriate
network software. Mac II and
MultiFinder-compatible. Not
copy protected. $99.95.

MacChuck Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

TOTAL

85
88
75
85
95
90

Very Good 86

PC MACTERM
PCs Become Remotely Possible

It=========

PC MacTermfpcAnywhere Ill
is actually two programs.
pcAnywhere Ill runs on an IBMcompatible MS-DOS computer,
allowing it to be controlled remotely by another computer
or terminal. PC MacTerm,
which runs on a Mac, is a specialized Macintosh terminal
program that connects to a
pcAnywhere-equipped IBM
compatible, emulates the PC's
screen, and maps the PC
keyboard to the Mac keyboard.
I'll refer to the PC MacTermf
pcAnywhere Ill combination
as PC MacTerm, except
where noted.
In addition to the standard
keys, PC MacTerm maps the
PC' s arrow keys, Control key,
keypad keys and F1-F10 function keys to the corresponding
Mac keys, if present. For Mac
users with underprivileged

REMOTE CONVERSATION

=========

It===================

<Esc> to exi t

saw lots of possible problems getting permits for the addition
remade I I ng--the septic system and geo I og I co I and water
tlons placed lots of restrictions on what we could do.
i ca I I y, we had to end up wi th no more than two rooms that
I d be used as bedrooms and cou I dn 't add more than 850 square
of new space •

ant i c i pat I ng a I engthy perm i t process , we rented the house

a •h I I e and stayed at Matt I son Lane •
I ked to the county •

He h i red an arch i teet •
We
i ated

We went over- p I ans •

Like MacChuck, PC MacTerm/
pcAnywhere Ill from DMA is a
remote access communications
system that lets you control an
IBM-compatible MS-OOS computer from your Macintosh.
This system is available in two
versions - one connects
through a direct cable or modem, and the other through an
AppleTalk network. For this
review, the network version
was tested.

PC Mac Term's conversation mode opens
a window for the PC and Macintosh users
to communicate without disrupting their
applications. Here the PC MacTenn win·
dow shows the conversation window
open on top of MS·DOS WordStar 5.0.

keyboards, these special
keys are available through
on-screen buttons and pulldown menus.
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Guide LIGHTS
PC MacTerm can emulate the
PC screen for MS-DOS programs that use monochrome
text or CGA color text modes
and for programs that use the
CGA graphics mode (but not
EGA, VGA, or other graphics
modes). This is a step forward,
but CGA graphics are low resolution (640x200) and likely to
disappoint Macintosh users.
On the PC, pcAnywhere can
run in automatic mode- in
which it is active immediately
- or in resident mode - in
which it is inactive until called
for. The program also all9ws
either the Mac or PC keyboard,
or both, to be active.
From your Mac, you can
copy text from the PC screen
and paste it into a Macintosh
application or back into a PC
application. You can also copy
the PC screen as a PICT graphic or as a table (which turns
spaces into tabs for spreadsheets, etc.).
PC MacTerm also has a conversation mode that enables
the Mac and PC users to type
messages to each other. And
through a utility program, PC
MacTerm allows file transfers
between the Mac and the PC.
The transfer program doesn't
have a MacBinary option,
however, so non-text
Macintosh files downloaded to
the PC and then transferred to
the Mac have to be restored by
a program such as the shareware program Binhex 5.0.
PC MacTerm performs well. I
had no trouble running any
M5-00S programs, including
several that use CGA graphics.
An M5-00S communications
program worked without a
hitch. I downloaded files and

scrolled through long screens
of text at 2400 bps without
losing any characters, even
with the PC MacTerm window
active and in the foreground
on the Mac.
Installation should be
simple. Unfortunately, the
documentation makes it more
difficult than necessary by failing to present the installation
steps and available options
clearly and concisely. The
problem is compounded because the user must deal with
two separate manuals.
The PC MacTermfpcAnywhere
III combination is solid and reliable, and it gives excellent
performance. Aside from its
documentation and lack of a

MacBinary file transfer option,
its main weakness is its price.
Users must buy two separate
packages - PC MacTerm at $99
and pcAnywhere III at $145. In
addition, each program comes
in two versions, one for an
AppleTalk network connection
and one for a direct cable or
modem connection. A user
who wants both network and
direct cable connections (the
two most common), for example, has to buy all four.

Most outstanding feature: Ran
all MS-OOS programs tried,
including several that use
CGA graphics.
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Least-liked feature: Two separate packages offered in two
versions - purchaser may
have to buy four packages to
meet all needs - which means
higher prices.
In summary: The two-package
combination gives excellent
performance and offers a number of extras.
- Ted Silveira
DMA, Inc. Runs on 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE or II with
System 4.1 or later; IBM-compatible, 192K, MS-DOS 2.1 or
PC Mac Term can handle MS·DOS pro·
grams that use CGA graphics mode as
well as standard text modes, as shown in
this MS·DOS pinball game. Resolution,
however, is disappointing.

later. Network use requires
AppleTalk network card for IBMcompatible and appropriate network software. Mac II and
MultiFinder-compatible. Not
copy protected. $99/$145.

PC MacTenn Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

TOTAL

90

92

70
85
80
90

Very Good 85

MACLINK PLUS
Do Link Fences
Make Good Neighbors?
MacLink Plus is a cable and
software combination that
allows you to convert files
created on MS-DOS machines
to a format readable by
Mac software.
The MacLink Plus package
comes with Mac software and
two versions of the DOS software. The cable for wiring a
Mac Plus, SE or II to a PC via
the serial port of each machine is also provided.
Once the two machines are
connected, the MacLink software is run on the DOS machine, effectively telling the
PC to expect requests from the
Mac. You can then launch the
Mac version of the software
and begin to transfer files
from the PC to the Mac, or
vice-versa.
MacLink Plus has a local
Desktop Mode, which is ideal
for users of products like the
Apple 5.25" drive, TOPS or
DaynaFile from Dayna
Communications. MacLink
can also be used to connect
two Macs through their serial
ports, although you'll need a
cable for each Mac and a Null
Modem cable.
You can use MacLink as a
sort of remote file server: a
setting allows you to use
MacLink to connect by telephone, then copy files between the machines. Finally,
MacLink Plus provides a simple terminal-emulation mode.
This feature is by far the
weakest link, and appears to
have been an afterthought.
Even while converting files
between a 5.25" floppy in the
DaynaFile and a 3.5" floppy in
a Mac II, the translation speed
was acceptable. A log of translations is maintained by the
program, so it's easy to pick
up where you left off.
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The documentation is wellorganized and clear. There's a
chapter on using the Apple
File Exchange translators, a
Reference Guide, and
appendices describing the
translators and conversion
considerations.
MacLink Plus is easy to use
because it is structured somewhat like Apple's Font/DA
Mover, an appropriate interface model for an application
that copies and converts files
from one place to another. The
MacLink Plus interface slips a
bit with its slightly confusing
use of radio buttons to move
among its settings and translation screens. They work, but
menus or conventional buttons might have been more
appropriate.
Mind you, MacLink Plus is
very much a Mac application,
not a crude port. In spite of
the relatively strange feel of
some parts of the interface,
the interface is consistent and
easy to follow.
MacLink Plus is a good value. It is fairly intuitive to use,
particularly in Local Desktop
Mode, and can perform a
wide range of conversions.
MacLink Plus can also use
translators designed for
Apple File Exchange. This
broadens the list of possible
conversions and means that
you might not need to do

MacLm/c's Set Translators screen allows
you to choose the method of file conversion and the direction that the conversion will move.

double work, depending
upon your conversion needs.
MacLink Plus is appropriate
for anyone who needs file
translations between PC compatibles and Macs. It does .
what it's supposed to do w1th
a minimum of hassle, and
does it pretty quickly. While
utility products often have a
"quick and dirty" feel,
MacLink Plus has polish.
Most outstanding feature:
Good value and an intuitive
interface.
Least-liked feature: A confusing use of radio buttons to
move among its settings and
translation screens.
In summary: Does what it's
supposed to do with a minimum of hassle.
- Lou Benjamin

Data Vis Inc. Version PC 3.0.
Plus, S~; II. Not copy protected.
$195.

MacLink Plus Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

TOTAL

95
95
90
80
90
90
Excellent 90
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MACTAG: TEACHER'S
ASSISTANT GRADER
A Passable Tool for Recording
and Calculating Class Grades
For teachers who dread endof-term submission of grades,
help is at hand- MacTAG:
Teacher's Assistant Grader. This
text-based program employs a
fill-in-the-blank approach to
recording student grades.
MacTAG automatically calculates all homework, quiz
and test totals while allowing
teachers to weigh scores and
adjust grades to account for
absences or make-ups. The
total number of students
tracked is limited by your
Mac's memory, but a Mac Plus
user can keep grades for at
least 500 students.
Grade results can be printed
with students' names or ID
numbers, and MacTAG provides an instant analysis of
class grade curves, relative
rankings and distribution.
Using MacTAG is remarkably
easy. A template can be customized to meet particular
class needs.

Enter a student roster in the
first column, or import a text
file of names from another
word processor or database
program if you already have a
list ready. Then fill in your
grades with the students'
names in as many columns as
you like. You can make decisions later about relative
weights of scores and how to
figure in missing scores. You
may choose to omit lowest
scores, excuse absences or
change the weight of a particular quiz or test.
To calculate grades, select
letter grades or numerical
scores and assign whatever
cutoff you wish to a given
letter grade. It will then do all
the statistical work at the
touch of a button. Class rankings, standard deviations and
even histograms to view results graphically are automatically calculated. MacTAG will
print class or individual report
cards, with the dreaded dotted
line for parents to sign.
Small problems detract from
MacTAG's overall good design.
Grades in columns aren't
right-justified as is standard
Mac TAG gives teachers access to the
records of all students in a spreadsheet.

,.-~~~------------------~~

Nemes

W•ighls
l1aximums

APPLE,PAUI.
AVON,CARL
BADELSON ,GARY
BAT ORY ,ROBERT
BAKOUTI.RASKID
GENE,GREGORY
PAUll, EDWARD
BURKE,KRISTIE
B0 OTRI,FAHA Dl
BRADLEY, ] OKN
BRITT ON,Tll1l1Y
BRIDERBY, DONALD
ENGLISH,STUART
BEN,LE!1 KUA
CZUBATY ,EUGENE
CAHES,WAYNE

041032
049990
037000
039143
040570
046141
037193
040070
049966
050846
046402
045612
040304
043769
036765
044177
045194

10
10
11
2
9
10
11
11

10
2
13
8

0.
20
9
18
13
4
17
15
15
16
13
17
11
14
16

Grading Cutoffs
Labeling Options
Formula Options
Roll' Standard Delliations
Column Standard DeJiiations
4
12
5
2
7
15
13

•x
13
7
3
16
4

8
11
11
4
14
8
17
9
5
8
9
3
5
3
7
5
7

10
3
7
6
4
17
17
5
2
14

4
4

1
6
9
1
9
1

with all spreadsheets.
Abbreviations inserted to indicate an excused absence must
be typed exactly as MacTAG
expects them, so that 'ex' is acceptable but 'Ex' is not. One
expects a bit more intelligence
on the part of the program,
and less case-sensitivity.
Menus are cluttered and the
manual is as thorough as the
program, but it is also poorly
labeled and unattractive.
These cosmetic flaws don't
prevent MacTAG from being a
useful and powerful tool for
teachers. It has a wealth of
features, does what it says it
will do, and works smoothly
and quickly. An attendance
recording feature that tied
in to its grade tracking would
make it the complete teacher's
classbook.

Most outstanding feature:
Class and individual scores are
so easily analyzed that excellent reports can be produced at
any time in the grading period.
Least-liked feature: Bizarre
keyboard shortcuts for menu
choices, such as Command-W
for Save, and Command-S for
Change.
In summary: Teachers can
quickly and easily use this program to track and analyze
grades. What it lacks in polish
it makes up for in power.
- Jahan Salehi

Paragon Concepts. Version 2.04.
Mac 512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected. List price, $65.

MacTAG Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

TOTAL
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90
90
85
90
90
90

Very Good 89

Text flows quickly and automatically
around even the oddest shapes in
ReadySetGo!

READYSETGO! 4.5
Could'a Been a Contender
In ReadySetGo!'s latest incarnation, version 4.5 (the prior
version was 4.0a), important
minor changes were made, but
not the ones we were looking
for. Version 4.5 now utilizes
virtual memory for editing
large gray scale images. If the
image is larger than available
RAM, ReadySetGo! creates a
temporary file on your disk to
swap portions of the image
into the Mac's memory as
needed. To the user, it appears
as if the entire photo is accessible for editing.
Another new feature is the
Use Fast Halftones selection.
This will display complex gray
scale images as bit-mapped
graphics. Though the graphic
won't look very pretty on the
screen, the speed of the program is greatly increased.
ReadySetGo! 4.5 also handles
PICT2 files, Apple's color
QuickDraw picture definition.
PICT2 also handles bitmapped graphics (like
MacPaint files) better than
PICTdid.

The last change deals with a
font-handling fix. When users
took their ReadySetGo! files to
another Mac for printing,
round-off errors in text often
occurred in the final printout.
To avoid this problem, check
the Use Fractional Font Widths
selection before saving and
ReadySetGo! creates a font width
table for each of your fonts.
So much for the updates.
What we were really hoping
for was a ReadySetGo! 5.0 or 6.0!
ReadySetGo! 4.5 is a contender in page-layout programs
and definitely among
PageMaker s biggest competitors. Though not as free-form
as PageMaker, the program is
easy-to-use (provided you
read the manuals), and makes

a

File

Edit

align your text and graphics.
After setting up the grid, you
then place text and graphics
blocks, the foundation of your
layout. For text, click the!beam into the text block and
either retrieve a word processing file (by choosing Get Text
from the File menu) or type it
in. Unlike PageMaker,
ReadySetGo! is an honest-togoodness word processor with
search and replace, glossaries, .
style sheets, a spelling checker,
hyphenation, tab settings and
much more. That's a $100 to
$300 savings, depending on
which word processor you
didn' t buy.
To import graphics, highlight a graphic block and
The ReadySetGo! layout grid makes
placement of elements a snap. The
tradeoff is limited control and
complexity.

lines Pen

I' on1
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the professional's task a simple
one with its many features.
Create a new layout by selecting a grid design. The grid
is your guideline for placing
text and graphics. Though
initially a stumbling block for
those who like free-form design, you'll come to appreciate
the speed with which you can

choose Get Picture from the
File menu. One outstanding
feature is its handling of text
wrapping around an image.
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It's very fast and fully-automatic. After the graphic is placed,
double-click it and select
Runaround and Graphic. When
you click OK, the text magically
fills around the image.
ReadySetGo! contains a
wealth of powerful features. It
comes with a color palette containing 20 standard colors and
the entire Pantone series. You
can view all of your pages at

Font:

I

Heluetica

Size: lllilililll[[]
Alignment: I Right I
Hyphenation: I On I
Style:
D Shadow
D Plain
D Outline
I8J Bold
D Condense
D Italic
D EHtend
D Underline D Ouerstrike

I8J Color (Set Color... J
one time by choosing
Thumbnails, and you can rearrange their sequence. Kerning
is automatic or manual and
you can vary the percentage of
kerning from 25 to 300 percent.
And the documentation deserves an award.
Such a glowing review,
right? Almost. There are many
bugs in 4.5 that can make it a
bit frustrating. Almost without
exception, every choice or
selection in the program is
double-duty. That is, two tools
and/ or mouse clicks are necessary when placing text and
graphics when one should do.
There are no shortcuts for

changing a font style or font
size. Each change means you
have to open the Type Specs
window. Same with Style
Sheets and Glossaries.
Placing graphics is another
ordeal. Say you've created a
5"x5" graphic block on your
page and the image you'll
place there is 8"x8". The image
comes into the block at its full
size, not 5"x5" like you'd think.
You cannot resize it by simply
grabbing a comer handle and
dragging to the size you want.

Spacing:
Wordl'1-0-0---,lpercent
line

IAuto
I

Para 0.00

Ipoints
lpoints

Indents:
Para 1,.-o-.o-o---,lpicas .pts

I0.00

lpicas.pts

Right 0.00

lpicas.pts

Left

I

[ Type Control... J
There are no shortcuts for changing a
font style or font size in ReadySetGo!.
Each change means you have to open the
Type Specs window.

Instead, you must double-click
it, which will bring up the
Picture Block Specifications
window, and choose two percentages: a Scale Across percentage, and a Scale Down
percentage (why not add a
simple Scale Percentage box?).
Selecting text is another annoyance. Whether you choose
Actual size, Fit in Window, or
any view between, the program doesn't always respond

when you click the 1-beam. lt
took me two to three tries to
highlight text for formatting.
The Tabs setting is definitely
powerful- much better than
PageMaker' s. But it is confusing
to learn. This is the one and
only place I thought the documentation failed.
Lastly, the Spelling Checker
and Suggest should be
combined. After the checker
has found a misspelled word,
you need to select Suggest
from the Text menu for an ,
alternative spelling.
Don't let the preceding
gripes stop you from considering ReadySetGo! It'll be money
well-spent, but let's hope
Letraset fixes these insects in a
future version.

Most outstanding feature:
Automatic text wrapping
around graphic images.
Least-liked feature: No autoflow of text onto other
columns and pages.
In summary: ReadySetGo! is
well worth the money, but it
needs another revision to go
from a contender to a champ.

- Bob Finocchioli
Letraset, USA. Version 4.5. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. External
drive or hard drive recommended.
Not copy protected. $495.

ReadySetGo! Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look&Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Deductions
TOTAL
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95
90
95

75
85
90
2

Very Good 86

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CAm

HOLLYWOOD

Behind
the
Scenes

By Pat Bensley

Is production software a director's
dream? We cut to the action with the
two top packages.
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Spotlights angle across the giant gorilla as it slowly climbs
the World Trade Center, the
beautiful Jessica Lange
clutched in his mighty paw.
Helicopters and jets fly overhead waiting for the mighty
ape to make his move. In the
elevator the hero races to the
top of the building to head off
the simian and save his
beloved. Kong swipes at the
passing jets and helicopters,
destroying those that come too
close. As the elevator reaches
the top floor our hero runs out
to rescue Jessica. In the midst
of all the commotion Kong
takes a direct hit and plummets
to the New York street to die
an agonized death. Reporters
and onlookers watch in horror
and pity while Jessica cries
over the senseless death.
As you sit there scarfing
down popcorn and soda,
you're probably unaware of
how this exciting scene from
King Kong was plannedeach tiny detail thoroughly
discussed, dissected, and documented. The scene didn't last
long, but creating it probably
took several days, in several
locations, with a large company of technicians, actors,
stuntmen, props, makeup
people.... To complicate
matters further,

films are hardly ever shot in
sequence. Suppose the film
opens and ends in a jungle
with lots of in-between
shots in a metropolis and
elsewhere. Chances are
that the beginning and
end will both be shot at
the same time (and not
necessarily at either the
beginning or end of the
production schedule).
The various elements of any film are
organized through
the use of production boards. A
production board
consists of a large
surface (generally about 14"
long) onto which cardboard
strips detailing each scene are
clipped. The producer begins,
script in hand, to create the
strips, writing in the scene
number or numbers, cast
members, location and other
pertinent facts. He works
through the entire story this
way, and then he's ready for
the real fun: planning the
schedule. Which scenes should
be shot together? How many
scenes can we squeeze into
one day? How can we make
the most efficient use of a twoday special vehicle rental?
These factors - and lots more
-have to be juggled around
until the optimum solution is
reached. Then the strips are
placed onto the board; day
breaks are noted; the calendar
is consulted to figure out precise shooting days; lists are
created for the actors, property
master (whose job is to make
sure all the props are in the
right place at the right time),
stunt coordinator, and

everybody
else; and the producer
breathes a sigh of relief.
Then the phone rings and
he's advised that one of the locations won't be available on
the planned days. Scenes shot
there will have to be rescheduled. Also, one of the key actors has to be finished shooting
by August 13th so that she can
meet other commitments. As
soon as he slams down the
phone it rings again. This time
it's the financial backer; he
hasn't come up with all the
money and the costs will have
to be cut. Mr. Deep Pockets
suggests going to a six-day
production week. Out come
the production board, the
Extra-Strength Tylenol, the
eraser and the industrialstrength coffee.
But wait; something is
wrong with this scene. Our
producer isn't cussing and
kicking the dog; he's turning
on his Mac and warming up
the printer. As we move to a
close-up of the computer's
screen we see that he has software that lets him change the
production equation, print out
new strips and reports, and
still make it to the Polo Lounge
in time for lunch.

Scene 1, Take 2
Two companies have written
scheduling and budgeting
software for production companies, and the competition between them is fierce! The two
players are Max3, with its Mac
Toolkit: Scheduler and Budgeter
programs, and Screenplay
Systems' Movie Magic Scheduling and Budgeting. We've compared the scheduling and budgeting programs to see which
can keep you on time and
within budget.
Scheduling you start with a
script, break it down into
many small parts, create and
organize the strips that will
comprise your production
board, and produce various
lists and reports. Both programs accomplish these tasks
efficiently and are very similar
in this aspect.
The first thing you do is go
to the Breakdown Sheet. This
is the heart of each program
where most of the planning
work is done. Breakdown
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sheets are created one by one,
with the information coming
primarily from the script. The
sheets contain detailed information on each scene or group
of scenes you'll shoot:
whether it is interior or exterior; day or night; the location
and anything else that makes
up the scene. These elements
fall into a number of categories
such as cast members, animals,
vehicles, special effects, stunts,
special makeup and just about
everything else imaginable
that contributes to this part of
the production. Here is where
you'll spend most of your
time, meticulously transferring
all this information from the
script and other sources.
The two programs provide
. pretty much the same information in their Breakdown Sheet
screens, but with somewhat
different interfaces. Movie
Magic's screen shows all the
element categories and their
contents for that breakdown

sheet. You add an element by
clicking on the title bar of the
appropriate category: a list
window pops up from which
you choose your element (if it
has already been defined) or
add new elements as you need
them. You can also accomplish
this by clicking on the icon
palette at the lower left of the
screen (this palette and the
other information in the bar at
the bottom of the screen can be
removed if you would rather
use that screen space for enlarging the viewing area of the
categories). I found this screen
annoying when running the
program under MultiFinder,
since it wouldn't let me resize
the window horizontally or
move the icon bar to get at the
disk icons and trash can when
I needed to. Mac Toolkit, on the
other hand, shows only a few
categories on a screen- with
its own user-expandable window. Five screens may be
attached to each breakdown

sheet, and you can arrange the
category windows as you wish
among the screens. Although
you have the flexibility of placing similar categories next to
one another, you'll continually
switch between screens to
view different groups of categories. You can set the list
manager to pop up the list
window when you click in one
of Mac Toolkit's category windows. Here you can add new
elements or click on an existing one and it will be copied
into the category window. The
list window that pops up is
static; if it happens to appear
in an inconvenient location on
the screen, you can't move it
around (another MultiFinder
inconvenience). Movie Magic's
approach, on the other hand,
allows you to see all the categories at once (as long as they
all still fit on the screen), but
you cannot rearrange them or
remove categories that you are
not using.

Hit Lists
The elements lists are a key
factor in planning your production. From these lists you'll
create other lists and reports
showing, for example, a complete cast list, their relevant
scenes, when and where those
scenes are scheduled to be shot
and so on. It's critical that the
element lists be compiled carefully and consistently. You
need to be sure that each character's name is spelled consistently, for example, or you
won't get accurate reports.
Both programs facilitate this
through the point-and-click-inthe-list-window method. Mac
Toolkit offers some helpful
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shortcuts; you can specify the
quantity of each element you
need in each scene. Suppose,
for example, you have several
scenes in which there are a
number of pedestrians. In one
scene you need 10 pedestrians,
and in another you need 25. In
Movie Magic, you'll need to
make two entries in the Extras
list; one for 10 Pedestrians and
one for 25 Pedestrians. In Mac
Toolkit, just make one entry for
Pedestrians. Then if you hold
down the Option key while
clicking on Pedestrians in the
Extras list, you'll be prompted
to enter the number required.
This can be quite a time-saver.
However, Mac Toolkit allows
you to enter an element directly into a category window, so
it would be quite possible to
have a number of different entries for the same elementyou might enter Mr. Claus,
Santa, and Mr. Klaus in various breakdown sheets, and
then you would effectively
have three cast members
where there should be one.
Movie Magic won't let this
happen since the only way to
enter an element is via the list
dialog box.
What happens if you decide
to change a character's name
halfway through the process?
No problem; both programs
offer a .simple solution to this
frequently occurring problem.
Simply open up the appropriate character's entry in the list
editor window, make the
change, and enter the new
name. It will be instantly
changed throughout the breakdown sheets. In fact, you can
do this with any element, not
just characters; if you need to
change the breed of dog, or the
model of car, or whatever, it
can be done in a flash this way.

Once you have entered the
entire production into the
breakdown sheets, you're
ready to move on to the next
step: creating the strips. These
strips are compiled from the
breakdown sheets: one strip
for each sheet.

The Big Board
The electronic version of the
strips works in much the same
way as the traditional cardboard ones, the main difference being that if there is some
major change (such as location), instead of ending up
with lots of rewritten and
mixed up strips, you simply
print out new ones. Once
again, the two programs work
in a similar manner in this area
-they have to, since the end
result must be strips that conform to industry standards. In
Mac Toolkit, all your breakdown sheets are transformed
into strips and moved to an

Unscheduled Strips board.
Strips are moved one by one or
in groups from the Unscheduled to the actual schedule,
called the Shuffle, where they
can be moved around further.
You can have multiple boards
for each production, and you
can even design your own
strips. Movie Magic accomplishes the same task through
its Strip Board; all strips are
automatically placed on the
board and can be moved
around. Strips that you don't
want to schedule immediately
are removed and placed in the
BoneYard (the equivalent to
Mac Toolkit's Unscheduled
board). Both programs show
an overview of the entire
board in a strip at the bottom
of the screen (Mac Toolkit's is
larger and easier to see), with
different types of strips (i.e., interior or exterior, day or night)
represented by different patterns. If you're computing in
color, you can specify colors
for the strips instead of
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patterns (much better for at-aglance recognition of important facts).
Got your strips in the right
order? Now it's time to print
them. Both programs accomplish this task well enough,
providing options for printing
on a laser printer or
ImageWriter. Mac Toolkit supports printing in color, and
both companies make perforated or die-cut strip paper
available. Max3 (Mac Toolkit)
also offers a strip printing service with guaranteed 24-hour
tum-around in case you don't
have a laser printer handy, and
sells colored die-cut laser
printer strips.

Reporting to the Director
There's one more thing you'll
need to do: create reports of
who's doing what, when,
where and how often. It
should be possible to quickly
create all kinds of reports on
demand. You'll want to know
such things as when the animals are needed, locations, the
schedule and a personal datebook for each cast member.
Both programs offer flexible
Movie Magic's production calendar uses
icons to indicate the activities for a
particular day.

AIP"DIIf'ld ti-P "'crld
Sh1P't : I (1 afS)

Dii!J :

report designing. I found
Movie Magic's more intuitive to
use although it offers less bells
and whistles than Mac Toolkit's.
Mac Toolkit allows multiple
fonts. You can specify a different font for each field, whereas
Movie Magic limits you to one
font for each section of the report. Mac Toolkit also facilitates
the use of graphics in reports
(you might want to put your
company logo on them) .
A handy feature offered by
both programs is the use of
barcode technology. Strips can
be printed out with barcodes
on them. As you are laying out
the actual strips on your pro-
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Movie Magic's Stripboard lays out all
of the scenes to be shot on any
particular day.

duction board you'll probably
get an urge to start rearranging
them. Go ahead; if you have a
barcode reader you can read
the new order of the strips by
scanning their barcodes, and
then import that information
into the program. It will then
reorder the strips in electronic
format to match the hard copy
ones. Neat! (We did not test
this feature for this article.)
Another similarity between
the two programs is the way in
which the user navigates
around the various sections.
There's a menu choice which
consists mostly of icons. From
just about anywhere in the program you can select any icon to
jump to another section. Your
work will be saved and you'll
move to the section you want.
Movie Magic calls this menu the
Schedule Menu; Mac Toolkit
calls its the Options Menu.

The Envelope Please ...
Both programs accomplish the
task well and will certainly
make the producer's life easier.
Both are missing one important
feature: the ability to create call
sheets, which are reports for
the crew and actors showing
when and where they will be
needed. Although a call sheet
of sorts can be created through
the report generators, it would
be nice to have this instantly
available through a menu selection. Max3 is writing call
sheets into its program. It
should be implemented by the
time you read this. Similarly,
Max3 is implementing a facility
to import script information
from Cine Write, a script-formatting word processor. When
it's ready, you will be able to
choose a special Export function from Cine Write, and then
import it into Mac Toolkit. It
will then set up the basic script
breakdown sheets and create
some of the element lists such
as the Cast list. This, too,
should be available by the time
you read this. In general, Mac
Toolkit offers a few more bells &
whistles but is less well-executed than Movie Magic. There
were many crashes during the
testing period and some features didn't quite work properly. There is less use of color in
Mac Toolkit's screens, and, in
general, I got the feeling that
the program was written with
less care and attention to detail
than Movie Magic. In several
places the Mac interface isn't
followed: Cut and Paste actions in some screens do not
work, and when Quitting from
the program, you don't always
get the familiar "Do you want
to save your work?" dialog-

a serious oversight, since your
work will NOT automatically
be saved at that point. Also,
Mac Toolkit's files won't launch
properly from the Finder. It is
necessary to open the program
first, and then open your file
from within the application.
I found Movie Magic easier to
learn, primarily because it has a
tutorial in its manual. It's brief,
but does a good job of providing an overview of how to approach the scheduling task. An
index woul<?. have been very

helpful. Mac Toolkit's manual
has no tutorial, no index and
apparently no acquaintance
with a spelling checker.

Over Budget, Over Worked
Preparing production budgets
is quite different from preparing other kinds of budgets.
That's why Max3 and
Screenplay Systems have gone
to so much trouble to create
their dedicated budgeting programs. So much detail must go
into a film budget. There's a

Scheduling Comparison Chart
Mac Toolkit
Minimum System
Copy Protection
On-line Help

Manual:
Index
Tutorial
Global Search/Replace
Multiple Boards
Design Strips:
Fonts
Styles
Sizes
Color
Multiple Strip Designs
Barcodes
Strip Paper Available:
Laser
ImageWriter
Printing service:
In Color
Reports:
Maximum Number
Multi fonts
Graphics
Breakdown Pages,
Maximum Number
List Price

Movie Magic

1MbRAM.
Plus, 2 Megs rec.
HDrec.
HDrec.
Key Disk;
Key Disk;
2 HD Installs
1 HD Install
Yes
No
(extremely rudimentary;
not really useable)
No
No
Yes
Yes: 6 per board;
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes: up to 10
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes: up to 10
6 per sub-board
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes: up to 10
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

Unlimited
Yes
Yes

32
No
No

No limit
$695

1,024
$695
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Reserve your subscription to the
all-new, monthly
MacGuide Magazine

Order Yours Now and Save!
There's No Escape!

There's None Beta!

The all new monthly MacGuide Magazine
won't show you the way out of an onscreen
dungeon. But it will help you make sound
buying decisions in the fast-growing, everchanging and often-bewildering Macintosh
marketplace.

You'll make better buying decisions if you
follow MacGuide's advice because we
absolutely, positively won't review
vaporware. We want you to know exactly
what you're getting for your hard-earned
dollars. Sure, we'll keep our eyes and ears
open for important new products, versions
and upgrades. But, until they're released,
we'll make it clear they're still "On The
Horizon."

There's No Comparison!
Each month you'll receive the incomparable
MacGuide Listings for product categories
covered in that issue's features section.
MacGuide Listings also include
information on products
that you use daily- the
SuperSource for
the Macintosh™.

There's No Fooling!
We'll leave the fluff and
the fun and games to the
general-interest Mac
mags. Instead, the new
monthly MacGuide will
"--concentrate on the serious
'"
product categories of greatest
interest to Macintosh users. And each
story will feature honest, head-to-head
evaluations of the key products in that
category. Plus our comprehensive
MacGuide Listings for the entire category.

There's No Time to Lose!

Budgeting Comparison Chart
Minimum System
Requirements

Copy Protection

Mac Toolkit

Movie Magic

Mac Plus;
2 megs RAM rec.
Hard disk rec.
Key disk:
1 hd Install

512K;works
with old ROMs
Hard disk rec.
Key disk
2 hd Installs

100
DISC
Show Auditor
SYLK
No
No
No

Unlimited
DISC
Show Auditor
SYLK
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

15 included

1;$25
each additional
or $100 for
complete set
of27 forms.
$595

Maximum Number
Accounts
Export

Global Variables
Global Search/Replace
Subgroups
Documents:
Tutorial
Index
On-line Help
Foreign Currency
Conversion
Autosave
Studio Budget
Forms Included

List Price
detail line for every possible
item that will cost money: the
people; the props; location
costs; vehicle costs; makeup
supplies; food and lodging ....
You get the picture. You then
need a summary of groups of
line items, such as all the actors, all the location expenses
and all the vehicle expenses.
Finally, the Topsheet shows an
overall summary of the budget
in one or two pages.
Complicating matters is the
subject of fringes. These are
percentages that must be
added on to basic expenses,
and include such delights as

$695

taxes, agents' fees, union dues,
pension fund contributions, insurance, and so on. The budget
must be extremely flexible; you
need to be able to quickly recalculate the entire budget when a
major factor such as the filming
period or the percentage of one
of the fringes changes.
As with the Scheduling programs, there's a standard format to follow; both programs
follow it in a similar manner,
with their differences being in
the way they are implemented.
The control center of each
program is the three-level
account plan: the Topsheet,
second level (budget category
detail) and third level (line

item detail). The Topsheet provides a summary of the cost
details that are delineated in
the second and third levels.
"Bottom Line Sheet" would
probably be a more descriptive
name for it. The second level
contains sub-accounts for the
Topsheet. The third level contains more detailed information and is where actual dollar
amounts are entered. For example, an item in the Topsheet
might be Cast with an account
number of 630-00. Stepping
down to the second level detail
for Cast you would find subaccounts such as Principals,
Day Players, Stuntrnen,
Looping and Other Costs, each
with an account number extension such as 01, 02, etc. Select
one of these items (Principals,
for example), and go to the
third level and you'll find each
character detailed as a separate
line item.
Both programs offer a number of time-saving features.
One of the most useful is the
ability to make global changes
throughout the budget. The
two programs accomplish this
task in quite different ways.
Movie Magic uses global variables - names that represent
values. Before you start entering data, the globals are
defined. By using global variables instead of numbers you
can make a change to the value
of the global, and that change
will be reflected wherever the
global was used. A typical
global might be Shoot, representing the amount of shooting time scheduled. You could
give this global an initial value
of four weeks. This figure will
be used throughout the budget
in calculating such things as
peoples' salaries. Instead of
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File Edit setup Print Options Font Commands IHl

fringe Totel :
rend Totel:

$0
$ 241,360

Totel Change :
Lest Chenge :

m

(ll)

$ 207,498 1-------------1
$ 6,500 Enter Name of Category

Sample MGM budget TopSheet
ACCT •
600-00
610-00
620-00
630-00
640-00
650-00
700-00
705-00
710-00

CATEGORY
STORY &. RIGIITS
DIRECTION
CAST

ATL !'JIIRGES
ATL TRAVEL/LIVING
EXTRAS
PRODUCTION STAFF
CAHERA

~~~=~~
~~~ g~~~CTION
721-00 SET STRIKING
722-00
725-00
730-00

lliNIATURES
SET OPERATIONS
LIGIITING

745-00
750-00
755 00

SET DRESSING
PROPERTY
WARDROBE

~~t~~ ~~~gtt ~ii~TS

typing in an actual figure for
four weeks, you'll type in the
variable Shoot At some point
you decide to extend the
shooting period to five weeks.
Simply change the value of the
global and all calculations using it will be instantly recalculated. Mac Toolkit, on the other
hand, implements its globals
as a global search-and-replace
function. After entering some
or all of your data, you would
go through a somewhat complicated two-step process to
first define the field that you
want to act upon, and then
describe the actions to be performed on the field. It's more
complicated, but also more
flexible. The major problem
with this method is that it is
dependentupondataentry
consistency; even a variance as
small as typing in Week instead of week will thwart it
What if you need to create
two budgets for one production
-an expensive and a low-budget version (in case your backing dries up)? You want to be
Movie Magic's Level 3 sheet lets you
view all of the details of the categories
contained in the topsheet.

OLD

BUDGET

44 , 550
12 , 250
22 ,, zoo
24 450
O
,
7 _900
5 _200
1 _800
11 200
12 , OOO

VARIANCE

45 , 350
14 , 000
24
400
26 ,, 300
0
9 , 200
_500
6
2 , 250
, 000
14
15 , 000

800
1 , 750
2
,
200
1, 850
0
1 , 300
1 , 300
450
2 , 800
3 , 000

5 , 250
14 , 050
11 , 250
12 . 845

0
2 . 750 iii!!
350 i,,i,,1_;1,;1_;
z. 569

1 ~: ~~~

1~ ,: ~~~

5 _250
11 300
10 _900
_
10 276
1 •. 5 0 0
10 , 172
3 250
8 , 700

~

1 ~ : ~i~

~~~

,
12 , 000

_250
4
9 , 250

i_,i_, i_,!i_,

!iii!
o-.

550 u

able to enter data for both budgets simultaneously, and to
compare them at any time.
Both programs facilitate this,
but again, in quite different
ways. Mac Toolkit does it via the
Comparison Display, where
you can compare the Old
Budgeted Amount and the
New Budgeted Amount, in
which you probably made a series of Global changes. The program shows you the variance
in a third column. Movie Magic
handles it through the use of
Subgroups. You can assign up
to 16 subgroups to your budget Subgroups allow you to
group together individual lines
of detail in the third level of the
budget, assigning a predefined
subgroup name to each group.

The MacTootkitTopsheet shows "Before,"
"After" and "Variance" figures after one
week was added to the production time.

Suppose you want to prepare
high, medium and low budgets. Set up three subgroups
named High, Medium and
Low, and into each third level
sheet you'll enter three
amounts. You can suppress the
calculations for any group at
any time, leaving only the
group you wish to use operable. Although the other subgroups remain visible on the
worksheet, they are grayed out
and do not print out on reports.
This is a great feature; you can
use it for all kinds of comparisons (such as shooting in two
different cities), and it offers far
more flexibility than Mac
Toolkit's Comparison Sheet.
Both will export their data to
an Excel file or to a couple of
IBM budgeting system formats
- useful if the studio with
which you are working uses
IBMs and not Macs.
Most studios have a standard
form for their budgets, and
these are provided by the publishers of the two programs.
With Mac Toolkit you get a disk
containing about 15 budget
forms (the number changes as
new ones are added). Movie
Magic provides one form for

.-.~-F_il_e~E~di~t~S-et~u-p~T~o-o~ls~L~ib~r~a~ry~J~u=m~p~~Fo~n~t~M~ag~i~c~IHJ~---~
ID
I

_
__ TALENT _ ACTORS
809 0 1

I

Ducription

Amount

I Units I )( I R~t·

E!L

I Subtot~l IQ

TORVALD

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526l!i!i!i

ELAINE

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526

ALFRED

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526 iii:!!

MARY

4 WEEKS

1.10

I ,256

5 ,526 'iii!i

JUSTIN

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526

BLANCHE JEFFERSON

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526

EV AR INGR IS EN

4 WEEKS

1.10

1, 256

5 ,526

DONNAS . QUITHV

4 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

5 ,526

SOPHIE AMI£R

2 WEEKS

1.10

1,256

2,763

I~
~~TOP SHEET~~

1------\!J-------=r~
c:-:-:~-:---,---=
. -----~-crr
~~~·~~c~,~=~~-'
51Cume :
1

~.......;.1
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$2 ,099 ,341
$ 2 18 ,829
$104 ,44 1

41 File Edit Setup Tools librory Jump Font Mogic (g)
833- 04 - - MAKE-UP SUPPLIES
D~scripti o n

Amount

High Budget :

Units
0

Box rentals

I Allow

Special effects

I Allow

low budget:

Total

I

Subtot~l

X
0

E!l
K':

0
400

400
2 ,500

2 ,500

0

0

2,900

1¢1
$2 ,099 ,341
$40 ,776
$2 ,900

Use of subgroups in Movie Magic' allows
you to compare different budgets.

free, and you have to buy the
rest. They cost $25 each or $100
for the complete set of 27.
Using one of the budget forms
for a specific studio makes budgeting a breeze; all you have to
do is go to the third level for
each Topsheet item and put in
your figures. If you are producing the show yourself, you can
either create your budget from
scratch (a tedious process) or
pick one of the forms and modify it to suit your needs (a more
logical choice).
Once again, the manuals are
an issue worth mentioning.
Movie Magic's manual has a
brief but effective tutorial and
-behold - an index, and not
too many typos. Mac Toolkit
has no tutorial, no index, and a
distracting amount of typos,
which are also quite prevalent
in the budget forms.
In summary, Movie Magic is a
little more intuitive to use and
generally, has nicer screens '
(compare the two Topsheet
screens). Mac Toolkit is less stable (I experienced several
crashes), and has a slower
learning curve due mostly to
its lack of a tutorial and index
in the manual.

vendor, since they both plan to
offer integration between the
two in future upgrades.
Screenplay Systems offers a
$100 discount if you purchase
both programs together, making the total cost $200 less than
the Max3 products.

In both the scheduling and
budgeting programs, there are
definite similarities between
the two companies' products.
Both offer an AutoSave function; you define how often you
want your file saved and it will
be done for you. Additionally,
the Movie Magic products automatically create a backup copy
of the file when it is opened.
They also both employ the
same horrible copy protection
scheme: the "key disk"
method. You may copy the
program onto a hard disk but
you'll need to have the original
("key") disk available each
time you launch the program
after starting or restarting your
computer. You can install the
program on a hard disk, eliminating the need for the key
disk, but you are limited as to
the number of installations two for Movie Magic and only
one for Mac Toolkit. Given the
volatility of electronic media,
two installations are barely OK
and one is just unacceptable.
Deciding which company's
products to choose shouldn' t
be too hard. Mac Toolkit products have a few more bells and
whistles; Movie Magic products
are more stable and seem to be
executed with more care.
You'll probably want to buy
both the scheduling and budgeting software from the same

Pat Bensky lived in the
Hollywood area for about 11
years, during which time she
worked as a journalist, and in film
and TV production as a production and research assistant, still
photographer, and producer of a
short film . She is vice president of
a Denver software company. She
was previously MacGuide's
Editor-in-Chief, and continues to
make regular contributions.
For complete buying information
about the products discussed
above, see the Listings section in
this issue.

Scheduler Scorecards
Movie
Mac
Toolkit Magic

Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

89
65

85
90

65
85
80
85

80
85
80
90

TOTAL

78

85

Budgeting Scorecards
Mac
Movie
Toolkit Magic

Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

80
75

85
90

70
85
90
85

80
85
85
90

TOTAL

81

86
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In 1981, Apple approached several major computer in history. To give Macintosh users
software developers with a radical vision of all the functionality; flexibility and power to
personal computing.
push productivity to unheardAvision, it turned out, too
of limits. And to do it with
radical for most to even accept
a combination of hardware
But one did.
and software thats somehow
To this day, over seven
embarrassingly simple to use.
years later, we suspect the
It happens to be a vision
other developers are still kickwe still share. Passionately:
ing themselves.
Which is why weve creHT.
th
th
h
d
AppleandMicrosoftnotonlysharedthesame
t
d
· t OSh app1·ICat"lOllS
vve, Oll e 0 er an , are vision, we shared the same timetable: the a e Macm
still pushing ourselves.
day Macintosh shipped, our software shipped. that have changed the way
At Microsoft, we shared in AppleS vision today's businesses do business.
to make Macintosh®the most corporately
Case in point: Microsofe Word, quite litpowerful, yet disarmingly friendly, business erally the best-selling Macintosh application

Macintosh nx

ever created. Now, with the new version 4.0, sheets, a database, drawing, even a commuWord users can enjoy true WYSIWYG and nications tool-all in one versatile package.
even easier table generation.
For the developing developer? We creMicrosoft Write gives the casual user a ated Microsoft QuickBASIC, which basically
great deal of word processing capabilities- gives you everything you need for quick, effi.for not a great deal of money.
cient programming, testing and execution.
And of course, there's Microsoft Excel.
All of which brings us to Microsoft Mail
Right now, eight out of
·cro;oJ Mi
Microsoft •
every ten Macintosh
~Flle
~~ .
Excel
spreadsheet users are
using Microsoft Excel.
The simple truth is,
for years it'S actually
Nobody sells more Macintosh applications than we do. And the only thing more
been the most powerimpressive than using them alone, is using them together.
ful argument for buying a Macintosh.
and the concept of workgroup computing.
And speaking of power, until Microsoft Mail actually lets you share data, graphics,
PowerPoine was created, desktop presenta- thoughts, whatever-Mac®to Mac, or even
tions didn't exist Now the person making the Mac to PC.
presentation can actually generate it-from
For more about our Macintosh applicaoverheads to 35mm color slides. Best of all, tions and what they can do for you standonly PowerPoint has built-in color schemes. alone, and working together, call us at (800)
For impact like you've never seen.
541-1261, Dept. I87.
And with Microsoft File as your economIt's inside information we think you'll
ical database, creating professional-quality find extremely useful.
business forms and mailing labels has never
Mrr..nso··•z ~
been faster. Or easier.
~ v,-::_
1•
As for Microsoft Works,just think of it as
Making it all make sense:
the Swiss armyt knife dof business
u T. k · t
· software.
vvor s Ill egra es WOfi processing,
spreadn

u,.,,.,rl-'rlml

Custome" in Canada. call (4161 673-76.18. outside North America. (206) 882-8661. C> Copyright 1988 Microsoft Corporatim All rights reserved Microsoft, the Microsoft logo and FbwerPoint are registered trademarks and Making it aJJ make
sense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

l

he basic formula for innovation is remarkably
unple and requires only
hree ingredients: a need; a
tool; and a creative person
who understands both. This
formula is why niche markets
are so important to the computer revolution. The needs in
these markets are sharply defined and the participants are
intensely involved. Stir in a
new tool- like a Macintosh
-and voila, a flood of ideas is
generated - some destined
for useful obscurity and others
likely to change not only their
niche market, but the world.
(Even spreadsheets and
databases were first developed
for use in niche markets.)
The niche at hand is the
seemingly glamorous one of
film and TV production. The
need is fundamental: pulling it
all together. And the innovation? A Mac II-based desktop
production system called
Midas I, from Seehom
Technologies, which promises
big changes in the way films
and TV shows are made.
Let's clear away a longstanding Hollywood illusion.
Film making isn't a lot of fun.
In fact, film production and
post-production (editing, scoring, dubbing, effects, etc.see "Even the Score" in this issue) are mostly pure pain. The
final results may look and
sound nifty, but getting to
them feels more like
Napoleon's Russian campaign
than Independence Day.
Consider the poor editor. The
script has been written, cast
and shot. Now the editor is
handed a battered, marked-up
copy of the script and either
thousands of poorly identified
Professional video production houses,
such as WickerWorks in Denver, Colorado
(pictured here), are the target of high·end
Macintosh editing systems.

strips of film or hundreds of
poorly indexed videotapes and
told to stitch everything
together in a sensible and artistically satisfying way ... and,
oh yes, stay under budget and
ahead of schedule while meeting all demands of the director
and producer, and oops, sorry,
but all the best takes of three
critical scenes are useless because the shadow of the boom
mike is visible. And the sound
in the second -best takes is terrible. And the studio head
thinks the beginning needs to
be changed and the ending
made more upbeat, but he is
either at Cannes or in the Betty
Ford Clinic, we're not sure
which, and no decision will be
made for at least a week, so ...
It's definitely not an easy
job. But how to make it easier?

AStoryboard Ending
Over the years, numerous directors, notably Francis Ford
Coppola, have experimented
with electronic editing systems
designed to make post-production simpler and more flexible. While these systems
pointed the way, their cost was
always prohibitive- as much
as a quarter of a million dollars
for some - and no one approach proved general enough
to meet the widely varying
needs of the industry.
Enter Larry Seehom and
Steve Michaelson, the creators
of Midas I. Seehom is an engineer specializing in video technologies, for many years a leading designer in the esoteric field
of editing hardware and software. Michaelson is a producer
who started out making corporate videotapes for Silicon
Valley companies, went on to
found One-Pass (still the largest
teleproduction company in the
Bay Area), and is now head of
Michaelson Production, home
of "Rendezvous," the most

popular show on the cable
Discovery Channel. In 1986 the
two long-time friends joined
forces to create the editing systern that the industry really
needed.
Not that they knew that's
what they were up to. Seehom,
in fact, after five years of consuiting with Coppola, wanted
nothing to do with editing systerns. Instead, he and
Michaelson set out to build a
"spreadsheet" for film and
television producers, a single
program that would include
scripting, storyboarding, shot
cataloging, budgeting and other production tools. Looking to
combine a powerful database
engine with an easy working
interface, they settled on the
Macintosh and 4th Dimension
by Acius and went to work.
After two years and a number
of revelations -like the realization that editing belonged
in the package after allthe Midas I system is now in
professional use.

Software for Hard Work
The system's hardware consists of a Macintosh II with a
40Mb hard drive and 2Mb of
RAM; a coprocessor card that
reads and writes SMPTE
(Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers) time
code, handles all editing functions and controls two professional video decks; a frame
grabber card to digitize video
signals; and a custom hardware control panel. This is relatively straightforward stuff:
the software is where the real
magic lies. Known as Midas 32-1, it offers three production
modules, with three more slated for later releases.
The first module is Katalog.
In traditional production, each
clip starts with a clapboard that
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HOLLYWOOD

Events can be entered into a
Cue List in several ways: by
typing in the time, the name
and the type of event; by
recording them from a MIDI
device like a keyboard while
the program is running (an
overdub mode lets you record
multiple passes onto one
track); or by cutting and pasting, either within the track or
from another track.
Once in the list, an event can
be moved around in time, either by typing in a new time
for it, or by using plus (+) and
minus(-) "nudge" controls,
and it can be edited as to its
name and its MIDI values.
Events that occur very close to
each other, like the multiple
events that occur when you
move a pitchwheel, can be
grouped together into
"strokes," so they can be
moved around as a group and
so they don't clutter up the
Cue List. The resolution of the
strokes, that is, how far apart
events have to occur before
they are considered as separate
strokes, is adjustable.
There are some very neat
features for dealing with
events. One is ''backtiming,"
which matches a long sound
effect to a picture where the
sound effect has to correspond
to a particular visual event. For
example, in a scene of an airplane fly-by the change in.the
Doppler shift of the sound has
to occur exactly at the point
where the image of the airplane is closest. Trying to adjust the starting point of that
kind of a cue by hand can be
an exercise in frustration, but
Q-Sheet has a very clever way
of automating the process.

Ifalling watermelon
Low Key:
High Key:

~ [fllllJ

IKJ [llillJ

Any incoming notes between A3 and B4 will show up on the Cue List with the name
"Falling Watermelon," in this keyboard map setup done in Q-Sheet.

A Keyboard Map tells the
program to automatically assign a particular name to a cue
whenever it receives incoming
note information within a
specified range. The program
automatically "chases" program and controller changes,
which ensures that all of the
synths, processors and samplers will be in the right
"state" when you start a sequence at some place other
than the beginning.
Input and output filters can
be set to ignore certain types
of MIDI data, or to temporarily
remove them from the Cue
List. A Repeat Events feature
lets you repeat one or more
events any number of times.
These repeats can be randomized both in timing and velocity, which means that entire
ambient environments can
be constructed out of a
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handful of individual sounds.
Cue Lists can be printed out
individually, and they can also
be combined into one master
track window for display
or printing.

Q·ing up the Music
Although Q-Sheet is not a
music program, it can still play
music. An entire music sequence can be loaded into
Q-Sheet as a single event and
then set to play back at a programmable time within a
Q-Sheet sequence. The sequence can be recorded into
Q-Sheet in real time from a
hardware sequencer or another
computer, or it can be imported as a MIDI File, a new interchange format used by a growing number of sequencing and
composition programs.
But assembling Cue Lists is
only half of what Q-Sheet does.
The other half is to act as a
front end for MIDI-controllable automation devices such
as mixers, reverbs, equalizers
and soon.

Besides the Cue List window, each track can have an
Automation window, which
contains a kind of "console
construction set," in which you
can select, size and place
faders, knobs, buttons and displays- as many as you want
-to correspond with the automation parameters you
would like to control.

Making MIDI
programs run
simultaneously

At the same time, if the program receives any MIDI controller data that correspond
to an on-screen object, that
object will move in response to
the data. If the program is in
Record (or Overdub) mode,
then all of these changes are
recorded into the appropriate
track, and can then be played
back along with the rest of the
tracks. On-screen controls can
also be organized into an unlimited number of automation
groups, wi~h one master
control per group, and the
various "slaves" can be individually scaled with respect
to the master.

has been one
of the Holy
Grails of music
software developers.
Templates are provided for
Yamaha's DMP-7mixer/processor, Iota Systems' MidiFader, and the Twister
VCA package.
Each graphic object is then
assigned to a particular MIDI
controller, or to a pitchwheel
or aftertouch. Moving the object on the screen then sends
out data on its assigned parameter. If an on-screen fader
is assigned to a MIDI controller which is also assigned
to the decay time of an external reverb, then moving the
fader will change the reverb
time; if a Q-Sheet button is
mapped to a controller that is
also assigned to the Play button of a MIDI-controlled tape
deck, then pushing the button
will start the deck rolling.

Watching your p's &q's
If there is a criticism to be
made of Q-Sheet, it is that its
automation features are not as
well-developed as its effectslist features. Once a string of
controller events has been
combined into a single
"stroke," it can't be separated
out again. It can be edited
manually using Overdub

mode, but this is not as accurate as being able to work
with individual events, as
you can with most high-end
sequencers.
Because a track can only address a single MIDI channel, if
you want to automate the levels of a number of synthesizers
using MIDI controller #7
(MIDI volume) - a very popular technique -you need to
create a separate automation
window for each fader instead
of having them all together.
There is no way to group
them. Also, while the manual
correctly points out that MIDI
controllers are the best commands for doing automation,
there are many existing devices that use note-ons and offs, velocities, or system-exclusive information for MIDI
control, and Q-Sheet' s automation feature cannot deal with
them. In addition, it would be
nice to be able to edit imported
or recorded MIDI Files or
recorded system-exclusive
events (commonly known as
"sys-ex"). A complex setup
that is not quite behaving the

Assigning an on-screen control to a MIDI controller in the automation window of
Q-Sheet.

This control represents:
®MIDI Controller Number (D - 120):
0 MIDI Pitch Wheel
0 MIDI Chonnel Pressure
Ronge of uolues: @ 12B

D
Pan 2

~
Mute 2

~:

j ; !;

l ; :. ·'
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16.:m .. l
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Oh, say can you SE.
Here's an easy way to figure out which products will help you get the most out
of your SE (or any other Mac): call the Mac experts at MacZone. Simply dial
(800) 248-0800. Orders gladly taken at the same number.

Software
Speed & convenience in a
44 megabyte~
hard disk with an average
access speed of 25ms.
One year warranty.
Flipper 44 ............. 1195.

SIMMs
The road to becoming a
power user is a couple of
SIMM chips away.
Increase your memory &
increase your productivity.
Call for current prices.

Osicom
High performance hard
disks at an affordable
price! It's time to ask
yourself." How many
megabytes do you need?
MacBest ... ............ CALL
Monognun
Integrated business
accounting package.
General/edger, accounts
receivable, payable, &
payroll functions
Business Sense ....... 268.

Datashiekl
Powerful surge supressor
with individual switches
for up to five peripheral
devices. 13 amp master
switch - circuit breaker
MacDirector ............ 120.

Bible Research
Complete & unabridged
Bible, available in King
James, NewInternational,
Revised Standard & New
King James Versions.
The Word ................. 179.

PB/Soflware
Offers you a new world to
conquer every time you
play- a must for the
Napoleon in all of us.
COMING SOON: Net Trek!
Strategic Conquest ..... 34.

CentronSoflware
Blackjack, Craps, Poker
Roulette & Bacarrat all in
one package. Break the
bank at Monte Carlo
without leaving your Mac.
Casino Master ....... CALL

3G Graphics -Images with Impact
Business 1 .......
....... 65.
Graphics & Symbols 1
........ 58.
Aabix
Payroll 3.5 ........ . OH 000000000 00 098.
Payroll Plus
.......... 158.
... 108.
TimeCard
TimeMinder
.... 108.
A. Bonadio&Associates
Expressionist 2.3 ..
............. 78.
AaUS

4th Dimension .....

........... 455.

Adobe
Illustrator 88 ........................
.. 307.
Adobe Postscript Fonts ............... CALL
AECManogementSgstems
AEC Information Manager .. ..........575.
Aegis Development
......... 235.
Showcase FIX .....
Al1iniJg
Tempo II
................... ....... 79.
Aldus
Freehand H. .... . ........
.... 348.
Pagemaker 3.0 .... H....................... 397.
Persuasion
...... 348.
Alp Systems
Mac Proof 3.0 .............................. 114.
A/soil
DiskExpress 1.5 ..... .
..... 39.
Master Juggler ..
.... 63.
Ashton-Tate
dBASE Mac. . . . .. .H ............. 294.
Full Impact ................................... 248.
FuiiWrite Professional
......... 259.
BedJOrd
Simply Accounting ........................ 218.
BerkelegSgstemDesign
Stepping Out 2.01 ....... H.. ........ 51.
Bible Research Systems
The Word (KJV. NIV, NKJV, RSV) .179.
BlgthSoflware
Omnis 3+ & Express (1-3 Users) .. 395.
BootwareSoflware
ResumeWriter - Professional ........... 60.
ResumeWriter - Student ................. 18.
Bodond
Eureka: The Solver ........................ 128.
Reflex Plus..... ....
............. 188.
Turbo Pascal1 .1...........
.... 67.
Turbo Pascal Tutor 1.0 ................... 45.
BrightStorTechnologg
Alphabet Blocks ......... .
........... 30.
Hyper Animator .....
...... 77.
Talking Tiles
...... 67.
Brr1derbund
Calculus .
......... 58.
Geometry ................... • H......... 58.
Physics ........................................... 58.
PosterMaker Plus
........ .....35.
Print Shop ........
............. 35.
Typel ..
.. .............
.... 19.
C6ere

OmniPage 1.0
.......... 565.
Casadg&Greene
QuickDEX . . ....... ..
..... 31.

CESoflware
CalendarMaker 3.0 .......................... 26.
Disk Top 3.0.4 (w/Laserslalus & Widgels) .. 26.
MockPackage Plus Utilities 4.4 ....... 26.
QuicKeys 1.1 ................................... 52.
QuickMail 2.0 (1-5 Users) ............. 149.
QuickMail 2.0 (10 Users)
..... 219.
Centra/PointSoftware
Copy II Mac (Version 7.2)
H0018.
PC Tools Deluxe .....
H HHH040 .
CheckMarie Software
Cash Ledger ................................. 125.
Multi Ledger .....
..... 255.
Payroll ..................
..... 215.
C1aris
Claris Cad....................
HHHOH 635.
FileMaker II HOHH HHHH .. HHH .. H•HHH 235.
MacDraw HHHHHHH . HHHHHHHHHOH . 158.
MacDraw II HHHHH..
.... ... HHOOHH 305.
MacPaint 2.0 HHHHHHHH .. HHHHHHHH 99.
MacProject II OHHOHH·
HHHHH 392.
MacWrite II
... HHHH·H·H·H· CALL
SmartForm Designer
HHH .. H.315.
Conned
MacNET HHHHHHH ....... H... H.. CALL
CricketSoflware
Cricket Draw HH•H
HHHH HH168.
Cricket Graph 1.3 HH···HH ... ... H...... 118.
Cricket Paint HHHHH.
H118.
Cricket Presents .. HHH.
H·H· 287.
DataViz
Maclink Plus W/Cable .. HH.... HHH.142.
Davidson&Associates
Math Blaster .... HHHH .. HH.
.... 26.
Design Software
Mac Tree+ (w/free Ds Back Up) . H... 46.
Deneba&flware
Big Thesaurus HH .. HOOHH ... HH
H. 53.
Canvas 2.0 HHHHHHH HHHH
H.. H.159.
Coach Professional OHHH.. HHHHHH. 104.
Dubl-ClickSoftware
We/Paint - bit mapped clip art
• 1,2"Cla ssic Clip Arl" • 3, 4"For Publishing"
• 5. 6"Animal Kingdom" • 7, 8"Special Occ."
• 9, 10 "Prinler's Helper" • 11.12 "Ind. Revolulion·
• 13, 14"Old Earth Almanac" • 15, 16 "Island Lile"
• 17, 18 "All ThePeople"
Each two volume set
HHHH 43.
World Class Fonts
• 1 & 2 "Originals" • 3 & 4 "Stylish"
• 5 & 6 "Giants" • 7 & 8 "Triples"
Each two volume set H.
HHHH 43.
World Class LaserType
Volumes 1 - 6 H
Heach 43.
ElectronicArls
Disk Tools Plus
HH·· 30.
Studio Eight .....
........... 318.
Thunder II HHH.. HHHHHHHOHHHHO HHH53.
EmeroldCitgSoflware
Smart Art 1 HH .. H.. HHH..
HHH· 94.
Fara/lnn
Timbuktu Single User
HOH HH. 69.
Timbuktu Remote
HHOHH. 195.
FiflhGeneration

Fast Back HH. HH···HHOHOHOHHH .. HHHH 53.
PowerStation 2.5
HH 29.
Pyro! .
HHH· ·· HHOHHH ... HH .... 14.
Suitcase 2.0 H•HHO .. HHHOH .. HH... HH HH 44.

FoundatlonPublications
Comic Strip Factory HHHHH .. H..... H.... 40.
Comic People (Vol1 -Ollice Days) ............ 24.
Fox Software- FoxBASE+/Mac
Single User Version 1.1 HHHHH .. HH207.
Mulli User Version 1.1 H
HHH. 318.
Runtime (Unlimited Users) HHHHHH 259.

FreeSoR
Red Ryder 1n.3 .

HH 53 .

Generic Software

Generic CADD Level1
HHHCALL
Great Wave Software
Kids Time HHHHH HH .. HHHHH HH .. H. 25.
Hayes

Smartcom II H
HHH .... H87.
HighPerfo171l117lCeSgstems
STELLA HHHOoHO
• H • • H• • HHO 385.
IIJCSoltware
Vi rex
HHHHHH H. HH .. H.. HH·H· 65.
laJMSimulotions
On Cue 1.3 HHHHHHHHHHHH•HH.HHHH 35.
TMON HO• .. HH ... H.. HHO . HH ........... 88.
IndJoidua/Soflware
101 Macros for Excel HHH HHOOHHHHH 36.
101 Scripts & Buttons/HyperCard H.36.
lnDmJx
WingZ!
....... 275.
lnnooativeDataDesign
Dreams HOHHH.HHHHHHHHHoHHH .... H. 278.
MacDraft 1.2b.
HH•H•HHH 148.
InsightDevelopment
MacPrint
HHOOHHHHH .. HHHHOH 45.
ln/uk
Quicken 0H.. HOHHHHHHo
H.. oHHH32.
Jam Software
Smart Alarms Single User HH .... HHH 55.
Smart Alarms Multiuser (1-4 Users) ..... 99.
Ken/Marsh
MacSafe .. HHoHH·
H88.
Night Watch HHH .. HH·
HH .. 88.
LaserWare
LaserPaint Color II HH .... HH .... HHH .. 359.
U!arningOJmpang
Reader Rabbit HH .. HHH.
HHOHH· 32.
Letroset
lmageStudio
HHHHH.,HH 275.
LetraStudio HHH· .H . .. H.. HH ... HHH .... 288.
ReadySetGo! 4.5 H.
HHOH274.
ReadySetShow .H .. HH.......... H.H 169.
Letrafonts .H.H HHOHHHHHHHHHH each 56.
MacMaster
Fedit + Version 1.07
HHHoH 28.
Mainstog
MacFiow HHH.. ..
. 110.
Ncryptor
HH .. 28.
Typenow HH HHHHOHOHH .. HHHH· H....H.27.
V.I.P. (Visual lnleraclive Programming) ........ 105.
MEnl

Managing Your Money ... H...... HH .. 127.
Medlagenic
Focal Point II
H.H.118.
Reports HH .. H. HOHHHHH•HH•H·H HHHH · 75.
Micro Planning Software
Micro Planner Plus 6.1e HHOHHHHH.325.
Microlgtics
GOfer HHHH HHOHH .. H... HHOOOHHOHH H... 43.
WordFinder HHHHHHHHOOH .... HHH HHO H32.

Huge savings.
Free advice.
MacZone has been providing Macintosh
users with some of the best prices on software
and hardware for years. But we also provide
something else:
Knowledge. Advice. Words of wisdom.
And now MacZone is newly revitalized
and rededicated to providing not just low
prices, but also valuable information from
people who really know Macs (we're the only
direct mail company that runs its entire operation on Macs!).
Here's what you can expect from us.
Unbeatable Prices. Our prices are as low
as you'll find. We invite you to compare them
to the prices from the other major direct mail
companies in this magazine.
Complete Selection. We carry tons of the
most up-to-date Macintosh products-too
many to list in this ad. If you don't see what
you want here, call and ask. We probably
have it.
Top Service. We work hard to answer
your call promptly and to make sure you get
exactly what you ordered. And we ship most
orders overnight via Federal Express, just $3.
Product Knowledge. Our people really
know and love Macs. After all, they use them

every day. So they're well qualified to answer
your questions about the products we carryhow they compare and which one's right for
you. They may even pass on a Macintosh tip
or two. You see, at MacZone, you're always
welcome to call and talk about what you
need-even if you aren't ordering.
Flexible Ordering. We let you order in
the way that works best for you:
• Order by phone with MasterCard, VISA,
or American Express. No surcharge on any of
them-ever.
• Order by FAX by sending your credit
card number and product information to our
OrderFAX: (206) 881-3421.
• Order from anywhere in the free world.
We ship just about everywhere. Thke advantage of our OrderFAX: (206) 881-3421.
• Order by P.O. We accept Corporate,
Government, and Educational Institution purchase orders. Call us for details.
So if you want the best products, the best
prices, and the best service, there's
just one thing to do:
Enter the
MacZone.

1·800·248·0800
Canada: 800·248·0344 FAX (206) 881·3421

Our savings are huge. Our advice is free.

'l'heMac
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way it should might have a
problem in a MIDI File or sysex event, bu~ there's no way to
find out.
Q-Sheet is under constant
development, however, and
perhaps these problems will be
solved in a future release. In
the mean time, Digidesign has
come up with an even more
professional version of the program, Q-Sheet AV, which is
proving extremely popular
with sound editors in some of
the larger Hollywood film studios. The program, which sells
for an imposing $995, includes
such features as the ability to
import edit lists directly from
a CMX (a popular, high-end,
video-editing system), to
print "re-recording logs"
that can be laid on top of a
console to make the mixing
engineer's job much easier,
and various improvements to
the event insertion and randomization functions.
For the small Mac-based studio doing music and sound effects, Q-Sheet is a novel and
very useful program. It is a
fine complement to a conventional sequencer and that raises an interesting issue: at the
moment, there is no way, even
under MultiFinder, to get it and
a sequencer running on the
Mac at the same time. That's
because there is no provision
in the Mac operating system
for allowing two programs to
share the serial ports - even if
one is running only on the modem port and the other only
on the printer port.
Making MIDI programs run
simultaneously on the Mac has
been one of the Holy Grails of

music software developers for
some time, and a couple of feeble attempts have been made
by various parties. Many have
felt that Apple should be the
logical one to set up some
kind of standard that would
allow "MultiMIDI," but
Cupertino has steadfastly
maintained that it didn't want
to get directly involved.
However, at the January
•
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A hit is as good as a kiss
Another new type of software
is designed to.take the mathematical drudgery out of writing music for visuals. Whether
it's a 30-second spot or a feature film, one of the most tedious jobs for the soundtrack
composer is figuring out how
to make the music fit the action precisely. Clicktracks, from
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0
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• ••
0
0

0
0
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0
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Offset

t

Mod•m

+0 QFRMS

4

Modem

+0 QFRMS

9

Pr;nter

+0 QFRMS

Different symbols in the "Event" column of Q-Sheet' s cue list editing window denote
different types of MIDI events.

NAMM (National Association
of Music Merchants) show,
Apple surprised a lot of folks
by announcing MIDI Manager
which will allow multiple
MIDI applications to run simultaneously from a common
clock (external or internal). It
will also allow programs to
sync or feed data to each other
entirely within the operating
system, without any external
hardware or cabling. MIDI
Manager will be part of the
next System upgrade, and the
reaction among developers has
been universally favorable. As
far as Q-Sheet is concerned,
MIDI Manager will allow it to
become an even more exciting
program than it is now.
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Passport Designs, provides a
set of highly useful utilities
that can speed up that task
significantly.
Soundtrack music is based
largely around the need to accompany specific visual
events, known as "hits." A hit
can be a gunshot, a kiss, a sunrise, a blackout or a title with
the name of the director. The
composer's job is to come up
with some kind of accent or
change that is appropriate for
each hit, and to string those
changes together into a piece
(or "cue") that makes musical

sense. Since the fihn editor is
more concerned with the timing of images than with the
film's musical needs, these hits
are rarely in logical places musically -like the downbeat of
every fourth bar at a tempo of
120 beats per minute (bpm).
When he begins his task, the
composer is usually given a
"hit list," with the timings of
all of the important events in a
scene expressed in minutes,
seconds and frames (or for
fihn, feet and frames) .
Traditionally, he then sits
down with a calculator and
something called a clickbook.
A clickbook is a large volume
containing tables of numbers
that show the timings, in seconds and frames or feet and
frames, of musical beats at various tempos. For example, one
page of a clickbook would
show the timings of the first
100 beats of a piece running at
120 bpm, while another page
would show the beat locations
at 121 bpm, and so on.
The clickbook feature in
Clicktracks computerizes that
function by almost instantaneously displaying the timings
of the first 600 beats of a piece
at any tempo the user chooses,
either in beats per minute or
frames per click. It also adds a
lot of things conventional
clickbooks don' t have: fractional tempos to the nearest
1/ 100th of a bpm or 1/ 10th of
a frame; starting point offsets
so you don't have to constantly recalculate values based on
the actual starting time of a
scene; instant recalculation for
any of three fihn or four video
formats; and the placement of
four or eight "countoff" beats
before the cue starts.

Picking from the hitlist
But Clicktracks goes far beyond
the clickbook function. You
can enter all of the hits into a
Hitlist window, specify a format, tempo, and meter and the
program will automatically tell
you which hits fall on which
beats. For those hits that are
not on beats, it will tell you
how far off they are, in fractions of a beat and frames. The
fractions themselves are userselectable, so you can have the
program show you where
things are to the nearest eighth
note, sixteenth, triplet-eighth,
etc. You can change formats at
any time and all of the numbers are instantly recalculated.
If things don' t line up exactly as they should, you can
change the tempo on any beat
and see how that affects the
placement of subsequent hits.
One of the most powerful features of the program is that
this function can be automated. A Scan function lets you
select a range of tempos, for
example from 110 bpm to 130

bpm, and the program then
looks through the Hitlist and
prints out a numerical "score"
for each tempo (110, 111, 112,
etc.), which is the number of
hits landing on beats, within a
specified margin of error. You
can also specify a range of offsets for the starting point of the
cue, so that you can compare,
for example, the score of a cue
running at 121 bpm that starts
three frames late with that of a
cue at 123 bpm that starts four
frames early.
If some hits are more important than others, you can temporarily hide them from the
Scan function, so that you can
weight the resulting scores toward the more important hits.
You can also use the hide feature to scan only certain sections of a cue. A new feature
(as of this writing this is still
only in a beta version, but it
should be released by the time
you read this) will calculate accelerandos or ritards to bring
hits into line. You specify a

Clicktracks' Hitmap, showing tempos, meters and placement of hits.
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starting point for the tempo
change, and then tell the program either that you want a
specific beat to line up with
a certain time or hit, or that
you want a specific tempo to
be reached by a certain point
in time.
The Hitlist can be displayed
in a graphic form similar to
music notation, known as a
Hitmap. Tempo and meter
changes are shown as numbers, while asterisks denote hit
locations. This can be printed
out to serve as a skeleton score
for conducting live musicians.
A particularly valuable feature of the program is that the
Hitlist can also be exported as
a MIDI File, where it can be
directly imported into a
sequencer program. In the
sequencer, the file created by

A hit can be a
gunshot a kiss
I

I

a sunrzsel
a blackout or
a title with the
name of the director.
Clicktracks serves as a "tempo
map" or "conductor track,"
with all of the tempo and meter changes in the right places,
and all of the hit points already marked in the sequencer
as "text events." The composer
can then concentrate on coming up with the right notes,
while the sequencer takes care
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The Hitlist window in Clicktracks shows hits in relative and absolute time, in musical
terms of beats and hundredths and also in musical terms of measures, beats and offset,
expressed in quarters of a beat and frames and tenths. The Conductor window displays
tempo and meter changes.

of keeping the hit points in
place. This function also works
the other way around - if you
have a file in a sequencer, its
tempos, meters and cue markings can be saved as a MIDI
File and imported into
Clicktracks as a Hitlist.
The program will also load
the tempo and meter information in the file directly into a
SMPTE-to-MIDI convertor,
like the Roland SBX-80, using
system-exclusive data, so that
you don't have to program the
convertor by hand.
Two other features worth
mentioning are the Stopwatch
and TempoTap. The Stopwatch
lets you construct a Hitlist
from visual cues, if you find
yourself with a videotape that
does not have SMPTE timecode numbers "burned-in" on
the screen. Tap Return at the
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beginning of a cue, and then
each time you hit the spacebar,
the computer notes the elapsed
time. When you're done, it
sends all of those times to the
Hitlist. The Stopwatch also
works when the computer is
being fed MIDI Time Code, in
which case each time you tap
the spacebar it grabs the current timecode number and
sends it to the Hitlist. Tempo
Tap instructs you to hit the
spacebar five times, and then
tells you the tempo (in bpm
and frames per click) based on
the average time between taps.
Despite its versatility,
Clicktracks is very simple to
learn and highly intuitive. The
manual is less than 60 pages,
but covers everything perfectly
adequately. New features are
being added all the time, and
Passport is known for being
generous with its upgrades, so
it promises to get even better
in the future. For the film composer who wants an easy-touse utility that will cut his
work time in half, Clicktracks
is a godsend.

It's like spotting
notes in a bible
Another program aimed at the
same audience as Clicktracks is
Cue, from Opcode Systems.
Choosing between them is
about equivalent to choosing
between WriteNow! and Word,
it comes down to a matter
of taste.
Most of Clicktracks' major
features are included in Cue,
and many of them have been
given added flexibility. The
scanning function (called
Search Tempos), for example,
lets you specify a margin of acceptance to the nearest 1/100th
of a second and also lets you
set different positive and negative margins, on the principle
that musical hits that are
slightly late are more acceptable than ones slightly early.
Cue offsets can be set not only
to the nearest frame, but to the
nearest SMPTE bit, which is
1 /80th of a frame, or about 0.4
milliseconds.
The major features missing
are that Cue will not convert a
MIDI File created by another
Clicktracks' Clickbook window shows

tempo in beats per minute, frames per
beat and seconds per beat.

-0

Click:book:
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program into a hit list (although it will play a MIDI File
back in real time, which
Clicktracks will not), and that
Cue's stopwatch function will
only accept one event at a
time, not the multiple events
that Clicktracks allows. On the
other hand, there is a Click Tap
function that lets you conduct
an entire cue by tapping on the
keyboard, with the program
faithfully tracking the changes
in tempo as you tap.

(what film types like to call a
"bible") that you can send
right to the film editors for the
final assembly. And you can
also generate a performing
rights sheet that goes straight
to ASCAP or BMI to make
sure everyone's royalties
get paid.
For composers writing music for live instrumental ensembles, each cue can be printed out as a blank score, with
all of the timings, hit names,
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Cue's biggest advantage is
that it does all sorts of bookkeeping chores - something
the overworked professional
film composer will adore. You
can start a project with a word
processor-like function called
Spotting Notes where you enter descriptions, with start and
end timings, of all of the cues
in a film. You save each cue as
an individual file, and then
hits, tempos and meters are
defined and edited within
those files. When you're all
done, you can recombine the
cues into a Master Cue List

meters and tempos intact, plus
as many instrumental staves as
your printer can deal with,
each with its own name and
clef. All that's left for the cornposer to do is fill in the notes.
A Cue file can also be played
back, either using an internal
clock or locked to MIDI Time
Code, which can serve a number of purposes. One is to help
a performer or conductor who
is recording live instrumental
tracks into a tape recorder or
sequencer. While the file plays,
the Mac speaker acts as a
metronome, with the clicks following the tempos in the cue
list. A special screen shows the
current time and the time of
the next key hit (known as a
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Cue is an amazingly powerful program, but such power is
not without its price. While the
user interface is well-designed,
and the manual is excellent
(and sometimes very funny),
this is not a simple piece of
software, and the learning
curve has a few bumps. It's designed for the experienced,
professional film composer
and music editor, who might
even scratch his head for a
while at some of the features.
For the beginner, some of the
more esoteric functions may
seem too intimidating at first.
But if you think you might
someday need all the extras
this program provides, you
can benefit mightily from
owning Cue.

Spotting Notes

Zllrkou Unchoined
MUSIC SPOTTING NOTES
Frldoy, Jonuory 6, 1989

Production:

REEL I
1m1
15.58
sO :00: 10 :00
sO :00 :25: 17

"Openin9 Shot"

.
Picture starts with fade in of nighttime sky . A shootmg star arcs
across the sky and d;sappears behind somt Mlls .
CUT to shot of crater as CAM PANS towards center to ruvul a larg•
sMning egg in the crater. Tht egg rPflects the fmbers still glowing on
the 9round .

l!iil
1m2
1:09.17
sO :00 :33:10
s0:01 :42: 15

"Birth Sequence"
.
A laser beam swnps horizon and awak•ns MORG who has bttn sleep1ng
at base of haiJstack.MORG becomts irritated .1nd runs around saying

Pro-d uction Cod•IL:.za:.;rk.:.:.o-1.:.:.__

@

____,

punch), and as a punch point
approaches, a vertical line (a
streamer) moves across the
screen, hitting the right edge of
the screen exactly at the punch
point. At the same time a portion of the screen flashes.
These streamers and punches
can be displayed on a video
monitor or imposed on the
videotape you're working on,
using external hardware.
If you don't like the Mac
speaker as a metronome, you
can specify a MIDI note to play
on each beat that, for example,
can trigger a rim shot on a
drum machine. As the cue
plays, it can also send out
MIDI clocks and song pointers
to control and synchronize
other sequencers.
Another important feature is
that, like Q-Sheet, Cue can generate MIDI command "events"
while a file is playing, for triggering sound effects. These
events, however, are limited
to MIDI notes, up to five per
event, and only forty events
can be defined in each file, although they can be sent any
time, in any order. Like
Clicktracks, tempo and cue
maps can be exported as MIDI
Files, and also transferred directly to various SMPTE

[

Eject )

IIIII

Of'

[ Cleor )

Spotting Notes, the starting point for
putting music in a film, is a window
in Cue.

conversion devices. As mentioned above, you can also
load in a MIDI File and play it
along with the Cue file. One
very nice feature of this is that
all of the tempos and meters in
the current Cue List will be imposed onto the MIDI File,
which gives you the option of
composing the music in a sequencing program first, and
then working out the tempos
in Cue. Although you can't
edit the music once it's in Cue,
the program does allow some
minor modifications to be performed on the MIDI File,
including octave transposition
and channel-changing.

•
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Paul D. Lehrman is a Boston-area
composer, consultant, teacher and
writer, who specializes in making
music programs do things they're
not supposed to.
For complete buying information
about the products discussed
above, see the Listings section in
this issue.

Cue provides simultaneous "absolute"
and "relative" time for each hit in any
video or film format.
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OnWingz
ByE!naTym~ and a Prayer
It didn't exactly
fly into the
marketplace at the
designated ETA,
but Wingz may
soar to the top
of the graphic
spreadsheet heap.

Editor's note: Wingz really is a
product. A tangible, buy-it-off-theshelf-and-slip-it-in-your-disk-slotand-copy-it-to-your-hard-drive
product. Having cast one of the
longest and widest vapor trails in
the annals of the Macintosh,
Wingz is now actually producing
those flashy 3D bar graphs and
massive spreadsheets you've seen
in advertisements and demonstrations for more than a year. Wingz.
was envisioned in the fall of 1986
by two Informix DOS engineers
who foresaw Windows as the environment of the future. They had
an idea for a high-powered "presentation" spreadsheet, but no
idea how, or even on what machine, it would run. (The Mac
Plus had not even been introduced.) When they got wind of the
Mac II, they immediately embraced it as the platform. Between
the spring and fall of 1987, they
produced working software.
In January of 1988, Informix
announced that it would release
Wingz by mid-1988. At the
Boston Expo that summer, a
"vague" September release was
announced. Having already
reached cruising speed with the
promotional campaign, the company's marketers maintained a
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high profile at Mac shows and
smiled through gritted teeth as
they were bombarded by flak from
anxious consumers and journalists. "It was definitely the most
visible piece of vapor for awhile,"
explained Doug Edwards, executive director of marketing for
Wingz. Edwards lives in Lenexa,
Kansas, but was obviously acclimated to the many forms of visible
vapor in San Francisco.
"We are real comfortable with
the quality of the released product," Edwards continued. Sixty
days after we ship, people will forget about the delays - if it is a
good product. I would never say it
has no bugs, because in the first
few weeks real users will find
ways to use the product in configurations we haven't tried. It's impossible to test every permutation,
but for the spreadsheet user, this is
probably the cleanest new release ·
product they will see."
The Wingz hype was culminated by a glitzy send-off at the
San Francisco Macworld Expo,
replete with legions of red-flightsuit-clad Wingz troopers, flashand-smoke demonstrations and
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Sales by Region
• Northwest

Wingz more than held its
own in a feature-by-feature
comparison with Microsoft
Excel and Full Impact by
Ashton-Tate. Wingz handles
"what-if?" projections, a standard of real estate and financial scenarios, with ease.
It's also easy to turn a set of
numbers into an impressive
chart. For instance, census projections for several zip codes
can be used to create charts.

Speaking Wingz' Language
A feature that's likely to be a
sleeper until Wingz is more
widely accepted is the
HyperScript language, Wingz'
answer to the macro language
that accompanies most spreadsheets. HyperScript is not really a macro language; it's a
powerful programming language that lets you create and

run scripts to automate work,
create interactive demonstrations with automatically
drawn pictures, define control
buttons and dialog boxes, and
much more. In terms of power,
HyperScript is to most spreadsheet macro languages what C
is to BASIC. Programmers will
probably comment that it feels
a bit like C, Pascal or Forth.
When you begin to write
scripts, the Learn mode automatically translates actions on
the worksheet into
HyperScript commands. If the
column headings January
through June are set up using
the Fill command, and the
Learn mode is toggled, the following line of HyperScript
code put "January" into
bl;select range bl ..g;fill appears. Many HyperScript
commands let you create new
buttons, dialog boxes, and
even menu items. And there

•
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07 :00AM

•

08:00AM

Mac users will recognize the 3D bar
chart from Wingt early publicity.

are many more HyperScript
commands - such as event
handlers - that set a sequence
of actions in motion when the
equivalent of mouse movement occurs.
Scripts are collections of
HyperScript commands which
are compiled and stored.
Scripts can either be attached
to a worksheet or stored independently. When needed, they
are opened and run in the
same way macros are run by
other spreadsheets.

Does the New Kid Share?
These days it is assumed you
can share data files with other
users, regardless of the program in which the files were
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created. Wingz can import and
export files in other formats.
Most spreadsheet programs
now recognize and use files in
either of the two Lotus 1-2-3
formats, WKS and WKl. While
Wingz can import files created
by Microsoft Excel 1.5 if they
are saved in SYLK format, the
current version of Wingz can't
export SYLK files. (However,
the way around that is to save
the Wingz file in either WKS or
WK1 format, which Excel can
then read.)
There is one bug in the Excel
to Wingz transfer, however.
Dates stored in Excel may be
skewed when transferred to
Wingz because the starting
date for the internal time/ date
value of Excell.S is Jan. 1,
1904, while for Wingz it is Dec.
31, 1899. The problem can be
~
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The Presentation
in the Spreadsheet
Informix calls Wingz a "presentation spreadsheet," and defines that as a "worksheet that
allows users to easily combine
numbers, words, charts and
graphic images, and then print
on a single page." While many
other programs allow some
combinations of words, numbers and graphic images,
Wingz goes further than other
Macintosh software.
Text can be formatted with
tabs, indentation and word
wrap. Fonts and font attributes
such as style, size, alignment
and color can be assigned
down to the individual character. A minor drawback is that
cells and ranges can't be preformatted -formats can only

Sheet Graph Script Window
Wingz Art:Wingz art: ireframe

I coo(•qrt( abs( y)) •z + ab•( x)· z ) * pi () /

10) • 1.5 + z l

Rotate Graph

GO B A CK

+:Uii!i1Uh'

A Wingzwireframe chart shows the
outlines of a hard-to-visualize object.

sidestepped with a
HyperScript patch or by manually changing the date functions and adding or subtracting the time difference.

be applied after data has been
typed. Text blocks can be created in one place on a worksheet, then resized, moved and
copied anywhere else.
Graphics can be drawn
where they will appear in the
finished document, with any
combination of the five draw-
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ing tools that appear on a
Wingz screen. You can also import other graphic images,
scanned art, clip art, PICT files
or other images from the
Clipboard.

Leaving an Indelible Print
Printing features include the
ability to add headers, footers
and titles to print formulas or
values and to adjust margins.
Page numbers are automatically a9-ded, unless you specify
otherwise.
The hide/ show feature lets
you select what you want to
print. Worksheet information,
titles, cell notes, text fields,
grid lines, buttons and controls, and graphics can be selectively hidden. When you
have your page the way you
want it, you can preview it,
then go back and change or
print it.
Wingz lets you specify page
orientation, resolution, and
printer effects such as text and
graphics smoothing and faster
bitmap printing. Laser printing options include horizontal
and vertical flipping and inverting the page, as well as
some tradeoffs with downloadable fonts.
The program works with
printers supported by Apple
print drivers, and color printers
that support PostScript and the
Apple QuickDraw commands.
Printing of certain color documents, especially those such as
surface charts that contain
much data and graphic information, can tum into a lifelong
project. Plan on scheduling extensive printing projects for the
printer's slack time.

An Engineer Tries Wingz
For The First Time
Just how quickly can a neophyte become productive on
Wingz? We tried an experiment with Kate O'Brien, a
structural engineer for Design
and Engineering Systems of
Redwood City, California.
O'Brien is an infrequent user
of spreadsheets, occasionally
dabbling in Lotus 1-2-3. The
engineering calculations she
uses are generally produced
with specialized technical
programs, but she was willing
to see if Wingz could simplify
some of her day-to-day work.
O'Brien sits down with the
author at a Mac II and looks
through the menus, discussing the commands, how
to move the cursor, and
what's in the Toolbox. Then
she's given the mouse, and
told to run Test Flight, the
demonstration program that
comes with Wingz. Elapsed
time: 0:12 minutes.
Users rarely run demon~
stration programs in the intended sequence the first
time, preferring to see things
that are of particular interest
to them. O'Brien spots the
technical graphs and runs that
portion. The first one she
opens is the Polar Graph.
How could a polar graph be
used? In this case, she explained, harmonic phase is
used to measure the sympathetic vibrations of a structure
when it's exposed to causalforces- such as an earthquake shaking a building or
wind swinging a bridge.
The Tacoma Narrows
Bridge was a good example: a
windstorm set up a sympathetic vibration in the bridge,
magnifying what would have
been normal movement into

"waves" that caused the
her to construct a meaningful
bridge to break.
worksheet and use the data to
Air conditioners on a roof
create a chart. Without hesitacan create a vibration that can
tion, OBrien began to enter
cause a sympathetic vibration
numbers and labels that
would calculate the load on a
in an entire building. This isn't
much of a problem in twovariety of roof beams.
and three-story buildings, but
"This is neat. I like it a lot,"
it can be a major problem with
she murmured as she was enskyscrapers. In the design
tering data. It took a moment
phase of such a structure,
for her to get the hang of conwhere O'Brien is involved, a
structing a formula with the
polar graph can be very useful · mouse and not the keyboard,
to show the period of vibrabut she caught on quickly.
(You can click on most formution of the building.
O'Brien appeared to be
la elements - the beginning
warming up to the technical
equals sign, the operators, the
cell references- and use the
applications possible with
Wingz. She noted that the
keyboard for entering numgraph would be useful in specbers and letters.)
ifying materials or construcThe area and section modules ("A reqd." and "S reqd."
tion ~ethods that would nc;>t
contribute to this problem.
respecqvely) she calculated
She looked through the rest
for each beam determine
of the technical graphs, noting
bending and shear forces for
that beam. In specifying a ·
with particular interest the
surface graph, commenting
beam fu a structure, she needs
to know which type of force is
that this form would be good
for topographic maps or other
more critical and pick a beam
surface representations in
type that will ~atisfythat critiwhich simplicity and graphics
cal need. In looking at the
are more effective than num-·
chart sne created, she comhers at convincing clients and
mented that it was very easy
government officials.
to set up her variaBles and
At the author's urging, she
display the results.
Start to finish time for
explored the rest of the examples in Test Flight, noting with
O'Brien to construct the Stress
Analysis worksheet and chart,
delight how color is used and
commenting on how some of
including learning time: 25
the graphs could be used imminutes. Total elapsed time:
1:20 minutes.
mediately in her work.
Elapsed time: 0:48 minutes.
Could Wingz handle a big
The author showed her
table of values like she'd just
how to construct a small samconstructed? The author
ple worksheet showing load
showed her how to use the
built-in HLOOKUP and
factors on various beams, and
from it how to construct a
VLOOKUP functions in
graph, first as a bar chart,
working with values in a
table. "That's impressive!" she
then as a pie chart. A text field
was added, along with border
commented. It would really
save time in h€r calculations,
treatment and patterned fill.
Elapsed time: 0:55 minutes.
You could almost hear the
The author handed O'Brien
wheels turning as she left.
the mouse again, and asked
- Elna Tymes
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As with many new software
products, Wingz comes with a
videotape that demonstrates
how to use the product. A very
sincere explainer who never
stops smiling awkwardly talks
the viewer through construction of a simple worksheet,
complete with color pie chart
and explanatory text.

High-Level Maneuvers
Wingz appears to be easier to
learn and use than most
spreadsheets. Recalculation after a change in data is quick,
because only cells affected by
the change are recalculated.
What appears to be the
slowest part of the program is
the screen redraw after a
screen containing a complex
graphic or a 3D color chart has
been moved or modified. The
part of the screen overlapped
by a dialog box or DA box
must be refreshed. We timed
the screen redraw on four
charts that come with Test
Flight, the Wingz demonstration program packaged with
the product. It is as fast as
A Wingz contour chart illustrates a model
of the Grand Canyon.

Excell.S in recalculating and
drawing simple graphs, but
takes up to 13 seconds to redraw the screen for complex

Printing of certain
color documents
can turn into a
life-long project.
color graphs. Each of these
demonstration graphs has a
button to rotate the graph or
display attached notes.

Wingz Screen Redraw
Time taken by Wingz to reconstruct graphs:
Type of graph
Completion time (seconds)
Wireframe graph

5.48

3-D bar graph

6.28

Contour graph

10.56

Surface graph

12.50

Users Speak Out
(Editor's Note: In an effort to
get the most balanced review
possible, we posted Elna Tymes'
review in the MAUG forum of
CompuServe. We then asked the
Macintosh Community to respond with their own rating
cards. What follows is the average of those cards as well as selected comments.)

Readers' Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
&Support
Look & Feel
Value

98
93
84
94
98

Satisfaction

97

TOTAL

94

"Wingz does offer about
everything a user could want
in a spreadsheet . . . The documentation is terrible: not
enough examples, on disk or
in the manuals, are provided
and many features are not
covered at all ... "
-Greg Jones
"On-line help explanations leave a bit to be desired but access is outstanding. Worksheet features are
easy to learn and use, with
or without manuals.
Especially effective interface
to the on-line help file.
Missing page break indicator on the regular worksheet
(shows manually added
page breaks only). Must use
page preview to see page.
Desperately needs tear-off
menu ability. But still I'd rate
the look and feel as excel-Jim Felbab
lent.".
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Wingzhas advanced engineering and
mathematical applictions.

Even so, Wingz is fast
enough for most applications.
While the product was in beta
test, it was fast enough for
KSJN-TV in Puerto Rico last
November 8, when Wingz was
used to help display the election returns in a regional
broadcast. The 15-hour broadcast covered election results
for governor, as well as for 61
of the local alcaldes (precinct
governors) and over 150 other
offices. More than 1.7 million
voters turned out - 95 percent
of the electorate.
The station used four Mac
lis on a video-switching
system, allowing instant telecast of Wingz graphs into millions of homes. As data came
in, it was fed into more than
150 predesigned Wingz sheets,
and the resulting graphs were
available for live broadcast.

Wingz' Shakedown Cruise
Wingz was a long time in
production, but early returns
indicate it has delivered on
most of its promises. There is a
wide variety of options to present and explain numbers. The
manuals explain the spreadsheets reasonably well, but the
user's guide's treatment of
HyperScript is too brief. Online help explanations leave a
bit to be desired and the training video is brief but adequate.
Customer support, through an
800 number, is outstanding the model of how software
support ought to be handled.

The worksheet features are
easy to learn and use, with or
without manuals, and Wingz
exploits the Mac's graphic
capabilities.
Once you get past the overwhelming features and abilities, the program is powerful,
flexible and friendly. Measured
against the price of Lotus 1-2-3
or Excel, you get more for your
money with Wingz.

Most outstanding feature:
Wingz has more features than
any Macintosh or DOS spreadsheet on the market, but is
easy to use and learn.
Least-liked feature: Screen redraw after windows are used
and printing of certain color
documents are slow.
In summary: A new level of
graphic prowess in a spreadsheet. Sure to give Excel a run
for its market.

Wingz Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look &Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Subtotal
Deductions

95
88
85
95
100
90
92

-2
(Incorrect dates in files converted
from Excel to Wingz.)

TOTAL

90

Elna R. Tymes, MBA, is the
. nationally known author of many
computer books, including
Mastering Wingz (Bantam
Books), as well as titles on
Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1-2-3,
SuperCalc, Multiplan and
severalintegrated packages. A
business owner and consultant,
she has been in the computer
business for more than 20 years.
For complete buying information on the products discussed, see
the Listings section in this issue.
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Feature Comparison: Macintosh Spreadsheet Programs
Wingz

Full Impact

Microsoft Excel 1.5

32,768 X 32,768
1Mb
yes
yes
yes
over 140 (*)
yes
yes
yes
yes
2levels
yes
yes
yes

2,048 X 256
Virtual memory
yes
yes
yes
100
no
yes
no
yes
2levels
no
yes
no

16,384 X 256
1Mb
yes
yes
no
131
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

unlimited
unlimited
yes

8
8
data/ graphics

unlimited
unlimited
data/ graphics

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no

20
yes
yes
yes
256
yes
yes
yes
256
32
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

7
yes
no
no
8
yes
yes
yes
8
9
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

7
yes
no
no
8
yes
yes
yes
1
19
yes
yes
no
no
no

Basic Spreadsheet Features
Max. Worksheet
Memory needed
On-line help
Keyboard equivalents
Icon equivalents
Built-in functions
Background recalculation
Names in formulas
Cell notes
Automatic data entry
Password protection
Auditing tools
"What-if?" tables
Matrix arithmetic

File Issues
Multiple open worksheets
Linked worksheets
Link data, graphics, text
File compatibility
WKS
WK1
WK1 macros
SYLK

DIP
ASCII
Binary file format
dBASE II/III

Graphics
Chart types
Combination charts
3D charts
Chart rotation, elevation
Colors displayed
Linear /log scales
Arrows
Text boxes
Fonts on worksheet
Built-in formats
Custornizable formats
Variable column width
Variable row height
Drawing tools
Use scanned images
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Wingz

Full Impact

Microsoft Excell.S

yes

yes
3

unlimited
yes

no
N/A
N/A
N/A

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes

no
yes

yes
no

Database Management
Integrated database
Sort levels
Max. fields I search
Wild-card searches

256

255
yes

Macros
Macro recorder
Autoexec macros
Custom menus
Custom dialog boxes

Other Features
Freeze windowpanes
Enlarge/reduce screen
(*) Plus functions in HyperScript

WINGZ COUNTERPOINT
When Wingz finally
made its maiden
voyage, was it another
air disaster waiting to
happen?
By Robert R. Wiggins

The reaction to Wingz is reminiscent of the attitude toward
President Ronald Reagan; people either loved him and
thought he could do no wrong,
or were so put off by his shortcomings that they refused to
consider him capable of doing
the job. The truth about Wingz
also lies somewhere between
these two viewpoints. Wingz
has an amazing number of features for people to fall in love
with, but not all of them work
the way you expect them to
and a few of them don't work
well at all.

In Wingz' defense, it is one
of the most advanced and
complicated programs ever released. As programs grow in
size and complexity, it is only
natural for the potential problems to grow in number as
well. Larger programs are
more likely to suffer bugs that
aren't caught and corrected in
beta testing, and more complex programs are more likely
to have features and interactions that aren't always intuitive and are harder to learn.
This doesn't mean that all
complex programs are bad,
but it does generally mean that
you will be happier with release 2.0 than with release 1.0
of these kinds of programs.
The next revision should address the major problems and
make for a real horse race in
the spreadsheet wars. That
said, let's look at some of the
shortcomings of Wingz.

Taking to Wingz
To begin with, Wingz can be intimidating to the first-time
user. There's an unfamiliar tool
palette down the left side of
the window. Then there are the
eight menus, many of which
have multiple hierarchical submenus, for a dazzling total of
over 300 menu command combinations. While the menu layout is logical (with the notable
exception of the "Go" menu,
which wins the prize for
dumbest menu title), not all of
the menu selections make
sense to the new user, and
some are incomprehensible
even after using the product
for some time (Graph Parsing?
Natural Recalc?). There are
some actions, such as formatting report borders, that even
require the use of two menus.
That's not what most people
would call intuitive.
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The Good, The Bad
and The Video
Where do you go when you
g~t confused and need help?
Frrst, you go to Wingz' built-in
Help facility. Here you'll find
an excellent, well-designed
feature, although the actual
help text doesn't always live
up to the expectation that the
delivery system fosters. This
may be due to the fact that the
help text draws on the printed
documentation. The documentation is fair to poor, as opposed to the support, which is
very good and on its own
would garner a perfect 100
(although you try to find an
800 number in the documentation). The test version that
Wingz features surface charts to show
in elevation as well as changes
m a solid object, such as the temperature
at various points in the body. The time
taken to print will directly reflect the
complexity of the data.
?hang~
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addresses many of the SYLK
bugs was put together in the
first two weeks after the bug
reports came in.
The 190-page User's Guide
does a fair job of covering the
basics of Wingz, but the 346page Reference Manual
doesn't always finish the job.
More complex aspects of
Wingz, particularly
HyperScript, get short shrift
from both manuals. The less
said about the videotape, the
better, although if you suffer
through it you will have a better idea of how Wingz works
(there must be a law that says
computer videos must be
boring, condescending and
feature unattractive people).
Fortunately, Wingz has excellent customer support, so if
you run into a problem or
can't figure something out relief is only a phone call aw'ay.
Sheet

Graph

Script

Something Old,
Something New,
Something Borrowed ...
If you're a new spreadsheet
user, you won't have that
many complaints about Wingz.
But there are some minor annoyances. Wingz doesn't recognize the Enter key for "OK"
some dialog boxes (it recogmzes Return in all cases).
Wingz uses the Command key
for making multiple selections
instead of the Shift key (this is
due to a specific use of the
Shift key on the worksheet, but
they carried it over into the
graphics portion). Wingz uses
the full path name as the file
name (Disk:Folder:Folder:File)
which makes for unattractive
title bars and a Window menu
that can cover half the screen.
When printing to an
ImageWriter, Wingz doesn't
allow the 50-percent-reduction

U:

Window

Wingz Art:Wingz art:Surface

( Show Notes

J

[Rotate Graph

J

(

GO BACK

)

HOME SHEET
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Zi p Code populati on projecti ons by age group, 1992
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Zip code data (above) can be used to
generate a chart showing population
by age groups.

option in the Page Setup dialog. Wingz is generally a peppy
performer, but 30 graphs take
some time to draw.
If you're an experienced
spreadsheet user looking at
converting to Wingz, the problems are more severe. Besides
the difficulty of learning a new
spreadsheet interface, you'll
face more serious problems
when trying to convert existing worksheets from Excel or
Full Impact. The first version of
Wingz is not very adept at converting SYLK files into Wingz
format, and cannot convert
from Wingz format to SYLK.

Sometimes it inserts crazy
formulas into blank cells,
sometimes it rnistranslates formulas,sometimesitfailsto
recognize named variables,
and sometimes the resulting
worksheet causes Wingz to
bomb with an ID=Ol. It translates some SYLK files well. If
you save your Excel files as
Lotus 1-2-3 WKS files, Wingz
imports them well, but strips
all formatting and alters all
dates by four years and one
day. In short, you can't move
data safely back and forth between Wingz and Excel, so if
you have a big investment in
Excel or Full Impact worksheets, Wingz' current version
isn' t really an option.

Considering that Excel constitutes more than three-fourths
of the Mac spreadsheet market, there is the potential for a
lot of disgruntled new Wingz
users. Inforrnix has developed
a test version that corrects
many of these problems .

Keeping Wingz
in Perspective
The bottom line is that Wingz
is a very complex program
with a lot of potential. If you're
new to the spreadsheet world,
it's a definite contender at the
front of the pack. If you have
an investment in other spreadsheet formats, you should
probably wait until the kinks
are ironed out of Wingz, at
which time you may want to
convert. In rating this product,
the high marks for new
spreadsheet users are offset by
the lower marks for sophisticated spreadsheet users who
must learn a new interface and
surmount problems when converting spreadsheets. There are
a lot of good things about
Wingz. Just don't let them
blind you to the bad elements.
Or vice versa.

Robert R. Wiggins was weaned
from mainframes and has grown
into a well-adjusted Macintosh
user.

Wingz
Counterpoint Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look &Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Subtotal

90
95

TOTAL

83

60
80
90
85
83
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By Gregory Wasson

l~IJN (~'I' IflN
espite the Paperwork
Reduction Act mentioned on all our IRS
documents, forms -both
shredded and unshredded are and will probably always
be the lifeblood that infuses
and fuels most government activity. The appearance of
SmartForm Designer and
SmartForm Assistant from Claris
at the 1989 Macworld Expo has
finally brought the power and
ease of desktop publishing to
this vital area of concern.
Traditionally, electronic
forms publishing in government agencies has entailed
two steps: pencil-to-paper
manual design by an in-house
professional and then typesetting and printing. The introduction of dedicated systems,
such as the Purup PE 4000 or
PC-based turnkey systems, automated the first step, but they
carry hefty price tags $18,000-$200,000, depending
upon the hardware and software configuration. Moreover,
these high-end systems stay
stubbornly dedicated to forms
generation and frequently require highly-trained operators
to oversee their use.
On the Macintosh side, form
designers have had to make do
with DTP applications like
PageMaker or graphics programs like Cricket Draw (its

D

grid tool is ideal for some
aspects of forms) to create and
typeset forms. But both types
of existing programs, DTP and
graphics, lack many of the features and tools needed to
breathe life into the process of
forms creation. And this is
where Claris' new SmartForm
series comes into play.

I've Got Designs on You!
SmartForm Designer requires a
Macintosh Plus or better with
1Mb of memory or more.
You'll also need at least two
BOOK floppy drives, but most
people will find a hard disk
indispensable. The program is
MultiFinder-compatible and
functions on AppleShare as
a single-user application.
System 6.0 and Finder 6.1 are
both a must.
The attractive ~-
documentation includes
a nearly 500-page
User's Guide, a
pamphlet-like
guide to SmartJr:onn ....,~-1
Assistant
(more
about
that later),
and a printed
tutorial.

Designer and Assistant, but take
my advice and stick to the
printed tutorial. Although the
HyperCard tutorial is slickly
well-done, it's so painfully
slow, even when running from
a hard disk, that rather than informing and exciting the new
user, it only serves to irritate
and generate bad vibes before
you have a chance to play
around with the product itself.
SmartForm can output to
both the dot-matrix
ImageWriters and to PostScript
laser printers and high-resolution phototypesetters.

Tools of the Trade
When you first double-click the
program's icon or choose New
from the File menu, a new, untitled document appears. The
default window displays an
8.5"xll" page. The active or live
portion of the page (the area
that will print out) is enclosed
in a gray-lined box. The band
outside this box represents the
margins. Also on screen at this
point are grid markings and
the SmartForm Designer

Toolbox. The grid defaults to a
measurement system of inches,
but once you're in a document,
you can change this to centimeters, points or picas.
The Page Setup ... command
from the File menu allows you
to modify paper size and margins, as well as various aspects
of printing determined by the
type of printer currently selected in Chooser.
Movable vertical and horizontal rulers are available.
Their default division settings
are 1/10 inch by 1/6 inchperfect for designing foi:ms
that are to be completed on
typewriters. The Ruler
Options ... command under
the View menu allows you to
alter these settings. You can
also force objects to align to
grid, and determine whether
grid points, rulers and ruler
lines appear on screen.
The various default settings
of SmartForm Designer, by the
way, are as immutable as the
Laws of Nature. You can
change the settings of a document, but not of the program

Computers were supposed
to solve the
paper glut.
Does SmartForm
fill in the
blanks or add to the
bureaucracy?

Photography by Jeff Stine

as a whole. Although a natural
law theologian might be
pleased by this, it would be
preferable for most users if it
were otherwise. You can, of
course, create template documents with your favorite settings. You could then Open or
double-click one of these instead of the program's icon,
but that's a somewhat awkward workaround.
A palette of ten tools stands
at the ready in the Toolbox.
The pointer or selection tool
operates as it does in most
Macintosh applications.
The text tool creates text
blocks. If you simply create an
insertion point, the text block
will be as large as the current
margins allow. You can also

programs lack
features and
needed to
f'11t'n.,.,.,.

into forms
click-drag the mouse while the
text tool is selected and create a
block of whatever dimensions
you prefer. Text can be sized
(4-127 points) and you can step
up or down the size of selected
text with keyboard commands.
Various type styles can be chosen, including Expanded,
Condensed and White, or
Reversed. Leading can be increased (but not decreased)
from the default leading which
varies according to font and
point size. Text can be rotated.
The four drawing tools consist of line, perpendicular line,
rectangle and oval. The latter
two can be constrained to
squares and circles. These tools
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The SmartForm Designer Toolbox includes four special tools for creating fields and
groups of fields. The Specs box allows you to accurately and easily draw, position or resize field or graphic objects.

can be used to create logos or
other graphic highlights.
Various fill patterns and line
options exist. "Send to Back"
and "Bring to Front" commands allow you to layer objects for special effects such as
drop shadows. All graphics
can be rotated.
The last four items are specialized tools for forms construction. Each creates some
sort of forms-specific graphic
field or data object. The first
creates single fields, complete
with a label that can be modified in several ways, as will be
seen later. The second tool
draws special fields - fields
that contain automatic counters (such as for page or invoice numbers), current date
or time stamps, or part labels.
The third item is the list tool.
The list is a field format ideal
for data that should be organized in columns and rows, as
in an itemized invoice. The
graphics created by any of
these three tools can be enhanced with various
MacDraw-like fills, line widths
(1-32 points), even alternating
row fills in the case of lists.
The last tool is for creating
repeating groups, a format
suited for items like tickets or
name badges.
Also placed on the Toolbox
are size buttons that affect
your view of a document -
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Fit to Window, Actual Size,
400%, etc. Similar commands
are also accessible from the
View menu.

Putting It All Together
Those are the main tools you'll
use to construct the graphic elements of a form. Let's take a
look at how they all work in
practice.
To draw with a tool, you
simply select it in the Toolbox.
The cursor then changes to a
cross hair with a small image
of the selected tool next to it.
Hold down the mouse button
and drag - the type of field
you want is drawn on the
empty page. If you need to create fields of particular sizes,
choose the Show Specs command from the View menu (or
press Command-Shift-space).
A box appears that enables
you to position or size accurately any object already selected or currently being
drawn. Measurements are initially indicated in the unit set
for the rulers. You can choose
another measurement unit if
you want.
Release the mouse button
and the object is drawn. If you
were using one of the four
graphic tools, the object is selected and you can modify it
via the Appearance menu. If
you were using one of the field

tools, an object (either a field,
special field or list) appears,
generally with the label area
selected so that you can customize it immediately with a
name of your own choosing or
even hide the label area altogether. You can then further
modify your field by accessing
up to four dialog boxes via
various menus, as you'll see in
a bit. You can also set one of
the dialog boxes to appear automatically whenever a particular kind of field is created or
double-clicked. This technique
saves you time by avoiding
screen refreshes, mouse maneuvering and hunting for
the necessary menu command.
In fact, doing it this way
almost makes the menu commands superfluous.

command of the File menu can
be created that either size or
crop the inserted graphics.
If you plan to use SmartForm
Designer only to typeset forms
(as opposed to electronically
filling out the forms), that's
about all you really need to
know. The program, in terms
of graphic composition (drawing fields and objects, and organizing them on the page), is
intuitive and easy to use. Print
out the form, paste it to a
board, and send it to the printer for reproduction. Within 3060 minutes of opening the
package, you should be able to
produce a seemingly complex,
attractive and functional form
without cursing the day of
your birth, as is often the case
with other applications.

The four main field to*ii'"i"i'i
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Once a field is created it can
be duplicated or super-duplicated. The second technique
allows you to create a specific
number of duplications at specific offsets. You can also
group selected fields, but
grouped fields can no longer
be edited. Fields, like objects
created with the graphic tools,
can be aligned. Combed fields
are a snap and special picture
fields that accept PICT-format
graphics via the Read PICT
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But what if you need or
want the form to be completed
on screen rather than with a
typewriter or pen? That might
well be the case, if the form
is intended for internal use
within a government agency
or department. Then the
story becomes considerably
more complicated.

Intelligent Life(forms)
SmartForm Designer not only
lets you draw the individual
elements and fields of a form,
it also enables you to add intelligence to those fields by designating them as calculated
fields. You would go to this extra trouble only if you intend
to fill out the form on screen.
You prepare a field for calculations by first designating the
type of data it can accept: text,
decimal, integer, date, time,
name, phone, international
phone, logical or picture.
Fields normally default to text.
You then call up the Formula
dialog box via the Data menu
or by double-clicking the field
and tapping the Formula button in the resulting dialog box.
Now simply type in the formula in the text entry box.
SmartForm Designer provides
you with an extensive array of
arithmetic, relational and logical operators, and more than
60 functions that will help you
manipulate or calculate data
entered into any field when
you electronically complete the
form with SmartForm Assistant.
The syntax for using these
functions is simple and easy to
learn. And each function or
operator name, as well as all
the field or list names of your
form, can be chosen via the
Formula dialog box and pasted into the formula - this
speeds up the process and cuts
down on typing errors.
Another aspect of intelligence is the ability to add custom on-screen support during
the design process. This support can take the form of help,
default entry, a choices list
(so that you can select a choice
to be pasted into a field rather
than typing it in), constraints
(only a specific range of
values allowed) and custom
error messages.
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Items that appear on every
page of a multi-page form can
be placed on a Master page.
Material that is to be visible to
you when filling out the form,
but not printed out, can be exiled to the Auxiliary page - a
sort of scratch pad where intermediate calculations can be
performed or where important
information such as a tax rate
or a shipping schedule might
be placed for reference.
Calculations on the Auxiliary
page, by the way, can be referenced by formulas in fields on
the form itself.

I'm Keeping Tabs on You!
As you create a form, a tabbing
order between fields is established, based upon the order in
which the fields are drawn and
defined. Changing the order is
quite simple. You choose Tab
Order from the Data menu. All
the locations on the form you
can tab to are tagged by a large
arrow. A number in each arrow indicates the tabbing order. You can change some or
all of the tabs by clicking the
tabs in the order you want.

Most outstanding feature:
Ease of use, intuitive approach to creation of forms.
Least-liked feature: Sluggish
menus, lack of automatic crop
marks.
In summary: An excellent addition to the DTP Toolbox.

Once you open Assistant, a
dialog box prompts you to
select a form. If you select a
form created in Designer,
Assistant creates a copy of this
source form and opens the
copy. When you finish filling
out the form by tabbing between fields that require entry,
you must save it under a new
name. You can also export data
from the form in several formats: DIF, SYLK, WKS,
comma- and tab-delimited. Up
to twelve forms can be open at
a time (this might vary with
the amount of memory available). Assistant also provides
format help in addition to any
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Getting an Assist
When a form is completed in
Designer, you have two choices: you can simply print it out,
to be filled in manually, or if
you've added smart features
such as calculated fields, you
need to switch over to
SmartForm Assistant.
Although SmartForm
Assistant is technically a separate program, it really acts as a
kind of shell that lets the user
fill out a form electronically. A
copy comes bundled with
SmartForm Designer.
Additional copies can be purchased (with special rates for
volume orders) for multi-user
enviroiunents. The program
retails for $49.

TOTAL
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Features
Performance
Documentation
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Value
Satisfaction

Sl7.!i0

5210.00

$7.60

$ 15.00

$30.00
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S30.00

SlO.OO

$30.00

$ 1~00

$20.00

$20.00

95
86
89
89

Seemingly complex
form s such as this can
be created with only
an hour or so of manual-perusing under
your belt. Here a company logo, saved in
PICT format , has been
inserted. Drop shadows and reversed type
also add to the overall
appearance.

Remlttonce Copy

support help the form designer may have added.
In short, Assistant allows
you to enter data and print out
the form. It does not, however,
allow you to change the design
of the form. You ml.lst go back
to Designer for that.
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FLEXFORM
Business Templates
Third-party templates for use
with SmartForm Assistant appeared at the same time as
Assistant itself. The first package, FLEXFORM Business
Templates, comes from Antic
Software. This collection includes 40 forms that will meet
the needs of most small or
medium businesses.

SmartForm Assistant accompaForming an Opinion
nies the templates, so you
Together, SmartForm Designer
don't necessarily need Designer and Assistant present a promisto make use of them. The
ing alternative to traditional
package sells for $89.95.
methods of forms generation.
The forms are eminently
People in the government secreadable, if somewhat pedestor will find a lot to like here.
trian in design. They piObably
It's not surprising, then, that
reflect a look or style that will
the SmartForm products have
become for desktop forms
already been enthusiastically
publishing what the Aldus
adopted at the local and state
templates have become for
level in several locations.
DTP. And I don't necessarily
Specific cases illustrate the
mean that as a complete comtwo main uses of the
pliment. Many provide picture
SmartForm duo: form design
fields where you can paste in
and form completion.
a company's logo. Some inThe City of Mountain View
clude text that is probably a
in Northern California has
little too specific to be in a
been working with the progeneric template.
grams for several months My only suggestion for
since the fall of 1988- but
Antic is that they also sell the
only for internal forms comtemplates at a lower price
pleted on screen. Jackie Nagy,
without SmartForm Assistant. I
Director of Information
suspect that there will be a
Services, and Connie Sandberg,
number of Designer owners
· a programmer analyst, both
who might want to purchase
praise SmartForm Designer/
the templates. Why should
Assistant for its "intelligence"
they have to pay for another
features. Since many of the
copy of Assistant?
City's forms are calculationintensive, this aspect of the
Most outstanding feature: The product is a godsend. But they
wide selection of form types.
also stress SmartForm' s need
Least-liked feature: A shoddy
for greater database storage camanual and mundane form
pabilities to complement the
design.
spreadsheet-like mathematical
In summary: An adequate colfunctions. As it is, you must
lection of forms for small
save each filled-in form as a
businesses.
separate document. A typical
form can range in size from 14FLEXFORM Scorecard
30K. Imagine the hard disk
space necessary for several
Features
85
thousand
city purchase orders
Performance
90
and
you'll
see the problem.
Documentation
The
Michigan
Department
&Support
75
of
the
Treasury
uses
SmartForm
Look&Feel
77
Designer
solely
for
form
deValue
80
sign.
Forms
are
typeset
with
Satisfaction
79
the program, mass produced,
TOTAL
81
and then sent out across the
state. Assistant is never used.
Laurie Picard Mitchell, head
of the Forms Division at the
Department, strongly recommends SmartForm Designer.

Forms that previously took
several days and 10 or more
proofs are now completed in
only one day and 3-4 proofs.
Mitchell's main complaint is
that any program used for
design and typesetting
should have automatic crop
marks and continuous form
marks -features lacking in

SmartForm Designer.
There are also some aspects
of the program's interface and
graphic tools that deserve criticism. First, the menu commands or hierarchical menus
are very sticky. As you drag
down a menu, the highlight
moves from command to command very slowly. Perhaps a
machine with more than 1Mb
of RAM would help. Second,
Designer's default 1-point line
width is ill-conceived. Most
lines on forms tend to be hairlines -so why not make hairlines the default for the program to begin with?
Despite such minor kvetching, SmartForm Designer/
Assistant is a reliable, intuitive
solution to forms creation. In
terms of forms design and
typesetting it is without equal.
But its lack of true database
functionality cripples its claim
to being a total solution to
forms management.

Gregory Wasson is a freelance
DTP typesetter and writer. He did
graduate work in Classical Greek
at the University of Toronto and
University of California at Santa
Barbara.
For complete buying information
about the products discussed
above, see the Listings section in
this issue.
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Truvel's X-Ray scanner
takes radiology
out of the darkroom
and puts it onto the desktop.

-RAy
VISION

By Stuart Gitlow, M.D.

St. WhereverFriday afternoon
radiology rounds ...
A figure at the front of the darkroom places the X-Rays under a
camera lens. The old equipment
transmits the pickup to a few television sets hung from the ceiling.
Some films are too dark and even
the darkness of the room fails to
make up for the faulty radiographs. The residents, tired and
looking forward to a long-desired
weekend off, squint to make out
the details. A few fall asleep. A few
others breathe a sigh of relief when
their beepers call to them. And the
few who are seated at the perfect
distance from the viewing screen
can make out some of the larger
details of the film . Unfortunately,
Kerley's B-lines are invisible even
at this distance, preventing the
residents from learning this

lllustration: David Uhl

important indicator of interstitial
edema. And so as the hour ends,
only the residents who walk up to
the light box will actually see and
learn that which the instructor attempted to demonstrate with the
archaic equipment.
Jack Smith developed a cough
during the last week and was taken to the local university hospital.
On a routine chest X-Ray, an illdefined mass is observed in the
right lung field . The patient recalls that he had chest films shot
several years earlier at a local
group radiology office. The hospital physician contacts the group
practice; after some delay, he is
told that Mr. Smith's film is older
than two years and, as such, is
stored at an off-site facility. The
film will be available tomorrow afternoon, however. Our hospital
doctor realizes that the mass may
have been much smaller some
years ago and that it was possibly
overlooked; now, with the area of
the mass known, the identical area
of the earlier film could be studied
with greater attention to detail.

Diagnosis, prognosis and treatment will all have to be determined for the time being without
the assistance of the earlier film.
Dr. Johnson ordered an abdominal plain film to be performed on
one of his patients earlier today.
Although the patient has returned
from the radiology department,
Dr. Johnson is busy with his
twelve other patients and doesn't
have the time to leave the unit, go
to the radiology department's
reading room, and locate the appropriate film. Unfortunately, the
abdominal film demonstrates a
possible paralytic ileus, something
about which Dr. Johnson will be
unaware until the radiologist calls
him in a few hours.

Tried and Truvel
Truvel has introduced the TF3X and TZ-3X radiograph
scanners as a way of overcoming the preceding dilemmas.
When combined with Truvel's
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TruScan software, the scanner
quickly and accurately takes a
film up to 14"x17" in size and
converts it to a TIFF, PICT, or
MacPaint file. Up to 256 gray
levels are supported and realtime adjustment of aperture,
zoom and focus are possible.
Monochrome gain (equivalent
to a television's brightness
control), exposure (similar to a
shutter speed setting on a camera) and a threshold setting for

to be pressed evenly against
motorized rollers which are activated by the software's scan
command. Supported by two
large struts over the base is the
lens of the device, with its
aperture, zoom and focus rings
easily accessible. One side of
the platinum-colored unit contains the AC outlet and on/ off
switch while the back of the
scanner holds the SCSI port
and adjustment switch for

external select switch would
be more easily operated. The
SCSI unit was daisy-chained to
several hard drives and a CDROM drive during our testing
without any problems arising
as a result.
Scanning a film is a simple
process once the scanner is
properly calibrated. The calibration procedure is necessary
on initial power-up, on adjustment of the zoom setting and

line art scans are all easily set
via a built-in effects control
panel.
A standard scanner such as
Apple's is unable to scan transparencies. Additionally, the
large films used for radiographs will not fit into the usual scanners in their entirety.
The Truvel scanner has a large
base with a built-in light
source. The base contains
guides easily allowing the film

choice of self-contained logarithmic and linear amplifiers.
A separate SCSI unit, roughly
the size of an external hard
drive, is attached when using
the scanner with a Macintosh.
Within this unit are the DIP
switches for setting the SCSI
address. These switches are
available if necessary by removing several screws; an

following a change of exposure
settings. This procedure involves scanning an included .
transparency of a one-inch-diameter circle multiple times until the aspect ratio is accurately
set. Scanning a film thereafter
merely involves setting the
Scanner Area window using a
standard Macintosh interface
so that the appropriate area of
the film is scanned. Once this is
set, a new document is created
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and the scan performed. A
large film takes less than one
minute to scan; speed of scanning is one of this system's best
points. Once the image appears
on the screen, it can be saved
for use later, or an area from the
scan may be selected and
copied to the Scrapbook for
easy access. Documents are easily transported to image analysis utilities.
Scan resolution is determined by both electronic and
optical zoom capabilities.
Optical zoom is modified
through the use of the zoom
lens within the hardware; electronic zoom takes true optical
pixels and scales them down
electronically. This form of
scaling is available at 50, 33, or
25 percent and will allow a
scanned image to fit within a
monitor' s screen completely or
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allow scanning of larger originals. Combining the two zoom
methodologies permits a range
of resolution running from 64
dpi to 700 dpi.
The scanner contains both
logarithmic and linear amplifiers. Although the logarithmic
amplifier is the recommended
setting for the majority of

XK

Menu choices in the TruScan software
are similar to standard scanners.

scans, the linear amplifier provides greater definition to
lighter films. We found that
the logarithmic amplifier performed quite well with each
type of radiograph, CT scan, or
NMR film that we scanned.
(Continued on page 94)

A Million Points of Light
Just as optical character readers are important adjuncts to
standard scanners, image analysis utilities are one of the
major advantages of porting a
radiograph into the computer.
Several well-known packages
such as ImageStudio will allow
modifications and filtering of
files brought in from the
TruScan.rioweve~justarriv

ing are a number of packages
created specifically for their
medical applications.

Imagine Thumb Redesign
Micro Frontier has recently begun beta testing of their new
image analysis product, currently code-named Imagine. I
was able to work with version
B2.2 and was most impressed

Image analysis software
separates the black
from the white in
medical X·Rays.
with the product. The filtering
capabilities, which work at
high speed, are the most extensive I have seen. The fact that
the entire package fills only
138K is a tribute to the programmers. This beta version
does not follow the Macintosh
interface: the programmers
have placed icons in the menu
bar and have redesigned the
standard window so that the
thumb button in the scrollbar
is sized dependent upon the
amount of the actual image
currently being viewed. This is
the first redesign of the Mac interface which I find to be a vast

improvement over the original. Not only is the iJJ;lplementation responsive and intuitive,
but I found myself able to use
all the powerful features of the
program with only a two-page
letter from one of the program's creators to help out.
Imagine is able to work with
256 gray I color levels and incorporates a fascinating windowing environment within
which up to three buffered images can be opened for each
file. In this manner, as one
implements a filter, the original
moves into a "stack." A second
filtration later and you end up
with three images -the original, the first modification and
the final version. At that point,
you can lock the original into
the stack so that only the other
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two images will shift (the earliest one being eliminated as
new modifications are made).
Beyond the medical application of the product demonstrated in the illustrations here, I
used the software to sharpen
an image brought in using
Koala's Mac Vision from a
videotape. This package is the
first I have used which successfully sharpened a soft image to
create a dramatic improvement
in the final copy without also
creating obvious jaggies.

The Ulti-mate?
From GTFS comes Ultimage, an
image processing and analysis
software package designed for
work in the scientific, carto-

graphic and manufacturing
fields. Capabilities are complete enough to allow the
package to be used in the field
of forgery detection as well.
The $2,990 package, copy protected and requiring insertion
of the master disk once per 24hour period, incorporates basic
processing abilities such as
arithmetic and logic operators,
linear and non-linear filters
and thresholding. Linear filtering using 3x3 up to 7x7 convolution kernels such as gradient,
Laplacian, smoothing and
Gaussian are all available.
Binary processing; pattern
recognition, including particle
detection; and frequency processing, including direct and
inverse Fourier Transforms,
are included as well. PICT,
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TIFF, SATIE and the proprietary AIPD formats may be
imported for analysis.
A unique "Plot Profile" command is included. This command results in a display of
light intensity along a userdrawn vector, thus enabling the
user to quickly identify changes
in color along any given path.
Version 1.2.1 did not yet include a macro function, but this
capability is already documented and will be incorporated in
version 1.3 of the software.
Certain scans, if originating in
the same manner, will need an
identical series of manipulations for the best final image.
Given that some of the more

advanced modifications take
just under a minute, the macro
utility will be most useful.
Version 1.3 is due to be sent free
of charge to registered users. At
that time, a complete manual
discussing image processing
techniques and documenting
the procedures for customizing

results of a series of modifications made the occasional wait
bearable. However, the copy
protection scheme is entirely
inappropriate. For a nearly
$3,000 package to rely on the
original floppy disk is no
longer acceptable within the
Macintosh software industry.

cost and company support.
The package to choose will depend upon your own requirements. If the only need for a
scanner is to create a teaching
file, then a minimal image
processor will be necessary. If
the need is for the eventual
creation of a software package

Subtract
Complem ent
Contrast ...
Equali z e
Log
Gamma
UnSharp
Enhance
Smo oth
Low Pass
Hi Pass
Laplacian
Threshold ...
Median
Minima
MaHima
Conuolution ...
3H3 Conuolution s
5H5 Conuolutions
7H7 Conuolutions
9H9 Conuolutions

~
~

~
~

Time
the application will be released.
This is much needed, as the
current manual assumes a
strong mathematical background which many physicians
may have misplaced with the
passage of time.
GTFS has a demonstration
version available for interested
parties. I found both the
demonstration and the full-featured program to perform well.
The remarkable extent of available functions and the final

The Common Denominator
Just as word processors are
considered required software
for working with written text,
image processors will be considered a requirement to work
with images from scanners
such as the TruScan. Also, as
with word processors, several
packages will be available with
a wide range of capabilities,

that will offer possible diagnoses based on a scan, the
more powerful analysis tools
will be the most useful.
-Stuart Gitlow, M.D .
Imagine. MicroFrontier Inc. P.O.
Box 31054, Des Moines, Iowa
50310. (515) 270-8109 .

Ultimage. GTFS, Inc. 2455
Bennett Valley Road, Suite lOOC,
Santa Rosa, California 95404.
(707) 579-1733.
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(Continued from page 91)

Polished Performance
Overall, the scanner performed precisely and accurately. Given the bulk of the unit
itself, it was as invisible to actual work as possible. The
feeding mechanism is far superior to that of typical motorized scanners and does not
demonstrate the skipped and
duplicated areas that many
scanners will show occasionally. Once the calibration was
complete, the only time the
unit needed to be touched was
to place a film in the feeder or
remove one from the exit
stand. The software, a 240K
application, also performed
admirably, although the beta
version of the software that we
tested caused a bomb when attempts were made to re-open
saved scans. This, and several
smaller bugs, will no doubt be
patched by the time the final
version is ready. There were no
deficits in the software's interface to the hardware, although
we would recommend the adclition of an ability to scan and
save multiple films without
the need of an operator. This
would require the addition of
a feature to the software as
The Effects window control panel allows
for quick adjustments in the rare event of
a poor scan.
File

Edit

Scan

Type

well as the addition of a feeder
and output tray to the scanner.
Dr. Sean McLinden of the
Decisions System Laboratory
at Pittsburgh's Presbyterian
University Hospital noted,
"The quality of the image is as
good as anything I've seen on
the Macintosh." In fact, we
were unable to find any type
of medical film with which the
scanner did not perform as
specified. Standard radiographs, NMR, and CT films
were all scanned with no perceptible loss of resolution. The
ease of enlarging an image beyond the size of the original resulted in the impression that
resolution has improved over
the original. Even illumination
of computer monitors provides an improvement from
the standard light box used to
view actual films.
A full14"x17" film, scanned
at 256 gray levels, requires the
presence of 21.4Mb for a 300
dpi scan. An 8Mb Macintosh
will be able to work with
8"x10" areas at 300 dpi or any
size film up to 14"xl7" at the
150 dpi setting. I tested the system using a 4Mb Macintosh
and rarely had difficulty scanning an area of interest.
However, had I wished to use
MultiFinder and simultaneously work with an image analysis

Special

Window

Effects
Aspect Ratio
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package (see sidebar), I would
have needed at least 8Mb. A
minimal system for simply
viewing the output of the
TruScan would include a
Macintosh II, Ilx, or Ilcx with
an 8-bit vl.deo card, high resolution monitor, 40Mb hard
drive for storage, and between
four and 8Mb of RAM. An adequate system for the creation of
scans would require all of the
above plus the TruScan itself.
''When considering the financial resources necessary for
a complete system to support
image processing, you're starting to talk about a very expensive system," Dr. McLinden
pointed out. "The immediate
useful application of the scanner is in teaching. For most educational institutions, however,
once the images have been
scanned for a teaching collection, it would be more important to have the images on a
CD-ROM than to have the
capability of scanning." Advances in radiography will
likely lead to a filmless system
where even standard X-Rays
will be stored on disk rather
than being printed out as transparencies. For the current time,
however, the TruScan makes a
superb addition to an existing
hospital-based Mac II system.
The cost of the TruScan is easily within reach of group radiology practices. Such practices
would then have the tremendous advantage ofbeing able
to store all films on disk or tape
and not have to pay for the
large amounts of storage space
now needed.
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Return of the Saint
Four o'clock rolls around on another Friday ·afternoon. The group
of residents stroll into the newly
equipped location for "radiology
rounds." Quite a few Mac lis are
in the room, several sporting multiple monitors. A number of residents cluster around each monitor. The instructor discusses the
films, which were scanned and
saved during the preceding week,
and points out areas of interest on
the projected film at the front of
the room. After the physicians
watch the instructor, they turn to
their own screens for a close look
at the image. Many of them have
become experienced with the image processing software installed
on the Macs and modify the image
to enhance the area of greatest importance. The scanned films are
added to the hospital's teaching
file, allowing medical students
and other interested parties instant access to the images.
Additionally. once each year, the
hospital has 100 CD-ROMs
pressed for distribution to smaller
medical facilities and practices in
the area on a subscription basis.

The straighHorward interface for
choosing the area of a scan in TruScan.

Jack Smith, who in our earlier
story was eventually found to
have a mass which was unchanged
from several years before, now enters another local hospital with a
cough productive of red-tinted
sputum. Another chest film is prepared. Unknown to the physician
on rotation through the emergency
room, however, the mass appearing in the right lung field is now
significantly larger. Mr. Smith
says he has always had a mass present on his chest X-Rays . The doctor decides to double-check with
the local radiology practice where
Mr. Smith had his earlier radiographs stored. Fortunately, the
practice is now storing their films
on computer disks rather than offsite, and they are able to read the
image within a few minutes.
Diagnosis will not be as much of a
guess for the physician as it might
have been had the earlier film not
been available.
Finally, Dr. Johnson, who is
still working the busy inpatient
unit, has ordered yet another abdominal series. Ten minutes after
the patient returns to the floor, Dr.
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Johnson logs on to the unit's main
computer terminal. The Mac II,
tied in with the radiology department, chemistry and hematology
laboratories, and the admitting department, presents him with a
complete electronic information
sheet on his new patient. It reminds Dr. Johnson that the patient's hypokalemia may well be
caused by the high serum level of a
particular prescribed medication.
It also automatically recovers possibly critical information on the
patient's family. Finally, it displays the abdominal images which
were scanned in by the radiology
department minutes before. It
compares the image with one from
last year and enlarges several areas which have changed in appearance over the past twelve months.
Dr. Johnson quickly locates the
important change, and runs off to
treat the patient appropriately.
Stuart Gitlow, M.D., is a resident
in Psychiatry at Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and a
student at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Public
Health. Formerly with Apple as
an Apple Support Coordinator, he
is now the chief system operator of
"Mac Symposium" the on-line
Macintosh special interest area of
the CONNECT Information
Network.
For complete buying information
about the product discussed
above, see the Listings section in
this issue.

TruScan TZ-3X Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
&Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction

96
95

TOTAL

91

95

93
75

93
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and services for the Macintosh!
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·the Macintosh owner.
Complete buying
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product in the
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information for over 4,000
Mac products. Its 500
pages describe every
commercial hard ware
and software product
known for the
Macintosh, the most
comprehensive collection
in print. Dozens of helpful
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mass of data so each
reader can quickly find
and compare the
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At Your Newsstand This Summer!
To reserve your copy
call1-800-877-9100
Available at all major bookstores and participating Apple Dealers- $9.95

Remote Control Learning
Big Brother is not only watching; he's showing
you how ~t's done.
By Dan Littman

Work group computing: it's
_more than just a marketing
come-on. As hackneyed as it
may sound, it's becoming a
way of life. People work in

groups. The lone computer
hacker is now, more than ever,
a disappearing breed. The
need for people to interact in
groups has given rise to
"social software." Farallon
Computing's products go a

long way in making computers a more gregarious medium. Timbuktu (and its longdistance cousin, Timbuktu/
Remote), ScreenRecorder, and
MacRecorder (a hardware/soft-

easy for co-workers to set up
and dissolve informal work
groups, ask for or give help on
the fly, develop training programs that incorporate live activity on the Mac screen and
even share simple network
management tasks.

From Kalamazoo ...
Recently, I helped someone
new to the Mac find some
columns in an Excel worksheet
that he had "lost" by setting
their width to zero. He
couldn't describe what he had
done to make the columns disappear and his office was a
couple of floors down. Luckily
Timbuktu let us work together
without my having to leave
my Mac. Timbuktu allows
someone on an AppleTalk or
EtherTalk network to travel
down the network and look in
on a colleague's Mac - or
even take control of it. As soon
as Timbuktu let me see his
screen I was able to show him
where the data was hiding.
Timbuktu/Remote adds a nice
wrinkle: you can dial in over a
modem and poke around on
an AppleTalk from anywhere
in the world. You can also use
Timbuktu or Timbuktu/Remote to
administer a server running on
a Mac II with no monitor.
Timbuktu and Timbuktu/
Remote each come with an
INIT, aDA, a help file, and

miscellaneous configuration
files - e.g., Remote has a little
file for picking the right modem settings. They both come
with a preconfigured Installer
script, or you can just throw all
the bits and pieces in the
System folder and run the DA
under Font/DA Juggler or
Suitcase. Both manuals are excellent and the help files are
detailed enough to be useful.
The interface is so simple that
you won't need the manual
to run Timbuktu, but a quick
glance is useful to pick up the
local dialect: an Observer is
someone who can see what
you're doing on your Mac; a
Controller is someone who can
take over your Mac; a Host is
someone who lets Controllers
and Observers on; connecting
and disconnecting refers to the
Timbuktu connection, not the
network or modem connection.

Visiting Timbuktu
I have a friend in Kansas (I live
in Texas) who is a 24-hour-aday hacker, a real software
glutton. My brain always ran
riot imagining his desktop,
and with Timbuktu/Remote, I
was able to log on to his machine and have a look. With
EZ-Menus and Tear-Off
Menus running together and
Timbuktu' s interference with
some normal cues (for example, the timing of everything
seems a little off) it was pretty
confusing - but I was able to
verify, as I'd long suspected,
that his desktop is a mess and
that he has changed his disk
icons to Calvin and Hobbes.
After taking turns snooping
around in each other's disks you can switch from Guest
to Host on the fly - I tested
the file transfer utility by
uploading an 11K Acta

Timbuktu/ Remote, ready to log on to Farallon's EtherTalk. The bottom window shows
T / R's security features.
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document to his Mac, which
took just under 50 seconds to
make it across, slightly faster
than the same file uploaded
using a terminal emulator.
(Only Timbuktuf Remote supports file transfers.) Oddly,
you can't initiate a file transfer
while observing or controlling
the other person's Mac, but after you "disconnect" and click
the Files button, up pops a filetransfer window that looks
like the Font/DA Mover window, with the contents of each
Mac's drives available in a
scrolling, hierarchical window
a.nd ~it~ buttons for copying
files m either direction. This all
makes sense once you accept
that your own Mac is nowhere
to be seen while you observe
or control another Mac. (You
could play a good trick on
someone who regularly
accesses your Mac over
Timbuktu by making a screen
dump of their desktop and
leaving it as the front window
on your own Mac.)
After the file transfer, I
opened up my friend's Apple
menu, studied a DA that displays a map of his local network, and decided to go visit
one of his network neighbors
- via the local version of
Timbuktu installed on his Mac.
I took control of someone' s
Mac and, finding that the
woman there was running
Microsoft Word, I opened a
new document and typed in
"Hello. My name is Dan and
I'm in Texas .... " I suggested
she save her work in case my
presence bombed her Mac,
and my friend took over for a
minute and saved her document. (Remember, I'm controlling his Mac controlling her
Mac, so he can see what I'm
doing and can always take
back control of his own Mac
which gives him control of '
hers ...) One thing I really like

Watching
your mouse jerk
and leap around
the screen is one of
the eeriest
experiences you
can have outside a
seance.
about this product is that an
eye or hand icon appears in
the menu bar so you always
know when someone is watching you - no Big Brother
here - and you always have
priority to control your own
mouse and can disconnect an
observer or controller at will.
Timbuktu also lets you set up
some basic security controls,
using a password if you want
one, or letting you choose at
any time to allow controllers
and observers, observers only
or no guests at all. Timbuktuf
Remote adds security controls
over file transfers.
After we disconnected for
real, I called my friend back
and he told me that he plans to
use Timbuktu to administer the
office network. He is responsible for about 30 AppleTalk
nodes, and someone is causing
major headaches networkwide by using an outdated
version of LaserPrep. To walk
around the building, making
everyone stop what they're doing and search for the bad
software would be the work of
an afternoon; with Timbuktu
he can take care of it from hls
desk in 20 or 30 minutes. If he
were doctoring the net via

Timbuktu/Remote, he could use
Remote's Chat box to gossip
with everyone as he made his
rounds, but the local version
of Timbuktu doesn't offer the
Chat feature.

9600 or Bust
Being observed via Timbuktu
has no noticeable effect on
your Mac's performance, but
when you observe another
Mac it looks like it is oozing
along in a time warp. The first
time someone signs on to your
Mac as a controller is one of
the eeriest experiences you can
have outside a seance - in
fact, watching your mouse jerk
and leap around the screen is a
lot like watching the spirits
guide your own hand across a
Ouija board. The reason for
this is obvious: AppleTalk is
deadly slow compared to normal input/ output functions on
the Mac, with a maximum
throughput of 230K per second, or about one-tenth as fast
as a clunky hard drive. Throw
in forcing the CPU to do double-duty as it watches for and
responds to II 0 from both
Macs, and you've got serious
d~ta sludge. Now bring
Tzmbuktu/Remote into the
equation, using moderns with
anywhere from one-third to
one-tenth the throughput of
AppleTalk ... We used 2400
baud moderns on both ends of
the line without bombing
0200 baud was not stable), but
2400 baud is just too slow to
accomplish anything useful.
Realistically, Timbuktu/Remote
demands a 9600 baud or 19.2K
modern on each end, and that
means facing the unpleasant
fact that there is no standard
protocol yet for high-speed
moderns. Still, given the constraints imposed by AppleTalk
and our nation's prehistoric
telephone grid, Farallon has
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done a remarkable job. I was
unable to test Timbuktu over
EtherTalk, but I'm sure that
would help a lot locally.

Where You Can't Go
Nothing is flawless- even
Timbuktu has a few holes in it.
Besides problems beyond
Farallon's control (i.e., speed),
a few things bother me that
should be correctable. I don't
like not being able to see my
own Mac when I'm observing
or controlling someone else,
and I think the developers
should make the product resemble TOPS, so you could
mount someone' s Mac just like
a disk volume, leave it in its
own window like an application under MultiFinder, and
grab a look at its video or take
over its CPU at any time. I also
think the security could be a
little more sophisticated;
specifically, I'd like to be able
to set up passwords so that
some people could only observe my Mac and others
could control or transfer files.
Now it's all or nothing.

Most outstanding feature: The
concept itself and the fact that
it actually works!
Least-liked feature: Not having access to my own Mac.
In summary: If you're part of a
work group (as opposed to a
group that works) you can't
live without this product.
Timbuktu Scorecard
Features
85
Performance
80
Documentation
&Support
95
Look&Feel
100
Value
95
Satisfaction
95
Deductions
None
TOTAL
92

Timbuktu/Remote Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look& Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Deductions

TOTAL

90
85
95
100
85
95
None
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A Matter of Record
ScreenRecorder entered this binary realm as Katmandu, in the
same Lawrence, Kansas offices
of WOS Data Systems in which
Timbuktu began its digital existence. When Farallon acquired
WOS, the people back in
Berkeley decided that the
name Katmandu wasn't descriptive of the product (not
the way Timbuktu describes itself), so the adopted child became ScreenRecorder.
ScreenRecorder does exactly
what its name says: it records
everything that happens on
the Mac screen as a "tape,"
even using a mock-up of a
VCR' s control buttons to start
and stop recording, play back
tapes and adjust the play-back
speed. ScreenRecorder is simple
to install and learn, using an
INIT and a help file that go in
the System folder and a DA
that can run under Suitcase or
Juggler. The manual is excellent as far as it goes- but
that's not far enough ill explaining how to integrate
ScreenRecorder tapes with
stackware. Tapes can play back
under ScreenRecorder or under
HyperCard, though to play a
tape under HyperCard requires
installing a special XCMD in a
stack. Farallon provides the
XCMD with an installer that
makes it easy for a HyperCard
novice to install the player and
buttons for launching each
tape, and Farallon gives
permission to freely distribute
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stacks containing the playback XCMD, so that people
can watch (but not create)
tapes without actually owning
a copy of ScreenRecorder.
ScreenRecorder is fun to play
with and I can see several
practical uses for it as well.
The most obvious is developing quick-and-dirty tutorials to
train people to use Macintosh
software. You could also set up
non-stop demo tapes to leave
running in a shop window or
on the floor at a trade show.
The storage and memory requirements are surprisingly

For ScreenRecorder
to jump through
some useful hoops,
it has to drag
the burden
of HyperCard's
complexity
behind it.
small: 30-second tapes come
out to about 30K each, and on
a small-screen Mac it uses less
than 50K of RAM during
recording. ScreenRecorder will
record the Mac's System beep
but not other sounds; for that
kind of product, you have to
go to stackware. (See the sidebar on MacRecorder for
Farallon' s nifty way of editing
sounds and turning them into
Mac resources.)

What's Missing
ScreenRecorder lacks editing capabilities. For example, if you
want to cut out a piece of tape
or splice pieces of several tapes
(Continued on page 104)

MACRECORDER
Where Sounds Are Born
The MacRecorder package may
be a long way from network
management, but it has a role
in Farallon's group of products. It lets you capture
sounds, apply some amazing
effects to them, and save them
in formats compatible with
HyperCard, SoundCap and
Sound Wave, Video Works,
StudioSession, and the Mac's
normal sound resource format.
Sounds can be cut, pasted and
edited (unlike ScreenRecorder
tapes), and a HyperCard programmer can then integrate
sounds and tapes to develop
walking, talking tutorials
and demos.
The MacRecorder itself is a
shirt-pocket-sized sound digitizer that has a built-in microphone and jacks to plug in an
external microphone or take
output from your stereo. With
two MacRecorders, you can record in stereo, or in software
you can simulate stereo by mixing tracks. SoundEdit supports
mixes up to four tracks deep.
The package includes
two pieces of software:
HyperSound, a stack that can
drive the MacRecorder to capture a sound and then paste it
into stackware; and
SoundEdit, a stand-alone
program that drives the
MacRecorder and provides
sound-manipulation tools.
The mostly excellent documentation provides a good
background in how recording
and manipulating sounds
works. The only place it falls
down is, once again, in not
explaining how to integrate
sounds with ScreenRecorder
tapes and other capabilities
of HyperCard.

File sizes can overwhelm
your Mac. Four quickly spoken words add up to about
70K, and SoundEdit asks for a
full megabyte of memory
under MultiFinder. You can
save on storage and memory
by decreasing the sample rate
from the maximum of 22KHz,
that's 22K per second, to as
low as 5KHz, but that's

Least-liked feature: Maybe
HyperCard again?
In summary: All we need now
is a way for paper documents
to play sounds.
"Don't touch that dial!" A disk
jockey's comment (top), recorded with
MacRecorder and then modified using
some tricks in SoundEdit's Effects
menu, sounds like a voice from a
science fiction movie.

Bender ...
Echo ...
Enuelope ...
Filter ...
Flanger
FM Synthesis ...
Noise ...
Pin!) F'<Hll)
Silence
Smooth
~ W il l> [ hlllliW IS
Tone Generator ...

like saving a 300 dpi grayscale TIFF image as a
MacPaint bitmap.
Most outstanding feature:
SoundEdit makes sounds as
much fun as Digital Darkroom
makes scanned images.

MacRecorder Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
&Support
Look & Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Deductions
TOTAL

95
90
95
100

90
95
None
94
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together there is no way to do
it. With careful planning, you
can pick your way through
this unforgiving environment,
as it is possible to pause in the
middle of a recording session,
change the scenery and then
begin recording again. (For example, to develop a tutorial on

the XCMD, script a couple of
simple buttons, and hope my
friend, who is totally Macignorant, would figure out
how to launch HyperCard on a
borrowed Mac and then push
the right buttons.... Well, I
picked up the phone and
called her instead.

• • "
•
Launchies, Part II

Play Screen Driver

Dead Sound Scrolls

Windowing Environments

ScreenRecorder's reductionist interface and a few tapes. Windowing Environments is a

looping tape that cycles through several layers of opening and closing folders.

using Macintosh fonts, you
might start out by displaying
some introductory comments
in Microsoft Word, put
ScreenRecorder on pause, shift
to the Finder and resume
recording as you dump downloadable fonts into the System
folder, pause again, launch
Font/DA Mover and resume
recording to demonstrate installing screen fonts.) When
you install tape-buttons in a
stack, each tape has to have its
own button unless a HyperTalk
programmer scripts around
that limitation.
Another missing item: the
first fun thing I wanted to do
with ScreenRecorder was write
an animated letter to a friend,
so I was disappointed to learn
that it doesn't come with its
own player a la Video Works.
When I realized I'd have to
hack together a stack, install

The Hypercard
Connection
ScreenRecorder' s profound
dependence on HyperCard is
a basic, conceptual flaw. For
ScreenRecorder to jump through
some useful hoops, it has to
drag the burden of HyperCard's
complexity behind it.
HyperCard has great appeal as
a starting gate to line up all
your horses -your sounds,
graphics, animation, dialog
boxes and branching true/
false questions- before sending them around the carousel.
HyperCard is free and everyone
has it. HyperCard is Apple's
universal set of tools for doing
just this kind of thing.
HyperCard is cool. And best of
all, HyperCard already exists.
But because HyperCard is
universal, using it means making buttons and defining
fields. It means understanding
handlers and parameters... it
means programming. And that
means most people won't
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jump their horses through
many hoops.
Maybe I'm demanding a lot.
I want the capability to really
squeeze the juice out of this
succulent morsel of fruit. If
we're supposed to use
HyperCard for everything,
Farallon should at least supply
a "tape construction stack"
that would provide plug-in
scripts for synchronizing
sounds with images and an
environment for developing
dialog-driven branching
and looping.
Most outstanding feature:
What this product does.
Least-liked feature: Lack of
editing tools and HyperCarddependence.
In summary: A good idea and
a useful product, but I hope
they have big plans for the
next version.
ScreenRecorder Scorecard
Features
Performance
Documentation
& Support
Look&Feel
Value
Satisfaction
Deductions
TOTAL

80
95
90
100
85
85
-5*
84

*HyperCard dependency; no editing

Dan Littman is the former managing editor of the late, lamented
Macazine and is now the information development specialist for
the Gulf Coast Division of Raw
Fish Systems.
For complete buying information
on the products discussed above,
see the Listings section in this
issue.

''Where have all
the listings gone?''

or not.

The MacGuide Report is The SuperSource for the Macintosh™
Look for it this summer
When you need to decide, let us be your Guide

YOUR REFERENCES

By Charles Spezzano

Bibliographic
software puts its
best footnote
forward. We give
four programs a
final exam.

One of the least loved aspects
of writing of a book, journal
article, dissertation, or scholarly essay is preparing the bibliography. Typically, those of us
who create such documents
move through quotes and references like they were ingredients in a recipe. We blend and
sprinkle in our own words to
make the final production
more authoritative and lively.
Then comes the time when all
those citations must be translated into full-fledged references. That's precisely when
you'll be thankful for a bibliographic database.

Pro-Cite, EndNote, RefMaker,
and Publish or Perish organize
and automate the related tasks
of keeping track of your references and typing them into a
bibliography. That, however, is
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EndNote ftmctzons as both a Desk Accessory and a standalone application. You can
search for all references by a specific author and select the one for which you want an citatzon mserted mto your document.

where the similarity ends.
Each of these packages has a
distinct personality and a
unique collection of features .

Ending On AGood Note
EndNote is good for most of the
people most of the time. The
program lets you insert citations from a reference database
into a word processing document and later
scans the finished file to generate a bibliography. EndNote
works with
Microsoft Word,
WriteNow, and
Mac Write, and it
can be used as a
separate application or as a
desk accessory
with any of
those three applications.
There are three steps in creating a bibliography with
EndNote. First, you build a library of up to 32,000 references. Each type of reference
(book, magazine article, etc.)
has a pre-designed entry form

There comes the
time when all

those citations
must be translated
into full·fleged
references.

thatallows you to enter comments or abstracts about the
source material. Next, you
paste citations from the reference database into your text as
you write (macros simplify
this process considerably).
When you do this, EndNote
creates an in-text citation.
Finally, you quit your word
processor and open the
EndNote application program
(or switch to it if you're using
MultiFinder). Once in EndNote,
you choose a bibliographic
style from among the eleven
options provided. EndNote formats the in-text citations according to that style and builds
a bibliography at the end of
the document. It even saves
another copy of the document
on disk under a different name
in case you want to use the
original with a different type
of bibliography.
Most scholars aren't entirely
sure of all of their references
until after they've written a
piece. Since EndNote is available as a Desk Accessory,
adding references while you
work is easy. TheDA has a limit of a single library open at one
time, so it's best if you keep all
the references for a particular
document in one library. The
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application, however, can open
multiple libraries at once and
you can copy and paste references between libraries.
When creating references,
there are certain conventions
you have to follow. For example, multiple authors must be
entered on separate lines and
the title must be typed without
a period at the end. These
rules become second nature
once you start working with
the program. Since some bibliographic styles require full
journal names while others demand that the journal name be
in abbreviated form, EndNote
provides a field for each when
creating a reference record. If
you opt to enter both, you can
later specify which is to be
used in the bibliography. The
Notes and Abstract fields can
hold up to 32,000 characters
each. Notes are strictly for
your own use, but abstracts
can be used to produce annotated bibliographies.
One of the features you depend upon more and more as
the size of a reference library
grows is the Find command. If
you want to cite one of several
hundred references used in
your book, you won' t want to
scroll through the whole library to find it. When you
choose Find from the EndNote
menu, you are presented with
a window in which you specify search criteria. You can
search for a combination of author, year and a text string contained in any field. You cannot,
however, search using Boolean
logic (AND, OR and NOT).
To compensate for the absence of Boolean operators,
EndNote lets you combine
searches to find references containing any combination of authors, years and text strings. To

do this, you use the three buttons at the bottom of the
search window. When you
click on the Search whole library button, EndNote conducts its search without regard
to any previous searches.
When you select Restrict previous search, EndNote searches
only the references selected
during your last search. This
lets you extract references that
match a combination of search
criteria and, therefore, provides a sort of substitute for
the AND Boolean operator. It
is useful mostly for finding
works by multiple authors
since EndNote only lets you
specify one author per search.
The final button, Extend previous search, lets you find references which match any one of
several criteria and so serves
as a substitute for the Boolean
OR operator.
Once the reference you want
is located, select it, copy it and
paste it into your document.
The pasted citation will be formatted like [Greenberg, 1983
#7]. This is not the final form
the citation will have. It's just a
marker. Later, the EndNote application program will scan the
finished document and reformat these markers according
to the style you specify. You
can copy and paste several
citations at once by Shift-clicking on them in the library
window. You can also copy
and paste an entire formatted
reference into a document.
This is useful if you want to
create a footnote that contains
the reference for a quote or
other citation and you don't
want to type out the reference.
If it's in your EndNote library
you use the Copy Formatted
command to copy it, as long as
you have selected a formatting

style already. Unfortunately,
fonts and character styles may
be lost as the reference moves
through the Clipboard on its
way to your word processor.
Some citations need a page
number as well as an author
and year. To handle this situation you can add the page
number after the reference
number with which EndNote
temporarily marks each reference cited. Any text occurring
after the reference number will
be left in the citation when it is
formatted.
Opening EndNote each time
you want to cite a reference
takes time. If you are creating
the reference at the same time
you are citing it, then you have
to open EndNote anyway. But
for further citations you may
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time invested in using EndNote
systematically while writing a
document is a fair trade-off for
the time saved when it automatically generates a bibliography for you.
EndNote is sometimes criticized for being limited to printing bibliographies from citations in a document, whereas
Pro-Cite, reviewed next, can
print out a list of references
without their having to be associated with a document. While
that criticism is technically true,
the way around it is so self-evident that it doesn't amount to
much in practical terms. I'm
writing a book about clinical
theory in psychoanalysis and
whenever I want a list of all the
references I have accumulated
so far, all I have to do is open a
!litlli091"<1~1hlJ
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Herverd University Press
1963
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With Pro-Cite you can create a record like this fol' each book or journal article in your
library. The program then creates bibliographies or all or any subset of the references in
any one of 20 predefined formats or six that you define.

become impatient. The only
shortcut is to type the citation
yourself. To do that, however,
you must know the number
EndNote has assigned to the
reference- not likely in a list
with a hundred or more references unless you have a hard
copy at your side. Still, the

new document, select all the
references in the library I keep
for that book, and copy and
paste them into that empty
document. Then I have EndNote
scan that document and create
a reference list from it.
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Pro-Cite Prolonged?
Pro-Cite is a bibliographic
database manager with predefined forms for every
conceivable reference. Its advanced search features are of
the sort found in most sophisticated databases.
You ought to be sure you
have a definite need for ProCite's awesome power before
you buy it, because it comes
with a manual that is among
the worst I have ever read, it
doesn't work as a Desk
Accessory from within your
word processor, and it cannot
generate a list of references
from citations in a document
unless you
You ought to be sure save the document in textyou have a definite only format. It
is strictly a bibliographic
need for Procite's database
manager. At this
awesome power point in time,
it is
before you buy it; however,
the bibliographic
it comes with a database manager for the
manual that is Macintosh and
if you need
among the worst what it's got
you may have
I have ever read. no choice. A
closer look will
help you decide between it
and EndNote which is much
more elegant in its approach.
As with any database, you
create records with data-entry
forms. Pro-Cite lets you choose
from 20 pre-defined and six
user-defined workforms for
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Publish or Perish is very intuitive. Just open the application and it's immediately
apparent what you are to do.

this purpose. Each workform
corresponds to a particular
type of reference, from dissertations to musical scores, and
contains a subset of the 45
available fields appropriate for
that type of reference. Records
created with all26 workforms
can be combined in the same
database. For abstracts and annotations, the variable-length
fields can contain up to 32,000
characters. Similar to EndNote's
formatting styles, Pro-Cite uses
"punctuation files" to arrange
individual fields from each
record into the proper order
and with the proper punctuation required by most journals
and book publishers.
If you regularly conduct
searches on BRS, DIALOG,
MEDLARS, OR NOTIS, ProCite offers the advantage of direct transfer of downloaded
records into a Pro-Cite
database through an optional
Biblio-Links program. After
transfer, Pro-Cite will locate
duplicate records in one simple step, leaving the choice of
keeping or deleting them up to
you. It also includes an
Authority Lists feature. Much
like Word's popular glossary
feature, these are lists of frequently-used items such as author names and journal titles.
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For example, instead of typing
an author's name into a field
entry space, you display an authority list of authors' names
and choose the name you want
from the list.
Pro-Cite's sort and search
feature is also more refined
than that in EndNote. You can
sort on any field, up to six levels, in ascending or descending
order. You can update selected
records using Global Find and
Replace. You can search for
records using Boolean logic
(AND, OR and NOT). Pro-Cite
includes a Quick-Search feature which searches up to 20
times faster than full-text
searches but limits you to
searching on the author, title
and date fields.
Once you have successfully
conducted a search, you can
save your search expressions
or search results for later use.
Unfortunately, Pro-Cite does
not have the Query-byExample capability found in
EndNote. This is a very hot feature in database managers because it lets you fill out a blank
form with your search criteria
rather than building a search

expression which requires that
you remember rules for creating the expressions.
Once you have selected the
references you want for your
print-out, Pro-Cite formats them
in the style you specify and
prints them. There are two
drawbacks in this process.
Subscripts and superscripts are
not supported. Although you
can preview and edit bibliographies, you can output them
only in text or Mac Write format.
You can also use Pro-Cite to
generate a bibliography from a
document's citations. Save a
version of the document in
text-only format and then
open it in Pro-Cite. If you like,
Pro-Cite can replace the citations with numbers as it scans,
and then it will produce a corresponding bibliography.
Finally, Pro-Cite for the
Macintosh offers compatibility
with Pro-Cite for PC/MS DOS
computers. On a mixed
Macintosh/IBM network this
can be an essential feature.

On-Line Options
If you regularly conduct
searches on BRS, DIALOG,
MEDLARS, or NOTIS, ProCite offers the advantage of
direct transfer of downloaded
records into a Pro-Cite
database through optional
Biblio-Links programs. After
transfer, Pro-Cite will locate
duplicate records in one simple step, leaving the choice of
keeping or deleting them up
to you. Each Biblio-Link program (you need different ones
for each information service)
costs $195.

Publish or Perish or Both ...
The Volkswagon Beetle (not
Super Beetle!) of bibliographic
database managers is Publish or
Perish. If you want a bibliographic database manager for
simple personal use or for organizing references for a college term paper, Publish or
Perish may save you money. It
costs $29.95. With it, you can
create databases of up to 200
records, before performance
slows down noticeably, and up
to 500, before it becomes practically dead in its tracks. Fields
can contain up to 240 charac-

Not to be outdone, EndNote
has just been updated to version 1.1 which is compatible
with a new companion program called EndLink. EndLink
adds to EndNote the capability to translate bibliographic
references downloaded from
on-line services such as DIALOG and BRS Colleague into
EndNote database records.
Then you can add them to an
EndNote library. The entire
EndLinks package costs $99.

ters and notes are unlimited in
length. You can select records,
but the selection feature is limited. Specify a search string
and the program will look for
it in every field of every record,
unless you limit the search to
the keyword field only.
Publish or Perish offers only
two predefined formatting
styles, MLA and APA, but
these may serve the needs of
college students. A custom format option lets
you specify
your own format. For printed output, you
can use the
styles option

The Volkswagon
Beetle (not Super
Beetle!) of biblio-

~oe:11~~~: i~~~ graphic database
ics, or bold
printing for
any field. Style
formats are
only used in
printing. They
are not preserved if you
save the file to
disk because
the program
always saves
in text-only
format.

• D bl" ,J.
managers IS
rU ISII
or Perish. If you

want a bibliographic
database manager
for a college term
paper, it may save
you money.

RefMaker
Make Me A Match
RefMaker turns Word plus
HyperCard or Word plus Reflex
into a system for creating a
bibliographic database from
which in-text citations and reference lists can be generated.
RefMaker is an odd duck. For
one thing, you must have
Microsoft Word version 3.0 or
later and either HyperCard or
Reflex/ Reflex Plus to use it.
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That's because RefMaker isn't
so much a bibliographic
database manager, but rather a
set of templates which turns
these other programs into a
system that manages a bibliographic database. In fact, there
were no screen shots I could
take for this article which show
RefMaker. Any I would have
taken while using the program
would show one of the three
programs which RefMaker employs to accomplish its ends.
Also, the package seems to
have been
specifically designed for organizing references to journal
articles from
BRS, MEDLARS
and CAS, but
you can also
type references
directly into the
pre-designed
Pro-Cite. HyperCard
Reference
Library stack or Reflex
RefKeeper template.
The manual instructs you to
download the records you
want and then open the captured file in Word so you can
delete all the book references.
RefMaker cannot digest the heterogeneous formats in which
books are referenced. Also you
must separate any keywords
in the KW field with semicolons. Re-save the file in textonly format and then import
the file as a series of records
into HyperCard or Reflex.

lf you are

running a library
or doing some
sophisticated

bibliography
management,

you'll want

You are really using
HyperCard or Reflex as the
database manager. So the
RefMaker' s ease, speed and flexibility at importing downloaded records and managing them
is really a reflection of which of
the two you use. HyperCard is
easier to learn and use, but
Reflex is faster and more flexible. The Reference Library stack
and the Reflex templates andreports are well designed.
Each reference in the
Reference Library stack or
Reflex database has a unique
reference key number. It is this
number that you cite in your
Word document, so you need a
printed list handy while you
write. When the document is
finished and all numbered citations are in place, you save it
in RTF (Rich Text Format). This
retains the formatting and
styling while allowing
RefMaker to read the file.
RefMaker uses Word's Print
Merge feature to create a reference list from the numbered citations. In a separate step the
numbered citations can be
changed to author names and
dates or to footnote reference
numbers which correspond to a
numbered list of references.
The necessary format documents for the creation of various styles of reference lists are
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supplied. There are 25 of them
which appear to cover the formatting requirements to which
most researchers and scholars
might need to adhere. These include the standard ones recommended by the Council of
Biology Editors (CBE), the
Modern Languages Association
(MLA), and the American
Psychological Association
(APA). You can, of course, create your own format document
depending on how facile you
are with this Word feature.

Final Footnotes
The way to think about these
four packages is to start out assuming you need EndNote and
then see if you can find any
reason to talk yourself out of
that choice. The only three I
can find, after test driving all
four packages, is that you only
have thirty dollars, so Publish
or Perish is yours by default;
you are running a library or
doing some very sophisticated
and demanding bibliography
management, in which case
you'll want Pro-Cite; or you are
in love with HyperCard or
Reflex and can't bear the
thought of using a new
database manager, in which
case RefMaker will leave you
alone with your pet program.
Otherwise, get EndNote. For
the vast majority of students,
scholars, professionals and researchers, EndNote is the clear
winner in the bilbliographic
database management race.

Charles Spezzano is a Denverbased psychologist who writes
frequently about Macintosh
products.

MacGuide Score Cards
all ratings in percentages
EndNote

Pro-Cite

Publish
or Perish

RefMaker

Features

92

98

78

82

Performance

96

92

79

89

& Support

93

75

80

84

Look & Feel

94

90

93

86

Value

97

92

95

85

Satisfaction

97

93

79

90

TOTAL

96

90

84

86

Documentation

ENDNOTE

96

Most outstanding feature:
Works as a desk accessory to
let you add citations while
writing a document with
Word, WriteNow, or Mac Write.
Self-evident enough to make
learning it possible with minimal use of manual.
Least liked feature: A bit clumsy at complex searches and
generating a complete list of
references in a library.
In summary: If you write papers, articles, or books with
citations and bibliographies,
nobody does it better than
EndNote.

PRO-CITE

90

Most outstanding feature:
Great flexibility and power
when selecting, sorting, and
formatting references from a
database for a bibliography.
Least liked feature: Manual is
on the ten most wanted list of
the Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Macintosh Users.
Not great for in-text citations.

In summary: The most fullyfeatured Library of Congress
size bibliographic database
manager.

PUBLISH OR PERISH

84

Most outstanding feature: The
price.
Least liked feature: Doesn't go
far enough at anything it does
to finish the job. On the other
hand, the manual tells you
they weren't trying for the major leagues anyway.
In summary: Great for your
first college term paper or to
keep track of your favorite
quotes from Readers Digest.

REF MAKER

86

Most outstanding feature:
Nicely customized templates
for Word, HyperCard and Reflex.
Least liked feature: Too many
steps required to get the job
done.

In summary: Interesting alternative to EndNote for people
who already write with Word
and organize with Reflex or
HyperCard .
Editor's Note: As this article
was going to press, Park Row released Version 4.0 of Publish or
Perish. Version 4.0 includes the
capability to copy/move cards, use
Boolean logic in searches, control
page options and has improved
on-screen sorting. The list price of
Publish or Perish 4.0 is $74.95.
The version tested was the final
beta version of RefMaker v2 .01,
a bug fix for version 2.0. Hard
disk recommended to avoid constant switching between
RefMaker and your word processor and database. The Reference
Library stack requires
HyperCard v1.2 .
For complete buying information
about the products discussed
above, see the Listings section in
this issue.
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although the graphic is always
· printed at full size, no matter
how you've sized its window.

• Restoring graphic size
In cases where you've resized a graphic by its handles,
you can restore it to its original
size by double-clicking on it.

By Sharon Aker
(Editor's Note: Mr. Mac is on vacation. So, in his place we are
printing some of the tips from the
Macintosh Bible -a sort of
"Greatest Hits" collection from
one of the best sources for wouldbe power users.)
The second edition of the
Macintosh Bible was barely out
the door when we started collecting information for its first
update - yes, a book with an
update for registered users .. .!
mean readers. It's almost impossible to keep up with the
burgeoning Mac software
base, but here's some of the
material destined for that first
update and, ultimately, the
third edition of the Bible.
The underlying theme to
this quick collection is the
number two. (I may have
spent too many years with the
kids watching "Sesame
Street.") Works 2.0, SuperPaint
2.0 and More II.

Along with some tips for
these programs, there are a
few macro ideas for each.
These macros are what I think
of as "LCD" macros: Lowest
Common Denominator, meaning any macro utility (even
Apple's MacroMaker) can do
them because they're simple
"watch me and do this"
recordings.

More II Tips
• Importing and exporting
If you're trying to save a
More II outline as a Word document, or trying to open a More
1.0 document into More II (or
any of a number of other import/ export operations), you
have to use the pop-up menus
in the Open or Save dialog boxes. If the menus aren't popping
up, then you forgot to move the
"import/ export drivers" from
the More II utilities disk into
your System folder.
• Graphics in windows
When you paste a graphic
into a window, it's scaled to
fit the size of the window,
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• Plain and fancy quotes
If you're typing apostrophes
and quote marks, expecting
the "fancy" or "curly'' ones,
but they don't appear, did you
check the Quick Quotes option
in the Preferences d!alog box?
· Are you using a program like
Quoteinit that supplies fancy
quotes as you type?
More II' s fancy quotes and
Quoteinit' s fancy quotes cancel
each other out. If they're both
active, you'll get the plain
quotes and apostrophes you
started with. So, tum one or
the other off. (It makes more
sense to tum More's off, since
Quoteinit will work everywhere.)
• Splitting and joining headlines
You can split an existing
headline into two headlines or
join two headlines into one. To
split a headline, click the insertion point where you want to
split the text, and press
Command-Return.
To join two headlines, click
at the beginning of the lower
one and press CommandBackspace. If you don't click at
the beginning of the headline,
Command-Backspace acts as a
regular backspace.
More II Macros
• Indented pastes
When you paste a headline
into an outline, it's pasted directly beneath the current

headline, on the same level.
When you want a pasted headline to be pasted subordinate to
the current headline, record:

window, and you want to
move to the document window attached to the next headline (which isn't currently
open). Record:

1) Command-V (pastes the
headline beneath the current
one).

1) Enter (closes the first document window).

2) Tab (indents the lower headline).

2) Down arrow (selects the
next headline).

• Combining headlines
from any point
Although you can easily
combine headlines with
Command-Backspace, you
have to start with the insertion
point at the beginning of the
lower headline and, at the end,
you have to insert a space to
separate the words at the
"joint" of the new headline.
This macro lets you join
headlines no matter what part
of the lower headline you're in,
and it adds the needed space
automatically. While you're l.n
the lower headline, record:

3) Enter (opens the next document window).

1) Command-A (selects the entire headline).
2) Left-Arrow (unselects the
headline and puts the insertion
point at the beginning of the
headline).
3) Command-Backspace (joins
the headlines).
4) Spacebar (inserts a space).
If you store this macro as
Command-Backspace, it supercedes More's use of that
combination for the simple
joining.

• Open next document window
This is a macro I think of as
the "leapfrog" macro. It's for
when you're in a document

Works 2.0 tips
• Pasting text and graphics
If you have both text and
graphics on the Clipboard,
pasting puts both back into the
document-unless you have
Draw on, in which case only
the graphic is pasted down.
• Label sheets
If you want to print a whole
page (or more) of address labels all for the same person or
company, set up the merge
document the way you would
for regular multi-column labels, but don't check the
Multiple Labels option.
Then, to get the single name
and address you need, go to
the Database window and select the record that contains
the information you want.
When you move back to the
Word Processor, the Print
Merge will use the information
from the selected record.
• The Shift constraint
Are you having trouble using the Shift key as a vertical/horizontal movement constraint when you're dragging
objects in the Draw mode?
That's because, unlike other
Mac programs, in Works you
have to press Shift after you
press the mouse button.
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A side benefit to this peculiarity, however, is that when
you're using the rectangle or
oval tool and want squares or
circles, you can press Shift even
after you've started drawing.
(Although you're also allowed,
in these cases, to press Shift before the mouse button.)

• Centering pasted objects
In the Draw mode, choosing
Paste while an object is selected pastes the new object centered in or around the selected
object ("in" or "around" depends, of course, on whether
the pasted item is smaller or
larger than the selected object).
This makes it easy to, for instance, put a frame around a
pasted graphic or a text block.
You can also use this centered paste ability to align
Draw elements vertically or
horizontally: cut an object to
the Clipboard; select another
object and then Paste. Then,
drag one of the objects away
from the other in either a
vertical or horizontal while
holding Shift.
• Unlinking columns
Unlink a column by editing
its header so that it says
NONE after "link." To edit the
header, click in the column
with the text tool, and then use
the text tool.
• Spread Text
When you use Spread Text,
Clipboard text is pasted a character at a time along a selected
line or arc. Once the text is
spread, you can get rid of the
line or arc if you don't want it
seen (you don't have to choose

J~ne
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Transparent pattern or zero
line width, as the documentation suggests).
To be able to move the
spread text as a single object,
select all the letters and use the
Group command so they stay
together.

• Naming columns
Works names its columns
numerically, as you create
them. But you can rename the
columns by editing the column
header, as long as you keep the
"Col" at the beginning of the
name. This lets you give a column a name that better helps
you set up and keep track of
links, and so on: e.g., Col Front
Page Article.
• Text object into column
To turn a text object into a
column, you have to link it to
an existing column. Depending upon the order in which
you want the link to be made,
select the text object, then
Option-click on on a column,
or select the column, and then
Option-click on the text object~
• Dates and serial numbers
You can't enter a date in any
format (like Nov 15, 6/20 or
even 12-5) in a cell that's formatted as General. It gets converted to a "serial number"
that Works uses to calculate the
number of days between dates.
So, typing "Nov 14" displays
31364 in the cell. You have to
force the date to be treated as
text, by first typing a quote
mark in front: "11-9. (In case
you're wondering why you
shouldn't just format the cell
for Date: you can, but then you
always get the year appended
to the date, and sometimes you
don't want or need that.)

Works 2.0 Macros
• Keyboard macro playbacks
Actually, the real tip is to ignore Works' macro recorder entirely and use another one;
even MacroMaker is more flexible. But if you're going to use
the one built in to Works, you
don't have to use the Playback
window to choose a macro.
Just use the Option key along
with whatever key you assigned to the macro.

SuperPaint 2.0 Tips
• Small screens and
floating windows
If you're working on a small
(oh, all right, standard-size
Mac) screen, you'll find that reversing SuperPaint's floating
window arrangement of vertical tools and horizontal patterns is much more convenient.
With a horizontal (or square)
tool palette, you can see eight
paint tools at a time, and the
eraser is always available for a
quick double-click erasure.

commands take you directly to
the greatest or smallest magnification, or to the regular view.
Command-Shift-W goes directly to the reduced view.
Command-Shift-E goes directly to the largest, 8x magnification mode. (Forever known
in our hearts as FatBits, no
matter what it's called in any
program.)
Command-Shift-R goes directly to regular view.

• Zoom center
When you use a Keyboard
command to zoom out or in,
the magnification or reduction
is centered around the current
position of the cursor.

• Paint Mode and text
The current Paint mode affects text that you type in the
Paint layer- actually, it affects the text's background.
In normal (opaque) paint
mode, the background is obliterated as you type, for the full
height of the text. With Trans... .... . . . . ... ...... ...... ... .. ... ..
·· ····· ....... .

::::::-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.
\ Typing in Opaque Paint mode}\\ttm
=::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:
SuperPaint bitmap text in transparent mode doesn't obliterate the background.

• Small eraser
Holding Option while you
use the eraser changes it from
a sixteen-pixel square to an
eight-pixel square.
• Keyboard zooms
There are three Keyboard
commands that control the
zoom, or magnification, level
of the SuperPaint document.
Unlike the Zoom In and Zoom
Out commands in the View
menu that make the view one
step larger or smaller than the
current one, the Keyboard
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parent paint mode, however,
you can type text without disturbing the background.

• The x-ray lasso
Holding Command while
you lasso something lassos it
in "x-ray'' mode: no white
parts are selected, even if totally surrounded by black.
• Reordering tools in the palette
The "plug-in" paint tools
appear in the palette in alphabetical order. If you want to

"Best New Education Program, 1987"
-MncUser Mngazi11e
• Interactive staff notation
• MIDI compa tible • Saves scores
•Teaches intervals, chords, me lody, rhythm
• His torical & computer-gen era ted melod ies

$125.00 • Ca ll Toll Free 800-445-4866,
InCA: 800-445-8749

CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAC/I
COLOR
PRINTER
• works with all major
graphics applications
• Chooser selectable
Quickdraw driver
• High quality output
• Paper or transparency

• Packed in each box of 10 diskettes.
• Free Nylon Wallet protects up to 4 diskettes.
• Ideal for the laptop user.

~

BASF 3.5" Diskettes

Unsurpassed Reliability .
100% Error-Free.
Lifetime Warranty.

Item#
54249W
54290W

10-90
$1.21 ea.
$2.96 ea.

100+
$1.18 ea.
$2.89 ea.

Further discount for quantity of 500 .

ffi

Minimum Order : $25 .00 . S&H: F.O.B.
Grand Rapids, MI. Prices Subject to Change .

Ed

Precision

Cable kit
Documentation
Software
• U.S. List $6595.00

RGB Technology, Inc.

Free Catalog. Complete Line of Quality
Supplies For Your Computer.

• Complete kit includes:
Color thermal printer
Interface board for Mac II

Data ProductsTM

CE:l

6862 Elm Street.
McLean, Virginia 22101
(703) 556-0667
FAX: (703 ) 556-0709

P.O. Box 8367
Grand Rapids, Ml49518
Ml: 800-632-2468 • 313-645-4980
616-452·3457 • FAX: 616-452-4914
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$'TJ Each

56Each

Buy

Buy
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BUSINESS
D MACmail (2000) -A super mail list manager
for MAC. Stores names, addresses, and other
vital information. (Also prints labels.)
D Bi-Plane Spreadsheet (2010) - An extremly
powerful and complete program with a multitude
of options and functions.
D Home Inventory (2012)- Keeps track of all
your personal items, expenses, and budgets.
D Accounting&: More (2016) - Has a cash
accounting, and a loan evaluating program.

EDUCATION
D Science (2100) -Teaches Biology, Physics,
and general science topics, (Junior high to adult.)
D Stars (2102) - Star charting-Astronomy
(Breathtaking graphics and really fun education.)
D Math Tutor (2104) - Several fun math quiz
games. A really great educational tool for kids.
D Geography (2106)- Both a quiz and study
program for learning States, Capitals.
D Typing Tutor (2108) - It's easy to improve
your typing skills with this excellent tutor.

UTILITIES
D Menu Utilities (2200) - Use these to edit
and install menus.

D Disk Utilities (2202) - Disk and file recovery
tools that everyone should have - just in case.
D Vaccine (2204) -Programs that will Check
for, eliminate, and protect against viruses.
D Screen Dump (2206)- Allows you to print
anything on the screen to your printer or disk.
D Disk Librarian (2210) - A complete disk
cataloging database program.
CREATIVITY

D MACinTalk (2302) -Allows your MAC to
utilize its speech ability.

D Songs (2306)- Over twenty musical
selections with a player utility.

D Calendar Maker (2400) - Make your own
monthly calendars and monthly planners.

D MACFonts (2410) - Several new font styles
for use with your Word Processor or Desktop
Publishing programs.
D Banner Maker (2430) - prints large or small
banners using the imagewriter printer.

Dislcs

GAMES
D Football (2700) - Be a computer desk
quarterback (choose to be any NFL team.)

D Billiards (2701) - Fantastic graphics and
extreme realism. Plays several different styles.
D Blackjack (2702)- Includes great Blackjack
and Poker games.
D Space Invaders (2704) - Defend aginst the
aliens in three great space games.
D Donkey Doo (2707) - Like "Donkey Kong."
Has unlimited levels.
D Casino Fun (2708)- Craps, roulette, and slot
machines - The fun of Vegas without the risk!
D MAC Landing (2710) - Like the great
"Defender" game. Great graphics and sound.
D Missile Command (2711)- Three versions
of the popular arcade hit.
D Monopoly (2712) - Play against the
computer or a human. (Great graphics & sounds.)
D Wheel (2713) - Like TV's "Wheel of Fortune"
(Sorry Vanna not included with your order.)
D Backgammon (2714)- Try to outplay your
MAC! (Before it's too late!)
D Tic-Tac-Toe (2715) -Two Challenging, new
approaches. One is three-dimensional, and the
other is two-!!imensional, but allows you to
increase the number of squares.
D Solitaire (2716) - A whole slew of great
styles and versions.
D Centipede (2718) -Two excellent versions
of the arcade game everybody loves.
D Destroyer (2720) - Two versions of the
arcade game everybody loves.
D MAC Vote (2721) - Run for president! Maybe
you can get rid of the deficit.
D Tank (2727)- Tank battle against the MAC!
D Super Pinball (2750) - Many great pinball
games . Great sound and fast action!
D Zodiac Pinball (2754) - More great pinball
games - Based on the signs of the Zodiac.
D Adventure 1 (2775)- "Radical Castle" is
one of the best adventure games of all time.
Amazing graphics and sounds!
D Adventure 2 (2776)- Be warned
"Psychotic" is not for everyone. You become
Jason and go on a killing spree. Fantastic sound
and graphics. (Requires an BOOK drive.)

Name'---------------------------

Disks Ordered _

_

x_ _ _

D SHIPPING Free U.S.
Foreign Add $4

D COO
(add $4 il you require COD)
Visa/MC _ _ _.______._ _ _ - - - - - /

D U P S 2nd Day Air (Add $3)
TOTAL

D Send Catalog

D Visa/MC D COD

$_ _ _

ssEach

Buy r 5
ormore
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D Teacher (2112)- Allows you to track grades
and create quizzes.
0 Spelling Tutor (2114)- Listen and learn
how to spell. (Requires MACinTalk.)
0 Music 1 (2300)- Many music learning and
creation tools.
D Painting Tools (2408) -Includes several
programs to get you started painting.
D Writing Tools (2508) - Helps you write and
correct that pap_e r or essay you got to get done.
(This one really comes in handy.)
D Desk Accessories 1 (2520)- Over 40 Desk
Ace. for business, utilities, and just plain fun.
D MACYahtzee (2719)- Play yahtzee on your
MAC. (1 to 4 can play.)
D Checkers (2725) -Try to beat the MAC or a
human. (Multiple levels to choose from.)
D Concentration (2726)- Like the TV game,
but you match icons instead of prizes.
D Trivia (2729)- Many different questions and
categories to choose from.
D Blackjack Tutor (2730) -Teaches you to
play, and to increase your odds of winning.
D Risk (2731)- Try to conquer the World. (Up
to six can play.)
D Space Station Pheta (2732) - Climb, jump,
and run through the space station picking up
keys before you run out of oxygen.
D Crossword (2733) - Play the crossword
i
or create
own.

Checkwriter, Hyperchecl<, Bill Tracker,
Appointment Master, and much more!
0 BU&IDeae 2 (2801) - Comes with S!ock
Helper, Hyperstocks, Spready, Hyper Payroll,
Shareware Payroll, Personal Financier, and other
great stacks!
0 EdacatioD 1,(2820) -Spelling Tutor, Finger
Spell, Spelling 2, Vocabulary Stack, and speller.
0 EdacatioD 2 (2821) • Includes Heather's
Multiplication, Heather's Nofes. Time for Heather,
Childrens Literature, and Hyper Zoo Big.
0 Musle 1 (2840) - Learn Guitar with; The
Guitar Tutor, Guitar Tuner, Guitar Chording,
Keyboards, and Common Sounds.
0 Musle 4 (2843) - Great Music Storage &
More; Record Stack, Music Library, CD
Collection, Music Collection, Six Stack.
0 Graphics 1 (2856) - Slide Sl)ow, Animation
Stack, Visual Effects, Pict Stack, Clip Art, and
much, much more!
0 Games 1 (2870) • Adventure, Adventure
Stack, Criminals, Hyper Craps, and Bowling
scores. (Many hours of fun!)
0 UtiUttes 1 (2900)- Over 15 Utllilies for
Menus, Disks, Printing, Archiving, Labeling, etc.
0 M1sc. App's. 1 (2930)- Time Keeper, Quick
Memo, Month at a Glance, Hyper Wallet, and
several more including; Las Vegas, LeLotto, Ohio
Lotto, Hyper Alarms, etc.

rearrange them, rename the
tool files that are in
SuperPaint's "pouch" folder so
that they will appear in the order you prefer. You don't have
to totally re-name them, prefixing the names with letters or
numbers will work. You can .
check your ordering before

itself, remember that the macro
will play back your moves with
the currently selected tool.
You can use this simple
playback ability to instantly
paint or draw lines or shapes
to specific sizes - record them
while using the Rulers, but
play them back at any time.

selects the Cut to Painting command and then switches layers.

• Line/fill combos
No matter what line and fill
patterns you use, you wind up
returning to two basic combinations very often: black line
and white fill, and black line
and no fill.
You can record macros that
instantly return you to either
of these combinations. Record
this sequence:
1) Click on the Line pattern
indicator.

x-ray
you start SuperPaint again by
using Name from the View
command while you're still in
the folder.

• Line patterns
To change the current line
pattern without having to click
on it in the "Selection
Indicator" (that shows
whether you're selecting line
or fill patterns), Commandclick on any pattern in the
palette. That pattern becomes
the current Line pattern, but
the indicator stays pointing to
the Fill pattern . .
SuperPaint 2.0 Macros
• Paint/draw macros
A simple "recording" macro
utility like MacroMaker has
limited abilities when it comes
to handling painting or drawing tools. Since a drag of the
mouse is recorded simply as
the start and the end points of
the drag- and not the path it
took between those points you can record a macro that
plays back the use of a shape
tool, but not one that does
squiggly lines with the Pencil
or PaintBrush.
If you record only the drag of
a tool, and not the tool selection

2) Click on Black.

lasso

• Cut and switch
Super Paint 2.0 added a Cut
to Drawing (or Cut to Painting)
command so you wouldn't
have to make a selection, use
Copy to Drawing (or Copy to
Painting), and then delete the
original selection; it's nice to
work with only one command
instead of two operations.
But if you constantly Cut
something to the other layer,
then move to that layer, record
this macro:
1) Cut to Drawing from the
Edit menu.

3) Click on the Fill pattern
indicator.
4) Click on White.
Store the macro under
Command-Option-Wand replay it anytime you need the
Black/White combination.
Record the same sequence, but
click on None as the Fill pattern, and store it under
Command-Option-N.
Remember: the macros will
only work correctly if the
Patterns window is still in the
same position as when you
recorded them.

/Playback
Most recording macros keep track of only the beginning and ending of the mouse drag, and
not the path of the mouse.

2) Command- I (this switches
layers).
The beauty of this macro is
that it works from either layer;
if you're in Draw layer, it

These tips were culled from the
soon-to-be-published update to the
second edition of the Macintosh
Bible. The book is available from
Goldstein & Blair Publishing,
Box 7635, Berkeley, CA 94707.
(415) 524-4000.
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BE AREADER REVIEWER FOR

MACGUIOE MAGAZINE
When you render a decision, it counts with MacGuide!
Quickly and easily rate up to four products- hardware or software- that work with the Macintosh. If a
product should be innocent by reason of excellence, or
held in contempt, TELL US.

CAST YOUR BALLOT

BE THE

To evaluate products, circle your answers to the questions below on the attached ballot. Once you've made
your decree, it will be published side-by-side with our
reviewer's appraisal. When it comes to testimony on
Macintosh products, you're the expert.
We'll tabulate the results and publish average numerical ratings when the products receive enough votes
from our "Reader Jury." You' ll know the score beyond
a shadow of a doubt. Just look for these symbols:

(aiJIQ Verdict of
MacGuide's
Readers
Decision of
MacGuide's
Reviewers

Elll!mJ!B

THE RULES:
1. Vote only once for any product.
2. Employees may not rate their company's products.
3. The name and address lines on the ballot card must be
completed.

FOR EACH PRODUCT, CIRCLE YOUR
ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS:
Can it accomplish the task at hand? ON LINE A
OF THE BALLOT, circle your score for FEATURES
on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 is highest).

A
1

B.
We invite you to be a
Reader Reviewer of MacGuide Magazine.
Cast your ballotSee our sample ballot below.
Print name of product

\.0
Version or release 1111mber

Is it competitive with others of its type in speed
and agility? Does it work right? ON LINE B OF
THE BALLOT, circle your score for PERFORMANCE
on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 is highest).

c

Are the manual and customer support clear and
helpful? ON LINE C OF THE BALLOT, circle
your score for DOCUMENTATION & SUPPORT on a
scale of 1 to 10 (10 is highest).

D

Does it follow the Mac interface? Is it intuitive to
operate? ON LINE DOFTHE BALLOT, circle
your score for LOOK & FEEL on a scale of 1 to 10
(10 is highest).

E.

Is it a good value for the money? ON LINE E OF
THE BALLOT circle your score for VALUE on a
scale of 1 to 10 (10 is highest).

g~~E

Considering all factors, how satisfied are you
with it? ON LINE F OF THE BALLOT, circle your
score for OVERALL PRODUCT SATISFACTION on a
scale of 1 to 10 (10 is highest).

i(])g 10

A
B

2 3 4 5 6

c

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 3 4 5 (1)8

D
E
F

2 3 4 5 6 7 8Q) 1o
2 3 4 5 6 7 8{[) 10
2 3 4 5 @ 7 8 g 10

1

9 1~.

BECOME AREADER REVIEWER TODAY.
Please complete and mail the attached ballot.
MacGuide welcomes your opinions.

THE SUPERSOURCE
FOR THE MACINTOSH
-

MACGUIDE MAGAZINE'S LISTINGS SECTION-

PRODUCT LISTINGS
The following pages contain the entire

MacGuide Magazine database for product
categories covered in this issue's feature
articles. Here you will find the most current and comprehensive compilation of
·information about Macintosh products.
The "Now Shipping" section contains
first-time listings across the board.
For complete listings of all other product
categories, please refer to the Fall/
Winter 1988 edition of MacGuide. And
watch for the next all-inclusive editionThe MacGuide Report- coming this July.

LISTINGS INDEX
Business Management .................. Page 130
Databases .. .....................................Page 139
Desktop Presentations ..................Page 143
Desktop Video .... ............................Page 147
Music .......... ... .... ... ......................... Page 151
Networking ............ .......................Page 158
Office Management... .................... Page 164
On-Line Services ...........................Page 166
Scanners ................ ........................Page 168
Spelling Checkers
and Word Processing Aids ......Page 173
Spreadsheets ..................................Page 178
Now Shipping
(First-time listings) .. ................Page 179

COMPANIES INDEX

NEW LISTING
Signifies that this product is listed for
the first time in this issue of MacGuide

Magazine.

READER RATINGS

.,II!Q On Page 128 of this issue are
instructions for completing the
Reader Rating Ballot Card
which is bound in the magazine opposite this page. This is
where you, the reader, have the
opportunity to let us (and the
rest of the world) know what
you think of the products you
use. You'll find the results of Reader
Rating Ballots that have been completed
and mailed in from previous issues here
in the MacGuide Listings Section.

1!11

REVIEWER RATINGS
Ratings are assigned by each reviewer for
each product that is reviewed. The
reviewer uses a score card similar to the
Reader Rating Ballot Card, assigning
from 1 to 100 points for each of six categories: Features; Performance; Documentation & Support; Look & Feel; Value; and
Satisfaction. The average of these scores
becomes the product's Reviewer Rating
and is printed in one of these graphics:

The Companies Index lists every company we are aware of that produces
Macintosh products, along with the
company's name, address and phone
number.

Companies Index .............................Page 190

FACTS AND FIGURES
At the end of each listing (in italics) is
information about who makes the product, its current version number, the
Macintosh models with which it works,
and its list price.
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Graphic for a
product that has
received a Reader
Rating and a
Reviewer Rating.

Listings Section

Graphic for a
reviewed product
that has not
received sufficient
Reader Rating
Ballots to tabulate.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
50 Classic Business Contracts
A collection of 50 business contracts.
Categories include corporate contracts,
lease agreements, copyrights and trademarks, partnership agreements, credit
and employment contracts. Provides
legal definitions and allows contracts to
be copied via the Clipboard.
Aardvark Development Labs. Version 2.0.
512K, Plus, SE. Not copy protected. $49.95

AISC Database
The complete American Institute of
Steel Construction shapes data files .
Available in the following formats:
Helix, Double Helix II, Excel and ASCII.
Yeoman Technical Software.
$75

AlphaKiwi
Kiwifruit coolstore system. Requires
Omnis 3 Plus/Express.
Alphacom Computer Services.
Call for prices.

Barcode Technology
Available as two modules, Property
Maintenance and Security; to collect
maintenance and security information
through an employee's normal rounds.
Uses portable barcode readers.
Eliot Software Company. Version 1.0. Plus,
SE, II.
From $3,995

Best Answer
A linear optimizer for Microsoft Excel
and Works. Features up to 250 variable
cells and 250 constraint cells, calculation of amount of profit for each additional unit of a constrained resource
and several sample worksheets.
Requires Excel or Works.
Heizer Software. Version 1.1. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$99

NEW LISTING

Business Week's
Business Advantage
A business simulation with interactive
case studies based on feature stories
from Business Week magazine. Armed
with data from major business publications, you analyze the competition, the
economy, the markets and the products. Explore options, develop a
130 MacGuide Magazine

strategic plan and run a company for
25 years. See how your strategy affects
sales, profits and return on investment.
The Introductory package includes two
case studies. The Corporate Case Edition
features six articles based on recent stories. A twelve-month subscription is
available for a new case study from
Business Week every month. Requires
two disk drives.
Strategic Management Group, Inc. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Introduction, $69.95;
Corporate Case Edition, $169.95;
twelve-month subscription, $249.95;
subscription with Introduction, $299.95

Case, Client and
Time Management Software
Designed for companies that provide
marketing services for financial institutions, with emphasis on single-premium group annuities for insurance
carriers. Provides staff, client and case
management with a library of insurance carriers and their products.
Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express and a
hard disk.
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.
Plus, SE, II.
$3,000

Clients &Profits for Advertising
Agencies/Multi-user
Adds multi-user functionality to Clients
& Profits. Features include electronic
mail for all users and password protection. Can be customized.
Working Computer. Version 3.0. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$3,795

CMSII
Integrated tool for project managers
with cost estimating, job costing, base
pricing, cost variance reporting, percent
completion tracking, change order management and general ledger export.
Softouch Software. Version 2.0. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$495

CoCo Pro
Cost-estimation tool based on Boehm's
modeling process. Contains a history
file for estimates based on department
experience. Determines financial and
human resources needed for a project.
Iconix Software Engineering. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$495

NEW LISTING

CIDER System
Hardware/software restaurant pointof-sale system featuring point-and-click
order entry and full-screen display.
Generates daily reports, tracks sales
and receipts, analyses menu item and
server productivity, and tracks tips.
Modules available for general accounting and monitoring food, inventory
and labor costs.
Dining Data Systems. Version 1.2. Plus,
SE. Copy protected.
Turnkey/basic system, $9,800

Clients &Profits for
Advertising Agencies
Job planning, costing and billing system
for advertising agencies. Features general ledger, estimates, scheduling, client
tracking, time sheets, check writing and
accounts payable/ receivable.
Working Computer. Version 3.0. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$2,495

Listings Section

Colleague
+ This product is reviewed in this month's
GuideLights.
A system featuring
appointment and call
scheduling, automated pricing and time
billing, checkbook
management, direct
mail promotion, client
files and job tracking.
Generates monthly
financial/ sales reports. Includes 4th
Dimension Runtime. Hard disk required.
Colleague Business Software. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$695;
multi-user modules, each $75;
demo, $30

CommCenter
Communications system featuring a
central contacts and clients directory
with modem dialing, customizable profiling, contact log, telephone message
center, and E-mail/mail merge system.
Generation Four.
$249
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Continuity Planning System Ill

Cost-breakdown software for project
managers, general contractors, subcontractors, lending institutions, fund controllers and inspectors. Provides cost
estimation, retentions, what-if analysis,
forecasting and complete payment
scheduling, including current requests
and total-paid-to-date. Lists more than
300 standard construction items allowing you to include line-item descriptions and CSI numbers in the cost
breakdown. Standard items list can be
updated. Entry of descriptions and CSI
numbers is fully automated. An interface with Classic Computerized Bookkeeping is available as an option. Customization is available. Requires Excell.S or
later and a hard drive.
MAXSolutions. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$495;
demo, $10

Provides procedural steps and training
material for developing continuityplanning information and reports for
presenting and reviewing continuity
plans. Also provides tools for capturing, updating, maintaining and
printing continuity plans of employees
and managers within the organization.
Requires Microsoft Excel.
Softouch Software. Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
up to 25 users, $495

Constructimator II
Helps architects, contractors, developers, estimators, appraisers, insurers
and lenders develop complete cost
estimates or job costs of commercial,
industrial and residential construction
projects. Requires Microsoft Excel.
Softouch Software. Version 2.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$195

Construction Contractor
Management
A comprehensive management system
for general contractors. Sets up a bid
form of the types of work that you provide. Define and select lines from the
form which apply to a specific job.
Handles bids, job costing, estimation,
expense tracking, cost-to-estimate and
comparison. Regulates the application
of Change Orders, prints to AlA Draw
Request form, or can be set up with
other invoicing.
Exceiver Corp. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,050
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Contract Tracking
An integrated system available in two
versions, one for service-oriented companies and a second for small- to medium-sized general or subcontractors.
Both provide job-cost tracking of estimates/ actuals and full integration with
general ledger, accounts payable/
receivable and payroll. Contractor version features a bid module for maintaining master estimates which can be
cloned to generate a specific job
requirement bid. After acceptance, bids
can be transferred to the job costing
module for cost tracking.
Advanced Data Systems. Versions 1.0 &
2.0. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$3,500;
multi-user, $6,000

The Corporate Registrar
Complete, multi-user registration and
record-keeping for business training
and education.
Right Track Software.
$3;995

NEW LISTING

posting, purchase orders and backorder tracking. Receivables reports can
be exported to Excel or interfaced to
Classic Computerized Bookkeeping. Also
generates reports unique to individual
businesses and prints invoices with
your logo on a variety of custom forms.
Options include: a barcode reader, cash
drawer, multi-user support and a
library that allows customized features
and reports. Customization is available.
Includes Omnis 3 Plus/Express Runtime.
MAXSolutions. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$395;
for registered Omnis owners, $325;
demo, $20

CPMS II
Helps contractors, architects, project
managers and owners plan and control
construction projects. Focuses on the
management and controlling of project
costs. Requires Microsoft Excel.
Softouch Software. Version 2.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

DataVal Boat and
Yacht Sales System
A database information management
program for independant boat dealers,
yacht brokers or full marina operations.
Features inventory and listings management, prospect tracking/matching
and a variety of reports and listing formats. Documentation and customer
support are provided, customization is
available. A demo version is available.
Requires a hard drive.
Data Val Development Services. Version
1.1. 512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$1,995

CounterWorks

db:$ Retailer's Advantage

A point-of-sale, inventory and invoicing
system developed in Omnis 3 Plus/
Express. Designed for small- to mediumsized retail or service-oriented businesses for maintaining inventory and for
creating invoices, price quotes and purchase orders on-the-fly. Provides 36
reports including inventory-on-hand,
historic quantity, re-order level, overstock, mailing labels and mail merge,
inventory value, vendors, sales tax,
salesperson commissions, profit

A full-function point-of-sale mangement system for retailers. Supports a
slip printer, barcoding, multiple price
levels, credit customers and serialized
inventory for both multi-user and
multiple-store operations.
db: Solutions. Version 6.01. Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$1,995
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Fleet Manager

Formwork

DEALERwerks Family

Monitors the scheduled maintenance
needs of vehicles. Alerts user with flags
and a report that lists required maintenance with detailed descriptions.
Allows unlimited categories. Features
theft detection, resource allocation, performance analyses and mechanic's
partner. Uses memory and SANE routines to maximize speed. Hard drive
recommended.

Construction-related forms (purchase
orders, bills, statements, schedule formats and contracts) in MacDraw format.
Yeoman Technical Software. Plus, .SE, II.

Sales and management systems for
retailers of serialized, big-ticket products. Features unit inventory control
with floor plan, instant profit reporting
for negotiating with customers and
model pricing with price lists. Includes

Runtime Helix.
Dealership Systems. Version 4.0. SE, II.
$1,995

Software Development Group. Version2.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,495

Estimator+
An estimating and job-costing package
for manufacturing. Features two methods of determining costs: markup or
variable costs and the budgeted hourly
method. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express
or Omnis 3 Plus/Express Runtime.

Microserue. Plus, SE, II.
$445;
with Runtime, $495

NEW LISTING

Executive Information
Systems Explorer
A HyperCard-based system to evaluate high-leverage business systems.
Includes on-line help screens and data
definitions to establish key business
criteria to analyze systems and information technology opportunities.
Requires HyperCard 1.2. Hard disk
recommended.
Softouch Software. Version 1.1 . Plus, SE,

II. Not copy protected.

$195

Financial Calculator
A set of 45 calculators
including cash flow,
real estate investment,
break-even point and
financial ratios.
Requires Microsoft
Excel or Works.

MICROTEMP. Version
1.0. Plus, SE, II. Not
copy protected. $79.95

NEW LISTING

FLEXFORM Business Templates
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Forms Follow Function."
Library of modifiable
electronic business
forms templates for
use with SmartForm
Designer. Includes
invoices, accounts
receivable/ payable
documents, personnel
and payroll records,
and inventory control forms. Designed
to provide preprinted appearance and
electronic completion capability.

Antic Software. Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$89.95

Fuel Tax Specialist
Tracks fuel consumption and mileage ,
for over-the-road trucks. Generates
reports for each trip, including state
taxes, fuel tickets, mileage entries and
mailing labels. Requires Omnis 3
Plus/Express Runtime or Networking.

H & D Leasing Corp. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not COp!} protected.
Single user with runtime, $2,400;
multi-user, $2,900

GeoQuery
A program for those who make decisions using maps or geographic locations. Answers questions through onscreen"Smart Maps". Displays U.S. ZIP
codes as points on the map. Provides
distances for any user-drawn line on
the map; allows for the creation of userdefined areas which can replace traditional boundaries.

Odesta Corp. Version 1.01. Plus, SE, II.
$349

NEW LISTING

Focal Point II

HeadStart

Integrated time management tools which
include a daily
appointment book, todo list and monthly
calendar for scheduling of activities and
appointments. Track
recurring appointments by indicating the time of the
appointment and its regularity. An
alarm system allows you to specify how
far in advance you want to be reminded
of the appointment. Features calendar
printing, project- and task-management
tools, speed dialing, note and memo
creation and electronic messaging.
Requires HyperCard and a hard disk.

TENpointO . Plus, SE, II.
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$199.95

A set of 34 spreadsheet templates for
business and personal use. May be customized. Requires Microsoft Excel.

HeadStart Software. Version1.0. LisajXL,
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$34

NEW LISTING

HyperJob Job Tracking System
A system for print shops and repair
shops that need to track the progress of
orders and work as jobs go through
multiple stages of processing to final
acceptance by the customer. Includes
customer files and an interactive job
ticket with automatic pricing.

The HyperMedia Group. Version 1.2. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$500-$2,500
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Hyper•Estimator
A residential construction estimating
and job-cost tracking package. Links to
MacNail for finished bids. Includes
HyperCard. Hard drive recommended.

Turtle Creek Software. Version 1.0. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

NEW LISTING

Hyper•Remodeler
Residential remodeling estimating
package. Links to MacNail for finished
construction bids. Includes HyperCard.
Hard drive recommended.

Turtle Creek Software. Version 1.0. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

Independent Oil Producer
Manages the distribution of oil- and
gas-well receipts, expenses and taxes to
investors and produces all related primary and secondary reports and checks.
160Mb file capacity, features end-of-theyear clean-up procedure to conserve
disk space. The company will customize the program to the client's needs.
Installation and training services available. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/ Express 3.24
or Runtime 3.24 and a hard disk.

Diversified Computer Applications.
Version 3.24.1 . Plus, SE, II.
$2,495

lnfoplan Business Toolkits
Business Plan Toolkit includes spreadsheet models and a workbook for
preparing a professional business plan.
Financial Forecasting Toolkit explains and
illustrates pro forma statements and
financial planning. Sales and Market
Forecasting Toolkit covers forecasting
teclmiques such as customer poll, market share models and product life cycle.
It uses spreadsheet models, graphs and
forecasting macro commands. Charts
and macros run with Microsoft Excel
only. Requires Excel, Works or Multiplan.

Palo Alto Software. Version 2.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
Business Plan, $99.95;
Financial Forecasting, $69.95;
Sales and Market Forecasting, $69.95

.
International Courier Service ·
Operations Management
Tracks shipments for shipping companies. Features order entry and processing, pick-up schedules for drivers,
shipment manifests, shipper tracking,
agent charges tracking, shipper or consignee invoicing, account aging, posting of payments to invoices and proof
of delivery. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/
Express and a hard disk.

Stanford Business Systems, Inc.
Plus, SE, II.

$3,990

INVue
Invoicing and accounts receivable,
payables, scheduling, client, vendor
and equipment data management for
photographers or other service-oriented businesses. Generates and posts
detailed invoices. Prints Rolodex cards
and mailing labels. Requires OverVUE.
Hindsight. Version 2.1. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

Mac BugMan
Relational database for pest control
companies. Features automatic routing,
service scheduling, invoicing, billing,
posting, business reports, word processing and mail merge.

NOVA Electronics and Software. Version
1.0. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,495

Mac LandMan
Database for companies specializing in
landscaping. Modules include job costing, graphics and chart generation,
routing, scheduling, invoicing, billing,
posting, inventory, estimation, word
processing and mail merge.

NOVA Electronics and Software. Version
1.0. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,495

$199.95

Keep On Trucking
A dispatching program that features
billing entry, driver I trip information
and settlement, payroll and truck owner options. Reports include trips outstanding, current drivers, customer list,
truck and trailer list, loaded mile and
dead mile codes and general ledger
posting. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express
Runtime or Networking.
H & D Leasing Corp. Version 3.0. LisafXL,

Mac LawnMan
An integrated database for companies

512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
Dispatch, $2,490;
multi-user, $2,990

specializing in lawn care. Automatic
routing, service scheduling, invoicing,
billing, posting, reports, word processing and mail merge.

Large Volume Printing Manager

NOVA Electronics and Software. Version
1.04. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,495

Allows print shops to manage jobs
from clients that use large volumes of
preprinted forms or specific types of
media. Features order entry I
processing, tracks customer information, forms inventory and aging of
accounts. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express
and a hard disk.

Stanford Business Systems. Plus, SE, II.
$2,490

Mac Movie Forms
A package for film and video production containing 27 forms.

A •B•C Software. Version 2.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$39.95

Mac Movie Forms-Commercials
A package of 24 production forms
including AICP and AICE commercial
budgeting forms.

A •B•C Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$39.95
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NEW LISTING

Maclnn

Database for companies specializing in
liquid waste hauling. Features automatic routing, service scheduling, invoicing, billing, posting, business reports,
word processing and mail merge.
NOVA Electronics and Software. Plus, SE,

Mac West

Lodging management system that
includes front desk and back office support for hotels, motels, inns, campgrounds and conference centers. Provides financial and managerial reports,
reservations, guest histories, shift summaries and confirmation letters. May
be customized; multi-user
available.
Eliot Software Company. Version 1.33.
512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected. ·

II. Not copy protected.

$1,495

Mac Toolkit: Budgeter
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Behind the Scenes."
A budget formulation
and management tool
for major movie studios and production
mangers. Determines
chart of accounts and
establishes fringes,
union rates, foreign
currency rates and tax
tables. Performs budget comparisons
and includes budget templates from
major studios.

Max3. Version 4.0. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected.
$695;
with Mac Toolkit: Scheduler, $1,400

Mac Toolkit: Scheduler
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,

A management package for western
wear businesses. Includes accounts payable and receivable, purchase orders,
general ledger, inventory contr?l and.
payroll. Inventory section proVIdes wmdows to control hats, boots, belts, buckles, jeans, shirts, jackets, tack and .trailers. Supports multiple store locations,
cash drawers and barcode readers.
MacServices . Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

MacNail

MaCATI
A computer-assisted telephone interview system that can be networked.
Supports surveys up to 500 questions.
PSRC Software. 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $795;

Additional stations, $200

Macfleet
A multi-user private fleet vehicle control system designed for any company
operating its own delivery fleet. Tracks
trips made by drivers, tires, maintenance costs and vehicles. Includes
Omnis 3 Plus/Express Runtime.
Ad Astra. V~rsion 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

$2,950

"Behind the Scenes."
Gives breakdowns,
shooting schedules,
one-liners, cast and
crew lists. Prints dayout-of-days and strips.
Does on-screen strip
board manipulation.

Max3. Version 4.0.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected.
$750;
with Mac Toolkit: Budgeter, $1,400

Mac Video Forms
A package containing 25 forms used
for video tape production and postproduction.

$1,495-$1,795

$2,495

MacHotel
Hotel management system featuring
guest histories and various financial
reports. Searches for available rooms
by .date, room number, price, hot~l type
and bed type. Designed for any siZe
hotel. Tracks availability, reservation,
histories, guest and corporate aging,
receivables, city ledger, various financial reports and night audit. Requires
Omnis 3 Plus/Express, Runtime or

Multi-user.
Lone Oak Software. Version 3.3. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$1,195;
multi-user, $1,495

A •B•C Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$39.95

A construction estimating and job-cost
tracking package. Generates job schedules, prints material take-off lists, handles punch lists and reminders.
Includes a general ledger. Requires
Excel; hard drive recommended.
Turtle Creek Software. Version 2.2.
Plus, SE, II. Not coptj protected.
$295

Macomo
Mac implementation of the COCOMO
software costing model. Used by project managers to estimate software
development cost and schedule.
Exports to spreadsheets and databases.
Includes Excel spreadsheet for final
price determination.
OITC. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

$185

MacProject II
An updated project
management program. ~ewfeatures

include the ability to
manage an unlimited
number of tasks per
project, subproject
linking and consolidation, multiple
resource calendars, and planned and
actual task status displays. Supports
color for the Mac II. Also available in
Dutch/Flemish, French, German,
Japanese and Swedish editions.

Claris Corporation. Not copy protected.
$495;
upgrade, $145
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Mac Promo
A package to help advertising and
marketing executives track appointments, editorial and advertising deadlines, ad rates, publications, contacts
and advertising responses. Requires
Omnis 3 Plus/Express Runtime.
Abacus. Version 2.1 . Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

$269

MacProspect
A client or prospect tracking application for a small retail business or sales
person. Prospect and client database
may be used together or separately.
Enables the user to individualize
client/prospect tracking, prioritize contracts, print mailing labels and export
mailing list to a word processor.
Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express or Omnis
3 Plus/Express Runtime.
Microserve. Plus, SE, II.
$145;

with Runtime, $195

MacSchedule
For drawing and revising Gantt schedule charts. A direct approach to project
management.

Mainstay. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$195

NEW LISTING

Manage That!
A multi-user project scheduling and
tracking system written in 4th Dimension. Allows you to enter scheduling
information in text outline format and
translates your outline into work
breakdown structure, Gantt, PERT and
resource charts. If changes are necessary, you edit the outline and the charts
are automatically regenerated. Charts,
calendars, printing configurations and
schedules can be shared by all network
users. Each type of output is userdefinable and formats can be saved for
use as templates. Includes 4th Dimension Runtime. Available with source
code, technical support and upgrade
service. Hard disk recommended.
Varcon Systems, Inc. Plus, SE, II.

Market Master
for the Macintosh

Master Outline Spec

A sales follow-up tool for multiple
prospect contacts following a personalized sales plan. Create a marketing
strategy and enter your leads. Produces
personalized letters on specified dates
and generates a daily list of phone calls
vvith previous contact histories and/ or
phone scripts. Prepares mailings for
entire list or selected names. Features
on-screen help. Requires a hard drive.
Available in Market Master R/A version
with results analysis tools and Market
Master Manager version for a sales staff.

Breakthrough Productions. Version II+ .
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$295

An electronic edition of the Master Format Outline Specification. Includes section 00 through 16 with all subsections
pre-numbered. Available in MORE or
Mac Write format.
Yeoman Technical Software. Version 1.0.

512K, Plus, II.

$80

NEW LISTING

Matchmaker Express
A system for tracking products and
potential customers. Creates a catalog
of items, generates mailing labels and
maintains a log of calls for a particular
item. Can be user-customized.
CP Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

$195

Market Master Manager
The gr~up version of Market Master
automatically assigns sales territories
by ZIP code, product line or rotation.
Prints all letters in one pass and groups
them by sales rep for signature. Also
prints separate call lists for each sales
person. Requires a hard disk and 1Mb
RAM. Available in multi-user.

Breakthrough Productions. Version II+.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
First three sales reps, $595;
each additional, $100

Materialist
Generates a complete material list for
residential construction projects based
on size and type inputs. Available as a
Double Helix multi-user template or as a
runtime application.

Yeoman Technical Software.

$575

MICRO PLANNER

All the features of Market Master plus a
results analysis module which allows
you to evaluate sales activities for effectiveness. Displays information for each
lead source. Analyzes campaign results
over any selected date range. Requires
a hard disk and 1Mb RAM.

Project and resource management software that uses critical path and "mainframe" resource management capabilities to help managers get projects
completed on time and within budget.
Allows you to build a project model on
screen, highlight resource problems
and track fixed and variable costing.
Includes day-by-day resource leveling
to track one or several projects at once.
Micro Planning International. Version 6.1 .

Breakthrough Productions. Version II+.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$395

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$595

Marketer's Partner

Movie Magic Budgeting
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,

Market Master RIA

A client and prospect tracking system.
Generates analyses reports, mailing
labels and invoices. Multi-user versions
available.
MacServices. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

Not copy protected.
$495;
one year support and upgrades, $135

$295

"Behind the Scenes."
Handles fringes, global changes, ratebook
databasing, budget
comparisons and
accounting interfacing for film and TV
production.

Screenplay Systems.
Version 1.2. Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected. $595
Volume 2 Issue 4 June 1989
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Movie Magic Scheduling
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Behind the Scenes."
Prepares script outlines and production
schedules for films
and television production. Design reports
and strip boards. Integrates with Scriptor
and Movie Magic
1
'
Budgeting.
Screenplay Systems. Version 1.0. Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected.
$695

Omnitrax
Video store and accounting system
which supports all rental, sales, invoicing and inventory tracking operations.
Management features include targeted
mailings and trends tracking.
Essex Systems. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$2,795

NEW LISTING

Order Express
A system for tracking customer data,
inventory and shipping information as
well as generating a variety of financial
reports for mail order companies.
Automatically provides zone locations
for UPS and other shipping carriers.
Allows you to identify customers with
open invoices or inventory that has not
yet shipped. Alerts you when it is necessary to re-order inventory. May be
user-customized.
CP Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$395

Petrofleet Manager II
For petroleum trucking and delivery
operations. Allows back-dated entries
to be included in billing, computes
multiple tax calculations for federal
excise, state and local sales and state
road taxes. Separates inventory freight
and product charges. Tracks your vehicle maintenance by driven mile and by
the hour. Prices can be calculated and
charged down to hour sold. Generates
reports for each driver and salesman.
MacSystems Development Corporation.
Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II, IIx.
$3,995
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PicturePerfect
Software for professional photographers. Does estimating and re-estimating, invoicing and job tracking.
Includes accounts payable, accounts
receivable, general ledger and payroll.
Prints mailing labels and mail merge.
MacServices. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II. Not
copy protected.
$995

Precision Inventory Control
and Order Entry
A database designed for the mail-order
business. Maintains client lists, inventory and orders; performs shipping and
receiving of inventory. Also generates a
variety of reports with selected criteria
options. Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express.
Precision Computer Systems. Version 1.7.
Plus, SE, II.
$1,295

PREMIERE Video Rental
Management System
Controls inventory cost by tracking
profitability. Monitors when videos are
overdue. The reservation system helps
keep movies in circulation and a "Risky
Business" fe<;~ture minimizes theft
when an item is rented. Barcode and
electronic cash drawer compatible.
GRAFTECH. Version 2.5. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$995;
multi-user, $1,795;
demo,$15

NEW LISTING

Productivity Analysis System
(PAS)
A system for collecting and processing
employee time and attendance data,
tracking labor and jobs and monitoring
company activity. Consists of four environments: PAS Setup, a tool for editing
departmental, employee, task and company files, generating ImageWriter
code 39 barcode labels and creating
barcode menus; PAS Data Collection,
for capturing real-time or buffered raw
data via keyboard entry or barcode

Listings Section

scanning; PAS Reports, for selecting,
arranging, creating and editing reports;
and PAS Job Status, for generating
reports of accumulated data on active
jobs, department activity on these jobs
and the dates jobs are completed. For
use with the Trans 340 data collection
terminal consisting of a barcode wand,
manual keypad, magnetic-stripe reader
and a 16-character display for operational feedback.
Information Management Systems.
Version 1.01. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,500;
terminal, $750;
demo, $25;
terminal deposit, $550

Project Exchange
Option for MICRO PLANNER that
merges separate projects into larger
projects. Import and export files to and
from mini/mainframe applications.
Micro Planning Inti. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$100

NEW LISTING

Project Management
Task Modules
A checklist of over 1,000 administrative
tasks normally required in managing a
building design project. Includes client
relations, feasibility studies, predesign,
code searches, design development,
working drawing production, bidding,
shop drawing checking, construction
contract administration and post-construction administration. All tasks are
coordinated with AlA contract documents and procedures.
Guidelines. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$120

Project Planner (Pert and
Critical Path Techniques)
A PERT program and two critical path
programs, including the generation of
Gantt charts (no network graphics).
Features job-shop scheduling and optimum assignments of people to tasks.
Lionheart Press. Version 5.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$145
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Retail Engine

NEW LISTING

Management tool for small- to mediumsized printers or printing departments.
Features include: quoting and estimating; invoicing and billing; job costing;
reports; directories; summaries; inventory scheduling; company databases;
press database; and Force Input, which
prevents omissions in quotes.
R.C.O Computer Services. Version 6.0.
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$850

A system for apparel retailers with as
many as ten store locations. Accomplishes a range of tasks from entering
sales at the point-of-purchase to maintaining a general ledger with the
Accounting Engine module. Produces
sales receipts and automatically
updates sales and cost-of-goods totals,
inventory, salespersons totals and commissions, department figures and the
cash drawer balance as transactions
occur. Discounts prices at the time of
sale by percent-off or a specified dollar
amount. Generates barcode tags with
SKUs for marking merchandise. Multiple-location version centralizes inventory and transaction information for
ten store locations and generates
reports for each store or all stores combined. The Accounting Engine option
features a general ledger and journal,
POS journal, a purchases journal and
cash disbursements journal. Treats each
store as a separate profit center with
balance sheets, inventory information
and financial statements and comparisons for each or all stores.
Houlberg Development. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,295-$2,395

SalesMate

Rendezvous
A time management tool and electronic
appointment diary. Unique features
include fast forward or backward
searching capability, automatic task forwarding and flexible printing. Includes
an Automatic Reminder to remind
users of special events and appointments while working within any Mac
application.
FMC Telesystems. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Copy protected.
$200

NEW LISTING

RepBase II
A client- and lead-tracking database
with built-in mail merge and letter generator. Exports data to other programs
and supports multiple phone numbers
and addresses per record. Features
automatic phone dialer, follow-up controls and report generation. Add-on
modules include order entry, time and
billing, accounts receivable, accounts
payable and inventory. Includes 4th
Dimension Runtime.
Rhino Development Group. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$275;
add-on modules, call for prices
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Retail Mac
A point-of-sale program that adjusts
inventory as you process orders, prints
invoices, updates client accounts, creates records in accounts receivable and
updates promotional analyses.
MacServices. Version 2.0. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$995

RMS Plus Restaurant
Management System
A restaurant accounting package featuring fully integrated inventory control, menu management, accounts
payable, purchase order, accounts
receivable, 50-state restaurant payroll,
general ledger, help screens, documentation and hotline support.
Sextant Corp. Version 1.3. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,995

Listings Section

Manages sales leads and prospects.
Generates reminders for follow-up
dates and deadlines and creates a
daily I weekly appointment schedule.
Tracks all information related to the
prospect, company, or employer; keeps
a full history of the contact; tracks
financial readiness; and rates the
prospect's interest. Tracks sales people
and managers; provides detailed
reports on sales performance and
prospects by status. Generates sales
forecasts, mailing labels and lists, and
supports mail merge with most word
processors. Multi-user version available. Includes 30 days phone support.
Stanford Business Systems. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1 ,295

SALESwerks Showroom
Management System
A modular software system for retail
businesses using serialized inventory.
Modules include: QUOTEwerks, for
preparing quotations, calculating taxes,
fees and payments and generating bills
of sale; MODELwerks , a database for
showroom inventory, pricelists, profitability analyses and rebates and
incentives; PROSPECTwerks database
for clients and prospects; UNITwerks
serialized inventory management;
REPORTwerks for analyzing sales staff
performance; PAPERwerks, a document
processor for DMV forms and titles;
LETTERwerks, a form-letter management system; and TIMEwerks, a personal time-management system.
Dealership Systems. SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$95-$1,995;
demo, $50

Schedule Maker
Builds and maintains an employee
database for single or multiple unit
operation. Automatically updates the
total hours, dollars and percentage of
projected sales. Calculates the percentage of the budget used as employees
and hours are added or deleted from a
schedule. Allows mouse-controlled
updates of employee placement, hours
worked, new projections or budgets.
Craig Management. Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$295
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TelePrompt

A billing and customer tracking system
for small- to medium-size businesses
that bill monthly for on-going services.
Includes payment dispersal, account
aging and bill configuring functions.
Automatically calculates and prints
monthly bills and generates financial
reports. Features interactive error
checking and continuous feedback,
automatic saving and data logging
functions . Hard drive recommended.
Software Development Group. Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,200

Spreadware Budgeting

A new single- or multi-user, automated
telemarketing system which handles
lead tracking, order entry and sales follow-up. Maintains a catalog of products and prices, accounts for dealer or
distributor discounts and allows manual override of cost at time of order
entry. Callback date fields provide
automatic tickler function for leads to
be contacted periodically. Orders can
be processed semi-manually or fully
automatically on-line.
Exceiver Corp. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II.
$950

Creates a variety of simple and complex budgets for companies or individual departments/ divisions. Facilitates
consolidation of multiple budgets, permits revisions and generates new budgets based on previous years/reporting
periods. Requires Microsoft Excel or
Full Impact.
Spreadware. Version 1.0. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$59

NEW LISTING

SmartForm Designer/
SmartForm Assistant
+ SmartForm Designer is reviewed in the
feature, "Forms Follow Function."
SmartForm Designer is
a tool for creating
business forms
including invoices,
sales receipts, tickets,
expense reports and
mailing labels. Formsspecific graphics tools
include fields with
labels, combs (boxes that accept individual letters or numbers),lists and
check boxes. Provides on-line forms
inventory. Forms may be printed and
filled in manually, or electronically
using SmartForm Assistant. SmartForm
Assistant offers built-in help messages
and choice lists. Features automatic
calculations and error-checking. Allows
you to route forms with a file server or
E-mail or export data for use in
database and spreadsheet applications.
Claris Corp. Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
With single-user copy
of Assistant, $399;
multi-user, license/100 users, $500;
Assistant single-pack, $49;
ten-pack, $399

SmartForm Manager
•''

A tool for completing and managing
electronic forms. Provides context-sensitive help, choice lists, calculations,
error checking and automatic formatting and completion. Imports and
exports to databases or spreadsheets.
Claris Corporation. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$149
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Spreadware Invoicing
Completes predesigned invoices using
information imported from inventory
and customer databases. Saves invoice
details and generates a variety of
reports, including outstanding invoices. Requires Excel, Works, Trapeze or
Full Impact.
Spreadware. Version 1.0. 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$19.95

NEW LISTING

Systems Planning Navigator
A HyperCard-based system that helps to
understand, develop and produce a
strategic systems plan. A review of
high-leverage business applications systems and related micro-computing technologies is included, offering over 200
examples. Reports include business objectives and success measures, external
and internal impact factors, business
and systems leverage analysis, evaluation and selection criteria, evaluation
comparisons, a cost and benefit profile
and the implementation plan program
objectives and scope. Provides on-line
help screens. Requires HyperCard.
Softouch Software. Version 1.1 . Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$195

TaskMaster-MAC
A tracking and management program
to help managers, employees and professionals organize time, tasks and contacts. Allows user configuration.
SourceView. 512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$149.99

Listings Section

Timeslips Ill
A time and expense tracking/billing
system for service professionals.
Accommodates 250 professionals,
tracks 2,000 clients, monitors 250 activities, and tracks 128 projects/ clients.
Stopwatch DA times activities; expenses and time can be entered in batches;
total fees are automatically calculated;
and client files are automatically updated. Generates reports and bills in a
variety of formats and fonts.
North Edge Software. Version 1.1. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$299.95

TrAid·Names
An interactive program that creates new
product, business or
service names. Uses
descriptions of the
entity to generate lists
of possible names. A
tool for product managers, new business
managers, trademark attorneys and
entrepreneurs.
Applied Systems and Technologies.
Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$159

Transmission Mac
A package for transmission shops.
Does complete inventory tracking,
invoicing, work orders, accounts
payable and receivable, and daily,
weekly and monthly totals.
MacServices. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,195
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Transportation
Brokerage Management
Tracks shipments and handles commissions and fees. Fully integrated
accounting is optional or additional.
Includes Omnis 3 Plus/Express Runtime.
Exceiver Corp. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$480

Turbo ... Mac
An automotive repair shop program
that tracks customer and vehicle information, generates estimates and repair
orders, parts inventory and purchase
management. Training, on-line technical support and one-year free software
updates are included. Single- and mu1ti-user versions available.
Micron Computer. Version 1.7.
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. From $3,750

Turbo ...Manager
Produces mailing labels, service
reminders and management reports
from Turbo-Mac data; notifies user of
parts to be ordered and lists customer
balances. Requires Turbo-Mac.
Micron Computer. Version 1.7.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$199

NEW LISTING

Venture Magazine's
Business Simulator
Run a business for 25 years, from startup to maturity. Pits five companies
against each other in marketing up to
three new products. One or two people
can play, with the computer running
the remaining companies. As CEO, you
begin with $500,000 of financing, make
decisions to float stock or issue debt,
enter new markets and develop your
products. As your company grows, you
must make increasingly complex decisions. Learn how to start and build a
company by devising successfu1 strategic plans for maximizing sales and
profits. Requires two disk drives.
Strategic Management Group. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$69.95
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1stFILE

4th Dimension

A programmable relational database
that allows you to create files, enter and
edit data, sort on mu1tiple fields and
produce reports from single or related
files. Performs arithmetic computations
or macro analyses on up to 25 new
fields using IF-THEN-ELSE logical
arguments. Up to five-across labels and
simple mail merge functions are supported. Reports with mu1tiple-line
headings that include up to ten data or
macro fields can be saved as icons.
Version 3.5 is entry level. Version 4.0 is
enhanced.
1stDesk Systems. Versions 3.5, 4.0.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
Version 3.5, $95;
4.0, $295

A relational database featuring single- or mu1ti-user operation, graphics editor for creating forms, password
protection, customization
(menus, buttons, etc.), a programming language and
background processing under
Ill
MultiFinder. Tracks simple
lists, analyzes business information
and organizes complex inventory and
accounting systems. Imports and
exports SYLK, DIF and text. Sends and
receives data through serial port.
ACIUS. Version 1.0.6. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$695

"tJII.

Advanced 4th Dimension
Classes/G4 Development Shell

1stTEAM
An automated, mu1ti-user, macroprogrammable database. Automatically produces small work files in the
read-only mode from large master files.
Each sub-file becomes a personal file to
be updated, transmitted or printed,
allowing one user access to the master
file while others can retrieve specific
records through relational joins. Supports large screens, color, blueprint
lockout, hidden and mandatory fields,
time and date calcu1ations, adjustable
field placement/justification and up to
255 characters per field, 255 fields per
record. Allows interface modification
using HyperCard.
1stDesk Systems. Version 4.0. Plus, SE, II.
$795

A two-day course for managers, programmers and developers who have
some experience in developing 4th
Dimension applications. Covers
database structure, programming and
procedures, key 4D concepts, custom
environments, menus, arrays and indirection, data exchange, password system, external procedures and utilities
and mu1ti-user considerations. Materials include a course notebook, MacNET
connect kit with one hour of free connect time and an empty copy of the G4
Application Development Shell, which
provides a standard user interface and
file-handling functions. Courses are
taught by John Zoltai.
Generation Four. Plus, SE, II, IIx.
Not copy protected.
$229

4D Runtime
Allows you to enter and modify
records, perform searches and use all
functions of a custom database, but not
modify its design or create a new
database or application. May be used
as single- or mu1ti-user and does not
require all workstations to have the
complete 4th Dimension package. Contains four disks for four users.
ACIUS. Version 1.0.6. Plus, SE, II. $295

AEC Information Manager
A project-oriented database for the
design and construction industries.
Includes general information management tools for schedu1ing, organizing
and tracking.
AEC Management Systems. Version 1.22.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$695

AffiniFile
ADA for filing notes and graphics by
topic or subtopic. Features auto-indexing for data retrieval.
Affinity Microsystems . Version 1.1. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$79.95

Listings Section
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Catalog Manufacturer
Notification Program

A series of pre-written applications and
routines that can be modified to meet
an individual's needs. Includes multiuser invoicing, a dumb terminal and a
loan payment calculator. Provides a
Desk Accessory for copying and pasting procedures directly into your applications. TheDA includes a phone
dialer, procedures for adding, deleting,
selecting, listing and printing records,
plus methods for using arrays. A standard naming convention facilitates
visual recognition of different elements
of the code. Requires 4th Dimension.
Ducsoft. Version 1.2. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$129

Maintains a database of products and
manufacturers to be used in preparing
catalogs for publication. Select products to be featured in the catalog and
generate letters notifying the manufacturers and specifying information necessary for publication. Requires 4th
Dimension.
Business Solutions of Little Rock. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$2,000

NEW LISTING

ArcheTyper
A development system and application
shell for use with 4th Dimension. Provides a set of modular control loops,
procedures, hooks, pre-configured
menus and a library of windows,
dialogs and message boxes which may
be used as is or modified.
Laser Digital Corp. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$125

Brock Diskette Librarian
Reads diskettes and makes a library 1
database which can print reports and
diskette labels. Custom labels may be
pasted from MacPaint.
Brock Software Products. Version A-1.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE. Not copy protected.
$29.95

Business Filevision
A database and graphics program for
creating simple file managers or complex, graphics- and object-oriented
databases. Provides multi-layered
drawing capabilities with each layer to
its own database and every object having its own multi-field record. Records
can be linked to additional files and
fields can contain text or graphic information. Hard disk recommended.
Marvelin Corporation. Version 1.5. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$395
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CLIENTBASE
A client/ customer database for quick
printers. Tracks customer information
including typical order and job specifications. Includes mailing label and
envelope templates.
Artware Systems. Version 88. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$369

Constituent Manager
Enables politicians to track their constituents. Can be adjusted to a small,
campaign or a large, urban effort. Offers
automatic entry of state, county, and
ZIP code, and tracks party affiliation,
contributions and voting history.
Defines an unlimited number of constituent categories to be used as search
criteria. A demographic charting function analyzes the data. Date-stamped
notes may be assigned to voters and
marked for follow-up. Has two letterwriting utilities, mailing labels and
extended ex-porting for mail-merge
with most word processors. Information can be imported or exported in DIF,
SYLK or text format. Includes 4th
Dimension Runtime.
Peripheral Visions . Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$495

Tracks business contacts. Handles up to
50,000 contacts, customizes mailings,
calculates orders or billable time, maintains paperless files and exchanges
data with other computers. Hard drive
or two floppy drives recommended.
Chang Labs. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$399.95

L1st1ngs Sect1on

Database Manager
Provides multi-user ISAM capability
under AppleShare. Includes formgeneration procedures.
Mainstay. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$295

DATAFAX
Arranges information on pages within
folders.
Pecan Software Systems. Version 2.8g.
512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$99.95

dBASE Mac
A hierarchical, relational system with a
programming and procedural language
that allows you to create turnkey applications with customized dialog boxes,
pop-up menus, alerts, menu headings,
command palettes and project-level
password security.
Ashton-Tate Mac Division. Version 1.01.
Plus, SE, II.
$495

dBMAN·Mac
An integrated system compatible with
dBase II and III commands. Features
over 320 extended commands and
functions. Supports password protection, data encryption and data security
at field level. Includes Report Writer for
designing complex reports without
programming and Greased Lightning
Compiler for running dBase III+ programs up to 16 times faster.
Versasoft Corporation. Version 5.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected. $189.95

dbMEDIA
A catalog production system that follows the R.R. Bowker format. Laser
prints a catalog of films that includes
subject listings, cross reference lists and
a film-to-subject cross reference list.
Allows you to list all films under specific subjects and list all subject headings stored in locally main- tained
databases. Written with Fox-base+fMac.
UNICOM Software Development Group.
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$1,400
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dbPERMIT

Double Helix II MultiUser Kit

FoxBASE+!Mac

Used by building officials for permit
writing/ filing. Processes a variety of
permits including building, electrical,
plumbing, mechanical, moving and
demolition. The data entry screen can
be modified to resemble any permit
form. Prints permits on specified forms
and generates status reports. Written
with Foxbase+/Mac.
UNICOM Software Development Group.
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$995

Network package that includes one
host node and three guest nodes for
four workstations. No file-service software required.
Odesta Corp. 512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$795

Allows you to input data using pulldown menus, a non-procedural interface or a Command window. Add
multiple output windows, dialog and
alert boxes, context-sensitive help and
multiple fonts, sizes and styles. Incorporates forms and applications generators and a template language system.
Supports color and background processing under MultiFinder. Runs existing PC-based FoxBASE+ or dBASE III
Plus applications without modification.
Available in a multi-user version that
supports workstations on AppleShare,
3Com 3+ or Novell NetWare.
Fox Software. Version 1.10. Plus, SE, II.
$395;
multi-user, $595;
runtime, $300

GOLDEN GAVEL
AWARD WINNER

NEW LISTING

Deeds Recording System
A multi-user deeds recording system
for county government Recorders of
Deeds offices. Includes input for all
types of deeds and Uniform Commercial Codes. Figures mortgage and conveyance taxes, produces reports, prints
receipts, accepts multiple grantors and
grantees, has extensive search capabilities and multi-level password protection. Requires Omnis 3/Plus Express.
Excel Computer Consultants. Version
1.5R. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$2 ,995

GOLDEN GAVEL
AWARD WINNER

Hyperlndex
FileMaker II
A non-relational
database manager
and forms designer
with multi-user and
graphic layout capabilities. Includes
drawing tools, alignment aids and text
formatting options.
Generates reports, mailing labels and
includes ten pre-designed templates
with scripts.
Claris Corporation. Plus, SE, II.
$299;
upgrade, $50

Flexware Database
Development System
WINTER 1988/89
MACGUIDE MAGAZINE

Double Helix II
Lets you use icons and windows to develop a relational
database. Features increased
speed, data protection against
machine and system failures,
and posting, which provides
an automated method for
changing stored data. AvailIll '
able in single-, multi-user, and
runtime versions.
Odesta Corp. Version 2.0r49a. 512K, Plus ,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$595

"'IIII
1
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Language for creating multi-user applications. Available in three versions: The
Flexware Modification System, used
for making basic changes to standard
Flexware operations; the Flexware
Application Development System, for
creating and modifying new applications or adapting standard Flexware
applications; and the Flexware Professional Development System, which
combines the functions and capabilities
of the Flexware Application Development System with professional development options.
Flexware. Version 6.01 .
Prices range from $3,000-$3,500
Listings Section

An index to Macworld, Mac User, Nibble
Mac and Macintosh Horizons. Includes
general information, reviews and tips.
Allows searching on up to five key
words. Available as a database or as a
stack. Discounts are available for multimagazine subscriptions.
MacKay Associates. Version 1988. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
Annual subscription per magazine, $25

Keystroke Advanced
Encrypted Relational Database
and Report Generator
Relational database with encrypted
data. Features password protection,
merge to DIF, PFS and SYLK, batch
update and cross-reference.
Brock Software Products. Version A-1.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE . Not copy protected.
$149

Keystroke Filer
Lets you design your own input screen
and features key fields for searches.
Brock Software Products. Version A-1.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE. Not copy protected.
$49.95
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Keystroke Relational Database
and Report Generator
Generates report colurnn labels up to five
across. Features computed fields, batch
updates and cross-reference files.
Brock Software
Products. Version A-1 .
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE.
Not copy protected. $99

Mac List
ADA for searching and sorting lists.
Features unlimited rows and columns
spreadsheet compatibility and importf
export capabilities. Compatible with a
variety of applications.
JAM Technologies. Version 1.02. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$39

Mac Document
Document management system for
indexing and retrieving written information. Create and store an unlimited
number of document databases. Hard
drive recommended.
Kentrex. Version 1.0.
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$295;
demo, $15

NEW LISTING

MacFiack
For public relations firms and in-house
marketing communications departments. A database for tracking media
lists, news clippings, broadcast exposure, billings, client information, trade
shows and special events. Manages single projects or entire publicity programs. Performs communications
audits and generates reports. Documentation includes tutorial for small-tomedium sized companies.
The Right Brain. Version 1.1. Plus, SE, II.
$495

MacSub
Desktop subscription-management system for publishers with up to 100,000
subscribers. Provides a real-time, online environment for controlling all
subscriber activity. Produces mailing
labels, renewal and invoice notices,
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standard and custom reports and credit
card charge forms. Performs marketing, financial and promotional analyses. Exports data to Works and Excel.
Requires Omnis 3/Plus Express.
Brauch Software. Version 1.2. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$2,600-$15,100

McMax
Includes a procedural language for tailoring applications. Offers access to programmable interface features, support
for large screen displays and color.
Allows custom menus, check boxes and
buttons. Scroll through and print data
entry screens, providing flexible forms
generation. Supports font sizes, styles,
color and transfer mode. Printer dialog
can be integrated into any application,
screen displays can be sent directly to
the printer for debugging, quick screen
dumps of data or for documenting
transactions. Supports HyperCard's
XCMD interface, allowing extension
with C, Pascal and Assembler. Compatible with MacinTalk and dBase. Includes
an unlimited runtime version, McMax
Run, for encrypting application codes.
Nantucket. Version 2.0.
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$295

Microsoft File
Filing systems for everything from
mailing lists to payroll records. Features flexibility and ease of use.
Microsoft Corp. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$195

Omnis 3 Plus/Express 3.25
A programmable relational database
for businesses. Useful as a platform for
developing turnkey applications from
mail-merge to cost-analysis tracking
with very high volumes of data entry.
Includes Omnis 3 Plus/Express tools for
automating the process of building
libraries or applications and increasing
the speed of creating a relational
database with data entry screens and
capabilities, working menus and report
generation.
Blyth Software. Version 3.25. Lisa/XL,
Plus, SE, II.
$249;
ten-users, $895;
LanPak, $1 ,495
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Omnis 3 Plus/Express 3.3
A programmable relational database
for 1-3 users for business applications.
Suitable as a platform for developing
turnkey applications from mail-merge
to cost-analysis tracking with high
volumes of data entry. Includes Omnis
3 Plus/Express tools for automating the
process of building libraries or applications and increasing the speed of creating a relational database with data
entry screens and capabilities, working
menu and report generation. Additional users may be added to the network.
Blyth Software. Version 3.3. Lisa/XL, Plus,
SE, II.
$795;
additional stations, $95

NEW LISTING

ORACLE for Macintosh
+ This product is reviewed in this month's
Lab Notes department.
A data management
system, with application development
tools, that allows
Macs to communicate
with other data environments including
PCs, UNIX, VAXs
and mainframes.
Includes: Oracle, a relational database;
Hyper*SQL, a HyperCard interface for
the SQL language; Pro*C, a compiler
that allows you to utilize SQL within C
programs to develop applications that
interlock directly with the database
and the Mac toolbox; and SQL*Plus,
an SQL query and reporting tool for
editing and reporting database information. The network version also
includes SQL*Star and SQL*Net networking applications that allow data
to reside in Mac files and in remote
databases using multiple, dissimilar
computers. Requires HyperCard 1.2,
2Mb RAM and a hard drive. For
advanced application development,
SQL*Plus and Pro*C require MPW
and 4Mb RAM.
Oracle Corporation. Plus, SE, II.
Developer version, $199;
networking version, $999;
support, three months, $150;
one year, $495
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Panorama

RBASIC

A database that incorporates a spreadsheet with graphics
and forms design
capabilities. Features
a range of tools for
creating and revising
forms. Database
functions include
importing, sorting, selecting, categorizing and calculating records, plus
automatic outlining from the data.
Generates macros for automating
database functions and accomplishes a
variety of direct mail tasks such as
organizing and maintaining accurate
mailing lists, creating and printing
customized form letters, printing mailing labels and calculating postage.
Pro VUE Development. Plus, SE, II. $395

A relational database manager with
built-in, multiple-keyed indexed files.
Includes fully structured language, customized alerts, pull-down menus, dialog boxes, windows and graphics.
Indexed Software. Version 2.4. 512K, Plus.
Not copy protected.
$99

A circulation database for management
of subscriber, nonsubscriber, route and
carrier information.
Generates client mailing labels, subscription renewal notices
and reports. Requires
Omnis 3 Plus/Express.
Precision Computer Systems. Version 1.0.
Lisa/XL, 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$395

QuickStart
An application development accelera-

tor that uses the capabilities of dBASE
Mac to provide a fully-linked database
with merged graphics and text. Produces custom business applications for
personnel, customer and inventory
tracking, plus order entry and invoicing. Includes a manual and numerous
tips for maximizing flexibility and
power. Requires dBASE Mac. Use with
MultiFinder requires 2Mb RAM.
DigiCorp. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II. Not
copy protected.
$169

RecordHolder Plus
A data manager with
graphics and color.
Allows text fields of
up to 32,000 characters. Generates reports and mailing
labels.
Software Discoveries.
Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$99.95

Reflex Plus:
The Database Manager
Combines a multi-file database with organizational, analytical and report capabilities.
A database-overview window
allows you to perform mathematical calculations by entering formulas or link databases
"'ll~ by drawing lines. Sorts and
Iii
searches on as many fields as
desired, permits record sizes of 1,000,
2,000 or 4,000 characters, utilizes an
autosave function and features a customizable default entry form.
Borland International. Version 1.01 .
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$279

NEW LISTING

Tabularium
A HyperCard tool for importing/
exporting data from Mac, DOS and
mainframe databases. Supports a tabdelimited format for importing to new
stacks or adding to existing stacks.
Requires HyperCard 1.2.
All-American Software Development Corp.
Plus, SE, II.
$49.95

Voter Registration System
Enables county governments to maintain information on registered votersluding address changes and voting
histories. Generates a variety of reports
for use during campaign periods.
Requires Omnis 3 Plus/Express. Hard
drive recommended.
Excel Computer Consultants. Version
1.0R. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$1,995

DESKTOP PRESENTATIONS
NEW LISTING

Action!
Records images from any application
and re-plays them as a "film." Records
in the background under MultiFinder.
Abvent. Version 1.0. II. Not copy protected.
$149

Shopper Mac

Black & White Movies

Stores, updates, sorts and prints shopping lists for home and office. Includes
Microsoft BASIC.
MicroSPARC/Nibble Publications. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$29.95

A collection of 17 animated movies ranging from a Tour de
France cyclist racing
to victory to a digitized face dancing on
screen. Includes complete explanations of
the animation techniques used to create the movies.
Requires Video Works II.
MacroMind. Plus, SE, II.
$49.95

Skeleton
Provides a framework for development of custom applications in 4th
Dimension. Enables you to define data
structures and layout forms, and connect them to the pre-designed environment or make modifications. Includes a
library of routines and functions such
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as date formatting and text parsing,
which may be copied into existing
databases. Hard drive recommended.
Acius, Inc. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II. $50
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Clip Animations

NEW LISTING

A library of 50 animated clips for use
with VideoWorks II
that includes a spinning dollar sign, a
steaming coffee cup,
balloons floating in
the air and arrows
I
.
from seven
corrung
different directions. Features words
such as "Introducing" and "Present~ng" animated with shimmering, fadmg and tumbling effects. Requires
Video Works II.
MacroMind. Plus, SE, II.
$59.95

Clip•Video•Art
Animation Effects
Contains short animated clips for
enhancing and adding excitement to
animated presentations. Special-effect
animated graphic symbols and shapes
move, spin, explode, highlight, fade
and race across the screen. Clips can be
combined to create other effects.
Freemyers Design. Version 1.0. 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$59.95

Color Movies Disk Series
Includes a wide variety of sounds and
color animation for
use with VideoWorks
II. Bundled in one-,
three- and eightdisk sets.
MacroMind. II.
One disk, $25;
three-disk set, $75;
eight-disk set, $195

Clip Charts
Creates animated
business charts. Mix
and match components to create bar,
pie, bullet and line
charts. Requires
VideoWorks II.
MacroMind. Plus,
SE, II.
$59.95

Cricket Presents
Clip Sounds
Sixteen clips of digitized music and
sound effects for use
with Video Works II
and HyperCard presentations. Includes
Sound-to-Video, a
,
,
utility for importing
sampled sounds from
SoundEdit, SoundCap or Sound Wave.
MacroMind. Version 1.0. 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$59.95

Clip•Video•Art Presentation
Animation Volume 1
A collection of short animations that
includes special-effect animated pie
charts, bar charts, borders, marquees,
graphic chart aids, arrows, symbols
and a collection of clip art for customizing presentations. Requires
VideoWorks II.
Freemyers Design. Version v.l . 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$59.95
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A presentation graphics tool to create
presentation materials. Provides features and tools for the entire process,
from organizing topics with an outliner
to creating presentation frames, speaker's notes and handouts. Allows you to
automatically build a complete presentation directly from an outline. Features
a library of templates designed by
graphic artists, graduated color backgrounds, coordinated color palettes, a
220,000-word spelling checker and thesaurus, manual and auto kerning, and
the ability to import data saved in
SYLK format. Includes an Autographix
Driver for transferring files to Autographix Overnight Slide Centers via
modem or disk. Requires a hard disk.
Cricket Software. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$495

NEW LISTING

Digital Photo Slide Services
Generates color presentation slides at
2,000- and 4,000-line resolution from
PICT files. Standard turn-around is
three days. Offers design services, colorization of black-and-white files and
· Listings Section

high-resolution scanning of line art,
photographs and 3D objects in 256 levels of gray
Digital Photo. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
Call for prices
SE/30, II, IIx.

NEW LISTING

Easy Slider II
Provide high resolution digital imaging
with this software package that links to
digital imaging equipment. Creates color and position graphics in PICT or
PICT 2 formats. Allows color preview
with Mac II. Requires object-oriented
draw or graphics program.
Management Graphics. Plus, SE,
$149.95
SE/30, II.

NEW LISTING

FastTrack Schedule
Software that allows you to create and
update presentation schedules. Features object-oriented timeline graphs
with user-definable start points, end
points and milestones. Mix descriptions, tables, legends and / or free-floating text with pictures, symbols, logis
and polygons. Time may be depicted as
hours, days, weeks, months, quarters,
years ?r generic units. Graph grids may
be resized both horizontally and vertically with the mouse. Flexible outlining
format allows display information versus background information. Import
and export text files to spreadsheets,
databases and management programs.
Supports color display and printing.
AEC Management Systems, Inc. Version
1.0. Plus, SE, II.
$195

Flat Top LCD Projector
Liquid crystal display plate and software that allows a standard overhead
proj~ctor t.o project a Mac screen image.
Available m a black and white version
featuring a 20:1 contrast ratio and a '
blue and white version with an 8:1
ratio. Displays 640x400 pixels. No soldering required. Recommended for use
with overhead projectors with operating temperatures less than 35° C.
NexSys. Plus, SE.
$1,295;
interface, $199
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HyperAnimator

Mac-LFR with CPS

A C language animation program that
allows the user to develop synthetic
characters that can move, speak; etc.
Automatically syncs digitized sounds
with animated characters. Enables you
to create and lip-sync talking actors or
sound synchronized images on screen.
Can be used with HyperCard.
Bright Star Technologtj, Inc. Plus, SE, II.
$199.95

A digital film recorder with Lasergraphics' 200 dpi CPS color thermaltransfer printer. Users can colorize patterns and text, crop and scale images,
rasterize and print full-page images.
Generates slides, prints, overhead
transparencies and hard copy for
previewing. Compatible with PICT
andPICT2.
Lasergraphics.
with CPS, $14,745;
CPS alone, $4,995

lmageMaker MacDriver
Device driver that allows presentation
graphics software to use Presentation
Teclmologies' ImageMaker Plus slide
maker. Includes screen fonts, user's
guide, Installer, Font/ DA Mover, DB9
to DB25 Peripheral Cable and a Mac
Plus Adapter Cable.
Presentation Technologies. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE.
$149

NEW LISTING

lmageMaker Plus
Creates 35 mm, business graphics slides
at up to 8,000 lines per inch. Offers 75
foreground and 17 background colors,
ten resident fonts and adjustable kerning. Supports a variety of photographic
films and includes a specially-equipped
camera module. Interfaces to the Mac
via the RS-232C port. Includes a user's
guide, cables, spare lamp, two rolls of
film and test disk.
Presentation Technologies. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE.
$4,995

Kroy Color Plus
Adds color to documents created on
the LaserWriter. Any of 60 colors or
metallic foils can be applied to areas on
the document containing toner. Makes
report covers, presentation graphics,
posters and other artwork.
Kroy Inc. - DTP Division.
$875

NEW LISTING

Mac Data Display
An LCD projection panel that allows
images to be displayed with an overhead projector.
Computer Accessories Corporation. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE.
$1 ,499
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Macnifier
An LCD electronic transparency that
projects the Mac screen from an overhead projector in real time on screens
or walls.
Comtrex International. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$1 ,695

MacViewframe
Projection Displays
A projection display unit that enables
the Macintosh screen image to be displayed by an overhead projector.
Allows real-time interactive group
presentations.
nView Corporation. 512K, Plus, SE .
$1,695

MagniView 342
A lightweight LCD panel that projects
real-time text and graphics via a transmissive overhead projector. Projects
data in vivid blue on light blue background. Features high-contrast display
ratio, 512x342 pixel resolution, topmounted user controls, fan, infrared
heat shield, all necessary adaptors and
a one-year warranty. Uses chip-onglass circuitry.
Dukane Corporation. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE .
$1,395

Montage FR1 Film Recorder
Generates 35 mm presentation slides, in
as little as three to four minutes with up
to 16.7 million colors, on standard and
instant slide film and print film. Synchronizes the camera lens, filter and
CRT operation to obtain proper focus
and registration. Features a bulit-in,
auto-loading camera with auto-advance
and power rewind. Includes cables,
Listings Section

graphics interface board, user's guide
and two rolls of film. Interfaces to the
Mac via the SCSI port. Supports most
graphics and presentation software.
Presentation Technologies. SE, II. $5,995

MORE II
A planning, writing and presentation
system said to help simplify preparation of desktop presentations and closely integrate the outline and final presentation. Outlining features give you
flexibility to gather, sort and organize
information and expand, collapse,
move and sort headlines. Integrated
rules function as style sheets for formatting outlines and bullet and flow
charts in any font, size and style. Word
processing features include headline
wrapping, headers and footers, page
breaks, rules, automatic on-screen
labeling and spelling checker with dictionary. Presentation capabilities
include a full set of color drawing tools,
the ability to import and export paint,
PICT, PICT II and EPS files. Open
architecture drivers also import and
export from word processors. Visual
effects include builds, dissolves and
wipes. Supports the Kodak Datashow
and large color monitors and allows
you to use multiple monitors for large
audiences using one monitor as a
teleprompter for the speaker. Requires
a hard disk drive.
Living Videotext. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$395

Natural Sound Cable & Editor
Allows the user to add natural sound,
voice and music to presentations created with Slide Show Magician . Cable
ports sounds from a tape recorder to
Mac files. Editor lets you change,
revise, combine and merge sounds.
Requires Slide Show Magician.
Magnum Software. 512K, Plus, SE.
Not copy protected.
$129.95

Natural Sound - Sound Effects
A three-disk set of digitized sound
effects to add to presentations made
with Slide Show Magician . Effects
include fanfares, space sounds, sirens.
Magnum Software. Version 1.35. 512K,
Plus, SE. Not COplJ protected.
$39.98
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Nutmeg/Kodak Datashow

Presentation Planner

Combines Nutmeg's video interface
with Kodak's Datashow HR/M projection pad. Allows you to project
enlarged Mac-generated images. A
nine-inch diagonal liquid crystal display pad has 72 dpi resolution in a
512x342 pixel format and a black and
white 20:1 contrast ratio.
Nutmeg Systems.
Plus, SE, $1,695;

A program designed to help you plan,
prepare, create and deliver business
and research presentations.

II, $2,095

PC-VIEWER
A 640x480 LCD electronic transparency
that allows group viewing of the Mac
screen via an overhead projector.
Optional equipment includes a remote
control unit and a 1Mb module that
captures screen images. Design presentation formats using the built-in effects
generator and make presentations
using only the viewer and a projector.
In Focus Systems. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

$1,895;
with on-board memory and remote control,
$2,795

Persuasion
Tools for creating presentations in
black-and-white or color, including
full-function outlining, word process. ing, drawing, charting and layout.
Select one of the professionally
designed AutoTemplate slide formats
and type ideas into the outliner; automatically format the outline into slides
ready to print. Imports Acta and
MORE outline files, text-only files and
WKS-formatted data from Microsoft
Excel and other spreadsheets. Accepts
graphic files in PICT, PICT2 and EPS
formats. Requires hard drive.
Aldus Corporation. Version 1.0. Plus, SE,
SE/30, II, IIx.
$495

PowerPoint
Designed for planning, composing,
and managing presentations. Produces
35 mm color slides, color or black and
white overhead transparencies, flip
charts, slides, speaker's notes and
handouts. Includes powerful tools to
create bullet charts and diagrams.
Microsoft Corp. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.

Project-A-Mac II/
Color Video Projector

Discus Electronic Training. 512K, Plus.
$195

Reproduces the high-resolution graphics and text of a Mac II onto screens up
to ten feet wide. Compatible with the
Apple Video Card and others with a 38
KHz horizontal scan rate frequency.

Presentation Pro

PDS Video Technology. II.

Presentation graphics tools compatible
with conventional dedicated slide production equipment that allow direct
access to Crosfield/Dicomed Design
Systems (CDS). Create presentations
and send files to CDS stations for
enhancement and output or to a film
recorder for imaging. Features include:
definable formats; global format modification; photodrop formats for merging photographs and text; storyboard
creation in six styles; and importing of
PICT files with proportional or random
scaling, positioning and color-to-pattern placement. Modem functions facilitate sending files and built-in communication protocol permits selection of
baud rate, communication method,
specific images and global background.
Strade Corporation. Version C1.0. Plus,
SE, SE/30, II, IIx. Not copy protected. $295

NEW LISTING

Professional Image II
Assigns colors to the fill and pen patterns in MacDraw and MacDraw II, and
converts files to color "slides" for viewing on a Mac II.
Stokes Slide Services. Version 1.0. Plus,
SE, SE/30, II, IIx. Not copy protected.

$149;
upgrade, $22

$9,495

QuickPie
ADA that allows you to create pie
charts from within any word processing
or page layout program. Has multiple
data entry modes, exploded sections
and 3D effects. Supports eight colors.
Prophecy Software. 512K, Plus, SE, II. $45

Screen Recorder
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Remote Control Learning."
Records screen activities and plays them
back at continuously
variable speeds from
a DA without requiring the application in
which the images
were recorded.
Assists in preparing
training materials, presentations,
announcements and demonstrations
which include motion pictures and
sound. Includes a Looping Tape feature
that maintains a continuous recording
of the last several minutes of the current session, permitting instant replay.

Farallon Computing. Version 1.0. 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$195

The Slide Show Magician
Professional Image
Slide Manager

Allows you to make and run complete
interactive presentations with movietype special effects.

Assigns colors to the fill and pen patterns in MacDraw and converts the
files to color "slides" for viewing on
a Mac II.

Magnum Software. Version 1.3SE. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$59.95

Stokes Slide Services. Version 2.0. Plus,
SE, SE/30, II, IIx. Not copy protected.
$149

Slidewriter
Digital film recorder to produce 35 mm
slides. Comes with film, a SCSI interface and software compatible with both
MacPaint and Thunderscan file formats.
Matrix Instruments . Plus, SE, II. $11,795

$395
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StandOut!

NEW LISTING

CGC/2 Color Graphics Card

A package that combines the utility of
text, graphics, charting and presentation management software to deliver
full color, fully integrated charts and
graphs. Includes text handling capabilities, typographic effects and a range of
functions such as slide sorting and online video review.

Visual Business No. 5

High-resolution color graphics card for
the Mac II that provides 1024x768 resolution at a 49 KHz horizontal scan rate
or 640x480 at 35KHz. Displays up to
256 colors or black and white, or up to
256 shades of gray for monochrome
use. Compatible with A/UX and most
19-inch color monitors, and has 768K
video RAM. Comes with RGB cable
and a one-year limited warranty.

Letraset USA. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$395

NEW LISTING

Creates 2D and 3D color charts and
graphs for use in business presentations. Features include a variety of color-shaded backgrounds and text styles
including 3D perspective text. Enables
text and graphics to be rotated on the z
axis. Output Manager software rasterizes graphics for output to film
recorders and color printers and provides functions for reducing production costs and troubleshooting.

Visual Business Systems. Version 1. II.
Not copy protected.
$395

Still Light
A film recorder that generates slides,
negatives, instant Polaroid prints and
transparencies (using optional film
backs), and 4"x5" or 35 mm motion picture film images. Unattended batchprocessing mode produces up to 36
images. Average exposure times from
two to six minutes. Supports 16.7 million colors; and includes video adapter
card, 35 mm camera back with autowinder, instant film back, Polaroid
35 mm instant film processor, slide
mounting tools, cables and manual.

Liquid Light. II, IIcx, IIx.

$2,495-$3,995

NEW LISTING

The Mall
An imaginary shopping mall with
stores that demonstrate the types of
interactive animation possible with

Video Works Interactive.
MacroMind. Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx. $50

Viewframe 11+2
A light-transmissive LCD overhead
projector plate that transfers the monitor image to an overhead screen in
black-and-white high contrast with
eight shades of gray for color representation. Display format is 640x480 pixels
with an aspect ratio 1:1.3.

nView Corporation. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$1,850
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CineMac Video Output Card,
CineMac SE Video Output Card
Interface card that exports the Mac's
video display to rear-screen projectors,
external monitors and liquid crystal
projectors. Two versions; one is for SE.

2402 or 2406 Composite
Video Adapter

MegaGraphics. 512K, Plus, SE.

Video adapter for projectors or display
monitors. Installs in 10 minutes without cutting, drilling or soldering. Runs
up to six monitors from one Mac. The
2402 gives composite video output to
the Mac Plus for external monitors or
video projectors. The 2406 is for the SE.
One-year warranty.

Power R. Plus, SE.

Personal Computer Peripherals Corp. II.
$1,795

$129

$195

Color Space II
An 8-bit color board for the Mac II.
Compatible with NTSC, RGB and PAL.
Includes genlock, graphics overlay, and
scan and digitization capabilities. Bundled with Video Works II.
MassOMicro Systems. II.
$1,995.95

2702 or 2703 Video Adapters

ColorBoard 64

Video output adapter for connecting
portable Macs to LCD light shutter or
Multisync monitors.

A 24-bit color graphics board for the
Mac II. Displays up to 307,200 colors
simultaneously, records to a VCR or
generates NTSC video.
RasterOps. II.
$2,595

Power R.

$129

Aegis Showcase FIX
Special effects system for fonts and
bit-mapped images. Features 20 font
effects including 3D-block, outline,
neon, emboss, star, cross, offset edge,
border outline, and horizontal/vertical
spreads. Creates 3D animations with
ANIM recorder and includes freehand
drawing tools and 121 patterns for
backgrounds and unique fonts . Background paste options include automatic
blending of color palettes and color
subtraction and/ or addition for blending two backgrounds. Displays horizontal and vertical quarter, invert, mirror, compress, duplicate, tiling effects,
perspective and image twisting.
Requires 2Mb of RAM.
Aegis Development. II.
$395

ColorBoard 1DON
An 8-bit video card for the Mac II. Generates NTSC video, with a resolution of
1024x768. Displays 256 colors from a
palette of 16.8 million.

RasterOps. II.

$1,795

ColorBoard 104
High-resolution 24-bit TrueColor
graphics board for the Mac II.

RasterOps. II.

$3,195
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MUSIC
KCS Level II

Mac Drums

The MacRecorder

A keyboard-controlled MIDI sequencer
featuring a 48-track,
linear, tape recorder
mode, accomodates
126 sequences in flexible Open mode and
makes 16 songs available in the Song
mode. Includes a high-resolution variable timing clock, SMPTE via MIDI
Song Pointer, Sys-ex record / playback,
a conductor track for programming
time signature and tempo changes, and
programmable volume, tempo and
default settings. Features full real-time
and editing capabilities.
Dr. T's Music Software. Version 1.6.

An interactive drum program with

Plus, SE, II.

Consists of a hardware interface, a
sequencing package with graphic editing, libraries for Yamaha and Casio
synthesizers and sample files.

A sound digitizer
which allows you to
record, edit and play
live or pre-recorded
sound on your Mac.
Plugs into printer or
modem port; two can
be used to record in
stereo. Includes
SoundEdit software, which displays
and edits four tracks on screen as
waveforms, and Hyper Sound stackware,
which records at 22.5Kb/second; builtin microphone, external microphone
jack and audio line. Features Audio IFF
(audio interchange file format), a 4:1
compression algorithm allowing
recorded sound to be compressed to
one-fourth the disk space required by
uncompressed sound.
Farallon Computing. Version 1.1 . 512KE,

$349

Listen

over 35 digitally sampled drum/percussion sounds. Allows you to compose and listen to rhythmic patterns
999 measures in length. As many as 16
sounds can be used simultaneously.
Coda Music Software. Version 2.0. 512K,

512KE, Plus, SE. Not copy protected.
$59.95

MacHeadPhones
Enables you to play music or games
with sound without disturbing others.

Infotek, Inc. 512K, Plus, SE.

$16.95

MacMIDI Megatrack

An interactive musical ear training program. Features an on-screen guitar and
piano keyboard, MIDI compatibility,
harmonic and melodic exercises with
varying degrees of difficulty.
Resonate. Version 2.1. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

MacMIDI Distributing. Copy protected.
$549

Copy protected.

MacMIDI Distributing.

$99

MacMIDI MIDI Classics
Concert recordings by George Litterest.

$29

Plus, SE, II.

$199

MacSonics
Digital audio editing tool for use with
CompuSonics DSP 1000 series digital
audio recorders. Records in stereo or
mono and digitizes and stores on a
CompuSonics disk. Requires Compusonics DSP-1000 or DSP-1500 module.
Compusonics Corp. Version 1.1. Plus, SE,

M

MacMIDI MIDI Jazz

An interactive composing and performing tool. Specify basic musical material
as notes and chords and determine
how it will be transformed. Perform
compositions by manipulating screen
controls, playing control keys on a
MIDI keyboard, moving the mouse in a
multi-directional grid or creating automatic performance processes. Requires
a MIDI interface and synthesizer.
Intelligent Music. Version 2.0. 512K,

Virtuoso recordings of the Boston Pops'
Bob Winter.

II. Not copy protected.

MacMIDI Distributing.

MacSpeaker

$29

$495

An external loudspeaker for the Mac.

Infotek. 512K, SE, II.

$19.95

Master Tracks Jr.

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $250

Macamp
Power amplifier for performances for
large groups.
Infotek. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$89.95

Mac MIDI
Professional Musician System
Complete sequencer / librarian system
with graphic editing and display.
Includes MIDI interface and librarians
for Casio and Yamaha synthesizers.

A personal recording studio that can be
combined with MIDI instruments to
provide a composing environment.
Features a 64-track sequencer with onscreen play, record, pause, fast-forward
and rewind controls. Record live or
input songs note-by-note. The Song
Editor displays tracks as measures over
time, allowing you to cut, copy and
paste between measures. Build large
works by repeating sections and adding phrases from other sequences.

Passport Designs. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected.
··
$149.95

MacMIDI Distributing. Version 2.5. $549
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Master Tracks Pro

MIDI Stack

MidiPaint Professional

MIDI recording and
editing package with
five modules that
provide 64 tracks of
real-time and steptime graphic input.
On-screen transport
controls allow you to
record or play from
any point in the sequence. The Song
Editor displays tracks as measures. The
Step Editor displays a track of MIDI
events over time. The Sys-ex librarian
saves and loads voices and banks of
voices and the Keyboard Mapper controls the sequencer from a keyboard.
Requires Passport MIDI interface and
one or more MIDI musical instruments.
Passport Designs. Version 3.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $395

A HyperCard stack which allows MidiPaint segments or One-Step files to be
played as background tasks. Thirty
segments can be played concurrently.
Southworth Music Systems. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$15

A professional sequencer featuring
global graphic and numeric note editing, 16,000 tracks, independent looping
on 400 multi-track sequences, SMPTE
direct-time lock, quantization and filtering, tempo and meter changes, step
time and generated sequences.
Southworth Music Systems. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$149

Max Audio Digital Audio System
Provides direct audio recording to disk.
Analog cards feature two-tracks of AID
and D I A conversion at a sample rate of
192,000 I second, with 20-bit samples
(96,000 on SE), 120 dB signal-to-noise
ratio and 48 minutes/ 140Mb hard disk.
The DSP card has a 56,000 digital signal
processing chip, 192K of 25 ns static
RAM and 3Mb of cached RAM.
Southworth Music Systems.
Analog card: Mac II, $1 ,400;
SE, $1 ,100;
DSP card, $3,990

MIDI Conductor
Connects the Mac to electronic musical
instruments, MIDI-compatible stereos,
video equipment and home security
peripherals. Features input and output
signalling to 16 channels.
Cambridge Automation.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
$89

MIDI Processors
Features data filter, channel changing,
merge/ through all/ none, two input/
output MIDI data processor and merge
box. Solves many MIDI communication
problems. One-year warranty.
Future Music. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II.
$99.95
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MIDI Transport
A dual interface that incorporates
SMPTE-to-MIDI time code conversion.
Operates with multiple instruments
and recording tape, as an interface or
as a stand-alone synchronizer. Syncs
to all SMPTE formats including Jim
Cooper's PPS-1 or a variable-rate FSK
signal. Provides two MIDI-INs and five
MIDI-OUTs, audio tape in/ out and an
internal power supply.
Passport Designs. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$495

MIDI BASIC
Supplies over a dozen
MIDI commands to
the BASIC language
to provide access to
many MIDI-equipped
electronic musical instruments. Provides
routines for writing
applications including voice editors and librarians, system-exclusive set-up programs and
MIDI mapping tools. Includes sample
programs and a Casio CZ voice librarian. Requires a 0.5-, 1.0-, or 2.0 MHz
MIDI interface and BASIC programming language (Microsoft BASIC
Interpreter 2.1 / 3.0, Compiler 1.0, QuickBasic 1.0 or Z-BASIC Compiler).
Altech Systems. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected. Version 2.2, $49.95;
3.0 (includes timestamping), $99.95

Midi Pack
Three integrated utilities: MidiTalk
redirects information from one channel
to another, remaps and / or mutes data
and generates frequently used messages; Beatmaster executes time computations for digital delays, track sliding,
video/ SMPTE editing and cueing; and
a window that sends program changes
directly to any MIDI device.
Resonate. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $80
Listings Section

Midi Pascal
Supplies over a dozen MIDI commands for LightSpeed Pascal or C,
TurboPascal or AI Prolog, providing a
musician/programmer access to many ·
MIDI-equipped electronic musical
instruments. Provides routines
required to write applications such as
voice editors and librarians, systemexclusive set-up programs and MIDI
mapping tools. Facilitates debugging
and compiling of applications for inhouse use in multi-track sequencing
applications. Includes example programs. Requires a MIDI interface and
Pascal language.
Altech Systems.
Version 2.0. $79.95;
3.0 (with timestamping), $99.95

MidiShare
Provides support for multiple MIDI
programs running under MultiFinder.
All applications receive all data and
may send data with arbitration performed by MidiShare. Supports MidiPaint, One-Step and mixing programs
from Digital Music Services and Musically Intelligent Devices (MegaMix).
Southworth Music Systems.
$49

Music Librarian
A music inventory program. Includes
music tracking, entry, editing, listing
and searching functions.
A. H. Nussel Sr. Version 6.10.1.c.4.01 .
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$20

Music Mouse
Turns a Mac into a musical instrument
via the mouse. Improvise harmony and
melody without musical training.
Opcode Systems. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
$60
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Music Publisher
A music composition, notation and
publishing package. Accomplishes a
variety of complex tasks from assembling lead sheets to classical orchestral
scores with or without lyrics. Includes
Presto, a high speed entry keypad.
Notes can be entered through a MIDI
keyboard; playback is possible.
Graphic Notes. Version 1.1.
$595

Musician's Music Software
Catalog/Buyer's Guide
A catalog of MIDI software and hardware featuring over 80 pages of
detailed information about the products. Subscribers receive an annual
catalog with several supplements.
Digital Arts & Technologies.

Two-year subscription, $5;
foreign subscriptions, $10

MusicType
Allows musical compositions to be
typed using a paint program.

Shaherazam.

$59.95

NoteWriter
A flexible notation system for a wide
range of musical styles, musical complexities, and page formats. Staff specifications include 40 staves of any length
per page, adjustable distance between
staves, and groups of staves in any
combination. Features a complete collection of symbols, variable length
stems, automatic ledger lines, all accidentals and multiple dots, beams and
grace note beams in any grouping at
any angle, no meter or bar line restrictions and support for graphics in various line thicknesses and dotted lines.

Passport Designs. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Copy protected.
$295

One-Step
A 16-track MIDI sequencer featuring
graphic note editing and editing of controller, pitch bend and tempos. Recommended for users new to sequencing or
who prefer tape recorder-style editing.

Opcode Editor/Librarians
with Patch Factory
Stores and manipulates patches for
synthesizers. The Librarian stores
sound patches on floppy disks; the Editor lets you edit sounds graphically
and manipulate synthesizer parameters
via mouse. A sequencer allows playing
or looping a sequence as changes are
made. Permits comparison of voice
edits with the original voice. Available
for Akai, Casio CZ, Ensoniq ESQ-1 I
SQ-80, Kawai K-3, Oberheim Matrix-6,
Roland (D-50 and MT-32) and Yamaha
synthesizers.
.

Opcode Systems. Version 5.0. Plus, SE, II.
Prices vary

Patchworks
An editor /librarian for patch bays that
allows you to program and store MIDI
setup information. Compatible with
MIDI patch bays, KMX MIDI Central,
Digital Music's MX-8, and JL Cooper
Electronics' patch bays.

Resonate. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $125

Perceive
A musical ear-training course that consists of a textbook, workbook and software. For musicians of all skill levels.

Coda Music Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE. Not copy protected.
$99

Performer
Opcode Patch Librarians
Manages storage of synthesizer patches
on floppy disks. Allows editing of
sounds in banks of eight patches simultaneously. Includes a built-in sequencer.
Available for Akai, Casio, Ensoniq,
Fender, JL Cooper, Kawai, Korg,
Lexicon, Linn, Oberheim, Roland,
Sequential Circuits and Yamaha.

Opcode Systems. Version 4.03-5.3.
Plus, SE, II.
Prices vary

NEW LISTING

A MIDI sequencer,
editor and performance package that
provides multi-track
recording, editing of
all musical events,
and total control of
keyboards. Supports
SMPTE synchronization, frame-time display and has a
marker that functions as a cue sheet for
film and video production.

Mark of the Unicorn. Version 2.31. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $395

OvaiTune
Creates on-screen audio-visual performances by combining kaleidoscopic
graphics with music. Works with
graphics from most programs and
transforms them in synchronization
with music. Saves PICT images for later playback or further manipulation.
Sounds may be sampled through Mac
speakers and MIDI synthesizers.

Intelligent Music. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$145

Practica Musica
An ear training and music theory instructional program that covers
melody, intervals, spelling of intervals,
chords and rhythm. Uses built-in sampled sounds or a MIDI keyboard.
Features interactive music notation, a
display keyboard, analysis of chord
input and correction of students' work.

Ars Nova. Version 2.0. 512KE, Plus,
SE,II.
$125

Passport MIDI Interface

Professional Composer

Connects your Mac to MIDI-equipped
musical instruments.

A musical notation program for publishing music from lead sheets to scores
with 40 staves. Includes 100 musical
symbols and support of Adobe's Sonata
font. Allows you to validate instrument
ranges, transpose three ways, extract
parts, enter multiple lyric verses, chant
the rhythm of a region and merge voices. Compatible with Performer.

Passport Designs. 128K, 512K, Plus,
SE, II.
$129.95

Sou.thworth Music Systems. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$69

Mark of the Unicorn. Version 2.3. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $495
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Q·Sheet/Q·Sheet AN
+ This product is reuiewed in the feature,
"Even the Score."
Comprehensive
SMPTE/MIDI time
code-based automation application.
Automates audio
mixdowns or generates complete video
soundtracks. The
A/V version imports
CMX-format edit decision lists, track
sheet and cue list printing; enhanced
creation, capture and editing of cue list
events; repeats events within fixed start
and stop times; allows start and stop
alignment of multiple events; and creates cue lists without using a MIDI keyboard. The A/V version does not run
on the512K.

Digidesign. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
Q-Sheet, $495;
Q-Sheet A/V, $995

Sequencer 2.6
A real-time performance and composition system including a transcription
link to Deluxe Music Construction Set for
printing music. Features 26 sequences/
file (16 tracks each), playable from the
Mac keyboard and plays 16 sequences
simultaneously (or 32 tracks). Cut, copy,
paste, merge and unmerge tracks and
sequences. Records notes or chords one
at a time to precise locations with step
entry. Supports MIDI files.

Opcode Systems. Version 2.6. Plus, SE, II.
$150

Sound Designer

Studio Session

Waveform editing/ digital signal
processing tools. Displays three waveforms, performs complex frequency
analysis, provides digital equalization
and allows digital mixing/merging
and precise loop-point placement.

A composition application that assists
you in writing, arranging and playing
music. Includes a library of musical
phrases. Playback through stereo.

Bogas Productions. Version 2.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$119.95

Digidesign. Version 1.12. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$495;
universal version, $395

Terpsichore

Sound File

A collection of 181 Renaissance and
Baroque music files for use with
Concert Ware+ and Concert Ware+ MIDI.

A sound and sequence librarian for
the Ensoniq ESQ-1 and SQ-80 Digital
Wave Synthesizers. Supports multiple
on-screen sound banks, flexible patch/
sequence dumps, mouse-driven
sound-swapping, and sound and
sequence storage.

Blank Software Ltd. Version 1.1. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$95

Advanced 32-oscillator additive and
FM synthesis software. Creates sounds
that can be transferred to a sampling
keyboard for playback.
Digidesign, Inc. Version 2.1. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$295

A visual editing application for the
Ensoniq Mirage. Features visual waveform and voice parameter editing,
advanced audio processing and graphic looping aids.

Timecode Machine
Desk Accessory

Blank Software Ltd. Version 1.2. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$295

Sounds
A collection of alternative sounds for a
variety of synthesizers.

Leister Productions. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
$20-$40

SE, II. Not copy protected.

A two-in, six-out MIDI interface with
through box, a/b switches. Professional
Plus is a one-in, three-out interface.

Opcode Systems. Plus, SE, II.
$225;
Professional Plus, $150

Complete detailed MIDI song sequences. Includes hits from the 50s to present. Product support and equipment
recommendations available. Requires
OpCode, Master Tracks or Performer.
Golden MIDI Music. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
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Hardware which converts SMPTE to
MIDI time codes. Reads and writes all
SMPTE formats.
Opcode Systems. Version 3.0.

512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

Song Sequences

SE, II. Not copy protected.

Timecode Machine

Sound Lab

Studio Plus Two
Softsynth

Great Wave Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$49.95

$300

Software for controlling Timecode
Machine SMPTE-to-MIDI converter.
Synchronizes sequencers to tape with
any format of SMPTE, tests SMPTE
time code, displays current setting of
DIP switches on Timecode Machine
and displays version number of the
ROM software. Features on-line help.
Opcode Systems. Version 3.0. Plus, SE, II.

Bundled with Timecode Machine

Turbosynth
A graphically-oriented, modular synthesis and sample-processing application that creates interesting sounds
using on-screen icons. Any number of
waveforms can be created, mixed or
modulated to create more complex
sounds. Features ten sound processing
modules for effects such as delay and
waveshaping, supports transfers to
sampling keyboards for performance
and is compatible with the Digidesign
Sound accelerator card.

Digidesign. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$349

$19.95
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TX802 Pro
An integrated editor /librarian for the
Yamaha TX802 synthesizer that allows
editing of all parameters with the
mouse or keyboard. Banks of voices,
performances, microtunings and system set-ups can be transferred to the
synthesizer or to a disk. Includes multiple libraries of voices and performances
that can be scanned and alphabetized.
Features graphic envelope and fractional scaling editing, and a microtuning
editor that displays the interval
between keys and templates for saving
window set-ups. Fractional scaling
information is stored with fractionally
scaled voices. Includes a manual and a
voicing data disk with hundreds of
voices, performances and microtunings.
Digital Music Services. Version 1.1 . 512K,

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $249

TX81Z Pro
An integrated editor /librarian for the
Yamaha TX81Z synthesizer. Allows
editing of all parameters with the
mouse or keyboard and transfers banks
of voices and performances to the synthesizer or to a disk. Features multiple
libraries of voices and performances
that can be scanned and alphabetized;
graphic envelope; microtuning and
effects editing; and templates for saving window set-ups. Play from a MIDI
keyboard or the Mac. Includes manual,
supplement and a voice data disk with
hundreds of voices and performances.
Digital Music Services. Version 2.0. 512K,

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $139

UpBeat
A MIDI recording and graphic editing
tool for creating complex rhythm patterns in 32 tracks. Patterns can be
linked to songs and stored for instant
recall. Compose and perform using a
MIDI drum machine or synthesizer.
Intelligent Music. Version 1.2. 512K,

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Copy protected. $150

Virtuoso Pianist
Tool for learning to play or improving
ability to play a keyboard instrument.
Allows you to adapt music of any style
or difficulty to your level and master
its performance by having your skills
158 MacGuide Magazine

challenged. Displays musical selections
from libraries in the MacMIDI notation
format showing timing subtleties of
each performance and pitches, with
sharps and flats simplified. Adjust the
amount of music displayed and change
the tempo of learning to suit your ability. Requires a MIDI keyboard synthesizer and interface. Includes Virtuoso

Pianist Library Number 1: Classical Piano.
MacMIDI Distributing. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$549

3S/200
Dedicated server with pre-loaded operating system providing file, print and
communication services for Ethernet,
Token Ring or LocalTalk. Includes a
100Mb hard disk and 2Mb RAM; 60Mb
tape drive available. Supports information and peripheral sharing, automatic
backup and print spooling. Requires 3+
for Macintosh. 3S/202 configuration
includes a 100Mb tape drive.

3Com Corp. Plus, SE, II.

$7,995;
3S/202, $10,495

NEW LISTING

Virtuoso Pianist Library Series

3S/400 Network Server

Database of digitized musical performances in MIDI format, for listening
with Virtuoso Performer and learning
with Virtuoso Pianist. Libraries include

A 386-based dedicated server with preloaded operating system providing file,
print and communication services for
Ethernet, Token Ring or LocalTalk. Features a 150Mb hard drive, 2Mb RAM
expandable to 14Mb and a 16 MHz
80386 microprocessor, accesses remote
users and files, additional hard disk and
tape drives and network hardware.
3S I 401 configuration includes a 150Mb
tape drive.
3Com Corp. Plus, SE, II 3S/400, $9,995;
3S/401, $11,995

Classical Piano, Improvisational Arts, Children's, Broadway Show Tunes , Christmas
and Holiday, and Great Popular Composers. Requires a MIDI synthesizer and
MacMIDI-compatible interface.

MacMIDI Distributing. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE.
per library, $199

NEW LISTING

Vision

A•B Box

Sequencing software that edits graphics, lists editing, transposes, quantizes,
handles split notes, changes tempo and
arranges data, time and selection. Features multiple meter changes with
editable tempo track, 480 PPQ resolution, extensive quantization control,
realtime track shift, SMPTE sync,
sequence chaining and record playback. Automates MIDI devices and
allows loop recording.
Opcode Systems. Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,

SE, II.

$495

NETWORKING
3+ for Macintosh
File, print and communication services
for workgroups consisting of Macs, PCs
and PS/2s on Ethernet, LocalTalk and
Token Ring. Provides E-mail, network
tape backup, remote workstation dial-in
and internetworking capabilities.

3Com Corp . Plus, SE, II.

$495

Connects two peripherals to a single
serial port and allows two computers
to share a peripheral.
Kensington Microware Ltd. Version 1.

512K, Plus, SE, II.

$99.95

NEW LISTING

A. S. &M. Phone
Interactive LocalTalk program based on
a telephone metaphor. Allows conversations between computers and background file transfers under MultiFinder.
Supports multiple LocalTalk zones.

Analytical Services & Materials.
Version 1.0. 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
Single-user, $60;
zone license, $900

C·Server
Connects otherwise incompatible computers and peripherals using three RS
232 serial ports. Allows private or
shared use of peripherals.

Solana Electronics. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$695
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Communications
Support Library

Current Loop Converter

Du Pont Fiber Optic
LAN Extender

Allows True BASIC programs to send
and receive data via a serial port. Communicate with remote databases. Collect and analyze weather data and
transfer files to other computers. Source
code included. Requires True BASIC.
True BASIC. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE,

II. Not copy protected.

$49.95

Compunet
LAN that conforms to LocalTalk standards and utilizes modular RJll connectors and telephone cable. Connector
cables are available with a mini DIN-8
or DB-9 plug.

Trimar USA. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Per connection, $29.95

CompuTalk Plus
Allows five computers or printers to
be connected on a LocalTalk network.
Features automatic line termination.
Each kit contains connections for 3, 4 or
5 devices.

Advanced Electronic Support Products.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
CT Plus-3, $185;
CT Plus-4, $230;
CT Plus-5, $275

ComServe
Enables LocalTalk network users to
share serial devices such as modems.
Infosphere. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Copy protected.

$195

Constellation Ill
for the Macintosh
A network operating system that uses
an OmniDrive mass storage server.
Provides print spooling for laser printers or ImageWriters, file transfer
among Macs, PCs and Apple computers, HFS volume conversion, password
protection and diagnostics. Requires
OrnniNet network.
Corvus Systems. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus,

SE, II. Not COplJ protected.

Connects Macs to Current Loop Connections on Tandem computer systems
via the RS-232 port.

Menlo Business Systems. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$100

Provides a connection between distant
copper LocalTalk networks over fiber
optic cabling. The extender module can
also be used in a BUS, STAR or
STAR/BUS network.

Daisywheel NT

DuPont Electronics. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$285

A hardware printer buffer and server
that supports a variety of daisywheel
printers connected to a LocalTalk network. Includes network printer driver.
Data Space. Version 1.0. 512K, 512KE,

Plus, SE, II.

$745

DaynaTALK
An interface that enhances the speed of
data transmission over LocalTalk,
PhoneNET and compatible cables.
Works with LocalTalk-compatible network operating systems. Connects the
printer port to a LocalTalk or
PhoneNET connector to accelerate
communications at rates up to
850Kb I second.
Dayna Communications. Version 1.0. Plus,

SE, II. Not copy protected.

$189

Du Pont Fiber Optic
Communication Card

Allows fiber optic replacement or
extension of standard copper cable networks and provides a connection
between distant networks. Extends the
distance LocalTalk can support and
provides immunity to RFI and EMI.

DuPont Electronics. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$285

Du Pont Fiber Optic
Star Concentrator (LocaiTalk)
Allows fiber optic cable to be linked at
a central hub to form a star-configuration network. Interconnects remote
device.s and features eight optic ports
for single or daisy-chained nodes.

DuPont Electronics. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$1,495

A serial communication card with a
Zilog Z8530 controller and dual fiber
optic output.

Du Pont Electronics. II.

Du Pont Fiber Optic
LocaiTalk LAN

$595

Dual net
A LocalTalk-compatible connection
device. Networks may be isolated or
connected via an intelligent controller.

Du Pont Fiber Optic
Ethernet and Token Ring

Infotek. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Complete fiber optic Ethernet and
Token Ring 802.3 network systems that
include transceivers, star controllers
and bridges. Meets IEEE standards.

EtherPort II

DuPont Electronics. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$800

Each, $59

An internal controller that allows direct

connection to an Ethernet network.
Supports EtherTalk, TCP /IP, DECnet
and OSI protocols.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. II.

EtherPort Ill
An internal controller that allows direct

connection to a twisted-pair Ethernet
network. Supports EtherTalk, TCP /IP,
DECnet and OSI protocols.

$495

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. II.
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EtherPort SE

FastPath 4

Internal controller that connects to an
Ethernet LAN. Supports EtherTalk,
TCP /IP, DECnet and OSI protocols.

Connects LocalTalk networks to Ethernet networks. Supports multiple
LocalTalk devices, multiple networking
protocols and interconnects a variety of
computing systems.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. SE. $695

EtherPort SE/30
Internal controller board that connects
directly to an Ethernet network. Supports EtherTalk, LocalTalk, TCP /IP,
DECnet and OSI protocols.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. SE/30.
$795

EtherPort SE/30L
Internal controller board for direct connection to an Ethernet network. Supports EtherTalk, LocalTalk, TCP /IP,
DECnet and OSI protocols.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. SE/30.
$795

EtherPort SEL
An internal controller for direct connection to a twisted-pair Ethernet network.
Supports EtherTalk, TCP /IP, DECnet
and OSI protocols.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

$2,495

ForeGround Manager
Enables a Mac used as a file server to
select more than one foreground program. Bundled with Server LockUP for
establishing password protection to
prevent unauthorized shutdown.

KentOMarsh Limited. Version 1.0.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

$110

Allows IBM PCs or PS/2s to share
PostScript printers and AppleSharecompatible file servers over LocalTalk.
DayStar Digital. Version 3.3.

512K, Plus, SE, II.

$525;
PC,$450;
PS/2,$500

EtherSC

Adapters that provide direct connection to Ethernet, DECnet and Cheapernet. FastNet SCSI includes software for
downloading and diagnostics, 512K
RAM and a 10 MHz 68000 CPU. FastNet II supports the Mac II. FastNet ill is
an Ethernet adapter for the Mac II.
FastNet AE is an Ethernet bridge to
LocalTalk. FastNet SE supports theSE.

Dove Computer. Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
SCSI, $1,249;
II,$899;
III, SE, $599;
AE, call for price
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lntelliNet
A LocalTalk-compatible LAN with
mini DIN-8 and DB-9 connectors
designed to eliminate accidental disconnection and damage. Includes network diagnostic software that provides
look-up capability, identifying all network devices by name, type and System
version. Packaged with ten feet of
phone cable and a terminating resistor.

$50

lnterBridge
Remote and local connections for
expanding LocalTalk networks. Connects several networks to enable a
computer on one network to access
computers, file servers, printers and
peripherals on other networks.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

A LocalTalk-to-Ethernet gateway that
enables Macs to share files with Sun
Microsystems' Network File System.

FastNet

Apple Computer. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE,II.
$139

FS Workstation Software

GatorBox

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
Plus, SE, II.
$1,250;
without transceiver, $1,150

Makes an ImageWriter II or LQ available to users on a LocalTalk network.

NexSys. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan. SE. $695

Provides a direct high-speed link to
Ethernet through the SCSI port. Supports EtherTalk, TCP /IP, DECnet and
OSI protocols.

lmageWriter 11/LQ
Locallalk Option

Cayman Systems. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$3,495

HostAccess
Provides direct access to multiple hosts
on an Ethernet network. Includes TELNET and FIP for multiple sessions to
one or more hosts.

Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.

$149

$799

Inter-Poll Network
Administrator's Utility
Tools for implementing network support programs. Allows you to monitor
active devices, create network diagrams, test network path to a targeted
device, test network integrity and generate reports for system software. Supports any size LocalTalk network and
systems with Apple II, M5-DOS or
VAX workstations.

Apple Computer. Plus, SE, II.

$129

1-Server

IPT 1000

A LocalTalk bridge that may be used to
divide networks into workgroups
expanding networks beyond standard
node and distance limits. Features zone
security and diagnostic capabilities.

Ethernet interconnect for the SE. Networks the Mac with any computer
which has either an Internet Protocol or
an Ethertalk device driver. Provides direct access to Ethernet, TCP /IP heterogeneous network compatibility, AFP file
server support and 16/32K RAM
buffer. Uses AMD 7990 LANCE chip.

Solana Electronics. Version 1.0.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

$695

Information Presentation Technologies. SE.
$495
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K-Spool

LocaiTalk Personal Network

A PostScript print spooler for UNIX
systems that supports both Macintosh
and UNIX users.
Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
$495

Hardware for connecting workgroups
that provides access to information
from other computers and allows sharing of peripherals. Comes with a mini
DIN-8 or DB-9 connector, two-meter
cable and cable extender. Additional
10- and 25-meter cables are available.
Apple Computer. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Each connection, $75;
10-meter cable, $75;
25-meter cable, $125

K·Talk
An implementation of the LocalTalk
protocols for Sun 3.x and Digital UNIX
3.0 operating systems. Includes the
LocalTalk programmers' libraries.
Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
$525-$1 ,500

LANSTAR LocaiTalk
A LocalTalk-compatible LAN providing communication for 1,344 Macs.
Features enhanced speed utilizing
standard telephone lines.
Northern Telecom. II.
Call for pricing

A file transfer DA for Netway 1000
which allows the transfer of text, applications and binary filesluding IBM PC
files. Supports IBM's IND$FlLE and
Host File Transfer System. Requires
Netway 1000.
Tri-Data Systems. Version 5.5. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$995

A VT100/52, 102m ANSI and TTY
terminal emulation package. Allows
machines to transfer files, share electronic mail and print reports. Offers
softkey and PCI 3270 protocol converter
support, pull-down menu keymapping
and See-N-Say connection language.
TouchStone Software. Version 3.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$145

Mac-PC·Net

Liaison
Allows you to dial into and share the
resources of a network from a remote
location. Connects LocalTalk to
EtherTalk and permits use of an AppleShare server as a bridge. Print directly
from an Ethernet network to a laser
printer. Features include password and
network access protection and singleserver limited access.
Infosphere. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$295
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Provides a direct connection to existing
Ethemet-based networks.
Apple Computer. II.
$699

Macline

Mac-Attached

A hardware buffer I server for
LocalTalk-compatible laser printers and
typesetters. Assign user priorities and
password-protect your printer. Comes
with 512K standard memory expandable to 12Mb.
DataSpace Corp. Version 1.3 . 512K, Plus,
SE, II.
$1,995;
expansion board, $350

Macintosh II
EtherTalk Interface Card

Mac Mover

Allows Macs to function as dumb terminals on Alloy's PC-Plus LAN. Enables users to hot-key between a Mac
and PC-Plus session to transfer files.
Allm; Computer Products. 512K, Plus, SE,
II. Not COplJ protected.
$195

LaserServer

rates of 600K/ second. Includes MacDriver488, an installable driver and
MacDA488, aDA for IEEE 488 control
and data collection.
IOtech. II.
$595

A file server that allows networked
Macs and PCs to share printers.
Infotek. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $479

Mac488B
Complete IEEE488 bus capability including controller, talker and listener
functions. Serial link allows the
Mac488B unit and the Mac to be located up to 4,000 feet apart. Built-in ABC
switch allows multiple serial devices to
share a single serial port. Includes a
32,000-character data buffer, MacDriver488 and MacDA488 software.
IOtech. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $595

Macll488
IEEE 488 controller that plugs into a
NuBus slot for direct connection of 14
IEEE 488 devices without extra
adapters. Allows four interface boards
to be installed. Supports data transfer
Listings Section

MacServe
Allows you to share data and peripherals over LocalTalk. Partitions hard
disks into as many as 16 volumes up to
32Mb each. Spools print jobs to
ImageWriters and other serial printers.
Infosphere. Version 2.4. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$250

NEW LISTING

MAX
Transfers files from Tandem mainframes to Macs and other PCs.
Menlo Business Systems . Version 1.1 .
512K, Plus, SE, II.
$2,500

ModuNet
A line of networking connectors that
conform to LocalTalk standards and
offers additional features. Connects
into existing telephone cabling or new
network wiring with standard telephone wires or modular telephone
cables. Offers extended communication
capabilities for distances up to 5,000
feet. Available with a mini DIN-8, DB-9
or a 25-pin D connector.
Data Spec. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
DIN-8, $37.95;
DB-9, $43.95;
25-pin, $47.95
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Multi-User Appointment Diaries
and Smart Alarms
A time management DA for networks
that integrates a personal reminder system and appointment calendars. Smart
Alarms allows each user to set and
store 1600 reminders, with advance
warning times. Appointment Diaries
are multi-user and multi-function; create 21 appointment files for functions,
projects and individuals. Features
several calendar formats and 5,000
words of daily text entry. LocalTalk-,
TOPS- and AppleShare-compatible.
JAM Technologies. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Smart Alarms, $99;
Multi-User Diaries, 1-4 users, $199;
5-8, $299;
9-15, $399;
16-25,$599

NetBridge
Combines two LocalTalk networks or
provides a saturated network twice as
much space for workstations and
peripherals. Includes a Network Manager which allows zone configurations
and manipulation of networks among
existing zones. Permits designation of
access rights between zones.
Shiva. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$499

NetSerial X232
A high-speed interface between serial
peripherals and LocalTalk networks.
Allows users to share any serial
devices, such as printers, plotters, minicomputers, scanners and high-speed
synchronous or asynchronous
modems. When used with a modem,
offers dial-in-network access. Password
protection feature allows a Mac with a
modem use of network resources from
a remote location. Equipped with 8K
RAM, uses the 8-pin mini-DIN connector and provides a maximum transfer
rate of 57,600 bps.
Shiva. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$399
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Perfect Timing

NetWare for Macintosh

A network calendar and schedule management DA that enables you to schedule and confirm group meetings. Has
an on-screen calendar and datebook.
Features: a variety of printing options; a
to-do list which carries forward unfinished items; private, reminders of
upcoming events; and password security. LocalTalk compatible. Available as a
starter kit, which includes a server and
accommodates up to three workstations
and in extra three-workstation kits.
Imagine Software. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$295;
additional workstation kits, $150

Allows Macs and PCs to interact on
NetWare local area networks. Transforms PC-compatibles into AppleShare
network servers, and allows file and
message sharing. Files from both Macs
and PCs are stored in the same directories of the server and utilities are available to translate files with incompatible
formats. Conforms to the LocalTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) and Printer Access
Protocol (PAP), and features security
capabilities, resource accounting, system fault tolerance and LocalTalk and
EtherTalk compatibility. Allows shared
printer access incorporating spooler
and queue management functions.
Supports over 30 PC-LAN systems,
requires an 80286 or 80386 network
server running NetWare 2.15 or later
and includes AppleShare workstation
software. Requires 2Mb network
server memory.
Novell. 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$200

Network Products
Network cables, assembly plugs, extenders, mini DIN plugs and sockets.
H-B Associates.
Prices vary

Omninet Local Area Network,
OmniDrive Network Server,
Constellation Ill
Network Operating System

PhoneNET CheckNET
Network management utility which
assists in organizing, monitoring and
troubleshooting LocalTalk networks.
Alerts you to problems that arise when
devices on the network can't see each
other. Displays name, address and type
of each device. Searches for specified
devices or types of devices and sorts by
name, address or type. Includes RegisterName, which allows CheckNET to
list all network users by Chooser name
and LWStatus for checking the status of
network printers before printing. Multiuser license for up to 10 workstations.
Farallon Computing. Version 1.1. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

PhoneNET PLUS Connectors

A LAN that supports 64 devices. Includes print-spooling and allows file
transfers among Apple lis, PCs and
Macs. Offers DEC VAX connectivity.
Requires Constellation III Network
operating system.
Corvus Systems. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Per connection, $300

Connects LocalTalk network devices to
PhoneNET systems. Supports a variety
of topologies using RJll modular
phone jacks and other standard telephone accessories and includes built-in
surge protection. FCC class A verified.
Farallon Computing. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$59.95

pcMACTERM/Network

PhoneNET Repeater

Allows LocalTalk networks to remotely
access and run network PCs, software,
data, peripherals, printers and internal
cards. DOS programs installed on a PC
may be shared by Macs.
Dynamic Microprocessor Associates. $395

A two-port repeater that extends network ranges by reclocking, equalizing
and amplifying Loca!Talk signals.
Relays can be separated by 6,000 feet
and cascaded to allow extension of networks by several miles. Coupling
transformers are included, eliminating
the need for external connectors.
Farallon Computing. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$495
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PhoneNET StarController
An intelligent device

which can support 12
networks up to 3,000
feet long. Links with
other StarControllers
to create larger networks.1Jonitorsthe
network for faults,
reduces errors and
isolates branches. Includes StarCommand DA and PhoneNET 1Janager,
which monitor network traffic loads,
turn ports on/ off and test wire quality.
Farallon Computing. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
$1,695

Printer NT
A hardware printer buffer and server
for ImageWriters. Standard 256K memory, expandable to 11Jb.
Data Space. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$885

Q·Talk
A LocalTalk-compatible network cable
system which uses telephone cable.
Laser Connection. 512K, Plus, SE, II. $59

Quicknet
Hardware components for use with
LocalTalk software.
Infotek. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$49

R·Server
A gateway / half-bridge for LocalTalk
networks that works with modems
running from 1200-19200 baud. Remote
users can dial into the network and
have transparent access to network
resources. Links remote networks.
Provides password protection.
Solana Electronics. Version 2.0.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$595

ReaiTalk
Allows users on LocalTalk or Ethernet
networks to send messages and windows between 1Jacs. Logs all sessions
for reference/ documentation. Includes
a file-transfer utility.
InterNet Systems.
$79.95;
three nodes, $219.95
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SilverServer

TCPort

Facilitates access and sharing of mass
storage, Hayes-compatible modems
and network resources via phone lines.
Links 32 users and 224 drives per network. Allows you to partition hard
disks, resize volumes, set interleave,
perform diagnostics and establish passwords. Includes Silver Lining and
DiskDup+ utility software.
La Cie. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$199

A TCP /IP platform that includes 4.3
BSD compatible socket libraries and
TCP /IP and UDP drivers for developing networking applications.
Kinetics, A Division of Excelan.
Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
$595

NEW LISTING

StarNine Maii*Link
Provides a gateway between 1Jac mail
systems and UNIX systems to send and
receive messages and file attachments.
Accommodates 30 users.
StarNine Technologies . Plus, SE, II. $695

Systematic Printer
Sharing System
Printer sharing system that allows
access to a printer or other peripherals
for 15 computers.
Applied Creative Technology. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$299

Systemizer Plus
Allows up to 31 users access to 31
printers, plotters, modems and other
peripherals. Provides each user with a
print buffer of up to 11Jb, emulates
printers or plotters, transfers files and
sends and receives electronic mail.
Applied Creative Techno/a~;. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$399

TCP/Connect

TeleBridge
Links two LocalTalk networks over
phone lines. Facilitates access to file
servers, E-mail, printers and other
resources for users on both networks.
Supports dial-in network access and
modem sharing.
Shiva. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$499

Throne
A database server that accommodates
20 LocalTalk networks. Distributed
business applications are also available.
The Sunrise System. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$10,000

Timbuktu
+ Timbuktu is reviewed in the feature,
"Remote Control Learning."
Allows users to share
screens and 1Jacs
across a LocalTalk
network for network
management, training
and on-line support.
File server software
operates without the
cost of a monitor,
video card and keyboard. Optional
password protection.
Farallon Computing. Version 2.0.1. Plus,
SE, II.
$99.95

An implementation of NCSA Telnet for
users connected to Ethernet. Features:
simultaneous log-on to 20 host computers; Tektronix 4014 and TN3279 fulluser file transfer protocol or terminal
emulation; an internal file transfer protocol; ten user-defined macros; LocalTalk and Ethernet support; static and
dynamic IP addressing; print buffer;
and reverse address resolution protocols. Includes renewable one-year contract and technical support.
InterNet Systems. Version 1.3. Plus, SE, II.
$495;
DEC and TN3270 versions, $295
Listings Section
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Timbuktu Remote
+ Timbuktu Remote is reviewed in the feature, "Remote Control Learning."
A long-distance
screen sharing application for use on
LocalTalk-cornpatible
networks. Allows
activity over modern
links, ISDN links,
Digital PBX data lines
or serial cables at
rates up to 57,600 bps. Through dial-up
moderns that operate at 9,600 bps a
guest can operate a host computer
interactively at any distance. Features a
window for exchanging messages and
a file transfer utility that utilizes a
screen dialog box similar to the Font/
DA Mover. Protects access to screens
with optional passwords.

Farallon Computing. Plus, SE, II.

Traffic Watch

Aatrix TimeMinder

Monitors network activity and tracks
error rates, displays activity in realtime and in time-stamped data files
compatible with Microsoft Excel.
Includes traffic analysis and graphing
macros, RegisterName INIT, LWStatus
and NodeHint, which lets you assign a
number to every Mac on the network.

Designed for time and project billing
and tracking. Includes a productivity
usage meter, an employee productivity
tracking device and an invoicing system. Features include PauseTime DA,
Attach note, manual entry features, ondemand reports and an unlimited
number of client or employee files .
Aatrix Software. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.

Farallon Computing. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE,II.
$195

LAN software that
provides transparent
file and disk sharing
between Macs and
PCs. Offers access to
network features
through aDA. Users
can automatically
make files available to
the network and access remote files.

TOPS, A Sun Microsystems Company.
Version 2.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$189

TOPS Repeater
Extends the maximum length and
number of machines on a LocalTalk
network. Overcomes electrical limitations by receiving incoming network
signals, regenerating them and retransmitting the signals at full voltage.

TOPS, A Sun Microsystems Company.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
$189

TOPS Terminal
Allows Macs to communicate with
machines from workstations to supercomputers on TCP / IP-based networks.
Requires connection to Ethernet.

$299

Ultra port

Client Portrait

A multi-layered network that features
unshielded twisted pair cables with a
data transfer rate of lOMb/second.
Ethernet- and DECnet-compatible.
Features concentrators, bridges, gateways and file servers.

An information, marketing and conflicts-of-interest system for organizing,
retrieving and maintaining client information. Tracks prospective clients, exclients, associates, vendors, adverse
parties, government officials, etc. Generates form letters and mailing labels.
Double Helix is required. Works with
Cadence, model law office management manual.

Infotek. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.

$425

$300

TOPS

Not copy protected.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
1stSCAN
A forms generator with database interface that reads PICT files creating data
entry fields in hollow square or underline format. Data entered into the new
form can automatically create a 1stDesk
datafile or add to an existing file. Data
types can be defined as data, date, time,
sequence, computed, integer, decimal
or currency. Forms can be printed as
blank or with data from any 1stDesk
data file merged into the fields.

GreenLight Software/Elan Associates.
Version 1.00. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$69.50

Compuform
Contains 25 forms templates to be
used with My Office office management system.
DataPak Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE. Not copy protected.
$39.95

DrawForms

1stDesk Systems. Version 4.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not coptj protected.
$295

A one-disk collection
of over 30 popular
business forms.

Aatrix TimeCard

Desktop Graphics.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected. $59

Accumulates and tracks employee time
for payroll, productivity analysis, time
or project billing. Integrates with other
Aatrix products and exports in tabular
text files. Operates in the background of
other applications and allows manual
entry; prints time records for each
employee project. Optional barcode
reader for employee punch in/ out.
Requires 1Mb and two disk drives.
Aatrix Software. Version 3.0. Plus, SE, II.

Not coptj protected.

$199

ExecuForms
Features 20 business-form templates
for use with Executive Office.
DataPak Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$39.95

TOPS, A Sun Microsystems Company.
512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$189
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Executive Office
Office administration system with
database, word processing, desktop
forms design, spreadsheet and mail
merge capabilities. An enhanced version of My Office; compatible with
laser printers.
DataPak Software. Version 4.7. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not COplJ protected.
$195

Fast Forms
A system for creating and completing
forms electronically. Includes a DA that
allows you to fill out forms from within
applications. Object-oriented drawing
tools enable you to create forms with
gray screens, hairlines, variable type
sizes, text editing, custom horizontal/
vertical grids and printing/non-printing planes. Fields are automatically formatted and calculations performed as
data is entered. Data may be exported
to database, spreadsheet or word processing applications; or imported for
batch printing into forms.
Shana Corporation. Version 1.2. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$149

and between forms. Itemization windows allow you to detail entries and
on-line instructions are provided.
Imports text files from other programs.
Softview. Version 1.1. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

Designed for the small- to mediumsized food distributor. Handles price
lists including price increases and
discounts, invoicing, statements,
account balances, credits and multiple
price columns. Tracks customer distribution to print and display while
entering order. Options include inventory, purchase orders and check writing. Network version available.
Includes 4th Dimension Runtime.
Requires a hard disk. Demos and
customization available.
MDG Computer Services. Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$3,000

NEW LISTING

FormSet Business Forms Edition

An office management system with
database, text editing,
forms design and
mail merge functions.
DataPak Software. Version 4.0. 512K, Plus,
SE. Not copy protected.
$99

Front Desk Multi-User
Time management software that tracks
how people or departments use their
time. Allows users to schedule up to 30
resources (people, rooms or equipment). View schedules by day or week,
or view all schedules at once. Provides
confirmation, revenue or work hours
reports for one or all resources.
Layered. Version 6.10. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$99 per node

Salary Magic
Salary negotiation and office management tools.
Magic Software. Version 1.3. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$495

The Tracker

Mac Forms
A four-disk collection
of over 100 business
forms.
Desktop Graphics.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
SE/30, II, IIx. $79.95

Keeps track of time, people, events
and notes. Calculate dates with HyperWindow and a perpetual calendar.
Requires HyperCard.
Hyper Media Publishing Group. Version
2.0. Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected. $36

TrueForm

NEW LISTING

Food Distributor Management

My Office

Maclnvoice
A system for processing, printing and
storing invoices. Designed for individuals and small businesses, it automatically performs calculations and prepares
journal summaries. Consecutively numbers invoices, supports keyboard commands, offers macro function and prints
blank hard copy invoices.
Synex. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, SE/30, II,
IIx. Not copy protected.
$69.95

MacStudio
A business management package for
photographers. Requires OverVUE.
MacStudio. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$600;
with OverVUE, $750

A forms processing
system which enables
users to fill out forms
on-screen without
having to redesign or
redraw the form.
Offers 20 ready-made
forms, lets you design
your own forms and
imports scanned forms via TIFF, PICT
or MacPaint. Forms can be completed
with the keyboard or via database or
spreadsheet merge. Forms-oriented
capabilities allow automatic calculation
of any field. Supports multi-page and
multi-copy forms. Requires BOOK
drives; hard disk recommended. Supports most scanners directly or through
TIFF and is AppleShare compatible.
Adobe Systems. Version 1.1. 512KE, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$495;
with scanner, $2,095

Displays and prints over 75 commonlyused business forms that can be customized with your company's name,
address, logo and other recurring information. Entries can be made directly
into the forms while the program totals
amounts and links information within
Volume 2 Issue 4 June 1989
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Workmen's Billing and Time
Management Software
Tracks incoming requests for service,
order entry and processing, preparation of worker's daily schedules, work
cost and duration estimates and customer information. Requires Omnis 3
Plus/Express and a hard disk.
Stanford Business Systems. Plus, SE, II.
$1,490

ON-LINE SERVICES
Accu-Weather Image Database
A real-time database that is used to distribute ready-to-print graphics and
images. Used by Associated Press (AP
Access) to distribute news graphics to
newspapers throughout the U.S., and
by Reuters to distribute news and
financial graphics to papers around the
world. Also used to distribute weather
maps and charts created in the AccuWeather forecast center. Access is available at 300, 1200, 2400 and 9600 baud.
Accu-Weather. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Call for prices

Accu-Weather's Accu-Data
A real-time database with world-wide
weather data and hourly surface observations from 1,000 sites in North America and 6,000 stations around the
world. Includes over 15,000 types of
data including digitized radars, upper
air data, plain language and computer
forecasts, severe weather bulletins,
watches and warnings, climatological
summaries, agricultural weather
reports, marine data types and local or
special interest data. All data can be
plotted on medium- or high-resolution
maps using the Advanced Map Plotting System (AMPS). Includes a complete menu of high-resolution, full-color satellite, radar and graphics images.
Specialized packages are available for
aviation, agriculture and education.
Supports most telecommunications
software, Accu-Weather Forecaster and
high-resolution. Access is available
from 300-9600 baud.
Accu-Weather. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
From 18¢/minute
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Applelink

CompuServe's M.A.U.G. Forums

Provides information about Apple
products and general-interest informationluding world news and stock market quotes. Divided into: the Apple
community, which features Applespecific services, product information
from developers, public domain and
demonstration software, advice on
maximizing the utility of hardware and
software, special-interest discussion
groups, developer forums and realtime conferencing; and General Services which offers news, airline schedules, shopping, interactive games, clubs
and an electronic college. Includes
program disk, user guide and Connect
Guide with information on modem
compatibility, access numbers and
account registration.
Apple Computer.

Micro-networked Apple User Groups
is a collection of eight special interest
forums dedicated to users of Apple and
Macintosh computers. The Personal
Productivity Forum covers word processing and desktop publishing. The
Arts and Entertainment Forum handles
topics relating to music, art and design.
The Business User's Forum discusses
productivity in the business world.
M.A.U.G. Forums also support HyperText, Apple II and III users, developers
and vendors.
CompuServe.
10-20 cents per minute

CompuServe
A communications service with over
480,000 members. Allows users to
communicate with other members via
E-mail and special-interest forums
including several Mac-specific areas.
Other services include financial information, travel and shopping services,
news, computer games, reference and
education, and business interests.
Access Kit includes ID number and
password with $25 of free time.
CompuServe.
Access kit, $39.95;
access time at 300 and 450 baud, $6/hour;
for 1200 and 2400 baud, $12.50/hour

CompuServe Navigator
Communication software designed to
simplify access and use of the CompuServe Information Service. Enables
you to predefine complete session
before going on line, facilitating more
efficient use of on line time. Provides
an interactive terminal mode compatible with CompuServe's version B protocol for file transfers. Supports direct
file transfer of graphic images created
using Graphics Interchange Format
(GIF) . Features include: an integrated
address book; automatic session logs;
forum message and library functions;
and a host-to-micro interface which
optimizes efficiency in connect time.
CompuServe. Version 3.0. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$99.95
Listings Section

Computer Database Plus
Offers CompuServe Information Service subscribers on-line access to articles covering companies, people, products, industry projections, programming and computer design. Refers you
to the publication, issue date and page
number of articles on selected topics.
Allows you to call up and print the text
of most indexed articles. Requires
CompuServe membership kit.
Information Access Company (JAC).
$24/hour

Desktop Express
Communications application which
provides access to wide-area E-mail
and document delivery via MCI Mail.
Enables you to share documents and
files with others, exchange graphics
and text with others running the application, view documents that you
receive without having the application
in which they were created, and have
documents printed and delivered by an
MCI Print Center for overnight delivery. Facilitates file transfers with MSDOS computers running Lotus Express
and allows you to send text files to any
MCI Mail user. Provides access to the
Dow Jones News/Retrieval on-line
news and information service.
Dow Jones & Co. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not coptj protected.
$149
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Disclosure Database/
Spectrum Ownership
An on-line database, part of the Dow
Jones News/ Retrieval service that contains business and financial information extracted from annual and periodic reports filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). Abstracts
information about over 10,000 U.S. and
foreign public companies from documents received from the NYSE, the
American Stock Exchange, National
Association of Securities Dealers and
selected state regulatory agencies. The
Spectrum database provides detailed
and summary stock ownership information for over 5,000 public companies. Can be accessed via Telenet, Tymnet and Uninet.
Disclosure. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Per search, prime time, $6;
non-prime time, $2;
Spectrum ownership information, $6;
non-prime time, $2

Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Provides business
and investor information from Dow Jones
News, The Wall Street
Journal and other
news sources.
Dow Jones & Co.
Set-up fee, $29.95

EchoMac
A decentralized network of bulletin
boards located throughout the world.
Using the FIDONET network, these
boards maintain daily contact to
exchange Macintosh, developers and
HyperCard messages.
BMUG. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Price varies with location/per year
Free-$40

confirmations of all orders and can
track your investments. Databases
available include: Corporate Earnings
Estimator, offering per-share earnings
forecasts; Media General, data on 4,300
companies and 170 industries; and
Insider Trading Monitor, listing information on over 6,500 publicly-held
companies. Requires communications
software and a modem.
Fidelity Investments . 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Monthly, $8;
prime time connect charge, 30¢/minute;
non-prime time, 10¢/minute

FIND-A-USER
Allows you to locate and download
information about any of more than
250,000 Mac users in the U.S. Searches
by name, company and address.
Semaphore Corporation. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
25¢/name

GEnie
A service from GE Information Services. No monthly fee, no minimum.
GEnie.
Non-prime-time rate,
$5/hour at 300 or 1200 baud;
$12.50/hour at 2400 baud;
sign-up charge, $29.95

GoverNET
Accesses the Connect on-line communication and information service.
Features icon-based E-mail; disk file
enclosure for all applications; transfer
of text files and graphics documents
between the Mac and PCs; product
information via MacGuide Magazine online and Mac symposium; 15-minute
delayed link to Standard & Poor's
securities quotes; electronic forums for
business and professional groups; keyword searches of forum contents.
Connect. Version 1.0. 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$49.95

Fidelity Investors EXPRESS
A comprehensive investment service
providing access to over 40 databases
in the Dow Jones News/ Retrieval
system. After you have done your
research, the service allows you to
place orders for common or preferred
stock or options through a brokerage
account. You receive written
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ISTP Search
An on-line database of published scientific and technical proceedings available to users of Pergamon ORBIT Infoline. Offers multidisciplinary on-line
access to the international proceedings
Listings Section

literature appearing in journal issues,
supplements, serials and monographs
from 1982 to date. Subject coverage
includes agriculture, applied sciences,
biology, chemical sciences, clinical
medicine, engineering, environmental,
life and physical sciences. Searching
options include Main Entry Records for
conference information and Analytic
Records for bibliographic information.
Information is updated monthly.
ISI (Institute for Science Information).
Connect charge per hour, $95

Knowledge Index
Locate articles from over 60 databases
covering hundreds of subjects.
Dialog Information Services.
Start-up fee, $35;
40¢/minute on-line

Mac Underground
A weekly electronic magazine available
to subscribers "Via SafeHouses"
throughout the country and overseas.
Includes Desktop-to-Desktop telecommunications program Agent/Courier.
No on-line charges.
Mac Underground.
One year, $59.95

MacNET
A software package that
allows you to access the Connect communication and
information service. Features
icon-based E-mail with options for sending and receiving; disk file enclosure for all
applications; transfer of text
files and graphics documents
between the Mac and PCs; product
information via MacGuide Magazine online and Mac symposium; 15-rninute
delayed link to Standard & Poor's securities quotes; custom electronic forums
for business and professional groups;
keyword searches of forum contents;
and automatic sign-on by one user.
Connects to PCs using PC/MacNET.
Connect.
Software, $49.95;
connect time: $8/hour, peak;
$4/hour, off-peak;
there is an additional charge of 2¢/K for
data transfer over 2K/minute or120Kfhour
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MCI Mail

X•PRESS X•Change

Communications tools that enable you
to send and receive E-mail with other
subscribers. Services include: Instant
Letter electronic messages, which are
received and printed for immediate
reading or stored; Overnight Letters,
which are laser printed and delivered
via courier to over 38,000 US ZIP codes;
MCI Letters, which are laser printed
and placed in first-class mail; FAX Dispatch, which allows you to send messages to any Group III FAX machine
worldwide; Telex Disp~tch, for sending
and/ or receiving telexes; Scripts, electronic forms for data collection; and
Electronic Bulletin Boards, for sending
messages to groups or individuals.
MCI International. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Prices van;

A 24-hour service delivering information on stock quotes (updated at opening, midday and closing), news, sports,
conferencing, shopping and weather
via cable television lines to personal
computers.
X•PRESS Information Services. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$125

NewsNet
A database that contains over 330 specialized business newsletters covering
over 35 industries and professions.
These include aerospace, defense,
finance and banking, computers, international investment, taxation and telecommunications.
NewsNet.
Call for prices

The Source
A communications service offering
financial information, travel schedules,
shareware and freeware, up-to-theminute news, and resources for electronic mail and networking.
Source Telecomputing. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
One-time set-up charge, $29.95;
prime time access, 43rt/minute;
non-prime time access, 18rt/minute

X•PRESS Executive
An information service that focuses primarily on the business and financial
user with continuously-updated securities quotes from Standard & Poor's, financial information and business news,
market statistics, and corporate press
releases. Offered as a cable service.
X•PRESS Information Services.
Hardware/Software Kit, $225;
monthly charge, $19.95
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Abaton Scan 300/FB and 300/S
Two 300 dpi flatbed scanners designed
to scan odd-shaped, fragile materials
and original photographs. Both scanners feature C-Scan Plus and Pane/Scan
software for image processing. C-Scan
Plus enables high-resolution scanning
in line art, halftone or true grayscale
modes and offers MacPaint-style tools,
shapes, lines and fill patterns for 300
dpi painting and editing. Pane/Scan, a
scanning utility residing in the Control
Panel, allows you to scan from within
an application. The Scan 300/S contains
a built-in SCSI interface and is equipped to handle legal size documents.
Hard disk recommended. Optional
Mac-to-MS-DOS conversion kit allows
image-processing in the MS-DOS environment. Includes cable, scanner interface card, scanner driver diskette and
image processing software.
Abaton Technology Corp. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx. 300/FB, $1,495;
300/S, $1 ,795;
conversion kit, $475

AST TurboScan
High resolution
image scanner that
optically scans graphics and text for input.
AST Research.
Sheet fed, $1,795;
flatbed, $1,899

AutoREAD
A 300 dpi OCR tool that incorporates
artificial intelligence concepts to read
most languages including Greek,
Hebrew and Russian. Reads typewritten fonts from 5-20 points; recognizes
italics, kerned type and proportionallyspaced fonts; differentiates between
identical characters such as commas
and apostrophes; recognizes ligatures
and split characters; provides a built-in
text editor; reads over 100 characters/
second from an image file or directly
from a disk; and generates ASCII files
for import into word processing and
DTP applications. Requires a hard
drive and 2Mb RAM. Supports the
Apple Scanner.
Tutor/and. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, SE/30, II,
IIx. Corn; protected.
$795

Custom Image Scanning
Transforms your logos and art into
high-resolution 300 dpi TIFF files or
MacPaint and PICT files for use as templates in Adobe lllustrator 88.
DigiTech Systems. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Each scan, $4.99

Apple Scanner
Optical image scanner system with
flatbed scanning device, AppleScan and
HyperScan software. Imports previously created images and graphics into
any paint, drawing or page layout
application supporting PICT, TIFF or
MacPaint file formats. Modifies
scanned images, integrates graphics
with peripherals such as LaserWriter
and ImageWriter LQ printers and
AppleFax modem. Operation requires
appropriate SCSI cable.
Apple Computer. Plus, SE, II.
$1,799
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Datacopy 730 Scanner
Flatbed scanner that
works with any original document from
postage stamp size to
8.5"xll". Page thickness and finish do not
matter. 300 dpi resolution. Works with all
Datacopy software
including Imaging, OCR Plus and Microfax. An optional automatic document
feeder lets you scan 30 pages at a time.
Datacom;.
$1,800
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Datacopy Flatbed
Scanner Series
Series of compact, high-resolution
flatbed desktop scanners capable of
scanning objects up to 8.5"xll". The 730
scans at 300 dpi and uses two halftone
patterns; the 830 scans 64levels of gray
at 75 to 300 dpi, uses five halftone patterns and also has a 300x600 mode; the
840 scans 256levels of gray at 400 dpi
and uses a SCSI port; and the 840I scans
at up to 2,600 dpi and features an onboard image processor. Optional automatic document feeders are available.
Datacopy.
Model730, $1 ,800;
Model830, $2,800;
Model 840, $6,800;
Model 840I, $9,995

FaxScan
Scanner I fax unit that converts Mac into
a fax receiver or a stand-alone fax
machine into a 300 dpi scanner.
MD Ideas. Plus, SE, II.
$299.95

HP 9190A Desktop Scanner
Flatbed desktop scanner for graphics
and text. Handles various sized, singlesheet documents and bound reports.
Scanned images can be resized.
Options include OCR software in standard and international versions and a
20-page document feeder.
Hewlett-Packard .
Scanner, $1 ,495;
Macintosh interface kit, $495;
document feeder, $595;
standard OCR software, $595;
international OCR software, $895

Info Scanner

JX-300 Business Color Scanner

Scans images at 75, 150 or 300 dpi. Perfoms multiple grayscale and color separations.
Infotek. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$1,295

A flatbed color scanner that scans originals up to 8.5"x11" in 24-bit color and
256 gray scales and monochrome. Has
resolution of 300 dpi which is
adjustable from 30 to 300 in increments
of one. Uses a GPIB IEEE 488 interface.
Sharp Electronics. II.
$4,995

IOC Speedreader
Family of intelligent scanners offering
full OCR and graphics scanning capabilities. IDC document processing software is used to learn typewritten and
typeset fonts, including foreign and
accented fonts.
Intelligent Optics. Version 700A. $5,495

IS-300 and IS-300 F
Based on the Canon IX-12, delivers
images up to 300 dpi to the screen in
less than 12 seconds. IS-300F is a
flatbed version. Both support OCR and
grayscaling.
Laser Connection. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
IS-300, $895;
IS-300F, $1,495

An 8-bit grayscale, high-resolution
scanner that reads 256 levels of gray
and offers contrast/ intensity controls
in grayscale, dithered and line-art '
modes. Features variable resolution
from 12 to 1500 dpi, selectable in one
dot increments. Includes Desk Gallery
Plus software that provides full painting and editing tools, and a preview
featUre that displays modifications to
scanned images as they are made.
Interface kit included. Optional system
cable available.
Hewlett Packard/Greeley Systems Div.
Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx.
$2,190;
cable, $60
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Flatbed color
scanner that scans
originals up to
ll"x17" in 24-bit color,
256 gray scales and
monochrome. Provides a 300 dpi
resolution and is
adjustable from 30 to
300 in increments of one. Uses a GPIB
IEEE 488 interface. An optional mirror
unit allows you to scan 35 mm slides
and transparencies up to 8.5"xll".
Sharp Electronics Corporation. II. $6,995;
mirror unit, $500

JetReader Pagefeed Scanner
Compact scanner with
a ten-page document
feed; suited for graphics and OCR. Requires
Maclmage or MacOCR
S/W. Scans images
in 35 seconds at 200300 dpi.
Datacopy. Plus, SE, II.
$1,300

JX-100 Personal Color Scanner
HP ScanJet Plus

JX-450 Professional
Color Scanner

Hand-held color scanner that scans
images up to 4"x6" in 24-bit color, 256
gray scales and monochrome. Scanning
resolution of 200 dpi is adjustable in
increments of one. Available interface
kits include software and serial cable.
Sharp Electronics Corporation. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx.
$995;
interface kit, $570
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LightningScan
Hand-held scanner for importing
images up to four inches wide into
page layout and graphics applications.
Connects to the SCSI port via a supplied controller. Scans at 100,200, 300
and 400 dpi and supports three dithering patterns and a line-art mode. Bundled with software with editing tools
for TIFF, EPSF, PICT and paint formats
and controls for frames, rotations and
captions for output to PostScript printers. Supports 16levels of gray, derived
from dithering patterns, on a Mac II.
Thunderware. Plus, SE, II.
$549

LS-300 Scanner
Scans graphics and text at up to 300 dpi
and 32 shades of gray. Includes SCSI
interface and cable. Fully compatible
with software such as Mac Write, MacPaint, Aldus PageMaker and others.
Princeton Graphic Systems. Plus. $1 ,095
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Macdig II

MacScan Pro Sheetfed Scanner

Scanning digitizer with software to
modify scanned bit images and OCR
software for scanning text.
Infotek. 512K, Plus, SE.
$1,119

Page scanning system based on the
Canon IX-12 sheet-fed scanner, the
MacScanPro interface and MacScan software. Captures 8-bit 256 grayscale
images, line art and halftone images.
Input resolution of up to 300 dpi in less
than 16 seconds. Includes a 300 dpi
editing toolbox, 10 different save formats, adjustable brightness control and
variable resolution settings. Scans documents of any length and 8.5" wide. A
24-hour bulletin board service provides
software updates, manual revisions
and an on-line message service.
New Image Technology. Version 1.42. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,599

Maclmage
Offers an easy-to-use capability to control Datacopy scanner, manage image
files, print image files and view images.
Also provides picture element editing.
Model 730 or Jet Reader required.
Datacopy. Plus, SE, II.
$695

MacinText
OCR application that reads 20 monoand proportionally-spaced typefaces
from 8 to 12 points. Reads multiple
columns and around images embedded in text in a single pass.
Microtek Lab. Version 1.1. 512KE, Plus,
SE, SE/30, II, IIx. Not copy protected. $199

MacOCR
OCR software that reads 21 pre-programmed fonts from typewriter, dotmatrix, laser or office printers. Scans
line art or continuous tone photographs, formats text files compatible
with word processing programs.
Datacopy. Plus, SE, II.
$895

MacScan
Scanner software which includes SCSI
interface and cables.
Laser Connection. Version 47.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$649

MacScan Pro Flatbed Scanner
Page scanning system based on the
Canon IX-12F Flatbed scanner, the MacScanPro interface and MacScan application software. Captures 8-bit 256 grayscale images, line art and halftone
images. Includes a 300 dpi editing toolbox, 10 save formats, adjustable brightness control, and variable resolution
settings. Scans documents up to A4 size
with no document shifts during scans.
A 24-hour bulletin board service provides software updates, manual revisions and an on-line message service.
New Image Technology. Version 1.42. Plus,
SE, II.
$2,895
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MacScan Sheetfed Scanner
Page scanning system based on the
Canon IX-12 sheet-feed scanner, the
MacScan interface and MacScan application software. Captures line art and
halftone images. Input resolution of up
to 300 dpi in less than 16 seconds.
Includes a 300 dpi editing toolbox, 10
different save formats, adjustable
brightness control and variable resolution settings. Scans documents of any
length and 8.5" wide. A 24-hour bulletin board service provides software
updates, manual revisions and an online message service.
New Image Technology. Version 1.38. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$999

MacScan-Canon IX·12F Flatbed
A page scanning system based on the
Canon IX-12 flatbed scanner, the MacScan interface and MacScan application
software. Captures line art and halftone
images. Input resolution of up to 300
dpi in less than 16 seconds. Includes a
300 dpi editing toolbox, 10 different
save formats, adjustable brightness
control and variable resolution settings.
Scans documents of up to A4 size. A
24-hour bulletin board service provides
software updates, manual revisions
and an on-line message service.
New Image Technologr;. Version 1.38. Plus,
SE, II. Not corn; protected.
$1,995

Listings Sect1on

MacScan-Fujitsu
M3095 EFlatbed
A page scanning system based on the
Fujitsu M3095 E flatbed scanner, the
MacScan interface and the MacScan
application software. Captures line art
and halftone images. Input resolution
of up to 400 dpi in less than two seconds. Includes a 300 dpi editing toolbox, 10 different save formats,
adjustable brightness control and variable resolution settings. Scans documents to ll"x17". Prevents document
shifting during scanning. A 24-hour
bulletin board service provides software updates, manual revisions and an
on-line message service.
New Image Technology. Version 1.38. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$6,895

MaraThon Scanner Card
Provides a NuBus interface for the
Canon IX-12 scanner and similar scanners. Imports scanned images and text
for use in graphics, OCR and page layout applications.
Dove Computer. II, IIx.
$199

MS·300AJMSF·300A
Image and text scanners for desktop
publishing applications. Features
include controls for brightness, contrast
and scaling, scanning 64 shades of gray,
and OCR capability. Bundled with
VersaScan Plus scanning/ graphic software and interfaces.
Microtek Lab. Plus, SE, II, IIx.
$1,995

MSF·300C
Flatbed image and text scanner for
desktop applications. Features 64
shades of gray and recognizes line
drawings, continuous tone photos and
OCR. Includes interfaces and VersaScan
Plus scanning/ graphic software with
300 dpi paint features.
Microtek Lilb. Plus, SE, II, IIx.
$1,695

MSF·300G/GS
Flatbed image and text scanners for
DTP applications that offer 300 dpi resolution and recognize 256 levels of
gray. GS model features a built-in SCSI
interface.
Microtek Lab. Plus, SE, II, IIx.
$3,495
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MSF·300Q/QS

PC Scan 1000

Picture Pac

Flatbed image and text scanners with
300 dpi resolution that recognize 64
levels of grayscale. The QS model features a built-in SCSI interface.

Incorporates a flatbed design with 16
levels of 4-bit grayscale scanning and
image resolution to 300 dpi. Features
bilevel or halftone scanning and an
optional document feeder.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$1,795

Holds documents and bound materials
flat between a hinged-glass cover and a
felt-lined base for scanning with Truvel
scanners. Functions as a layout board
for preparing compositions prior to
scanning. Features a grid-patterned
base for precise alignment of materials;
protects documents; holds materials
securely, eliminating slippage; and
accepts materials 3/8-inch thick.

Microtek l.o.b. Plus, SE, II, IIx.

$2,495

MSF·400G/GS
Flatbed image and text scanners that
offer 400 dpi resolution and recognize
256 levels of gray for use in OCR and
page layout applications. The GS model features a built-in SCSI interface.

Microtek l.o.b. Plus, SE, II, IIx.

$3,995

Omni·Reader
Manually operated, line-by-line OCR
capable of reading four common typefaces: Courier 10, Courier 12, Letter
Gothic and Prestige Elite.
G.A.S. International. 512K, Plus, SE. $199

OmniPage
OCR program that
recognizes alphanumerics in various layouts, including multiple columns and
spreadsheets. Reads
non-stylized fonts in
sizes from 8 to 72
points. Images can be
edited in the Transitional Editor, or in
ASCII-, Mac Write- or Excel-compatible
formats. Previews an image at full resolution and scans only the selected portion. Includes user-definable default settings and QuickCard, a text retrieval
utility. Requires: Apple Scanner, HP
ScanJet or compatible, and 4Mb RAM,
5Mb if used with MultiFinder. Accelerator recommended for use with SE.
Caere Corporation. Version 1.0. SE, II.

Not copy protected.

$795

PC 5800 Magnetic
EncoderNerifier
Facilitates on-site encoding of magnetic
cards such as membership cards and
employee badges. Connects to the serial port and includes encoder support
programs and an input file that accepts
keyboard or text file entry.

PC Scan 1020
Incorporates a flatbed design with 16
levels of 4-bit grayscale scanning and
image resolution up to 300 dpi. Also
includes DEST's Text Processor hardware for OCR.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$2,545

PC Scan 2000
Edge-fed scanner offering 8-bit grayscale scanning of up to 256levels of
image data, bilevel and halftone. Features variable resolution scanning from
38 to 300 dpi with scanning speeds up
to nine seconds per page. Optional
document feeder.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$1,495

PC Scan 2020
Edge-fed scanner
offering 8-bit grayscale scanning of up
to 256 levels of image
data, bilevel or
halftone. Features
variable resolution
scanning from 38 to
300 dpi with scanning
speeds up to nine seconds per page.
Also includes DEST' s Text Processor
hardware for OCR.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$2,345

PC Scan Plus
An edge-feed unit
that scans text, line art
and halftone images
at resolutions of 200-,
240- or 300 pixels/
inch from originals as
large as 8.5"x14". Features scanning speed
of 1.3 inches/second.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$2,495

Truvel Corporation. II, IIx.

$325

Publish Pac
Software that works with DEST's PC
Scan and PC Scan Plus page scanners
and enables text or images to be
entered into desktop publishing, image
processing and word processing applications. Includes SuperPaint. Requires
cable kit.
DEST Corp. Plus, SE, II.
$595;

cable kit, $120

Read· It!
Reads TIFF, PICT and
bitmap files directly
and converts them
into text files that can
be used with
database, word processing and desktop
publishing applications. Learns new
typefaces and recognizes a number of
fonts and sizes, including laser printer
fonts and foreign characters.

Olduvai Corporation. Version 2.0. Plus,
SE, SE/30, II, IIx. Not copy protected. $495

Read-It! Personal
OCR application for use with ThunderScan that learns new typefaces and recognizes a variety of fonts and sizes.
Reads ThunderScan files directly and
converts them into text files that can be
used with database, word processing
and desktop publishing applications.

Olduvai Corporation. Version 2.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx.
Not copy protected.
$149

TPS Electronics. Version PC-5850. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$745
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ReadStar II Plus
Intelligent character
recognition software
which reads typed,
proportionally-spaced
and kemed text
including bold, italic
and accents. Trainable
to read fonts between
6 and 20 point. Supports most scanners. Requires 2Mb and
a hard disk.
Inovatic. Version 1.06.
$995

ScanJet Desktop Scanner
Flatbed device capable of handling
documents from 8.5"x11.7" pages to
wallet-sized photos, including bound
documents. Features selectable output
resolution from 38 to 600 dpi. Reduces
and enlarges images from 7 to 1578
percent depending on resolution. Interface kit consists of software that can be
accessed as an application or a DA.
Includes: power supply, interface converter box and parallel cable; DeskScan
software, which can be used with the
Clipboard for importing images into
applications; and DeskPaint software,
which features a variety of painting
tools for revising and enhancing
images. Requires an additional SCSI
system or peripheral cable.
Hewlett Packard/Greelf?Y Systems Division.
Version HP9190A. Plus, SE, II.
$1,495;
interface kit, $495

Scan Master
A flat-bed digital color scanner which
scans flat art, up to ll"x17" and film
transparencies, up to 8"x10". Offers a
maximum resolution of 300 dpi, produces 256 colors and uses a standard 8bit GPIB interface. MacScan-It software
allows use of functions such as zoom,
crop and color correction. Files can be
saved as PICT2 or RIFF files, or sent to
a color printer.
Howtek. II. Not copy protected.
$8,195

ScanMaster II
High-resolution, flat-bed digital color
scanner which scans line art, text, continuous tone or halftone images up to
8.5"xll". Employs a single CCD sensor
and electronic RGB color separation
172 MacGuide Magazine

methods to digitize color and blackand-white images. Offers a range of
fixed scanning rates from 75 to 300 dpi,
continuous resolution of 30 to 300 dpi,
produces 256 colors and uses a standard 8-bit GPIB interface. Sold separately or with MacScan-It software which
offers zoom, crop and color correction.
Files can be saved as PICT2 or RIFF
files, or sent to a color printer.
Howtek. II.
$4,995;
with GPIB interface and
MacScan-It software, $6,195

ScanMaster/35
Film scanners which convert 35 mm
film images to digital data. Scanmaster /35 offers a maximum resolution of
2000x2000 dpi and scans at 12 bits per
color, with a total accuracy of 24 bits
per pixel, 2,046 gray levels. Scanmaster /35 II features a scanning resolution
of 2000x3000 dpi for high-resolution
applications in medical imaging and
retouching. Both utilize a 2,048 element
ceo array, a fluorescent lamp and a
color filter wheel in the scanning process. Data is sent via standard 8-bit
GPIB interface. MacScan-It software
allows the use of functions such as
zoom, crop and color correction. Files
can be saved as PICT2 or RIFF files, or
can be sent directly to a color printer.
Howtek. II. Not copy protected.
ScanMaster/35, $8,195;
ScanMaster/35 II, $8,195

grounds, or white text on dark backgrounds then inserts special tags for
interfacing with typesetting systems.
Automatic definition of columns
allows for rapid transfer of column formats to save for future use. Maintains
column formats and tabulations for
transfer into spreadsheets and special
characters for export to databases.
CTA. Version 3.0. SE, II.
$995

TextScan
OCR software for page scanning systems including the MacScan page-scanning systems; a combination of featurebased and matrix-matching algorithms
not dependent on font libraries and
requiring no "teaching mode." Can
read an 8.5"x14" page into word processing or desktop publishing programs. Reads font sizes between 10
and 24 point, mixed fonts and styles,
typeset and kemed characters.
New Image Technology. Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$395

GOLDEN GAVEL
AWARD WINNER

SCSI Interface
High-speed SCSI interface for use with
Microtek S-300A, MSF300A and
MSF300C scanners. Interface is bundled with the MSF-300Q/QS, MSF300G/GS and MSF-400G models.
Microtek Lab. Plus, SE, SE/30, II, Ilx. $295

TextPert
Text reader that integrates universal font
recognition with an
open architecture for
custornization. Captures and stores text,
symbols and graphics
and interprets handlettered printing and
Indo-European languages, including
Greek. Reads text on colored backListings Section

Turns ImageWriters
into high resolution
image input devices.
Prints bitmaps at 300
dpi and creates true
PostScript halftones.
The Mac II requires
Power Accessory.
Thunderware. Version
4.0. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$249;
Power Accessory, $49
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TruScan Image Buffer
Provides a disk drive for storage of
scanned images. Allows large files of
black and white, grayscale and 24-bit
color images to be saved directly to
disk. Available with various disk
capacities in both fixed-platter and
removable cartridge configurations.
Eliminates need for workstation to be
used just for scanning.

Truvel Corporation. II, IIx. $4,995-$5,995

TruScan TF·3X
Digitizes X-Ray film at a fixed resolution of 256 dpi intended to simplify
operations for repetitive scans. Supports reduced electronic resolutions of
64,85 and 128 dpi. Scans films from 35
mm strips up to 14 inches wide, with
infinite film length. Each pixel is represented on a 256-level gray scale. Features include threshold, gain and exposure control, previewing and comparing of scans in various modes, settings
and sizes, variable aspect ratio, a prescan function, cropping, lighter I darker
controls for image density; and realtime screen feedback on lens settings
and available memory. Interfaces via
the Truvel SCSI unit.

Truvel Corporation. II.

$11,995

TruScan TZ-3
A black-and-white/ grayscale scanner
that scans line art, halftones and 4, 16
and 256 levels of gray, in variable resolutions from 75 to 900 dpi. Accommodates single sheets, bound documents
and 3D objects in a 12"x17" scanning
area. Features include: 3:1 zoom; controls for aspect ratio, threshold and
exposure; and prescan previewing and
cropping. Saves images as PICT, TIFF
and MacPaint files.

Truvel Corporation. SE, SE/30, II, IIx.
$5,995

TruScan TZ·3BWC
A grayscale and single-pass 24-bit color
scanner with 256 values each for red,
blue and green. Scans in line and
halftone modes, and 4, 16 and 256levels of gray. Resolution is variable from
75 to 900 dpi. Features gain controls,
multiple windows for previewing and
comparing scans in various modes, setVolume 2 Issue 4 June 1989

tings and sizes, a pre-scan function,
cropping capabilities and realtime feedback on lens settings and available
memory.

Truvel Corporation. II, Ilx.

$9,495

TruScan TZ·3BWCT
A combination gray scale and 24-bit
color transparency with 150-3600 dpi
resolution. Black-and-white mode
scans line art, halftone and 256 levels of
gray. Adjustable gain and automatic
color balance available in color mode.
Scans positive or negative film from 35
mm to 12-inch width. Features include
individual gain and exposure control,
multiple windows that allow for preview and comparison of scans and
cropping function.

Truvel Corporation. II, IIx.

$11,995

TruScan TZ·3X
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"X-Ray Vision."
Scans films ranging
in size from 35 mm
to 14-inches wide at
resolutions from 256
to 700 dpi; accommodates any film length,
limited only by available memory. Individual pixels are represented on a 256-level grayscale.
Features include real-time screen feedback on lens settings and available
memory, cropping, a prescan function,
lighter I darker controls for image density, and variable aspect ratio. Allows
previewing and comparison of scans in
various modes, settings and sizes, with
control of threshold, gain and exposure.

Truvel Corporation. II, Ilx.

Zebra Board
A real-time image-processing board for
line art scans that provides floating
dynamic clipping levels which search
for grayscale transitions in an image as
it is scanned. Recognizes lines smaller
than the optical pixel resolution of the
scanner. Mounts inside the scanner;
may be enabled/ disabled via software;
features coarse and fine control
options; provides intelligent clipping
levels for maximizing accuracy; and
does not affect scan speed.

Truvel Corporation. II, IIx.

$995

SPELLING CHECKERS &
WORD PROCESSING AIDS
Arabic Bibliographic Database
Provides input and output for an automated bibliography of library holdings
in Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Ottoman
and English. Performs transliteration
from Apple's Arabic fonts into Roman
letters. Requires 4th Dimension. Firsttime customers are asked to order the
catalog and samples for $1 with 56¢
SASE before calling.

Ecological Linguistics. Version 4.2. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
Call for prices

ArchiText
A text retrieval, management and presentation system for organizing text
and graphics. Includes a read-only version which may be distributed with
ArchiText documents. Requires two
floppy drives.

BrainPower. Version 1.03. Plus, SE, II. Not
copy protected.
$349.95

$12,495

Biblio-Link
VisionScan 200
Optical scanning device that imports
text and graphics. Interfaces through
the serial port with at least 1Mb of
RAM. Scans into TIFF, TIFF Compressed, PICT and MacPaint formats,
and is compatible with most desktop
publishing programs. Includes
Deskpaint software with an optional,
specially developed version of Read-it!
OCR software.

Mirror Technologies.
Listings Section

$749

A set of companion programs for ProCite for the Macintosh. Each converts
records downloaded from an on-line
database into a Pro-Cite database file.
Various bibliographic elements, such as
author, title and publication date, are
transferred into the appropriate fields.
A separate Biblio-Link is available for
each on-line database. Requires Pro-Cite

for the Macintosh.
Personal Bibliographic Software. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected,
$195
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BizPianBuilder

NEW LISTING

GOfer

A template for preparing business and
marketing plans. Provides pre-struchrred sentences, paragraphs, charts and
lists. Includes six Excel spreadsheets for
calculating and preparing financial projections including 12-month detailed
budgets, five-year income (Profit and
Loss) statements, pro forma balance
sheets, cash flow projections, breakeven analyses and source and use of
funds reports. Requires Mac Write or
Microsoft Word.
Tools For Sale. Version 3.0. Plus, SE, II.

DocuComp

A text search and
retrieval tool that
locates and displays
text without prior
indexing or preparation. Feahrres an onscreen real-time summary of progress
during background
searches and allows multiple copies to
the Clipboard. HyperCard-compatible.

$99

Business Letters to Go!
A collection of 175 form letters in categories such as marketing/ sales, customer relations, personnel, secretarial,
governmental and managerial. Includes an on-line Hypertext business
letter writing guide which allows access to hundreds of definitions, notes
and tips on effective writing. The letters
contain data entry fields for mail merge
that can be copied into most applications that support the Clipboard.

Aardvark Development Labs.
512K, Plus, SE, II.

$49.95

Chinese Hanze-Talk
Converts phonetic typing into Hanze
each time you press the spacebar after
typing a full grammatical phrase or
sentence. Learns which Hanze you use
most often and brings up first choices
when you type. Available through the
Ecological Linguistics Catalog.

Ecological Linguistics. Version 4.2 .
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.

$30

Correctamente
A Spanish dictionary of over 100,000
words for use with grammar I spelling
checkers within Microsoft Word 3.X.
Documentation available in English
and Spanish.

Medina Software. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$32 .95

Scans documents to locate and highlight insertions, deletions, movements
and replacements of text or programming source code. Notes changes as
small as added commas or as large as
hundreds of pages. Displays the
changes in a split window on-screen or
prints highlighted files . Feahrres
include: on-line help; revision bars;
strike outs or carets for deletions; custom displays; and line numbering.
Reads Word, Mac Write, WordPerfect,
Full Write, WriteNow, Nisus and ASCII
files and compares files of different formats. Supports background operation
under MultiFinder.

Microlytics. Version 1.0. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$79.95

Graham Speller
An interactive
spelling checker DA
with macro capabilities, a thesaurus and a
guess function.

Advanced Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$159.95;
demo,$3

Graham Software.
Version 1.1.
Plus, SE, II.
$44.95

Doug Clapp's Word Tools
A text analysis tool
which provides punctuation and style
checking. Feahrres
unlimited custornizable suspect lists.
Reads and writes

'IJmD:IIIJJ
Mac Write, Word and
II
ASCII files.

Aegis Development. Version 1.02. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$79.95

EndNote
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Show Me Your References."
A bibliographic and
reference DA for use
with Microsoft Word,

MacWrite, WordPerfect
and WriteNow. Maintains a library of up to
32,000 references, creates a list of references
and automatically
inserts it at the end of the document.
Inserts formatted citations according to
the desired reference style. Supports all
major bibliographic styles, Greek characters, underlining, superscripts, subscripts and italics.

lnfoLogic Envelope
An envelope-addressing application
for use with a word processor. Prints
addresses stored in stacks and includes
a button scripted to bring up the Envelope window. Feahrres include: a variety of fonts, sizes and styles; cut, paste,
clear and undo commands; a choice of
over 50 envelope sizes. Compatible
with LaserWriters and ImageWriters.

Info Logic Software. 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$37

Kanji-Talk
A system which converts phonetic typing (English or Kana) into Kanji plus
Kana each time you press the spacebar
after typing a full grammatical phrase
or sentence. Learns which Kanji you
use most often and brings up first
choices when you type.
Ecological Linguistics. Version 2.0. Plus,

SE, II.

$30

Niles & Associates. Version 1.0. 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$129
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KeyNotes Associated
Press Stylebook
A DA version of the
widely-used style and
reference guide.
Designed as a companion to all word
processing and desktop publishing applications. Includes a
complete listing of
word usage and style, guides for punctuation, abbreviation, capitalization
and spelling. Features guidelines for
business and sports writing. Switcher
and LocalTalk compatible.

management aids; Mirra, which provides protection against crashes, inadvertant re-initializations, deletions and
viruses; Optimizer, which consolidates
unused space on hard drives to
enhance access times; and PC Secure,
which offers password protection and
file encryption capabilities.
Central Point Software. Version 1.1. 512K,

512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$79

ADA that looks up
the spelling of a word
without leaving the
application. Includes
a dictionary.

Digital Learning System. Version 1.0.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$59.95

Working Software.
Version 2.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$59.95

Le conjugueur
A DA that conjugates
French verbs.

Les editions Ad Lib.
Version 1.2.
512K,Plus.
$49.95

Mac VJE
A front-end character conversion
engine for use with Japanese applications. Requires 2Mb RAM.

Qualitas Trading Co. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.

$249

MacGAS
A spelling checker
that features automatic correction, resizable
windows and macro
capabilities.

DataPak Software, Inc.
Version 1.3. 512K, Plus,
SE. Not copy
protected.
$49

Locate (Part of PC Tools Deluxe
for the Macintosh)
A collection of disk
utilities and data
recovery tools.
Includes: Locate 2.0, a
DA that searches for
files by name, key
words or phrases; PC
Backup, which supports background
operation under MultiFinder; FastCopy,
which copies 400- and 800K floppies;
MacTools, a collection of disk and file
Volume 2 Issue 4 June 1989

Spelling checker with glossary and thesaurus for use with Mac Write, Jazz and
Microsoft Word. Features an 80,000word dictionary, a list of synonyms and
acronyms and a glossary.
EnterSet. Version 1.06. 512K, Plus.

Not copy protected.

$99

Mac Proof
Text editing and revision tool that gives
feedback on mechanics, usage, style and
structure. Offers an
on-line reference
guide. Works from
within word processing applications.

Lexpertise. Version 3.11. Plus, SE, II. Not
copy protected.
$195

MarkUp
Allows workgroup editing and review
of documents without having the
application in which they were created.
You can mark, highlight, expand and
annotate reports, drawings, scanned
photos and spreadsheets. Supports a
physical workgroup on a network and
logical workgroups, whose members
are dispersed and send files via disk or
telecommunications. Based on the
metaphor of transparent overlays on an
original document, the print driver
produces an image of the original,
which you enter into a multi-user
database where access controls are
established. Each group member can
edit and mark on a separate overlay.
All layers can be consulted, subject to
access controls and the master reviewer
can collect comments from all layers.
Original documents can be revised
using MultiFinder or edited documents
can be printed.

Mainstay. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Two users, $495;
five users, $995;
supplemental users, $195

MacGreek New Testament
Spelling Checker Dictionary
A spelling checker dictionary, for use
with the MacGreek New Testament, that
includes all forms of every word in the
United Bible Society's The Greek New
Testament third edition, corrected. Add
root forms as necessary. Requires
Microsoft Word 3.01.

Linguist's Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
$49.95

SE, II.

A DA for creating and
editing mathematical
equations for use
within word processing and desktop publishing applications.
Saves equations as
PICT, EPS and TEX
files.

Design Science. Version 2.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$149
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Medina Spelling Dictionary
A 20,000-plus-word technical and religious spelling dictionary for use with
Microsoft Word 3.X.

Medina Software. Version 1.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$24.95

Pro-Cite for the Macintosh
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Show Me Your References."
A text management
system for bibliographic records
comprised of 20 document types, including
books, journal articles, conference proceedings, a variety of
special media, or six
user-defined workforms. Bibliographies can be formatted in any style;
searches can be performed on all fields
using full Boolean logic and sorting can
be performed on six levels. Features
include variable-length field and record
capability, aDA for changing fonts and
full IBM compatibility.

Personal Bibliographic Software.
Version 1.3. Plus, SE, II.
Not coptj protected.

$395

Publish or Perish
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"Show Me Your References."
Bibliographic database designed for
researchers, scholars
and students that
replaces index cards
in the process of
assembling bibliographies for reports,
proposals and
research papers. Create an unlimited
number of keywords, references and
notes, print them directly or generate/
import text files for editing with a word
processor. Features copy / move cards,
Boolean-logic searches, control page
options, a variety of bibliography formats and on-screen sorting.

Park Row Software. Version 3.05. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$49.95
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RefMaker
+ This product is reviewed in the feature ,

Sensible Grammar
for Macintosh

"Show Me Your References."

Proofreading program
with over 4,500 commonly misused English phrases. Identifies
phrases, punctuation,
capitalization, repeated words and other
errors. Checks for
improper noun/verb,
article/noun and verb/modifier agreements. Analyzes homonyms, estimates
readability, performs word counts.

A manuscript preparation tool that assembles reference lists by
building a database of
literature references
and automating the
process of incorporating them into a
manuscript. Download references from BRS/Medline,
BRS/BIOSIS, MEDLARS or CAS Online
services into your database and bibliographies in many commonly-used formats. Use Microsoft Word, HyperCard or
a relational database manager to store,
sort and access references; and group
related articles by subject for access to
information when writing an article.
Assemble and format reference lists
and use Word's Print Merge function.
ReferenceLibrary, an integrated stack,
provides data management tools to
store references on cards indexed
according to key words. Other features
allow you to transfer references
between stacks, check for duplicates
and perform global search/replace
operations. Includes stack, templates
for databases, documentation and Print
Merge bibliography formats. Hard
drive recommended.

Cat's Cradle Software. Version 2.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$75

Sensible Software. Version l.lc. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$99.95

Softletters
A collection of fifty
form letters to facilitate correspondence.

Artsci. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$19.95

SoftView Formset
Business Forms
Seventy-five custornizable business
forms. Data can be entered directly into
the forms while the application performs calculations and links information. Imports text files.
Softview. Version 1.1. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

$95

ROUNDUP!
A utility that searches the contents of
files for a given string of characters.
Features display of file name, path to
file, string in context and the ability to
search all or part of a disk. Moves files
to desktop for access. Compatible with

Mac Write, WriteNow, MORE, Word,
Trapeze, ReadySetGo!, Works, WordPerfect
and other file types.

Virginia Systems Software Services.
Version 3.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$49.95

Scriptor
Transforms word processing files into
standard screenplay format.
Screenplay Systems. Version 1.4. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Copy protected.
$295
Listings Section

SONAR Professional
A text retrieval system that searches files
at 250,000 pages /
minute. Provides
table-of-contents
and index. Supports
Boolean, proximity
and wildcard
searches. Creates
Hypertext links. Compatible with

Word, WriteNow, Works, Mac Write,
MORE, WordPerfect, ReadySetGo!,
Trapeze, and ASCII text. Bundled
with RoundUp.
Virginia Systems Software. Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II.
$795
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Spellswell
A batch checker for
Mac Write 4.5 I 4.6,
Microsoft Word
1.0/1.05 and text files .
The built-in 125,000word dictionary may
be modified.

Champion Swiftware.
Version 2.2. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$39.95

Thunder!
Checks spelling, contractions, abbreviations, homonyms,
and hyphenation. The
93,000-word dictionary is expandable.

Working Software.
Version 2.0f. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$74.95

ADA spelling checker with a 50,000-word
dictionary. Real-time
mode alerts to spelling errors while you
work. The Standalone mode finds
errors in completed
documents.
Electronic Arts. Version 1.1. 512K,

Plus, SE.

Spelling Coach

Spellswell Legal Dictionary

Based on Proximity /Merriam-Webster's 95,000-word dictionary, 28,000word legal and 35,000-word medical
libraries. Works in batch and interactive modes. Compatible with many
applications including Microsoft Word
3.01 and PageMaker 2.0.

A 20,000-term legal dictionary for use
with Spellswell, Lookup, Mind Write or
Works spelling checkers.

Deneba Software. Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$99.95

Spelling Coach Professional
An interactive spelling checker I reference
system featuring a
95,000-word MerriamWebster Dictionary,
85,000 definitions, a
28,000-word legal dictionary, 35,000-word
medical dictionary
and a 245,000-synonym thesaurus.
Interactive features check spelling and
grammar as you type and allow singlekey corrections of misspelled words.
Batch features include single misspelled
word detection or display of errors in a
list, a typo/phonetic system that suggests the correct spelling, interactive
and batch hyphenation, and spelling
check speed of 150 words/second.

Deneba Software. Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$195

Spelling Coach Professional
Network Version
Includes everything in Spelling Coach
Professional with AppleShare network
compatibility. Provides access to all
dictionaries and the thesaurus for up
to 25 workstations per server.

Working Software. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$99.95

Spellswell Medical Dictionary
A dictionary of 40,000
words and abbreviations including:
anatomical, medical,
dental, psychiatric,
nursing and veterinary terms; pharmaceutical drug names;
trade names for common drugs; major pharmaceutical companies; and chemical names. Use with
Spellswell, Lookup, Mind Write or Works.
Working Software. 512K, Plus, SE, II.

Not copy protected.

TLG MacGreek
Converter &Text Editor
Converts portions of Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae, a database of ancient Greek literature, into SuperGreek ASCII format.
Includes Edit, text editing software and
exports to Word and other word processors. Requires MacGreek or LaserGreek.
Linguist's Software. Version 1.1. 512K,

Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.

$77.95

WorksPius Spell
A spelling checker for
Works. Features keyboard commands for
the Spelling Alternatives dialog.
Lundeen & Associates.
Version 1.1 . 512K, Plus,

SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$79.95

Sweet JAM (Japanese
Attachment to Macintosh)
Allows you to input Japanese into
English word processors. Converts to
Japanese characters from phonemic
input of English letters and provides a
wide selection of font sizes and types,
over 6,000 Kanji characters and a
35,000-word dictionary. Also converts
Kana to Kanji, verbatim Kanji and
Kana up to 14 characters. Compatible
with most word processing software.

Qualitas Trading Co. Version 3.0. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$249

Writer's Workshop
Tracks manuscripts and submissions;
evaluates publisher's rates; maintains
references and keeps financial records.
Allows creation of categories.

Deneba Software. Version 3.0. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$495
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$99.95

$49.95

Futuresoft System Designs. Version 1.0.
512K, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected. $99
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SPREADSHEETS
101 Macros for Excel
A package of macros
for use with Excel that
allows you to automatically doublespace and print worksheets, create and
maintain databases,
present charts in an
automatic slide show,
add menu-driven financial functions
and perform search-and-replace operations. Requires Excel.
Individual Software. 512K, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$69.95

MacSQZ!

Multiplan

Compresses Microsoft Excel files up to
95%. Saves disk space and reduces
backup time. Offers file-level password
protection. Monitors spreadsheet
changes and facilitates creation of an
audit trail. Requires Excel.
Symantec Corporation. Version 1.5. 512K,
Plus, SE, II.
$79.95

A spreadsheet with 63 rows and 255
columns. Features spreadsheet linking
for entering subsidiary worksheet figures into a strategic spreadsheet for
analysis and modification.
Microsoft Corp. Version 1.1 .
512K, Plus, SE.
$195

Personal Finance Templates
A collection of 12 Multiplan templates
for personal finance, budgeting, mortgage analysis and checking account
reconciliation.
Allegro Software. Version 2.0.
512K, Plus, SE.
$49.95

Business Analysis Templates
A collection of 14 spreadsheet templates for use with Multiplan for payroll, break-even analysis and general
ledger use.
Allegro Software. 512K, Plus, SE, II.
$49.95

Trapeze

Full Impact
A spreadsheet with presentation features including seven types of charts
including exploding pie, bar, stacked
bar, line, scatter, area and high-lowopen-close. Virtual memory allows
spreadsheets larger than available
memory. Accommodates 2,048 rows
and 256 columns. Allows you to select
fonts, styles and sizes for'use throughout a spreadsheet. Pull-down menus,
user-defined icon bars and the keyboard support global and local macros.
Ashton-Tate Mac Division. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$395

MacCalc
Performs cash flow, income and variance and what-if analyses. Includes cell
formatting flexibility, integrated cell
notes, on-line help, variable row heights
and column widths. Supports commonly-used database commands, including
sorting and searching for text or numbers. Reads and writes Lotus 1-2-3 files
and SYLK data. Generates simple tables
and forms and supports laser printers.
Bravo Technologies. Version 1.2. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$139
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Microsoft Excel
A spreadsheet with graphics
and database functions. Contains over four million cells in
256 columns and 16,384 rows.
Macros allow you to personalize worksheets for logical and
mathematical functions.
Microsoft Corp. Version 1.5.
512K, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$395

Minimum Requirements
Enables small businesses to record and
report financial transactions. Includes
expense and revenue categories for
reporting purposes and invoices. Automatically updates related records. Generates a profit and loss statement and
tax reports providing information
required to complete the IRS Schedule
C (Business Profit or Loss). Requires
Microsoft Excel or Full Impact.
Spreadware. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$29.95

Listings Section

An integrated application combining
text processing, charting, page layout
and database functions. Analyzes and
presents financial, mathematical and
scientific information. Provides full
financial and statistical functions.
Access Technology. Version 2.1. Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$295

Wingz
+ This product is reviewed in the feature,
"On Wingz and a Prayer."
A graphics spreadsheet that turns data
into 3D graphics or
other presentation
formats with rotation,
elevation, variable
perspective, unlimited font/ size variation
and up to 16 million
colors. Combines all elements on one
worksheet (with over one billion cells,
32,768 rows x 32,768 columns) and
prints to a single page. Includes HyperScript and can import/ export data and
formulas from several other Mac and
DOS spreadsheet programs. Supports
LocalTalk- and AppleShare-compatible
networking.
Informix Software. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected
$495;
University Edition, $89
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Wherein are presented first-time listings
of products as they vacate the vapor
to shimmer in the shrink wrap.

a4 and a4 Open
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ACCELERATOR BOARDS

MaraThon 030/SE

Mouse Ease View Pad

An accelerator featuring a 32 MHz
68030 processor that accommodates
4Mb of on-board RAM. Installs in the
expansion slot.

Pads with clear, flip-up covers providing an accessible space for storing keyboard commands and application
notes. Available in three colors and
with custom imprinting.

Dove Computer Corporation. SE.

$1,999

Precision Line. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$12 .95

MaraThon 030X
An accelerator card featuring a 32 MHz
68030 processor.

Dove Computer Corporation.

$1,599

Si3033
A 68030 accelerator that features a 33
MHz Motorola 68030 microprocessor
and a 64K instruction and data cache
supporting burst mode accesses by the
CPU. Allows addition of the Motorola
33 MHz 68882 compatible with all
applications offering 68881 I 68882 support. Does not require NuBus slot,
allowing additional expansion boards.
The Si3033 uses all existing RAM.

SiC/one Sales & Engineering Corp. II.
$3,999

SuperCharger/SE
A 68000 microprocessor based Macintosh SE accelerator card that snaps into
the Bus Connector. Operates at 16MHz
providing increased speed. Features
include a control panel switchable
on/ off toggle and large screen monitor
port.

DPI. SE.

$269.95

Turbo SE
A 68000-based accelerator board available with an optional68881 math
coprocessor to increase the speed of
numerical operations.

SiC/one Sales & Engineering Corporation.
SE.
$398;
with 68881 coprocessor $696
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A multi-user, accounting package in 4th
Dimension. Includes accounts receivable/payable, general ledger, inventory
and invoicing. Functions are integrated
and updated each time posting is performed. Includes sales lead tracking
with follow-up dates. Features calendar
and notepad capabilities. a4 Open
includes source code license. Requires
4th Dimension or 4th Dimension Runtime.

Softek Design. Version 1r36. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
a4, $1,000;
a4 Open, $2,000;
demo,$30

Persona-Ball

Printers Inc.

A clear ball that replaces original
equipment 2.25" roller balls supplied
with many trackball units. Available in
colors or with logos, graphics or company information sealed inside the ball.

Estimates, schedules and tracks the
progress of printing jobs for
commercial and quick print shops.
Uses factors such as paper, ink, labor
and waste costs to calculate estimates;
generates a work-in-progress report;
and tracks sales. Compatible with networks when used with Great Plains Network Manager. Integrates with modules
in the Great Plains Accounting Series.

Group III Micro Products. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$19.95

SX Envelope Cassette Tray
An automatic feeding tray that holds
up to 15 envelopes. Fits into the paper
cassette slot of any Canon SX-based
laser printer, including QMS KISS plus,
QM5-PS 810, HP LaserJet and LaserWriter II printers. Includes a built-in
manual feed slot that eliminates the
need to remove the tray to manually
feed regular paper.

Laser Connection.

$85

Voice Navigator
A hardware/ software voice recognition
program enabling you to use spoken
commands to execute functions normally performed with your keyboard and
mouse. Recognizes any voice, accent or
language. Provides a list of voice commands for several Mac applications,
and the ability to create new word lists
for other applications. Connects via the
SCSI port and incorporates a built-in
microphone, speaker and sound controls. Requires 1Mb RAM with 2Mb
essential for large applications.

Articulate Systems.
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Great Plains Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,495

Retail Tracker
Point-of-sale and inventory control system for poster I print stores. Generates
reports that include best selling prints,
worst selling prints, most profitable
prints, least profitable prints, best customers and a sales commission report.
Includes a system operated cash drawer. Includes 4th Dimesnion Runtime.

Footprints. Version 4.0.9. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$1,895

$999
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Residential Construction
Symbols Library
A two-disk set of over 1,000 symbols
for use with PowerDraw. Contains
symbols commonly used in preparing
construction drawings in categories
including doors, windows, plumbing,
details and electrical.
Engineered Software. Version 1.0.
$250

CASE/PROGRAMMING AIDS

Cause

BearWare

A visual programming tool designed to
simplify I speed up the programming
process using a graphic interface.
Requires no knowledge of computer
languages and uses no syntax. Programs created are MS-DOS/Macintosh
cross-compatible.
Maxem Corp. 512KE, Plus, SE, II. $495;
professional runtime version, $695

A collection of 180 teddy bear illustrations on nine disks available separately
or as a collection. Illustrations are
stored in MacPaint format.
Collector Software. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II. Not copy protected. Each disk, $12;
complete set, $99

EVE

HyperTalk Bible
This tutorial volume begins with a
HyperCard refresher and discussion of
object-oriented programming. Elements of HyperTalk including audio
and visual effects, containers, messages, math functions, mouse and keyboard are covered. Book progresses
through ifs, repeats, strings, advanced
commands and functions and global
properties. Includes a chapter on
XCMDs and XXFCNs by Steve Maller.
Howard W Sams & Company. Plus,
SE, II.
$24.95

The Macintosh Font Book
A guide to the fundamentals of Macbased typography with technical tips
and product information for novice
and experienced users. Discusses the
terminology of type and describes the
steps involved in building, installing
and managing a font collection. Provides information on design considerations in choosing type and an overview
of the software available for creating,
modifying and organizing fonts including shareware and public domain utilities. Written by Erfert Fenton.
Peachpit Press.
$21 .95

A software security and execution system consisting of a hardware key and
development software. Security system
is comprised of seven "locks" used
alone or in combinations that developers may use to restrict access to applications. Hardware key resembles a
LocalTalk connector and attaches to the
ADB port. When an attempt is made to
open a protected application, the key
challenges the software locks and displays a warning message or shuts
down the application if the challenge is
not met. Security functions are transparent and do not restrict the creation
of back-up copies.
Rainbow Technologies. SE, II.
Quantities/each, $35

Prototyper
A prototyping tool for software development that utilizes an icon-based MacDraw-like environment for creating a
user interface. Creates full mock-ups of
applications. Controls links to open or
close windows, dim or undim menus,
open print, page set-up and save
dialogs. Loads resources from other
applications or generate source code for
THINK's Lightspeed C and MPW C.
SmethersBarnes. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
$249
CD-ROM & WORM DRIVES

LaserStor
An 800Mb WORM optical disc drive
for data intensive applications in page

layout, CAD/ CAM and image processing. Includes one 800Mb optical disk
cartridge. One-year warranty.
Storage Dimensions. Plus, SE, II. $4,999
180 MacGuide Magazine
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Quick Art Food
Over 350 images of food in MacPaint
format. Can be modified for any Paint
program. Disk of 27 Paint files contains
the subjects: Fruits, Nuts, Vegetables,
Grains, Meats, Dairy, Sweets, Toppings,
Drinks and Menu. Also contains booklet and complete pictorial index.
Wheeler Arts. Version 1.0. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$39.75

CLIP ART/PICT

DrawArt Series
A series of object-oriented graphics
designed specifically for desktop presentations. Includes three presentation
quality collections. Business Forms provides purchase orders, statements,
credit memos, invoices and business
forms. Sports and Leisure includes
themes of sports, seasons, home and
holidays. Designs and Borders features
an assortment of borders, displays,
banners, frames and other aids.
Desktop Graphics. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
Each, $79.95
CLIP ART/POSTSCRIPT

Totem Color Graphics
PostScript clip art available through a
monthly subscription. Each volume
contains eight images from each category: birds; domestic animals; fish;
flowers; food; holidays; insects; nautical; sports; hardware; wild animals;
and women. Available as an annual
subscription.
Totem Graphics. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
One month, $95;
annual subscription, $895
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DCA MaciRMA Graphics
Facilitates access to IBM mainframe
graphics applications through the
MaciRMA IBM 3270 terminal emulator.
Emulates a 3179G or 3129G graphics
workstation that supports IBM's PCLK
software for accessing, modifying and
transferring graphics from applications
including TELLAGRAF, SAS/GRAPH
and Interactive Chart Utility. Allows
storage of files in seven file formats
including PICT and PIP for exchange
with PCs and PS/2s.
Digital Communications Associates. SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$195;
with MaciRMA, $1,295

DCA MaciRMA Transport Layer
Protocol Module (TLPM)
Enables you to graphically display IBM
mainframe applications while using
Mac WorkStation software and a MaciRMA IBM 3270 terminal emulator. Facilitates development of a graphic interface for new or existing applications.
Includes a protocol for passing messages between the Mac and mainframe
that is recognizable by the Mac in a
3270 environment.
Digital Communications Associates. SE, II.
Not copy protected.
Bundled with Mac WorkStation

RELAY Baton
File transfer software that connects IBM
mainframes running RELAY /VM or
RELAY /TSO software to the Mac.
Works asynchronously over normal
phone lines, requiring no boards or
cables. Supports MultiFinder for background file transfers.
RELAY Communications. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$150

IQ@i Jill jifj
Chorus Compute Server
A supercomputer server that contains
up to 16 high-speed floating-point
processors (FPPs), providing 8-32
Mflops computing speed for Macs on
LocalTalk or Ethernet networks. Useful
for computation-intensive applications
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such as financial modeling, photorealistic graphics and engineering simulations. System software requires no
modification to the Mac interface and
permits transparent use of the parallel
processors. A software simulator is
available that allows development of
code without direct access to the compute server. Programming languages
supported include Linda C, Fortran
and Pascal running under MPW. Additional processor boards, each containing four FFPs are available for upgrading the basic configuration.
Human Devices. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Chorus 4, $25,500;
Chorus 1, $9,700;
processor boards, $16,800

Maclite
A compact portable computer based on
the Cambridge Z88. Requires no disk
drives and weighs less than two
pounds. Measures 11.2"x8.25" and less
than 7 /8" thick and operates on four
AA batteries. Memory consists of three
separate solid state memory modules,
one of which can be an EPROM and
removed like a diskette. Can address
more than 3Mb of internal memory.
LCD display has eight lines by 106
characters displaying 80 columns and a
page map (a small image of the full
page). Includes an additional128K
RAM cartridge, a serial-to-serial cable,
HC Organiser (a HyperCard application)
and file transfer software.
Cambridge North America.
$849

WristMac
A digital watch that connects with a
Mac via a detachable clip and cable
from either serial port. Uploads/
downloads 80 watch-pages of alarms,
schedules, phone numbers, to-do lists
and data from other programs. Operates through a HyperCard stack which
provides a simulation of the watch onscreen. A bi-directional adapter is
needed to upload from the watch to
the Mac. Requires HyperCard.
Ex Machina.
$225;
executive model, $295;
adapter, $45
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Analog Connection M-2
A line of 12- and 16-bit boards for measurement and control of DC voltages,
thermocouples, RTDs, strain gauges,
load cells, pressure sensors and other
analog signals. The 12-bit models
include: M2-12-8, with eight differential
analog inputs and digital outputs; M212-8A, with eight analog ·inputs and
digital outputs, plus two analog outputs; M2-12-16, with 16 differential
analog inputs, digital outputs and digitali/Os. All12-bit models sample analog signals from two microvolts to ten
volts. The 16-bit boards include: the
M2-16-8 with eight analog inputs and
digital outputs; M2-16-8A with eight
analog inputs and digital outputs, plus
two analog outputs; and the M2-16-16,
which offers 16 analog inputs and digitali/Os.
Strawberry Tree Computers. II.
M2-12-8, $795;
M2-12-16, $1,145;
M2-12-8A, $1,190;
M2-16-8, $1,490;
M2-16-8A, $1,790;
M2-16-16, $1,845

Analog Connection SE
Boards for measurement and control of
DC voltages, thermocouples, RTDs,
strain gauges, load cells, pressure sensors and other analog signals. SE12-8
provides eight differential analog
inputs, eight digitali/Os, 12-bit
dynamic resolution and is capable of
10,000 samples/second to memory for
signals from two microvolts to ten
volts. The SE16-8 provides eight differential analog inputs, eight digital 1/0s,
16-bit dynamic resolution with one
microvolt noise and is capable of 2,500
samples/second to memory for signals
from one microvolt to ten volts. Bundled with diagnostic software .
Strawberry Tree Computers. SE.
SE12-8, $595;
SE16-8, $1,145
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Analog Connection Workbench
Software for use with Analog Connection boards. Acquire analog or digital
data; enable you to see data and results
while you program; perform calculations including arithmetic, trigonometric and linear I non-linear scaling of
inputs; log data to disk at intervals, at
triggers or other set conditions; and
permit time input into time-dependent
calculations. QuickLog is an entry-level
version of Workbench that is useful for
simple data acquisition tasks and may
be upgraded as tasks grow more complex. The Development System facilitates
writing data acquisition applications in
Pascal, interpreted BASIC, complied
BASIC, C and Assembly languages.
Analog Connection Chrom offers five
methods for analyzing chromatography data. Exports results of analyses to
spreadsheets and graphics programs.
Strawberry Tree Computers. SE, II. $495;
QuickLog, $195;
Development System, $395;
Chrom, $1,195

DataSpan 20
A stand-alone, portable data acquisition device that interfaces via MacSpan
software. Captures and digitizes analog
data at rates to 50,000 samples/second
and stores digital data in on-board 64K
RAM for playback. Captures fast transient events and plays them back at
slow speeds to chart recorders, and
provides digital storage capability to
oscilliscopes and other instruments.
Standard RAM may be expanded to
512K. Recorded data is secure until
overwritten. MacSpan software and
cable facilitate the downloading of captured data for analysis. Creates ASCII
files for export to databases and
spreadsheets.
World Precision Instruments . Version 2.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$975;
software/cable, $50

Nextra
A knowledge acquisition program
which features interviewing and
elicitation, multidimensional scaling,
repertory grids and hierarchical clustering, spatial representation of entities
and dimensions and direct creation
of rules, objects, classes·and slots for
Nexpert Object.
Neuron Data. SE, II.
$4,000
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DESK ACCESSORIES

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Afterthought

PageSpeed

A disk-based DA programming tool
that can open two files of up to 8Mb
each. Features include full undo, true
tabs, non-case-sensitive search, autoindent and printing.
Attic Software. Version 1.5. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$20

Software and hardware systems for
planning newspaper pagination. Useful for creating ad dummies and specifying headlines, text columns, photos,
captions, graphics, sub-heads and page
jumps. Requires 5Mb RAM.
Digital Technology Int'l. Version 1.0. II.
Copy protected.
Call for prices

CadPak
Design and architecture DAs for use
with MacDraw II. Allows you to construct fillets, extend or clip lines and
arcs, compute areas, make any object
adjacent to any other object anywhere
along their perimeters, and re-size
objects in a variety of ways via the keyboard.
Paracomp. Plus, SE, II.
$99.50

NVelope
Prints addresses and return addresses
on envelopes from within other applications. Accommodates a variety of
envelope sizes and maintains address
and ZIP code files.
Paul Mace Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$69

UNITize
A linear unit conversion utility in
application and DA format. Enables
you to choose from more than 150 commonly-converted quantity sets. Allows
modification and addition of non-resident quantity sets for specific uses and
offers on-line help.
Rainbow Bridge Software. Version 1.02.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy
protected.
$59.95

Vantage
A word processor DA that provides a
variety of commands for text editing.
Features on-line spell checking, macro
control, automatic line numbering and
user-definable word processing file
converters.
Preferred Publishers. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$99.95
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DISK DRIVES/FLOPPY
& REMOVABLE MEDIA

Apple FDHD Mac II Upgrade
Allows Mac II users to use FDHD
improved capabilities to format, read
and write Mac 400K, 800K and 1.4Mb
disks, and MS..DOS, OS/2 (720K or
1.44Mb) and 800K ProDOS disks using
Apple File Exchange 1.1 or greater.
Apple Computer. Version 1.1. II.
$599

Dolphin Flipper
Removable Media Drives
Storage drives for backup and data
security. The Flipper-20 uses 24Mb Verbatim flexible diskettes and offers a 60
ms average access time. The Flipper-40
uses Syquest 40Mb cartridges and
offers 25 ms access. Both include SCSI
Installer software, two SCSI ports for
daisy-chaining, external SCSI address
switch and a one-year warranty.
Dolphin Systems Technology. Plus, SE, II.
24Mb, $995;
40Mb, $1,776

Microtech R45
Removable Hard Drive
A 42.7Mb, removable disk drive with a
25 ms average access time featuring a
SyQuest Winchester drive mechanism.
System includes one data cartridge,
dual SCSI ports for daisy-chaining,
push-button SCSI address selection,
cartridge formatting software, universal power supply; cables and terminator. Includes MacTree Plus disk management utility, DS Backup and PD
software. Two-year warranty on subsystem; one-year on disk cartridge.
Microtech International. Plus, SE, II.
$1,199
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NOW SHIPPING
DISK DRIVES/HARD

Dolphin Integra
External Hard Drives
The Integra 20 is a 20Mb drive with 65
ms average access time; Integra 30,
30Mb with 38 ms access and head
parking; Integra 40, 40Mb drive with 38
ms access and head parking; Integra 60,
60Mb, 38 rns access and head parking;
Integra 80, 80Mb,38 ms access and
head parking; and Integra 100, 100Mb,
25 ms access and head parking. All feature universal power supply, fan, activity light, external SCSI address and termination switches, two SCSI ports and
SCSI Installer software.

Dolphin Systems Technology. Plus, SE, II.
20Mb, $795;
30Mb,$869;
40Mb,$995;
60Mb, $1 ,195;
BOMb, $1,795;
100Mb, $1,900

Dolphin Integra II
Internal Hard Drives
Includes: the IL30-II, a 30Mb drive with
38 ms average access time; IR40-II,
40Mb, 38 rns access; IUO-II, 40Mb
Quantum drive with 19 rns access;
IR60-II, 60Mb drive featuring 19 ms
access; IL80-II, 80Mb Quantum drive
with 19 ms average access; IR80-II,
80Mb drive with 38 ms average access;
ILlOO-II, 100Mb drive with 25 ms
access; and IR300-II, 300Mb drive with
16 ms average access. Quantum drives
feature 64K cache RAM, auto head
parking, SCSI address select, one-year
warranty and SCSI Installer software
with selectable interleave factor, diagnostics and partitioning

Dolphin Systems Technology. II.
IL30-II, $795;
IR40-II, $950;
IR60-II, $1 ,035;
IL40-JI, $1,195;
IRBO-II, $1,595;
ILBO-II, $1 ,795;
ILlOO-II, $1 ,850;
IR300-II, $3,995
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Dolphin Integra SE
Internal Hard Drives

Memorybank Storage Systems

A series of internal hard drives including: IF30-SE, a 30Mb drive with 38 ms
average access time and automatic
head parking; IB30-SE, a 30Mb drive
that mounts behind the second floppy
drive with 38 ms access and head parking; IF40-SE, 40Mb Quantum drive
with 19 ms average access and head
parking; IB40-SE, 40Mb Quantum drive
that mounts behind the second floppy
drive featuring 19 ms access and head
parking; IF46-SE, 46Mb drive with 38
rns average access and automatic head
parking; IB46-SE, 46Mb drive that
mounts behind the second floppy drive
with 38 ms access and head parking;
IF80-SE, 80Mb Quantum drive with 19
ms average access time and automatic
head parking; IB80-SE, 80Mb Quantum
drive that mounts behind the second
floppy drive with 38 ms access and
head parking; IF100-SE, 100Mb drive
with 25 ms average access time and
automatic head parking; and IB100-SE,
100Mb drive that mounts behind the
second floppy drive with 25 ms access
and head parking. The Quantum
drives feature 64K cache RAM for
faster access. All drives include SCSI
Installer software with selectable interleave factor, diagnostics, partition capabilities and a one year warranty.

Dolphin Systems Technology. SE.
IF30-SE/IB30-SE, $795;
IF46-SE/IB46-SE, $995;
IF40-SE/IB40-SE, $1,195;
IFBO-SE/IBBO-SE, $1,795;
IF100-SE/IB100-SE, $1,850

EMAC 20D Hard Drive
A 20mb drive with 65 ms average
access time. Bundled with the current
version of System software, cable, terminator, documentation and Disk Manager software for password protecting
files and partitioning the drive.

Everex Systems . Plus, SE, II.

$799

Large-capacity storage systems, including: the 940E, a 940Mb 8-inch Winchester drive with a 16 ms average access
time and 2.3Gb 8 mm tape backup;
761E, 761Mb Winchester, 17.5 ms access
and 2.3Gb tape backup; 761A, 761Mb
drive with 17.5 ms access and 150Mb
quarter-inch streaming tape backup;
485E, 485Mb Winchester drive with 18
ms access and 2.3Gb tape backup;
485A,485Mb drive with 18 ms access
and 150Mb streaming tape backup; 261,
261Mb drive with 23 ms access and
75Mb tape backup; 940, 940Mb drive
with 16 ms access; 761, 761Mb drive
with 17.5 ms access; and 485, a 485Mb
drive with 18 ms access.

Northern Telecom. Plus, SE, II.
940£, $17,900;
761£, $14,300;
940, $13,900;

761A, $12,800;
485£, $12,500;
485A, $10,900;
761, $10,800;
261, $8,900;
485, $8,900

The '88 Vote, Campaign
for the White House
An interactive, educational videodisc
that presents·the key elements of the
1988 Presidential campaign from the
announcements of the 13 candidates
through the conventions, the televised
debates and Inauguration Day. A
HyperCard stack enables you to navigate through the collection of information, graphics and sound on the disc
and arrange the subjects to accommodate a variety of learning experiences
for manual or automatic playback.
Includes a printed directory to the
video clips on the disc. Requires a
videodisc player and a video monitor
or television.

Optical Data Corporation. Plus, SE, II.
$295
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PIXymbols 4005

ELECTRONIC MAIL

Network Notes

Fluent Laser Font Collections

A groupware tool that enables network
users to post notes for others on a bulletin board that is the equivalent of a
door to their computer. A method for
sharing information by allowing members of the workgroup to ask for information they require when necessary.
Eastgate Systems. Version Blackhawk.
512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
Starter Kit, $35;
annual renewals/upgrades,
per workstation, $25;
per network, $200

Five collections of the company's
PostScript typefaces. The Quill collection consists of two volumes / six fonts,
including Gregorian, Dorovar, Dorovar
Italic,Gazelle, Kells and Meath; Headlines collection, three volumes/twelve
fonts, including Bodoni Ultra and San
Serif Bold and Extra Bold; Classic collection, five volumes/ eighteen fonts,
including Ritz, Regency Script, Calligraphy, Prelude Script and Gatsby; Distinctive collection, five volumes/ seventeen fonts, including Jott, Paladin,
Abilene, Dry Gulch and Desparado;
and the Modern collection comprises
six volumes/ twenty-one fonts, including Coventry and Zephyr Scripts,
Micro and Micro Extended, Galileo
Campanile, Giotto and Alexandria. A
complete package of the entire Fluent
Fonts library is also available.
Casady & Greene. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
Quill, $160;
Headlines, $225;
Classic, $300;
Distinctive, $300;
Modern , $300;
complete collection, $1 ,000

EXPERT SYSTEMS

I-CAT
An expert system shell for fault diagnosis which reads actual schematics
instead of expert rules, generates its
own expert rules and updates its internal reliability database. Includes online help, color-coded schematics (on
the Mac II), complete control of externally compiled programs and MultiFinder compatibility. Provides specialized syntax for specifying fault
diagnosis, automatically generates
expert rules, induces probabilities for
possible faults using a statistical
reliability database and readjusts both
the internal reliability database and
generated expert rules. Other features
include non-monotonic logic, Heuristic
search, probabilistic reasoning,
schematic capture and an interactive
expert rule editor. Customization and
training are available.
Automated Reasoning Corporation .
Version 2.112. 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Copy protected.
$6,000;
Rule Editor, $3,000;
photo support, $3,000;
IEEE-488 support, $6,000;
complete system, $25,000
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A collection of international traffic and
road number symbols in PostScript format. Includes mapping symbols, letters
and numbers.
Page Studio Graphics. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95

1%Wti
PIRATES!
Simulates seafaring adventures on
the Spanish Main during the 16th and
17th centuries. Recreates the politics,
economics and maritime technology
of the era.
MicroProse Software. Version 1.0. 512KE,
Plus, SE, II.
$59.95

SimCity
Simulates the process of city development with graphics, sound and animation. Choose from pre-designed cities
or create your own. Includes boats,
planes, traffic, construction and more.
Prints poster-sized maps.
Bmderbund Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$49.95

PIXymbols 2011
Generates shadow-boxed key shapes
with Command key legends for Macs
in PostScript. For use in instruction
materials and manuals. Features over
100 keys, including all F-keys, Cmdkeys, alphabet and numbers.
Page Studio Graphics. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected. $95

PIXymbols 2014
Generates key shapes with all the characters, special characters, F-keys and
symbols that appear on keyboards in
Europe and French Canada in
PostScript. format. Command symbols
can be generated with or without the
key shape.
Page Studio Graphics. Version 1.0. 512K,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$95
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Where in the USA is
Carmen Sandiego?
Players in this interactive, animated
adventure pursue Carmen and her
gang of thieves throughout the USA.
Capture the crooks before they plunder
our national treasures and landmarks.
Comes with reference book and Fodor's
travel guide to help you decipher clues.
Brederbund Software. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
$119.90
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Micron SuperSIMM
NuPaint
A painting application with traditional
painting tools and a variety of
enhanced features. Automatically
scrolls as you paint or draw past the
edge of a document; and permits
smoothing of paintings. Other features
include: Masking Tape, for preventing
spills outside specified boundaries; a
Razor for shaving off unwanted pixels;
and a Trowel for smoothing jagged
edges. Allows patterns with up to
32x32 dots and precise placement of
objects with scales in inches, points,
picas or centimeters.
NuEquation. 512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$139.95

HARDWARE UPGRADES

MaraThon 120/96 Bus Adapter
Allows expansion cards designed for
theSE to function in the SE/30.
Dove Computer Corporation.
$199

lli'UJ;iihi
CBT Development Stacks
Tools for authoring computer-based
training (CBT) programs. Includes 1Mb
of tools, routines and scripts, explores
the use of audio in CBT, provides several demonstrations and an E2 Format
version to assist you in learning to
author CBT programs. Requires HyperCard.
First Reference. Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx.
$135

MEMORY UPGRADES

MacMODJMacMOD·SM
SIMM memory expansions: MacMOD
consists of eight CMOS one-megabit
DRAMs mounted on a PCB; MacMODSM is a surface-mount, low-profile version of MacMOD.
STB Systems. Plus, SE, II. Call for prices
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A 16Mb kit expandable to 32Mb that
contains four RAM modules of 4Mb
each. Designed to run in A/UX applications for massive memory requirements including high resolution graphics, CAD/CAM/CASE large database
management and local networks.
Micron Technologtj. Version 5. call for prices

Softstep
An assortment of memory products
including: the Softstep I, which expands
a Plus or SE to 2Mb RAM using a 256K
SIMM with a socket that accepts the factory-installed SIMMs; Softstep II, which
expands a Mac II or IIx up to 8Mb using
the existing 256K SIMMs and modules
featuring 768K RAM and control circuitry; Softstep III, a module with no
on-board RAM to which you attach
four, 256K, 120 ns SIMMs to build 1Mb
SIMMs for the Mac II and IIx; Softstep
N, a module with no on-board RAM to
which you attach four, 256K, 120 ns
SIMMs to upgrade the Plus to 2Mb; and
Softstep V, a module with no on-board
RAM to attach four, 256K, 120 ns
SIMMs to upgrade the SE to 2Mb.
Computer Care. Plus, SE, II.
Softstep I, $549;
II, $1,095;
III, $195;
IV, $169;
v; $169

OZ Guardian Modems
Upgradable, Hayes-compatible security modems in 2400 and 9600 baud configurations. The 22496 is a 2400 baud
model supporting Bell 212A and 103J,
and CCITT V.22bis protocols in fulland half-duplex modes. The 29600 is a
9600 baud unit offering Bell212A and
103J, and CCITT V.22bis and V.32 protocols in full- and half-duplex modes.
Both may be used on standard dial-up
lines or 2- or 4-wire leased lines with
automatic backup. Automatically
adjustable baud rates to 19200 optimize
data transmission.
Tri-Data Systems. 512K, 512KE, Plus,
SE, II.
Z2496, $750;
29600, $1,925
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The Big Picture Z21 SE/30
A 21-inch monochrome display system
for the SE/30 that displays two actual
size 8.5"xll" or international A4 pages.
Offers four software switchable resolutions, 1152x864 pixels at 72 dpi,
1280x960 pixels at 80 dpi, 576x432 pixels at 36 dpi and 640x480 pixels at 40
dpi. Video memory provides a virtual
screen in any size up to 2048x1024 pixels. Includes hardware panning capabilities and Tracking Menus to keep the
menu bar at the top of the screen.
£-Machines. SE/30.
$2,495

Idea liner
A multi-window text outliner designed
for writers. Includes custom section
nwnbers, WYSIWYG print preview
and multiple clipboards. Reads text
files as well as outlines. Saves documents as outlines, text files or Mac Write
files.
Attic Software. Version 3.1. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$40

Laser Snap IINTX
A 4Mb SIMM expansion kit for the
LaserWriter IINTX. Printer RAM may
be expanded to 12Mb. Permits downloading more fonts and increases print
processing speed.
Microtech International.
$1,099

PRINT UTILITIES

MacJet
Software/hardware package for printing directly to any Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet, LaserJet+, LaserJet Series II,
LaserJet 500 or HP PCL-compatible
printers. Includes software, cabling, a
user's guide and a variety of downloadable HP fonts, including portrait
and landscape versions of TMS Roman
and Helvetica in bold and italic. Supports all HP fonts except barcodes.
Laser Connection. Version 1.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$249
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PRODUCTIVITY AIDS

Calendar Creator
A program to manage multiple schedules. Merges separate calendars and
prints them in a variety of daily, weekly, monthly and yearly calendars.
Accomodates any number of events
and enables you to sort and print
appointments by time (using the 12- or
24-hour clock).
Power Up! Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$59.95
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/
COMPILERS

Telecommunications Manager
for V.I.P.
A set of 14 procedures for use with the
Visual Interactive Programming language that facilitates development of
applications such as terminal emulators. Includes file transfer protocols
including X-modem and Kermit and
provides an example emulation program demonstrating basic functions
and advanced techniques such as
fine scrolling.
Mainstay. Version 2.51. 512K, 512KE,
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$125

The Debugger and MacNosy
A combination System debugger and
global disassembler I decompiler. The
Debugger launches at IN1T time, monitors the execution of programs and
facilitates source level debugging of
MPW v3.0 complied programs. Enables
you to symbolically debug applications, ROM and executable resources
such as FKeys, XCMDs and INITs. Supports background operation and provides error checking algorithms to
detect programming errors. A specific
Mac II version operates in single- and
multi-screen modes and displays floating point registers. MacNosy enables
you to recover the source code of applications. The Mac II version includes
color QuickDraw capabilities and identifies over 600 ROM procedures to help
decipher Mac II ROM functions.
Jasik Designs. Version 2.0. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
Universal/Mac II, $350;
Plus and SE, $170
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Manage U'r Classifieds

A complied Arabic programming language that provides an environment
for exploring programming principles
from the basics to advanced graphics,
mathematics, symbolic processing and
AI. techniques. Features dynamic linking and interactive functions of an
interpreter with more than 750 commands and operations used in a consistent syntax. List-processing capabilities
are suited for high-level applications in
symbolic manipulation and artificial
intelligence, in addition to numeric
processing. Other features and abilities
include: support for arrays in applications requiring efficient storage and
access to data; high-level access to
QuickDraw routines; a file compiler
that produces compiled code for fast
loading and execution; and support for
speech synthesis via the Mac's fourvoice speaker using the built-in speaker, chord and MIDI objects. Available in
Secondary and Collegiate versions for
high-school and university use.
Paradigm Software Inc. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
Secondary, $350;
Collegiate, $450

Classified advertising generator with
cash drawer reconciliation. Allows a
number of operators on LocalTalk to
take classified ads by phone via the
Mac to produce camera-ready copy.
The Write Hand. Version V.1. 0. Plus,
SE, II.
$1,695.

i;@!lfUiij
CAMA (Computer-Aided
Mass Appraisal)
A system designed specifically for tax
assessors. Recomputes real estate values using the Replacement Cost and
Market Data approach for residential
property, and the Income Approach for
commercial property. You draw a
sketch of the property, the system analyzes the sketch and computes the
square footages and simultaneously
reprices the building. Pop-up menus
allow you to specify changes, indicate
factors and/ or bring up requested
information on a selected building.
When selecting com parables for the
Market Data approach, you specify the
weight of each variable and a map indicates the municipality of the property
and its com parables. Stores scanned
images of properties for display, eliminating the need for a videodisk system.
Jerome Appraisal Company. Version 1.0. II.
Not copy protected.
$50,000
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Property Tracker
Manages commercial properties. Provides account chart, multiple checking
accounts, budget, CAM distribution
and bill-through-to-tenant forms. Provides tenant invoicing, printing vendor
checks and 1099s, percent rents, checking account reconciliation and tenant
ledger cards. Includes reports on budget vs. actual, rent roll, CAM details,
vendor and tenant aging.
Footprints. Version 1.0. Plus, SE, II.
$4,995

Real Estate Edge
A farming system that tracks homeowners and residents in a particular
area through mass mailings. Manages
lists of names, addresses, phone numbers and property descriptions.
Incorporates text and graphics for use
in multiple newsletters and form letters. Imports and exports lists to other
applications and prints envelopes,
postcards, mailing labels and shipping
labels. Automatically tracks mailing
activity by storing a complete history of
the mailing sent to each contact.
Metropolis Software. Version 1.0. Plus, SE,
II. Not copy protected.
$295

Verse Typist
ADA that displays text from the Bible
in a window and facilitates cutting and

pasting of Biblical material into word
processing documents. Requires The
WORD Processor.
Bible Research Systems. Version 4.2. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$49.95
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SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING

RFDesigner
A radio frequency circuit simulator and
optimizer. Includes full nodal linear
analysis of 1- and 2-port circuits, stability analysis of active circuits, gradient
and random optimization and yield
protection. Can be used in conjunction
with Design Works for schematic entry
support, or on a stand-alone basis with
textual input.
Capilano Computing Systems. Version 1.0.
Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$1,200

Vector
An applications generator that pro-

vides an open architecture geometric
database to develop engineering applications while retaining full graphics
capability. Includes a macro code for
3D CAD, interfacing, editing and
database manipulation tools, a complete mathematical library, user definable primitives and a programming
macro language. Bidirectional communication to other software is available
using DXF, ICES and PICT formats.
Output to peripherals includes HPGL
and DMPL plotter language interface
as well as conventional text output.
Requires 2Mb RAM.
MicroConcepts. Version 1.0. II.
$2,595

TAPE BACKUP SYSTEMS

HyperAnnex
Small Business Library
A compilation of stackware containing
information about small businesses
adapted from the U.S. Small Business
Administration's library of business
development publications. The thirteen
stacks cover a variety of topics, including borrowing money, feasibility studies, sales techniques, patents, record
keeping, selecting business systems,
planning and goal setting, advertising,
budgeting, problem solving and venture capital. Each stack features an
index, glossary and built-in bookmarks. Requires HyperCard.
HyperAnnex-MGL. Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected. Individual stacks, $7;
entire set, $71

CUiifiiiiJ
TESTAT
Provides test summary statistics, reliability coefficients, standard errors of
measurement for selected score intervals and item analysis statistics for
multiple-item tests. Computes summary statistics for individual respondents.
Systat. Plus, SE, II.
$90

Mac FileSafe•150
A 150Mb streaming tape backup which
utilizes a half-height, 5.25" form factor,
uses DC600XTD quarter-inch tape cartridges and stores data in the QIC-150
format. Features an image backup
speed of 6Mb/minute, average transfer
rate of 112.5Kb/second and a standard
tape speed of 60 ips. Offers readability
verification of written data and automatically skips bad blocks. Compatible
with TOPS and AppleShare.
Mountain Computer. SE, II.
$2,195

Micro{fape Series
Cassette tape backup systems available
in stand-alone configuration and as
built-in options for Micro/Max hard
drives. Available in 60- and 150Mb
capacities for file-by-file, mirror image
and incremental backups at speeds up
to 5Mb/minute. Features include:
selectable SCSI address; dual SCSI
ports for daisy-chaining; 90 ips tape
speed; and backup utility software.
MicroNet Technology. Plus, SE, II.
MT-60, $1 ,095;
MT-150, $1 ,895;
additional cartridges/each, $189

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

IU\fiWfJ
Custom Information
Mangement Solutions
Assistance in custom database development in 4th Dimension provided by
certified Apple developers and specialists in information management
solutions for business, medicine and
engineering.
Footprints.
Call for prices
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STOCK MARKET & INVESTMENTS

Options Plus
Allows you to analyze simple and complex stock options strategies using
Black-Sholes modeling. Manipulating
stock market data (including price,
strike price, expiration dates, interest
rates and dividends) enables you to
compute: call and put option prices;
delta, lambda, gamma, theta and kappa
for each option and strategy; cashflows;
total buy-in cost; total sell-out cost;
commissions; and net and gross profit
or loss. Enables you to formulate simple and complex "what-if?" simulations to determine the outcome of theoretical trades. Includes computation
forms for summarizing market positions, follow-up actions and the closeout phase. Requires Microsoft Excel.
Market Technologies. Version 2.0. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II. Not copy protected.
$30
Listings Section

MicroPhone
Telecommunications tools for data
transfers with microcomputers, minis,
mainframes and remote information
services. Emulates VT102 terminals
including print commands for communication with DEC computers; automates log-on routines, E-mail, on-line
searches and file transfers; includes a
text editor DA; writes scripts automatically; and utilizes Glue, DTP application to facilitate processing of text and
graphics and file sharing between
remote sites. Includes subscriptions to
The Source, GEnie and Dow Jones
Information Services and introductory
time on CompuServe and the Official
Airline Guide.
Software Ventures . Version 1.5. 512K,
512KE, Plus, SE, II.
Not copy protected.
$149
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List Your Products in
The SuperSource for the Macintosh™
products. If your company currently distributes
Macintosh products not listed in MacGuide, let us know
about them by completing this form. Please photocopy
this page and complete a separate form for each
product. There is no charge for listing your products.

In order to maintain the most comprehensive database
of Macintosh product information for our readers,
MacGuide Magazine constantly contacts manufacturers
and publishers for details of new hardware and
software, as well as the latest versions of established

New Product Listing Information Form
Company name
Address

City

State

Contact name and phone number (For our information; not to be published)

Zip Code

Telephone number for orders/inquiries

$
Product Name

Retail price

Version number

When was this product released?

Disk space required

Categories (Indicate a Main Category for tl~e product and three Cross-Reference Categories, see Category List on page 191!

Main

Cross-Reference: 1.

2.

I
Is this product copy-protected?

3.

I
Is this product a stand-alone application?

If no, what is required in order for this product to run?

With which of the following is this product compatible? Check all that apply:
0Mac512K
0Mac512KE

OMacPlus
OMacSE

OMacSEI30
OMac llcx

OMacii
OMacllx

0 MultiFinder

Product or service description (Give us a brief description of the product or service in 1-2 paragraphs. Attach a separate sheet if needed. )

Mail fonn to: Carl Kichinko/Listings Editor
MacGuide Magazine
550 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Suite 500
Lakewood, CO 80226 (303) 935-8100 (Colorado)

(800) 877-9100 FAX: (303) 935-5040 MacNET: LISTINGS AppleLink: DELTAGROUP
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Alloy Computer Products
100 Pennsylvania Ave.
Franningham, ~ 01701
(508) 875-6100

Alpha Microsystems
3501 Sunflower Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 957-8500

Alphabets, Inc.
P.O. Box 5448
Evanston, IL 60204-5448
(312) 328-2733

Alphacom Computer Services
154 Poike Rd.
Tauranga, New Zealand
(75) 440-338

Alsek Productions
5051 W. Boston Wy.
Chandler, AZ 85226
(602) 961-3686

ALSoft
P.O. Box 927
Spring, TX 77383
(713) 353-4090

Allee Design Group
20422 Douglas Cresent
Langley, BC V3A 4B4
(604) 530-6457

Altech Systems
831 Kings ffwy., #200
Shreveport, LA 71104
(318) 226-1702

Alternative Enterprises
3300 Jarrettsville Pike
Monkton, MD 21111
(301) 557-9670

Altra Technology
5427 Telegraph Ave., Suite X
Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 547-7300

Altsys
720 Avenue F, #109
Plano, TX 75074
(214) 424-4888

Analytical Services &
Materials
107 Research Dr.
ffampton, VA 23666
(804) 865-7093

Applied Imagination

Ashton·Tate Mac Division

134 Spring St.
New York, NY 10012
(718) 857-8020

20101 ffarnilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502-1319
(213) 329-8000

Applied Logic Systems

Aspen Ribbons
555 Aspen Ridge Dr.
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 666-5750

ANCO Electronics

Applied Statistics

Associated Computer
Graphic Artists

9852 Crescent Court Dr.
Suite 801
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730
(714) 945-1365
(415) 967-0293

27 Empire Dr.
St. Paul, MN 55103
(612) 223-8620

7138 Shelter Creek Ln.
San Bruno, CA 94066
(415) 589-8806

204CourtSt.
New Bedford, MA 02742
(617) 996-6732

AST Research

Bantam Electronic
Publishing/Bantam Books

Ancot Corp.
1755 E. Bayshore Rd.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 363-0667

Andyne Computing
544 Princess St., #202
Kingston, Ontario
K7L 1C7
(800) 267-0665
(613) 548-4355

Anonae Software
P.O. Box 7629
Berkeley, CA 94707
(415) 845-8292

Anthro Corp.
3221 NW Yeon St.
Portland, OR 97210
(800) 325-3841
(503) 241-7113

Aox
486 Totten Pond Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-4402

Apercom

14935 NE 95th St.
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 881-1000

1601 Industrial Wy., #170
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 593-5818

America! Group

Apple Computer

12132 Sherman Wy.
North ffollywood, CA
91605
(800) 288-8025
(818) 765-3040

20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

85 Deepcut Bridge Rd.
Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey
GU166QPUK
(0252) 836199

A•B•C• Software
2050 Stanley ffills Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
(213) 654-2239

P.O. Box90
University Station
Syracuse,NY 13210-0090
(315) 471-3900

Amaray International

Analyst Workbench

24 Redfield Cir.
Derry, Nff 03038
(603) 434-2449

Anchor Automation

290 SW 43rd St.
Renton, WA 98055
(206) 251-6548

20 Valley St.
Endicott, NY 13760
(607) 754-4444

Companies Index
Azllian Systems

20675 Bahama St.
Chatsworth, CA
91406-91311
(818) 998-6100

726 Austin St.
Westfield, NJ 07090
(201) 232-0527

Amphenol lnterconnect

15115 Ramona Blvd.
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
(800) 824-3522
(818) 960-4839

1219 W. Gentile St.
Layton, lJT 84041
(801) 546-1616

APDA (Apple Programmer's
and Developer's Association)

P.O. Box 1796
Sandy, lJT 84091
(800) 228-8987

Asher Engineering

P.O. Box 3225
Manhattan Beach, CA
90266
(213) 545-2996

Ana Matrix

AM Technology

American Covers

Applied Ideas

Applications
650 South Park Ave.
Crown Point, IN 46307
(219) 662-0052

Applied Creative Technology
10529 Olympic Dr., #101
Dallas, TX 75220
(214) 358-4800

Applied Data
Communications
14272 Chambers Rd.
Tustin, CA 92680-6998
(800) 221-5486
(800) 334-5486 (CA)
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Applied Systems and
Technologies

BIT Computing
P.O. Box 1465
Euless, TX 76039
(817) 267-1415

Baker Manufacturing

227-M ffallenbeck Rd.
Cleveland, NY 13042
(315) 675-8584

2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333
(714) 863-9991

666 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10103
(212) 765-6500

Arborworks

Attic Software

BASELINE

431 Virginia Ave.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
(313)-747-8775
(313)-747-7087

P.O. Box 219
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 683-0322

838 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 254-8235

Authorware

Baudville

1642 Pullan Ave.
Cincinnati, Off 45223
(513) 681-1642

8400 Norrnandale Lake
Blvd., Suite 430
Bloomington, MN 55437
(612) 921-8555

5380 52nd St. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
(616) 698-0888

ARGO Systems

AutoEase

P.O. Box 3452
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3452
(408) 737-2000 X2747

1325 South 800 East
Orem, lJT 84058
(801) 224-8833

17152 Armstrong Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 660-1386

Aries Systems

Autographix

79 Boxford St.
North Andover,~
01845-3219
(617) 689-9334

100 Fifth Ave.
Waltham, ~ 02254
(800) 548-8558
(617) 890-2124

Ars Nova

Automated Reasoning

P.O. Box 40629
Santa Barbara, CA 93140
(805) 564-2518

1800 Northern Blvd.
Roslyn, NY 11576
(516) 484-6254

Artbase Computer Graphic
Services
815 Princess Ave:

Automatix

ARCH Software

Vancouver, BC V6A 3E5
(604) 255-8077

Articulate Systems
99 Erie St.
Cambridge, ~ 02139
(617) 876-5236

Artificial Mind Software

1000 Technology Park Dr.
Billerica, ~ 01821
(508) 667-7900

P.O. Box 1021
Berkeley, CA 94701
(415) 644-9400

Beck·Tech
41 Tunnel Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94705
(800) 227-2400 X999
(415) 548-4054

Bede Tech

Avalon Hill Game Company

ART MASTER

Avatar Technologies
99SouthSt.
ffopkington, ~ 01748
(617) 435-6872

Artsci, Inc.

1173 W. Charest Blvd ., #390
Quebec City, QC G1N 2C9
(418) 682-3088

Avenue Software

AVL Looms
601 Oran ge St.
Chico, CA 95928
(800) 626-9615
(916) 893-4915

Artworx Software

Axonix

1844 Penfield Rd.
Penfield, NY 14526
(716) 385-6120
(800) 828-6573

2257 South 1100 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
(801) 466-9797

Companies Index

Bear River Systems

8327 Clinton Rd.
Cleveland, Off 44144
(800) 772-4536
(216) 631-1441

500 N. Claremont Blvd.
1st Floor
Claremont, CA 91711
(714) 621 -3282

Artware Systems

3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 305
San Jose, CA 95117
(408) 296-4884

Avalon Development Group

P.O. Box 17590
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-0590

4332 Bland Rd .
Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 872-6511

Beacon Technology

1000 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, ~ 02138-5304
(617) 661-1405
4517 ffarford Rd .
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 254-9200

5547 Satsuma Ave.
N . ffollywood, CA 91601
(818) 985-2922

BOT Products

Bedford Software
15311 NE 90th St.
Redmond,WA 98052
(604) 294-2394

Belkin Components
14550 S. Main St.
Gardena, CA 90248
(800) 223-5546
(213) 515-5785

Ben Torres Ribbon and Toner
590 E. Industrial Rd., #15
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(714) 796-5559

Benchmark Software
824 Cotswold Rd .
Somerdale, NJ 08083
(609) 784 6070

Benko-Wren Marketing
10607 NE 38th Pl.
Kirkland, WA 98033
(800) 622-7246
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Bering Industries
240 Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) BERING 1
(800) 237-4611 (CA)
Berkeley System Design
1708 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 540-5535
Best Data Products
5907 Noble Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 786-2884
Best Power Technology
P.O. Box 280
Necedah, W I 54646
(608) 565-7200
(800) 356-5794
BEYOND, Inc.
6069 E. Grant Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85712
(602) 290-9790
Bible Research Systems
2013 Well s Branch Pkwy.
Suite 304
Austin, TX 78728
(512) 251-7541
Bio-Rad Laboratories
1414 Harbour WayS.
Richmond, CA 94804
(800) 424-6723
(415) 232-7000
Biopac Systems
5960 Mandarin Dr., #D5
Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 967-6615
Bishop Graphics
5388 Sterling Center Dr.
Westlake Village, CA 91359
(818) 991-2600
Bitstream
Athenaeum House
215 First St.
Cambridge, MA 01242
(617) 497-6222
Black Box Corp.
P.O. Box 12800
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
(412) 746-6368
Blackhole Technology
225 East St.
Winchester, MA 01890
(800) 227-1688
(617) 721-7690
Blank Software
P.O. Box 6561
San Francisco, CA
94101-6561
(415) 863-9224
Blast Communications
Research Group
5615 Corporate Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(800) 24-BLAST
(504) 923-0888
Blue Chip Software
345 Fourth St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 546-1866

Blue Rapture Corp.
10889 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 824-2844

Brilliant Color
P.O. Box 1103
Palo Alto, CA 94302
(415) 969-6309

Cambridge North America
615 Academy Dr.
Northbrook, IL 60062-2420
(800) 366-0088

Century Software
2483 Hearst Ave., #175
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 549-1901

Blyth Software
2929 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 571-0222

Brimark Innovations
20736 Gault St.
Canoga Park, CA 91306
(818) 993-3902

CAM DE
4435 South Rura l Rd., #331
Tempe, AZ 85282
(602) 821-2310

CEPCO
21515 Parthenia St.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 998-7315

BMUG
1442 A Walnut St., #62
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 849-9114

Brock Software Products
P.O. Box 799
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(815) 459-4210

Campagne Associates
9 Goldfinch Ln .
ashua, NH 03062
603) 891-2129

Ceres Software
9498 SW Barbur Blvd., #103
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 245-9011

Bobbing Software
67 Country Oaks Dr.
Buda, TX 78610
(512) 295-5045

Broderbund Software
17 Paul Dr.
SaJ1 Rafael, CA 94903-2101
(415) 492-3500

Capilano Computing Systems
1168 Hamilton St., #501
Vancouver, BC V6B 2S2
(604) 669-6343

Bogas Productions
520 Cashew Ct.
San Ramon, CA 94583
(415) 332-6427
(415) 829-2444

Brother International
8 Corporate Pl.
Piscataway, NJ 08854
(201) 981-0300

Caribbean Enterprises
830 NE Pop Tilton's Pl.
Jensen Beach, FL 33457
(305) 334-3430

CG Graphic Arts Supply
481 Washington St.
New York, NY 10013
(212) 925-5332
(800) 342-5858

Budgetbytes
P.O. Box 2248
Topeka, KS 66601
(913) 271-6021

Casady & Greene
P.O. Box 223779
Carmel, CA 93922
(408) 624-8716

Bullseye Software
P.O. Drawer 7900
Incline Village, NV 89450
(702) 265-2298

Caseys' Page Mill
6528 S. Oneida Ct.
Englewood, CO 80111
(303) 220-1463

Business Solutions
of Little Rock
Oak Ridge Dr.
Maumelle, AR 72118
(501) 851-3864

Casica
1121 W. Main St.
Durham, NC 27701
(919) 688-1289

Bootware Software
28024 Dorothy Dr.
Agoura Hi lls, CA 91301
(818) 706-3887
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(800) 543-7543
(408) 438-8400
Boston Computer Society,
The Macintosh Users Group
48 Grove St.
Somerville, MA 02144
(617) 625-7080
Bowker Electronic Publishing
245 W. 17th St.
New York, NY 10011-5301
(800) 323-3288
BrainPower, Inc.
24009 Ventura Blvd .,# 250
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 884-6911
(800) 345-0519
Brauch Software
550 Alden Rd., Suite 105
Markham, Ontario
L3R 6A8
(416) 470-8550

Business Technology
Manufacturing
42-18 235th St.
Douglaston, NY 11363-1528
(718) 229-8094
Button-Down Software
172 Donegal Ave.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
(805) 499-9380
BV Engineering
2023 Chicago Ave. #B13
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 781-0252
C Ware Corp.
P.O. Box 428
Paso Robles, CA 93347
(805) 239-4620
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Central Point Software
15220 NW Greenbrier
Pkwy., #200
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-8090

Bridgeport Machines
P.O. Box340
422 Boston Rd .
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
(508) 842-7200

Caere Corp.
100 Cooper Ct.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-7000

Central Products
2211 Norfolk, #518
Houston, TX 77098
(713) 529-1080

CaiComp
2411 W. La Palma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 821-2000

Centron Software
7718 LaMirada Dr.
Boca Raton, FL 33433
(800) 848-2424
(407) 342-3678
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Chang Labs
5300 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95129
(408) 246-8020
Channelmark Corp./Power Up!
2929 Cam pius Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 345-5900
Chariot Software Group
3659 India St., #IDOL
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 298-0202

CDC Enterprise
2883 E. La Palma
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-4633

C. Abaci , Inc.
208 St. Mary's St.
Raleigh, NC 27605
(919) 832-4847

Cambridge Computer Co • .
80 Mt. Sanford Rd.
Mt. Carmel, CT 06518
(203) 288-6004

Chancery Software
500 - 1168 Hamilton
Vancouver, BC V6B 2S2
(800) 663-8831
(604) 685-2041

CDA Computer Sales
1 CDAPlaza
Califon, NJ 07830
(201) 832-9004

Breakthrough Productions
10659 Caminito Cascara
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 281-6174

Cambridge Automation
3260 lndustry Dr.
Signal Hill, CA 90806
(213) 597-1626

Champion Swiftware
6617 Gettysburg Dr.
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 833-1777

Cayman Systems
One Kendall Square
Bldg. 600
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1999

C-Band DBS/Encycloware
715 Washington St.
Ayden, NC 28513
(919) 746-3589

Bright Star Technology
14450 NE 29th PI., #220
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 451-3697

Challenger Software
18350 Kedzie Ave.
Homewood, IL 60430
(800) 858-9565
(312) 957-3475

Cauzin Systems
835 S. Main St.
Waterbu ry, CT 06706
(800) 533-7323

Bravo Technologies
P.O. Box 10078
Berkeley, CA 94709-0078
(800) 345-2888
(415) 841-8552

Bright Ideas
87 A Ocean St.
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 767-6031

CH Products
1225 Stone Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92069
(619) 744-8546

CE Software
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, IA 50265
(515) 224-1995

Century Data Systems
1270 N. Kraemer Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 632-7500

Charles E. Maurer
5 Grandview Ct.
Dundas, ON L9H 5C8
(416) 627-7035
CheckMark Software
1520 E. Mulberry, #200
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
(303) 484-3541
Checkmate Technology
509 S. Rockford Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 966-5802
Chesapeake Software/MG
P.O. Box 1014
Richmond, VA 23208-1014
(804) 358-7802
Christie Associated
P.O. Box 1354
Saugus, MA 01906
(617) 289-9801
Circo Business Solutions
1729-A Little Orchard St.
San jose, CA 95125
(800) 458-7466
(408) 998-1132 (CA)
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Claris
440 Clyde Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962-8946

Collector Software
1535 W. Holt Blvd .
Pomona, CA 91768
(714) 620-9014

Class One, Ltd.
431 E. Ellis Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(602) 820-3696

Colorado Container
4221 Monaco St.
Denver, CO 80216
(303) 331-0400

Clear Lake Research
5615 Morningside, #127
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 523-7842

ComGrafix
302 S. Garden Ave.
Clearwater, FL 34616
(813) 443-6807

Clearpoint Research
99 South St.
Hopkinton, MA 01748
(800) 253-2778

Common Sense Software
12 Whitehall Ct.
Buffalo Grove, fL 60089
(312) 541-5200
MCI 385-4711

CLEO Software
1639 N. Alpine Rd.
Rockford , IL 61107
(800) 233-2536
(815) 397-8110
CMA Micro Computer Div.
P.O. Box 2080
Yucca Valley, CA 92286
(619) 365-9718
CMO MacCenter
101 Reighard Ave.
Williamsport, PA 17701
(800) 228-8910
CMS Enhancements
1372 Valencia Ave.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 259-9555
Co-Du-Co
4802 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53208-3050
(414) 476-1584
The Cobb Group
9420 Bunsen Pkwy., #300
Louisville, KY 40220
(800) 223-8720
(502) 425-7756
Coda Music Software
1401 E. 79th St., Suite 1
Bloomington, MN
55425-1126
(612) 854-1288
Cognition Technology
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-0246
Cognitive Computing
300-1190 Melville St.
Vancouver, BC V6E 3W1
(604) 669-9800
Coherent Cognition
P.O. Box 24114
San Diego, CA 92124
(619) 278-4141

Communications
Research Group
5615 Corporate Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(800) 24-BLAST
(504) 923-0888
COMPanion Consulting
10101 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 446-9779

Computer Accessories
6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.
San Diego, CA 92121
(800) 582-2580
(619) 457-5500
Computer Associates
International
1240 McKay Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 533-2070
(408) 432-1727
Computer Care
5124 Russell Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55410
(800) 950-2273
(612) 920-2273
Computer Continuum
75 Southgate Ave., #6
Daly City, CA 94015
(415) 755-1978
Computer Covers Unlimited
7969 Engineer Rd., #113
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 277-0622

Computer-Mate
660 International Pkwy.
Suite 120
Richardson, TX 75081
(800) 527-3643
(800) 422-4006

Corvus Systems
160 Great Oaks Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95119-1347
(408) 281-4100

COMPUTER:applications
12813 Lindley Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27614
(919) 846-1411

Cove Associates
P.O. Box 1602
Edgartown, MA 02539
(617) 627-8974

Computeraid
235 Promenade St.
Providence, Rl 02908
(401) 274-0595

CP Software
1501 Adams Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 262-5182

ComputerWare
2800 W. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(800) 235-1155
(800) 323-1133 (CA)

CPSA
166 Sou th J St.
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 449-7744

Comtrex International
P.O. Box 1450
El Toro, CA 92630
(714) 855-6600

Computer Dealer
P.O. Box 1952
Dover, Nj 07801-0952
(201) 361-9060

CONDUIT
The University of Iowa
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, lA 52242
(319) 335-4100

Computer Expressions
3833 Cheshmt St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(800) 443-8278

Connect
10101 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800 ) 2MA-CNET

Computer Friends
14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland, OR 97229
(503) 626-2291

Connections
P.O. Box 5894
Fullerton, CA 92635
(714) 738-1492

Compu-Arch
9348 Civic Center Dr., #101
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(213) 271-1977

Computer Keeper
350 Victoria St.
Toronto, Ontario, M5B 2K3
(416) 979-5022

Consulair
P.O. Box 2192
Ketchum, ID 83340
(208) 726-5846

Compu-Quote
6914 Berquist Ave.
Canoga Park, CA 91307
(800) 782-6775
(818) 348-3662

Computer Media and Services
8206 E. Park Meadows Dr.
Littleton, CO 80124
(303) 792-2070

Cooke Publications
P.O. Box 4448
Ithaca, NY 14850
(800) 482-4438 X15
(607) 272-2708 X15

Compatible Systems
P.O. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308-7220
(303) 444-9532
CompServCo
1921 Corporate Sq., #1
Slidell, LA 70
(504) 649-0484
(800) 272-5533

CompuCraft
P.O. Box 3155
Englewood, CO 80155
(303) 791-2077
Compugraphic
90 Industrial Wy.
Wilmington, MA 01887
(800) 622-8973
(617) 658-5600
Compuneering
113 McCabe Crescent
Thornhill, Ontario L4J 2S6
(416) 738-4601

COIN/MAC
P.O. Box 6808
Chicago, IL 60680
(312) 929-2592

CompuServe
P.O. Box 20212
Columbus, OH 43220
(800) 848-8199
(614) 457-8600

Colby Systems
4723 N. Warren Ave.
Fresno, CA 93705
(209) 222-4985

Compuset
517 3rd St., #40
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 444-0485

Colleague Business Software
1807 W. Braker Ln., #L
Austin, TX 78758
(512) 836-4389

Compusonics
2345 Yale St.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 494-1184
Compuspand
175 Villa Terr., #711
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 863-5765
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Computer Poet
775 E. Greg St.
Sparks,~rv 89431
(702) 359-8200 .

Coral Software
P.O. Box 307
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 521-1027

Computer Shoppe/
Engineered Software
P.O. Box 18344
Greensboro, NC 27419
(919) 299-4843

Cordry-Berg Enterprises
134 Avenida Pelayo, #2
San Clemente, CA 92672
(714) 361-2557

Computer Skill
Training Center
400 S. Colorado Blvd.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 399-7836

Core Business Systems
1943 Clarence Dr.
Clearwater, Ontario
N7X 1E3
(519) 542-3182

Computer System Associates
7564 Trade St.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 566-3911

COREL Systems
80 Bloor St. W., #406
Toronto, ON M5S 2V1
(416) 928-3110

Computer Systemics
806 Hill Wood Dr.
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 441-4583

Cornerstone Technology
1883 Ringwood Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 562-2552

Computer Training Resources
219 llihau St.
Kailua, HI 96734
(808) 254-6419

Cortland Computer
P.O. Box 9916
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 845-1142

Computer*Thought Corp.
840 Ave. F., #104
Plano, TX 75074
(214) 424-3511

Companies Index

Companies Index

Cra Z Software
P.O. Box 87
Spotswood, NJ 08884
(201) 254-3959
Craig Management
16717 Monitor Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70817
(504) 291-6348
Crate Technology
6850 Vineland Ave., Bldg. M
North Hollywood, CA
91qp5
(818) 766-4001
(800) 543-580
Creative Restaurant
Solutions
651 Stone Rd.
Benicia, CA 94510
(707) 745-9639
Creative Solutions
4701 Rm1dolph Rd., #12
Rockville, MD 20852
(800) 367-8465
(301) 984-0262
Cricket Software
40 Valley Stream Pkwy.
Malvern, PA 19355
(215) 251-9890
Crosby Creations
W. 529 Cleveland
Spokane, WA 99205
(509) 327-6884
Crosfield Lightspeed
47 Farnsworth St.
Boston, MA 02210
(617) 338-2173
Cross Technology
P.O. Box 80242
Seattle, WA 98108-0242
(206) 236-2824
Crown Communications &
Consulting
P.O. Box 11626
St. Paul, MN 55111-0626
(612) 698-0051
Crystal Canyon Computing
P.O. Box 7161
Las Cruces, NM 88006
(505) 522-6176
Crystal Graphics
P.O. Box 288
Cottelsoe 6230 W. Australia
(61) 9-3832114
CTA
747 Third Ave., 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10017
(800) 252-1442
(212) 935-2280
(800) 668-8986 (Canada)
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CTEX
582 Market St., #216
San Francisco, CA 94104
(800) 622-5511
Cuesta Systems
3440 Roberto Ct.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(800) 332-3440
(805) 541-4160
Current Class Productions
22824 Berendo Ave.
Torrence, CA 90502
(213) 326-4246
Curtis Manufacturing
30 Fitzgerald Dr.
Jaffrey, NH 03452
(603) 532-4123
CuHing Edge
P.O. Box 1259
Evanston, WY 82930
(800) 443-5199
(307) 789-0582
CyberLYNX Computer
Products
4828 Sterling Dr.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 444-7733
Cypress Research
296 Elizabeth St., 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10012
(212) 475-7782 FAX
(212) 475-8964

Data Pad Corp.
46 N. Geneva Rd.
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-0699

Davka
845 N. Michigan Ave., #843
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 944-4070

Desktop Architect
634 N. High St.
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 469-9906

Digital Technology lnt'l.
500 West 1200 South
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 226-1983

Data Spec
20120 Plummer St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 701-5935 X407
(818) 993-1202

Daylite
1406 Burlingame Ave., #31
Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 342-3338

DeskTop ComPosition Systems
P.O. Box 5279
Reno,NV 89503
(702) 322-1884

Digital Vision
66 Eastern Ave.
Dedham, MA 02026
(617) 329-5400

Dayna Communications
50 S. Main St., #530
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801) 531-0600

Desktop Design
811 E. Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(305) 764-8963

digitalk
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 645-1082

Data Translation
100 Locke Dr.
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481-3700

DayStar Digital
5556 Atlanta Hwy.
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
(800) 962-2077
(404) 967-2077

Desktop Graphics
268 E. 16th St., #6
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(302) 736-9098

DigiTech Systems
34684 Richard 0. Dr.
Sterling Heights, Ml 48310
(313) 264-3039

Data Workshop
935 Main St., #H-9
Manchester, CT 06040-6050
(203) 647-8625

DAZZL
2 Chandler Ct.
Columbia, MO 65201
(314) 874-8657

DEST
1201 Cadillac Ct.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 946-7100

Database International
1450 Worcester Rd ., #8120
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 820-0018

db:Solutions
230 Link Rd., #300
Fa irfield, CA 94585
(707) 864-4246

Devonian International
Software
P.O. Box 2351
Montclair, CA 91763
(714) 621-0973

Dilithium Press
921 SW Washington St.
Suite 870
Portland, OR 97205
(503) 243-3313

Datacopy
1215 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 821-2898
(415) 965-7900

DCM Data Products
610 One Tandy Center
Ft. Worth, TX 76102
(817) 870-2202

Dialog Information Services
3460 Hillview Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(800) 3-DIALOG

DIQ Doc
P.O. Box 626
Moss Beach, CA 94038
(415) 728-5462

Dealership Systems,
a Division of Chesterfield
11225 Midlothian Pike
2nd Floor
Richmond, VA 23235
(804) 379-2465

Diehl Graphsoft
8370 Court Ave., #202
Ellicott City, MD 21043
(301) 461-9488

Disc lone
4030-D Skyron Dr.
Doylestown, PA 18901
(800) 826-4296
(408)-947-1161 (CAl
(215)-340-9340 (PA)

Data Technology
551 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-8899

DataDesk International
7561 Haskell Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(818) 780-1673

D.V. Franks
3721 Sue Ellen Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27604-4245
(919) 872-5379

Datalogic Optic Electronics
301 Gregson Dr.
Cary, NC 27511
(919) 481-1400

D2 Software
5609-B Adams Ave.
Austin, TX 78756
(512) 454-7746

DataPak Software
14011 Ventura Blvd., #507
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(800) 327-6703
(818) 905-6419

Da Puma
P.O. Drawer H
Hondo, TX 78861-0240
(512) 426 5932
DAC Software
17950 Preston Rd., #800
Dallas, TX 75252-5740
(214) 248-0205
Dafax Processing Corp.
14North Dr.
Malba, NY 11357
(215) 574-0357
Data Base Technologies
54 University Rd.
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 739-3390
Data Description
P.O. Box 4555
Ithaca, NY 14852
(607) 257-1000
Data Graphics
414 Maritime Building
911 Western Ave.
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 624-9443
Data Memory Systems
P.O. Box 785
Middleton, MA 01949
(800) 662-SIMM
(617) 683-2325
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Dataproducts
6200 Canoga Ave.
P.O. Box 746
Woodland Hills, CA
91365-0746
(818) 887-80(i)0
Datasoft
1801 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 507
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(213) 556-1628
DataSpace
185 Riviera Dr., Unit 9
Markham, Ontario
L3R 5J6
(800) 387-0492
DataVal Development
Services
940 S. Courterray Pkwy.
Merritt Island , FL 32952
(407) 453-4262
Data Viz
35 Corporate Dr.
Trumbull, CT 06611
(203) 268-0030
Davidson & Associates
3135 Kashiwa St.
Torrance, CA 90505
(800) 556-6141
(213) 534-4070 (CA)
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Dean Wong
151 Naples St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
No phone listed
DEl/Carlisle Memory Products
10170 Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
(800) DEI-TAPE
(619) 452-7840
DeltaS oft
P.O. Box 55089
Tulsa, OK 74155-5089
(918) 250-5594
Deneba Software
3305 NW 74 Ave.
Miami, FL 33122
(800) 6-CANVAS
(305) 594-6965

Dimension 5
1426 Village Park Pl.
West Linn, OR 97086
(503) 293-7775

Digicalc lnformatique
425 DeMaisonmeuve W.
#030
Montreal, H2A 3G5
(514) 288-9167

Disclosure
161 William St.
New York, NY 10038
(212) 732-5964

DigiCorp
6925 Union Park Center
Suite 145
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 562-2227

DlsCopyLabs
2610B N. First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 433-0900

Digidesign
1360 Willow Rd., #101
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 327-8811

Discovery Software lnt'l.
163 Conduit St.
Annapolis, MD 21401
(301) 268-9877

Digital Arts & Technologies
P.O. Box 11, Dept MG
Milford, CT 06460
(800) 332-2251
(203) 874-9080

Discus Electronic Training
64 Commercial St.
Rochester, NY 14614
(800) 333-2401
DiskArt
P.O. Box 354
San Ramon, CA 94583
(415) 833-8723

Design Access
444 DeHaro St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 864-5600

Digital Audio Disc
1800 N. Fruitridge Ave.
Terre Haute, IN 47804
(812) 462-8100
(812) 462-8160

Design Science
6475-B E. Pacific Coast
Hwy.,#392
Long Beach, CA 90803
(213) 433-0685

Digital Communications
Associates
1000 Alderman Dr.
Alpharetta, GA 30201
(404) 442-4000

Design Software
1275 West Roosevelt Rd.
West Chicago, IL 60185
(312) 231-4540

Digital Learning System
4 Century Dr.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
(201) 538-6640

Designer Products
6585 S. Yale, #1050
Tulsa, OK 74136
(800) 223-2687
(918) 299-1808

Digital Music Services
23010 Lake Forest Dr., #0334
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 951-1159

Companies Index

Diversified Computer
Applications
P.O. Box 1142, Rt. 2
Du Quoin, IL 62832
(618) 357-3619
Diversified 1/0
766 San Aleso
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-0344

Digital Press/Digital Equipment
12A Esquire Rd.
Billerica, MA 01862
(800) 343-8321

DKL Technology
11 Donex St.
Pointe-Claire, Quebec
H9R4Z3
(514) 694-9773
DM Data
6900 E. Camelback Rd.
Suite 1000
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(602) 945-9620
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Doan Associates
1800 Sherman Ave., #612
Evanston, IL 60201
(800) 822-8038/

E & M Software
95 Richardson Rd.
N. Chelmsford, MA 01863
(508) 251-7451

Eliot Software
P.O. Box337
Eliot, ME 03903
(207) 439-9361

Dolphin Systems Technology
1701 E. Edinger Ave.
Bldg.G
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 558-3220

E-Machines
9305 SW Gemirti Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 646-6699

Emerald City Software
800 Menlo Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 324-8080

Earth in Motion Technologies
6601 Kirby Dr., #529
Houston, TX 11005
(713) 529-8930

Emma Software
Ringweg 46 6097 EE
Heel, Netherlands
04747-2353

Eastern Language Systems
39 West 300 North
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 377-4558

Engineered Software
P.O. Box 18344
Greensboro, NC 27419
(919) 299-4843

Eastgate Systems
134MaunSt.
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 924-9044

Engineering Consulting
583 Candlewood St.
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 671-2009

EastHaven Unlimited
526 Jordan, Box 9
Bolingbrook, IL 60439
(312) 739-5597

Enter Computer
7710 Kenamar Ct.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 578-4070

Ecological Linguistics
P.O. Box 15156
Washington, DC 20003-0156
(202) 546-5862

EnterSet
2380 Ellsworth
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 549-0539

EDCO Services
12410 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.
Tampa, FL 33618
(813) 962-7800
(800) 523-TYPE

EPCON
208S. Main
Woodsfield, OH 43793
(800) 367-3585

Douglas Electronics
718 Marina Blvd.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483-8770
Dove Computer
1200 N. 23rd St.
Wilrrtington, NC 28405
(800) 622-7627
(919) 763-7918
Dow Jones & Co.
P.O. Box 300
Princeton, NJ 08543
(609) 452-1511
DPI
40 Coming Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-1850
Dow Jones·lrwin
1818 Ridge Rd.
Homewood, IL 60430
(312) 798-6000
Dr. T's Music Software
220 Boylston St., #306
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 244-6954
Dream Maker Software
4020 Paige St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(800) 876-5665
(213) 221-6436
Du Pont Electronics
515 Fishing Creek Rd.
New Cumberland, PA17070
(800) 237-2374
(717) 938-6711 (PA)
Dubi·Ciick Software
9316 Deering Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 700-9525
Ducsoft
238 Columbus Ave.
Sandusky, OH 44870
(419) 626-6796
Dukane
2900 Dukane Dr.
St. Charles, IL 60174
(312) 584-2300
Dynamac Computer Products
14001 E. Iliff Ave., #410
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 233-0305
Dynamic Graphics
6000 N. Forest Park Dr.
P.O. Box 1901
Peoria, IL 61614
(800) 255-8800
(309) 688-8800
Dynamic Microprocessor
Associates
60 E. 42nd St., #1100
New York, NY 10165
(212) 687-7115
(212) 496-8660
Dynaware USA
1163 Chess Dr., #J
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 349-5700

EDUCOMP Computer Services
742 Genevieve, #D
Salona Beach, CA 92075
(800) 843-9497
(800) 654-5181

Epps/Architectonix
1950 Stemmons Frwy.
Suite 5001 Infomart
Dallas, TX 75207
(214) 746-4346

Edudisc
1400 Tyne Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37215
(615) 373-2506

Epyx
P.O. Box 8020
600 Galveston Dr.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 366-0606

Ehman Engineering
P.O. Box 2126
Evanston, WY 82930
(800) 257-1666

Equai+Pius Software
P.O. Box 160626
Austin, TX 78716-0626
(512) 327-5484

EIC!Intelligence
48 W. 38th St.
New York, NY 10018
(212) 944-8500

Ergotron
P.O. Box 17013
Minneapolis, MN 55417
(800) 328-9839

Elec & Eltek (USA)
1230 Oakmead, #310
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-1181

Erich Breitschwerdt
und Partner
Paulsmuhlenstrasse
41 I 4000 Dusseldorf 13
West Germany
0211 7182232

Electric CoHage Industries
P.O. Box 217
Spooner, WI 54801-0217
The Electric Typographer
2216 Cliff Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
(805) 966-7563

ESE Software
14535-118 Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta
T5L2M7
(403) 454-5411

Electronic Arts
1820 Gateway Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94404
(415) 571-7171

ESHA Research
P.O. Box 13028
Salem, OR 97309
(503) 585-6242

Electronic Musician
6400 Hollis St., #12
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 653-3307

Essex Systems
P.O. Box 1818
Bloomfield, NJ 07003-1818
(201) 743-1818
(201) 338-4336

Electronic Publisher
210 S. Marietta St.
Excelsior Springs, MO
64024
(816) 637-7233

Etlon Software
P.O. Box 649
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 665-3444
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Everex Systems
48460 Kata Rd.
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 821-0806
(415) 498-1111
Ex Machina
45 E. 89th St., #39A
New York, NY 10128-1251
(212) 831-3142
Exceiver Corp.
P.O. Box 671
Hopkins, MN 55343
(612) 938-3361
Excel Computer Consultants
Rt. 3, Box 111
Srrtithville, TN 37166
(615) 597-6099
Excel Software
P.O. Box 1414
Marshalltown, lA 50158
(515) 752-5359
Execucom Systems
P.O. Box 9758
Austin, TX 78766-9758
(512) 346-4980
Exodus Software
8620 Winton Rd., #304
Cincinnati, OH 45231
(513) 522-0011
Expansion Strategies
17 Rollingwood Dr.
New Hartford, NY 13413
(315) 793-3137
ExperTelligence
5638 Hollister Ave.
3rd Floor
Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 967-1797
EZWare
P.O. Box620
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(800) 543-1040
(215) 667-4064 (PA)
FaceWare
1310 N. Broadway
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 328-5842
Farallon Computing
2201 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 849-2331
Fastcomm Communications
12347-E Sunrise Valley Dr.
Reston, VA 22091
(800) 521-2496
(703) 620-3900
FBN Microcomputing
P.O. Box 3473
Lynchburg, VA 24503
(804) 384-7430
Feed·A·Form
29 Dover Terr.
Westwood,MA 02090
(617) 899-1188
Fidelity Investments
161 Devonshire St., D3B
Boston, MA 02110
(617) 570-2150
Fifth Generation Systems
11200 Industriplex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(504) 291-7221
Financial Microware
P.O. Box 40
Cupertino, CA 95015
(408) 446-5639

Companies Index
FingerPrint
8467 Melrose Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90069
(213) 653-2082
First Byte
3333 E. Spring, #302
Long Beach, CA 90806
(213) 595-7006
(800) 245-4525
First Class Peripherals
3579 Hwy. 50 E.
Carson City, NV 89701
(800) 538-1307
(702) 883-4000
First Reference
516 Fifth Ave., #706
New York, NY 10036
(212) 730-8211
Fit to Print
17746 W. Sierra Hwy.
Canyon Country, CA
91351
(805) 298-7251
Flexware
15404 E. Valley Blvd.
Industry, CA 91746
(800) 527-6587
(818) 961-0237
Flight Engineering
P.O. Box 661133
Miarrti Springs, FL 33266
(305) 884-1475
FlipTrack Learning Systems
999 Main, #200
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(800) 222-3547
(312) 790-1117
FMJ Inc.
1954 Glad wick St.
Compton, CA 90220
(213) 632-9751 (CA)
(800) 322-3365
Folkstone Design
P.O. Box44
Grantham's Landing, BC
VON1XO
(604) 886-4502
(604) 986-8060
FontDisplay
P.O. Box521
Ridgefield, CT 06877-0521
(203) 792-1521
Footprints
2469 East 7000 South, #207
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(801) 942-1580
Foresight Designs
P.O. Box 70
Southeastern, PA 19399
(215) 647-8534
Fortnum Software
16742 Gothard St., #213
Huntington Beach, CA
92647
(714) 841-1562
Fox Software
118 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551
(419) 874-0162 X 231
Franklin Telecom
733 Lakefield Rd.
Westlake Village, CA
91361
(800) 327-3850
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GEnie
401 N. Washington St.
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 638-9636
(301) 340-4494

Franz Inc.
1995 University Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 548-3600

GenMicronics
5900 Shore Blvd., #401
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(813) 345-5020
(603) 664-9020

Freemyers Design
575 Nelson Ave.
Oroville, CA 95965
(916) 533-9365
The FreeSoft Company
150 Hickory Dr.
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
(412) 846-2700

Future Music Inc.
489 E. Plumb Ln.
P.O. Box 1090
Reno, NV 89504
(800) 367-6434
(702) 826-6434

Geodetic Research Services
Laboratory
P.O. Box 3643
Postal Station B
Fredericton, NB E3A 5L7
(506) 453-4698

Futuresoft System Designs
160 Bleecker St.
New York, NY 10012
(212) 674-5195

Gered
2401 NE Cornell Rd.
Suite 125
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(800) 852-TRAP
(503) 591-8658

Gestalt Systems
470 Spring Park Pl.
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 471-6842

G.A.S. International
P.O. Box 1282
Euless, TX 76040
(~00) 523-4898
(800) 722-6013 (TX)

Gibbs and Associates
9320 Deering Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 700-8854

Gardner Partnership Architects
P.O. Box 549
Cedar City, UT 84720
(801) 586-9494

Giga Cell Systems
P.O. Box 4088
4201 Burton Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-1049
(800) 8-DATA-NU

Gary Holmes
1003A Cherry Ave.
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 295-8059

General Optimization
2251 N. Geneva Terr.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 248-7300
Generation Four
3232 San Mateo NE, #199
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 294-3210
Generic Software
11911 N. Creek Pkwy. s.
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 487-2233
Genesis Micro Software
17124 NE 8th Pl.
Bellevue, WA 98008
(206) 747-8512
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Graphic Notes
200 Seventh Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(408) 476-0147

Great Game Products
8804 Chalon Dr.
Bethesda, MD 20817
(800) 426-3748
(301) 365-3297

w
·

Hayden Books, a Division of
Howard W. Sams & Company
4300 W. 62nd St.
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(800) 428-SAMS
(317) 298-5722
(317) 298-5400

Hooleon Corp.
P.O. Box 201 -Dept. MACG
Cornville, AZ 86325
(602) 634-7515

HealthCare Communications
245 S. 84th St.
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 489-0391

Hot Data
1021 Lincoln Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(800) 521-6597
(213) 393-6405 (CA)

Greenlight Software/
Elan Associates
79 West Monroe, #1320
Chicago, lL 60603-4969
(312) 782-6496

Henderson Associates
10870 N. Stelling Rd., #310
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 973-8721

Companies Index

HMS Computer
2401 Pilot Knob Rd., #108
Mendota Heights, MN
55120
(612) 452-5928

HeadStart Software
P.O. Box 51596
Durham, NC 27587
(919) 556-8792

Help Software
10659 A Maplewood Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-3815

H-B Associates
30993 Huntwood Ave., #201
Hayward, CA 94544
(800) 423-3014 (CA)
(800) 423-4224

HJC Software
P.O. Box 51816
Durham, NC 27717
(919) 490-1277

Honeywell Disc Instruments
102 E. Baker St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(800) 824-3522

Great Wave Software
5353 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-1990

H & DLeasing
5500 Mabry Dr.
Clovis, NM 88101
(505) 762-3324

Hired Hand Design
3608 Faust
Long Beach, CA 90808
(213) 429-2936

Hayes Microcomputer
Products
P.O. Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 449-8791

Heizer Software
1941 Oak Park Blvd., #30
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(415) 943-7667

GW Instruments
35 Medford St.
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 625-4096

Goldstein & Blair
P.O. Box 7635
Berkeley, CA 94707
(415) 524-4000

Hard & Soft
2005 W. Cypress Creek Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
(305) 772-0430

Great Plains Software
1701 SW 38th St.
Fargo, ND 58103
(800) 345-3276
(701) 281-0550

Guidelines
P.O. Box 456
Orinda, CA 94563
(415) 254-9393

GoldMind Publishing
P.O. Box 70295
Riverside, CA 92513
(714) 785-8685
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Graphic Magic
P.O. Box 185
Cottesloe, W. Australia 6011
(001) 61-9-383-2114

GTFS, Inc.
2455 Bennett Valley Rd.
Suite 100C
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
(707) 579-1733

Golden MIDI Music
1020 15th St., #29K
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 534-4055

Good Software
13601 Preston Rd., #500
Dallas, TX 75240
(206) 883-7000

Hire Education
3631 Jenifer St. NW
Washington, DC 20015
(202) 362-1256

GTCD
7125 Riverwood Dr.
Columbia, MD 21046
(301) 381-6688

Golden Gate Company
714 Washington Ave. SE
Suite 205
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 644-2285
(612) 331-3327 (orders)

GOT Softworks
4664 Lougheed Hwy., #188
Burnaby, BC V5C 6B7
(604) 291-9121

Harcourt, Brace and
Jovanovich/Publishing
Resources
1795 Pearl St.
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 442-1100

Group Ill Micro Products
P.O. Box 583
Arlington, TX 76010
(817) 277-1986

Gimeor, Inc.
1815 HSt. NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 223-4373

GCC Technologies
580 Winter St.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-0880

GPI Publications
20085 Steven's Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 446-1105

GraphicText Applications
815 Princess Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. V6A 3E5
(604) 255-8077

Gessler Educational Software
55 W. 13 St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 627-0099

FWB Software
2040 Polk St., #215
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 474-8055

Hindsight
P.O. Box 11608
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 458-6372

Graham Software
8609 Ingalls Cir.
Arvada, CO 80003
(303) 422-0757

Gensym Corp.
125 Cambridge Park Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 547-9606

FutureVest
P.O. Box 20223
New York, NY 10025
(212) 228-6680

H.B. Imaging
560 S. State St., #G1
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 225-7222

GRAFTECH
993 Short St.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 373-5273

Genny Software Research
& Development
P.O. Box 5909
Beaumont, TX 77706
(409) 860-5817

Friedman Computing
& Publishing
2347 Pine Terr.
Sarasota, FL 34231
(813) 924-3238

The Good Stuff
P.O. Box 6883
Salinas, CA 93912
(408) 394-1961

Houlberg Development
P.O. Box 151501
San Diego, CA 92115
(619) 287-7444

Hewlett-Packard
16399 W. Bernardo Dr.
San Diego, CA 92127-1899
(800) 752-0900
(408) 447-1424
Hewlett Packard/Greeley
Systems Div.
700 71st Ave.
Greeley, CO 80634
(303) 350-4444

Houston Instrument
8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753
(800) 444-3425
Howard W. Sams & co.
Dept. MG, 4300 W. 62nd St
·
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(800) 428-SAMS
Howtek
21 Park Ave.
Hudson, NH 03051
(603) 882-5200
Human Devices
100 Varick St.
New York, NY 10013
(212) 580-0257

Hewlett-Packard,
Vancouver Washington Div.
1810 SE 34th St.
Camas, WA 98607
(415) 857-1501
Heyden & Son Ltd.
Spectrum House
Hillview Gardens
London, NW4 2JQ UK
001 -44-1-203-5171
High Performance Systems
13 Dartmouth College Hwy.
Lyme, NH 03768
(603) 795-4857
Highlighted Data
P.O. Box 17229
Washington Dulles
International Airport
Washington, DC 20041
(703) 241-1180

Houston Directional Software
7127 Mobud Dr.
Houston, TX 77074
(800) 835 0213
(207) 646-6233

Human Intellect Systems
1670 S. Amphlett, #326
San Mateo, CA 94402
(415) 571-5939
Hybrid Cases
1121-20 Lincoln Ave.
Holbrook, NY 11741
(516) 563-1181
Hyper Media Publishing Group
P.O. Box 300
Reading,MA 01867
(617) 246-1234
HyperAnnex-MGL
P.O. Box 1354
Saugus,MA 01906
(617) 289-9801
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Category List for MacGuide Magazine
For each product you submit to be listed, please specify
a Main Category and up to three Cross-Reference
Categories (by number) on the New Listing Information
Form. The Product Categories and their numbers are

CATEGORY

CATEGORY#

Accelerator Boards ...... ...... ........ .......... 98
Accessories ... ... .. .... .... ... ............... ....... 15
Accounting ................ .. ... ... ........ .. ... .... . 13
Architectural/Drafting Aids ................... 94
Barcode Readers ...... .. ... ....... ........ ........ 8
Books .. ........ ................. ... .. .. ......... .. ..... 19
Bulletin Board
Management Systems .. .................. 70
Business Management .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .... 111
CAD .... ..... .. .............. ..... ... .. ............... ...31
CASE/Programming Aids ....... ............. 90
CD-ROM Drives & Applications ......... 11 0
Clip ArtJ Bit-Mapped ...... .. ... ..... .. ........ ..30
Clip ArtJPICT ... ......... ...... .... .. .... .. .... ... 122
Clip ArtJPostScript .... ..... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ... 118
Communications ... .. .......................... ..26
Computers (Including Portables) ... .. .. 109
Data Acquisition ..... .... ............ ... ......... 115
Data/File Conversion ....... .... .............. 101
Databases .. .. ................. ................. ..... .. 1
Decision Support Aids ... .. .. ...... ... ... ...... 37
Desk Accessories ..... ..... .. .. ....... .. ......... 17
Desktop Mapping ................... ... ......... 113
Desktop Presentations .......... .... .... ..... .39
Desktop Publishing ....... ........ ................ 5
Desktop Publishing
Services/Supplies ........ ... ....... .... ...... 95
Desktop Video ................... .... .............. 89
Digitizers ... .... ... .... .. ...... ... ... ...... .. .... .. ...43
Disk Drives/Floppy
& Removable Media ...... .. .......... .... ..45
Disk Drives/Hard ........ ........ ........... ..... .46
Education ............... ...... ......... ... .... .. ... .. .. 9
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CATEGORY

listed below. If you have questions about listing your
product in MacGuide or about product categories, please
call the Listings Department.

CATEGORY#

Electronic Mail .. ... ..... .. ....... .. .. ... ........... 29
Expert Systems ..... ..... .... .. ... .. ... ... ........ 33
File Servers ................ ....... ............ .... .. 93
Financial Planning/Business .......... .. ... 34
Financial Planning/Persohal .... .... ........ 35
Fonts/ Foreign Languages ... ................ 53
Fonts/ lmageWriter .... .......................... .12
Fonts/Laser .. ...... ... ... ......... .......... ........ 25
Furniture ... .. .......... ... ... ......................... 84
Games ........ ... ... .... ... .... ...... .......... ........ 10
Graphics ... .. .. .... ........... ... ............. ... ..... 14
Hardware Upgrades ...... .. .. ........ ... .. ... 108
Hypertext .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .... .... ..... .. ..... . 106
Integrated Systems .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ..... ...... .. 36
Legal .. ....... ........ .............. ..... .... ........ ... 81
Mac II Products ... .............. ........ ....... ... 56
MocSEPmd~~ .... .... .................. .... .. ~
Mail Merge/Mail List Management. .. . 102
Mail Order Companies .. .. ....... .......... ... 99
Manufacturing ..... .... .... .............. .... ..... 117
Medical/Dental ....... ..... ................ ..... .. .72
Memory Upgrades ...... .. ..... ... .... ... .... .... 48
Modems .... ........ .. .. ....... .. .. ... .... .... ....... .49
Monitors .. ..... ... ............... .. .... .... ....... .... 73
Music ...... ... .... ... .... ... ... .... .. ... ... ... ..........22
Networking ................. ... ....... ..... .. ... ... .... 7
Novelties .................... .. .... ........ ... ........ 67
Office Management .......... .............. .... .38
On-Line Services .. ...... ......................... 58
Outliners .... .. .. .. ....... .. .. .. ..... .... ......... ....... 6
Periodicals .... ........... ... ......................... 18
Personal/Home Use .................... ........ 88
Plotters ....... .. .............. .......... ..... .. .. ... .. .92

Listings Information Form

CATEGORY

CATEGORY#

Print Buffers .......... .... .... ....... ... ... .. ........75
Print Spoolers ....... .... ... ... ............ .... .... .79
Print Utilities .... ... .. ... .. .......................... 96
Printers .......... ... .. ..... .... .... ....... .. ........... 51
Productivity Aids ...... ...... .......... .. ........ 104
Programming
Languages/Compilers ... .... .... .......... 16
Real Estate ... .......... ... ......... .. ............... 63
Religion ................ .. ... ....... ............ ...... 112
Scanners ............... .................. ... ........ .44
Scientific & Engineering ... .. ..... ........... .41
Security/Data ..... ............ .... .. ......... ....... 85
Security/Hardware ... .... .. ...... ................ 83
Services ... .... ......... ..... .. .... ................... 77
Spelling Checkers/
Word Processing Aids .................... .. .4
Spreadsheets ..................... ..... .. ...... .. .... 2
Stackware .. ...... .. .......... .. ................... 105
Statistics ..... .. ........... .......... .. .. .. ... ......... 64
Stock Market & Investments ........ .... .. .65
Surge Protectors ........ .. ...... ...... ........... 52
Tape Backup Systems ...... ................... 78
Tax Preparation .. .......... ................ ....... 54
Telecommunications ...... ..... ...... ........... 86
Terminal Emulators .......................... .. .62
Thesaurus ............... ... ...... ... ............... .61
Tools for the Disabled .... .. .... .. .. ..... .. ... 55
Training ........ ... ...... .. ........ .. ..... ..... .. .. ... .97
Typesetting Software ....... .. ..... ..... ..... .. .74
Uninterrupted Power Supplies .. .. .... .... 69
Utilities .... ...... ........ ...... .... .... .. .. .......... ... 11
Word Processing .. ..................... .. ........ .. 3
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(M)Agreeable Software
5925 Magnolia Ln.
Plymouth, MN 55442
(612) 559-1108

Abacus Concepts
1984 Bonita Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 540-1949

AD-Techs
2505 Glenoaks Ct.
Bedford, TX 76021
(817) 354-1632

1st Aid Software
42 Radnor Rd.
Boston, MA 02135
(800) THE-F1XR

Abacus, Inc.
547 Frederick St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 759-9508
(415) 566-1079

ADAM Peripherals
130-4631 Shell Rd.
Richmond, BC, V6X 3H4
(604) 276-2326

1stDesk Systems
7 Industrial Park Rd.
Medway, MA 02053
(800) 522-2286
(508) 533-2203

Abaton Technology
48431 Milrnont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-2226

3Com Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) NET-3COM
(408) 562-6400

ABCOM
2333A N. Sierra Hwy.
Bishop, CA 93514·
(619) 872-1946
Abracadata
P.O. Box 2440
Eugene, OR 97402
(808) 451-3871
(503) 342-3030

3G Graphics
11410 NE 124th St., #6155
Kirkland, WA 98034
(800) 456-0234
(206) 823-8198

Absoft
2781 Bond St.
Rochester, MI 48309
(313) 853-0050

3M Audio-Visual Div.
Building 225-3NE-01
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
(800) 328-1371

Abvent
23331 El Toro Rd., #209
El Toro, CA 92630
(714) 380-0333

3M Magnetic Media Div.
Building 223-5N01
St. Paul, MN 55144
(800) 423-3280
(612) 733-7297
4Site Technologies
200 7th Ave.
Mail Stop250
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(800) 634-7483
(408) 475-8444
A. H. Nussel Sr.
1606 NW 21st St.
Gainesville, FL 32605
(904) 372-0066
A.A.H. Computer Graphic
Service
P.O. Box 610667
San Jose, CA 95161
(408) 980-7363
AAA International
22706 Cheryl Wy.
El Toro, CA 92630
(714) 951-0747
AAIN (Apple Ambassadors
Information Network)
P.O. Box 416 Mountain Rd.
Raymond, NH 03077
(603) 895-3009
Aardvark Development Labs
14400 Ella Blvd., #150
Houston, TX 77014
(713) 872-8085
Aatrix Software
405 Bruce Ave.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
(701) 746-7202
Aba Software
41 Great Valley Pkwy.
Malvern, PA 19355
(800) 234-0230
(215) 644-3580
ABA Systems/USA
1650 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 871-9903
(800) 343-9903

1 go

Advanced Logical Software
9903 Santa Monica Blvd.
Suite 108
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(213) 653-5786
Adventurer Software
112 Clark St.
Belmont, MA 02178
(617) 484-6705

Addison-Wesley Publishing
Route 128
Readtng,MA 01867
(617) 944-3700

AEC Management Systems
20524 Amethyst Ln.
Germantown, MD 20874
(800) 346-9413
(301) 428-3694

Addon Computer Corp.
2430 N . Huachuca Dr.
Suite B
Tucson,~ 85745
(800) 426-2876
(602) 792-1693

Aegis Development
2210 Wilshire Blvd., #277
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 392-9972

Adelphi
2420 Camino Ramon, #140
San Ramon, CA 94583
(415) 275-1188

Aerotechnica
P.O. Box 216
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 5237-4625

ADH Software
P.O. Box 67129
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Adobe Systems
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 961-4400

Affinity Microsystems
1050 Walnut St., #425
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 442-4840

Access Computer Products
793 Airport Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
(313) 668-8184

Advanced A.I. Systems
P.O. Box 39-0360
Mountain View, CA 940390360
(415) 948-8658

Access Software
545 West 550 South, #130
Bountiful, UT 84010
(801) 298-9077

Advanced Computer Graphics
1260 Boylston
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 437-6470.

Access Technology
200 Heritage Harbor, #G
Monterey, CA 93940-2434
(800) 367-4334
(408) 648-4000

Advanced Concepts
Research
6 Pheasant Run
Newton, PA 18940
(215) 860-1606
(800) 327-8068
Advanced Data Systems
10615 Wynd Cliff Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 657-4805

Accu-Weather
619 W. College Ave.
State College, PA 16801
(814) 234-9601

Advanced Digital Information
14737 NE 87th St.
P.O. Box 2996
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 881-8004

Acorn Systems Computer
Furniture
1002 W. 2nd Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
(503) 687-0449
Activision Entertainment
3885 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 329-0500
Actuarial Micro Software
8025 N. Potnt Blvd.
Suite 215E
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
(919) 773-1313
Ad Astra
2472 Hilton Head Pl.
Suite 1164
El Cajon, CA 92019
(619) 441-0899
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Advanced Electronic
Support Products
1680 NE 205th Terr.
North Miami Beach, FL
33179
(305) 653-0898
Advanced Gravis Computer
Technology
1602 Carolina Ave., #D12
Bellingham, WA 98226
(800) 663-8558
Advanced Interface
Programming (AlP)
1224 Second Ave.
Nebraska City, NE 68410
(800) MAC & TOSH
Advanced Logic Systems
1211 Alderwood Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 747-1988

Companies Index

AIS Microsystems
1007 Massachusetts Ave. NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 547-9113
AJL Systems
100 Colony Sq., #200
Atlanta, GA 30361
(800) 633-2877
(404) 998-6590
Alchemy East
29 Johnson Meadow
Suite4A
Hampstead, NH 03841
(603) 329-6107

Accolade
550 S. Winchester Blvd.
#200
San Jose, CA 951.28
(408) 296-8400

ACIUS
10351 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 252-4444

AIM Corp.
960 Penn Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
(800) 877-0878
(800) 848-8018 (Canada)

Aldus Corp.
4111st Ave. S., #200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
Alisa Systems
221 E. Walnut St., #175
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 792-9474
All-American Software
Development
5612 International Pkwy.
Minneapolis, MN 55428
(612) 537-8910
Allan Bonadio Associates
814 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 282-5864
Allegro Software
79 Milk St., #1108
Boston, MA 02109
(508) 879-7048
Allotype Typographies
1600 Packard Rd., #5
Ann Arbor, M1 48104
(313) 663-1989
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HyPerFormance
P.O. Box 1591
Corvallis, OR 97339
(503) 758-3429

Imagine Software
19 Bolinas Rd.
Fairfax, CA 94930
(415) 453-3944

lnfotek
56 Camille E.
Patchogue, NY 11772
(516) 289-9682

Hyperlink
66 Club Rd., #110
Eugene, OR 97401
(503) 484-5157

Imagine That
7109 Via Carmela
San Jose, CA 95139
(408) 365-0305

Innovative Data Design
2280 Bates Ave., #A
Concord, CA 94520
(415) 680-6818

HyperMedia Group
1832 Woodhaven Way
Oakland, CA 94611
(415) 339-3322

lmagineering
14260 Garden Rd., #30B
Poway, CA 92064
(619) 748-5003

lnnovision
P.O. Box 1317
Los Altos, CA 94023
(415) 964 2885

HyperPress Publishing
P.O. Box 8243
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 345-4620

In Focus Systems
7649 SW Mohawk St.
Tualatin, OR 97062
(503) 692-4968

lnovatic
1911 N. Fort Myer, #708
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 522-3053

HyperSoft
P.O. Box566
San Francisco, CA
94101-0566
(415) 558-9161

lncomm Data Systems
115 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
(312) 459-8881

Insignia Solutions
787 Lucerne Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 522-7600

Indexed Software
40960 E. Florida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92344
(714) 929-2749

lnsite Peripherals
2363 Ca lle Del Mundo
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-8484

Individual Software
125 Shoreway Rd., #3000
San Carlos, CA 94070
(800) 331-3313
(415) 595-8855

INTECOLOR
2150 Boggs Rd., Bldg. 200
Duluth, GA 30136
(404) 623-9145

1/0 Design
P.O. Box 156
Exton, PA 19341
(800) 241-2122
IBNC (International Business
Network Computers)
1919 E. Rommeya, #317
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 635-7825

Infinite Graphics
4611 E. Lake St.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
(612) 721-6283

Integrated Computer Systems
5800 Hannum Ave.
P.O. Box 3614
Culver City, CA 90231
(800) 421-8166

Infinity Software
1144 65th St., Studio C
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 420-1551

lntelitec
P.O. Box 844
Fairfield, IA 52556
(515) 472 2000

Icon Concepts
8008 Shoal Creek Blvd.
Austin, TX 78758
(800) 624-2346

lnfoBUS Report
35 Colonial Terr.
Upper Saddle River, NJ
07458
(201) 825-1317

lntellibooks
P.O. Box 210277
San Francisco, CA 94121
(415) 752-0473

lconix Software Engineering
2800 28th St., #320
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 458-0092

Info com
125 Cambridge Park Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(800) 262-6868

ldeaform
P.O. Box 1540
Fairfield, IA 52556
(515) 472-7256

lnfologic Software
1937 Regent St.
Niskayuna, NY 12309
(800) 548-4124
(518) 370-5510

icd Corp.
1271 Plano Rd.
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 783-8925
ICOM Simulations
648 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
(312) 520-4440

IDG Communications
Peterborough
80 Elm St.
Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-9471
IGC Technology
305 Lennon Ln.
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 945-7300
JGS International
130 Redwood Pl.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-2276
Image Club Graphics
2915-19th St., #206
NE Calgary, Alberta
T2E 7A2 Canada
(403) 250-1969
Image Mapping Systems
P.O. Box 31593
Omaha, NE 68131
(402) 553-2246

Information Access Co. (lAC)
362 Lakeside Dr.
Foster City, CA 94404
(800) 227-8431
(415) 378-5000
Information Management
Systems
3684 Forest Park Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108
(314) 652-6715
Information Presentation
Technologies
P.O. Box 8609
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 347-7791
lnformix Software
P.O. Box 15998
Lenexa, KS 66219
(913) 492-3800

lntelliCreations/Datasoft
19808 Nordhoff Pl.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 886-5922
Intelligent Music
P.O. Box 8748
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 434-4110
Intelligent Optics
4 Heritage Park Rd.
Clinton, CT 06413
(203) 669-3650
lntellisoft International
P.O. Box 5055
Novato, CA 94948
(415) 883-2646
lnterCon Systems
11732 Bowman Green Dr.
Reston, VA 22090
(703) 435-8170
lntergraphix
1356 Washington St.
Weymouth, MA
02189-99128
(800) 451-2515
lnterleaf
10 Canal Park
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 577-9800

lnfosphere
4730 SW Macadam Ave.
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 226-3620
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International Blind
User Group
P.O. Box 1352
Roseville, CA 95661-1352
(916) 783-0364
International Computer
Consultants
1311 Clegg St.
Petaluma, CA 94952
(707).765-9200
International Data
Acquisition & Control
P.O. Box 397
Amherst, 0/H 03031
(603) 673-0765
International Datawares
2278 Trade Zone Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 222-6032
International Geometric
Tolerancing Jnst.
2943 Cortina Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
(408) 251-7058, 756-2076
InterNet Systems
11732 Bowman Green Dr.
Reston, VA 22090
(703) 435-8170
INTERPROGRAM B.V.
Wildenborch 3, NL-1112 XB
Diemen, Netherlands
(020) 980311
lntersoft Electronics
Katersberg 4 2440
Gee!, Belgium
(014) 58 64 63
lntersoft
4711 Golf Rd., #412
Skokie, IL 60076
(312) 699-4143
INTUIT
540 University Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 322-0573
Intuitive Technologies
2407 Wilshire, #409
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 202-9147
Invention Software
P.O. Box 3168
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 996-8108
lnvision
60 Dedham Ave.
Needham, MA 02192
(617) 444-4060
Iomega
1821 West 4000 South
Roy, UT 84067
(801) 778-3000
IOtech
25971 Cannon Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44146
(216) 439-4091
Iowa Farm Business Assoc.
P.O. Box 1809
226 SE 16th St.
Ames, !A 50010
(515) 233-5802
Irwin Magnetics
2101 Commonwealth Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(313) 930-9000

Companies Index
ITDC (International
Technology Development
Corporation)
1990 Lombard St., #250
San Francisco, CA
94123-2807
(415) 929-0924
J. P. Consulting
Box 3053
Duluth, MN 55802
(218) 724-8920
J. R. Shaver
33 Bridgeway Plaza
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 989-8818
JAM Technologies
685 Market St., #860
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 442-0795
James River Corp.
356 B Sewall St.
Ludlow, MA 01056
(413) 589-7592
James River Group
125 N. First St.
Minneapolis,MN 55401
(612) 339-2521
Jan Eugenides
RR 1, Box 9463
Waterbury Center, VT 05677
(802) 244-5946
Janac Enterprises
P.O. Box 394
Hebron, IL 60034
(815) 648-2492
Jasik Designs
343 Trenton Wy.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-1386
Jasmine Technologies
1740 Army St.
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 282-1111
JDL U.S. Sales Div.
2649 Townsgate Rd.,# 600
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 495-3451
Jenkins & Beirne
8951B Chapman Ave.
Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 537-4204
Jerome Appraisal
846 Broadway E.
Providence,Rl 02914
(401) 331-2000
JLC Software
2950 S. Ceylon Wy.
Aurora, CO 80013
(303) 690-5443
Johnathon Freeman Designs
P.O. Box 880114
San Francisco, CA 94188
(415) 822-8451
Johnson & Johnson
Design/Build
677 Grove St.
Newton, MA 02162
(617) 253-5965
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JPL Associates
18 Sequoia Wy.
San Francisco, CA 94127
(415) 469-8862
Juki Office Machine
20437 S. Western Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501
(800) 325-6134
Julian Systems
2280 Bates Ave., #j
Concord, CA 94520
(415) 686-4400
Kaetron Software
11318 Eri.cston Dr.
Houston, TX 77070
(713) 320-0278
Kallan Enterprises
511 Estudillo Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 351-8400
Kandu Software
P.O. Box 10102
Arlington, VA 22210-1102
(703) 532-0213
KAZ Business Systems
10 Columbus Cir.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 757-9566
Keller Systems
105 Narcissus St., #310
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(305) 833-3358
Kensington Microware
251 Park Ave. S.
New York, NY 10010
(800) 535-4242
(212) 475-5200 (NY)
KentOMarsh Limited
1200 Post Oak Blvd., #210
Houston, TX 77056
(800) 325-3587
Kentrex
806 Broad St., #85
Chattanooga, TN 37402
(800) 888-5368
(615) 843-0440
KG Magnetics
P.O. Box 3703
Idyllwild, CA 92349
(714) 659-4548
Killy Corp.
296 Elizabeth St.
New York, NY 10012
(212) 529-0770
Kinetics, ADivision of
Excelan
2540 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 947-0998
Kinko's Academic
Courseware Exchange
4141 State St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
(800) 235-6919
(800) 292-6640
(805) 967-0192
KMWSystems
100 Shepherd Mountain
Plaza
Austin, TX 78730-5014
(512) 338-3000

Knick Drafting
1275 S. Patrick Dr., #P
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
(407) 777-0275

Laserdrive
7CabotPI.
Stoughton, MA 01507
(617) 341-4400

Liberty Systems
120 Saratoga Ave., #82
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 983-1127

Lone Oak Software
P.O. Box 21-097
Eagan,~ 55121
(612) 920-3115

Knowledge Engineering
115 Mason St.
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-8770

Lasergraphics
17671 Cowan Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 660-9497

Linguist's Software
925-Hindley Ln.
Edmonds, WA 98020
(206) 775-1130

Lotus Development
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 623-6572

Kodak
343 State St.
Rochester, NY 14650
(716) 724-3169

LaserWare
P.O. Box 668
San Rafael, CA 94915
(800) 367-6898
415 I 453-9500

Linotype Company
425 Oser Ave.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 434-2000

Lundeen & Associates
P.O. Box 30038
Oakland, CA 94604
(415) 769-7701
(800) 233-6851

Koncepts Graphic Images
16 Beaver St.
New York, NY 10004
(212) 425-4441
Kottwitz & Associates
27 Peaslee Rd .
Merri.rnack,NH 03054
(603) 889-4808
Kraft Systems
450 W. California Ave.
Vista, CA 92083
(619) 724-7146
Kroy Inc. - DTP Division
14555 N. Hayden Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260-4300
(602) 948-2222
(800) 521-4997
Kurta
3007 Chambers St.
Phoeni.x,AZ 85040
(602) 276-5533
L.W. James and Assoc.
1525 E. County Rd. 58
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
(303) 484-5296
La Cie, Ltd.
16285 sw 85th, #306
Tigard, OR 97224
(503) 684-0143

Layered
529 Main St.
Boston, MA 02129
(617) 242-7700
Lazer Products
12741 E. Caley Ave., #130
Englewood, CO 80111
(303) 792-5277
Le Coq Branche
73450 Country Club Dr.
Suite 291
Palm Desert, CA 92260
(619) 568-6773
The Learning Company
6493 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(800) 852-2255
(415) 792-2101
The Learning Curve
P.O. Box 980576
tfouston, TX 77098
(713) 520-8545
Learning Services
P.O. Box 10636
Eugene, OR 97440-2636
(800) 435-3276
(503) 683-3827

Lionheart Press
P.O. Box379
Alburg, VT 05440
(514) 933-4918
Lionshead Software
1911 Hollyhock Rd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33414
(407) 790-1157
Lipa Software
165 Harcross Rd.
Woodside, CA 94062
(415) 366-0547
Liquid Light
2301 205th St., #1 06
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 618-0274

Mac AOC
1445 Grant Rd.
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 969-3979

list
Piazza Mazzini., 6 l-56100
Pisa, Italy
39 50 44023 43258

Mac Advance
P.O. Box 186
Chanhassen,~

Litton
1300 Villa St.
P.O. Box 7113
Mountain View, CA 940397113
(415) 966-7572

Lee Design
28 Bond St.
New York, NY 10012
(212) 254-1543
Leister Productions
14 Hill Blvd.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
(717) 697-1378

LM Software
Box93
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 594-0627

Laser Computer
550 E. Main St.
Lake Zurich, IL 60047
(312) 540-8086

Les editions Ad Lib
220 Grande-Allee est.
Suite 960
Quebec, QC G1R 2}1
(418) 529-9676
(800) 463-2686

Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co.
1111 Lockheed Wy.
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504
(408) 743-1335

Laser Connection
P.O. Box 850296
Mobile, Al 36685-1293
(800) 523-2696
(205) 633-4300

Letraset USA
40 Eisenhower Dr.
Paramus, NJ 07653
(201) 845-6100

Language Systems
441 Carlisle Dr.
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 478-0181

Laser Digital
P.O. Box 11169
Eugene, OR 97440
(800) 338-4259 ext. 564
(503) 689-9924
Laser Optical Technology
(LOT)
1803 Mission St., #403
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 426-7171
Laser Printing Services
26058 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Southfield, MI 48034
(800) 722-3475
(313) 356-1004

Levco
6160 Lusk Blvd., #C-203
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2011
Lexington Research
33 Bedford St., Suite 12
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 863-8275
Lexpertise
175 East 400 South, #1000
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 466-3280

Logic eXtension Resources
9651 Business Center Dr.
SuiteC
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730
(714) 980-0046
Logic Programming
Studio 4, Royal Victoria
Patriotic Bldg.
London, SW18 3SX
England
(44 1) 871-2016
Logical Operations
240 East Ave.
Rochester, NY 14604
(716) 262-2226
London Pride
1 Birch St.
Norwalk, CT 06851
(203) 866-4806

M & M Enterprises
P.O. Box 210682
Auke Bay, AK 99821
(907) 789-2947
M/H Group
222 West Adams St.
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 443-1222

Living Videotext/
a Division of Symantec
117 Easy St.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-6300
(800) 441-7234

Lake Ave. Software
650 Sierra Madre Villa, #204
Pasadena, CA 91107
(818) 351-5483

Lundin Laboratories
29541 Greenfield Rd.
Southfield, MI 48076
(313) 559-4561

55317

(815) 229-5023

Mac CD Labs
18901 E. Burnside
Portland, OR 97233
(503) 667-9340
Mac Doctor Electronics
1145 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-2131
The Mac Group
8525 Gibbs Dr.
San Diego, CA 92123
(800) 888-1718
(619) 292-9000
Mac II Review
240 Sunnyridge Ave.
Bldg. 112
Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 334-0334
The Mac Library
17280 Newhope St., #3
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(800) 622-4774
(714) 957-5816
Mac Madness
18047 Rose Ct.
Monte Sereno, CA 95030
(408) 996-9686
Mac Products
20231 San Gabriel Valley
Walnut, CA 91789
(714) 595-4838
Mac Software Registry
P.O. Box 925
Bronxville, NY 10708
(800) 873-2833
(914) 961-8743
Mac Underground
332 NE Sutherland Ct.
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
(816) 373-5800

Laser-Tone
3303 E. Mulberry
Evansville, IN 47715
(800) 446-5033
(812) 473-5945
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The Mac Zone

MacMIDI Distributing

MacVentures

Mass Micro Systems

7102 180th Ave.
NE Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 883-1975

18 Haviland St.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-2886

P.O. Box 6123
Aloha, OR 97007
(503) 645-9696

550 Del Ray Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 522-7979
(408) 522-7979

MACADAM Productions

MacNeai-Schwendler

MacWAREHOUSE

210 Rue Mercier
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, QC
J3B 6H3
(514) 346-7668

815 Colorado Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90041
(213) 258-9111

29 Haviland St.
S. Norwalk, CT 06854
(203) 838-5484

The Maconsultant

The Madson Line

Macadamia Software

3731 Jasmine Ave., Suite 3
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213) 839-7331

228 Harrison St.
Oakland, CA 94607
(800) 851-1551
(415) 465-3760

2503 Essex Pl.
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 383-2413

Mac Briefs
P.O. Box 2178
Huntington Beach, CA
92647
(714) 842-0518

Mac Cable
101 Townsend St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 777-1355

MacEntire
23011 Moulton Pkwy.
Suite C-1
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 951-9323

The MacExperts
1420 Ashland Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 452-3318

MacHeaven
14101-D Park Long Ct.
Chantilly, VA 22021
(703) 263-2567
(703) 263-2568

Mac Packs/LineBacker
800 Industry Dr.
Seattle, WA 98188
(800) 228-7042

MacPDS
P.O. Box 85097
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 364-8071

MacPeak Systems
1201 Spyglass
Austin, TX 78746
(512) 327-3211

MacPoint Publications
5704 Harper
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 955-1954

MacProducts USA
8303 Mopac Expressway
Suite 218
Austin, TX 78759-8369
(512) 832-0335
(800) 622-3475

MacroMind
1028 W. Wolfram St.

Magic Software

Max3

2540 N. First St., #302
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 433-5467

3021 Airport Ave., #112
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 398-3771

Magnum Software

MaxCom USA

21115 Devonshire St.,# 337
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 700-0510

275Wyman St.
Waltham, MA 02154-1218
(617) 890-8822

Magnus Corp.

Max em

P.O. Box 744
Mukilteo, WA 98275-0744
(206) 467-5738

1550 E. University
Mesa, AZ 85203
(800) 336-6296
(602) 827-8181

Mainstay
5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 991-6540

Maitreya Design

P.O. Box 1272
SandPoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-3078

MacServices

Management Graphics

7702 Bayberry
San Antonio, TX 78240
(800) 777-8094
(512) 681-8094

1401 E. 79th St.
Minneapolis,MN 55425
(612) 854-1220

MacSolutions

401 Columbus Ave.
Valhalla, NY 10595
(914) 769-2800

55 Linkside Ave.
Oxford, OX2 8JE UK
0865 58027

MacKay Associates
6439 Boxelder Dr.
Lincoln, NE 68506
(800) 458-3463

MacKey Mouse Club
P.O. Box 4561
Lincoln, NE 68504
(402) 466-6552

MacLord Systems
9487 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
(714) 687-1919

MacMag
3743 Notre-Dame St.
West Montreal, Q uebec
H4C 1P8
(514) 934-1245

Mac Masters
368 Denbigh Blvd.
Newport News, VA 23602
(804) 877-9919

MacMedic Publications
5805 Westheimer
Houston, TX 77057
(713) 977-2655

9124 N. McKenna
Portland, OR 97203
(503) 289-7174

MacSource
560 HiTech Pkwy.
Oakdale, CA 95361
(800) 442-9229
(209) 847-8160

MacStudio
323 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 536-6602

MacSurgeon
800 Silverado Ave.
LaJolla, CA 92037
(619) 454-8810

Mac Times Press
P.O. Box 40-P
Franklin Square, NY
11010-0040
(516) 775-8841 X210

MacTography
702 Twinbrook Pkwy.
Rockville, MD 20851
(301) 424-1357

MacTutor
1240 N. Van Buren St., #105
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 630-3730
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Matrix Instruments

Magna

P.O. Box 1480
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 968-7578

Macintosh User Group UK

21 Eliot St.
South Natick, MA 01760
(508) 653-1415
1 Rarnland Rd.
Orangeburg, NY 10962
(914) 365-0190

Chicago, lL 60657
(312) 871-0987

Macintosh Solutions

The MathWorks

1706 Galvin Rd . S.
Bellevue,NE 68005
(800) 342-6243
(402) 291-0670

Macintosh Construction
Forum

24112th St.
Del Mar, CT 92014
(619) 481-0479

MasterPiay
8417 Sun State St.
Tampa, FL 33614
(813) 888-7773
(617) 894-3100

Manhattan Graphics

Mansfield Systems
550 Hamilton Ave., #150
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 326-0603

Manx Software Systems
P.O. Box 55
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
(800) 221-0440
(201) 542-2121

Mark Bernstein
134 Main St.
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 924-9044

Mark of the Unicorn
222ThirdSt.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 576-2760

Market Engineering
1675 Larimer, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 893-0100

Market Technologies
13132 130th St.
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
(206) 675-9386

Marvelin
3420 Ocean Park Blvd.
Suite 3020
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 450-6813

Companies Index

MAXSolutions
24112th St.
Del Mar, CT 92014
(619) 481-0479

MaxThink
230 Crocker Ave.
Piedmont, CA 94610
(800) 227-1 590

MBL Publications
153 California, #F213
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1926
(415) 322-0600

McCutcheon Graphics
88 St. Regis Crescent S.
North York, Ontario
M3J-1Y8
(416) 479-9292

MCTel
5070 Parkside, #1300
Philadelphia, PA 19131
(215) 879-3819

MDG Computer Services
10074 Holly Ln., #1N
Des Plains, IL 60016
(312) 699-1257

MD Ideas
1163 Triton Dr.
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 573-0580

Meca Ventures
355 Riverside Ave.
Westport, CT 06880
(203) 226-2400

Media Works
P.O. Box 636
Deerfield, IL 60015
(312) 948-5555

Mediagenic
3885 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 329-0800

Medina Software
P.O. Box 521917
Longwood, FL 32750-1917
(407) 260-1676

Companies Index
MEOISOFT-ADivision of
NewPort Medical
Instruments
300 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(800) 451-3111
(714) 642-3910

MEDU
P.O. Box 386 St.
joeseph,IL 61873

Mega Drive Systems
1801 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 507
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(213) 556-1663

MegaGraphics
439 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 484-3799

Megatherium Enterprises
P.O. Box 7000-417
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
(213) 545-5913

Menlo Business Systems
201 Main St.
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 948-7920

Menta uris
P.O. Box567
Martindale, TX 78655
(512) 357-2182

Mercury Computer Systems
600 Suffolk St.
Lowell, MA 01854
(508) 458-3100

Meridian Data
4450 Capitola Rd., #101
Capitola, CA 95010
(408) 476-5858

Meridian Software Systems
23141 Verdugo Dr.
Suite 105
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 380-9800

Mesa Graphics
P.O. Box 600
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 672-1998

Messenger Software
20202 Center Ridge Rd.
SuiteS
Rocky River, OH 44116
(216) 333-9936

Meta Software
150 Cambridge Park Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 576-6920

Meta Venture Technology
326 E. Colorado Blvd. # 253
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 796-5479

Metacomet Software
P.O. Box 31337
Hartford, CT 06103
(800) 782-5661
(203) 223-5911

Metaresearch
516 SE Morrison, Suite M-1
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 238-5728

MetroPolis Software
14555 DeBell Rd.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
(415) 322-2001
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Mexoft Belgium
140 Wirtzfeld Ave., B 4761
Bullingen, Belgium
(32) 80647713
MFE Associates
P.O. Box 851
Amherst, MA 01004
(413) 549-7262

MicroConcepts
4030 Piper Dr.
Fort Wayne, IN 46809
(219) 478-8088

Microtech Consulting
909 W. 23rd St.
Cedar Fa lls, lA 50613
(319) 277-6648

microillusions
17408 Chatsworth St.
Granada Hills, CA 91344
(800) 522-2041
(818) 360-3715 (CA)

Microtech International
29 Business Park Or.
Branford, CT 06405
(800) 626-4276

Microlytics
300Main St.
Rochester, NY "14445
(716) 248-9150

MGiobal
3618 Mt. Vernon, Suite 0
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 529-4858
Micah Storage Systems
60 N. College Ave., Suite B
Newark, DE 19711
(800) 782-0097

MicroMaps Software
P.O. Box 757
Lambertville, NJ 08530
(609) 397-1611
(800) 334-4291

Michael Pester
667 49th St.
Des Moines, !A 50312-1952
(515) 279-9650

Micromedx
187 Gardiners Ave.
Levittown, NY 11756
(516) 735-8979

Micro Cad/Cam
5900 Sepulveda Blvd .
Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 376-0008

Micron Computer
401 Mobil Ave., Suite 8
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 482-0702

Micro Cosmos
77 Huron Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 876-5678

Micron Technology
Systems Group
2805 E. Columbia Rd.
Boise, 10 83706
(800) 642-7661
(208) 386-3800

Micro Dialects
P.O. Box 30014
Cincinnati, OH 45230
(513) 271-9100

MicroNet Technology
13765-A Alton Pkwy.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 837-6033

Micro Display Systems
P.O. Box455
1310 Vermillion St.
Hastings, MN 55033
(800) 328-9524
(612) 437-2223

MicroProse Software
180 La kefron t Dr.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301) 771-1151

Micro Dynamics
8555 16th St., #802
Silver Spring, MD
20910-2802
(800) 634-7638
(301) 589-6300

Microseeds
4702 N. Hesperides
Tampa, FL 33614
(813) 878-2142
Microserve
4412 Spicewood Springs
Suite F-1000
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 343-0180

Micro Planning
235 Montgomery, #840
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415) 788-3324
Micro Sports
P.O. Box 15799
Chattanooga, TN 3741
(800) 543-6735
Micro Trading Software
123 Hulda Hill Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897
(203) 762-7820
Micro-Analyst
P.O. Box 15003
A usti n, TX 78761
(512) 926-4527
Microcom
1400 Providence Hwy.
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 762-9310
Microcomputer Accessories
5405 Jandy Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(800) 521-8270
(213) 301-9400
Microcomputer Publishing
Center
253 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 213-6606
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Microtek
11878 Market St.
Livonia, Ml 48150
(800) 367-6933
(313) 464-2111
Microtek Lab
680 Knox St.
Torrance, CA 90502
(800) 654-4160
MICROTEMP
318 Mendocino Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
(701) 575-1459
Micro Touch Systems
10 State St.
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-0080

MLT Software
P.O. Box 98041
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 245-7093

N-Squared Computing
Analytic Software
5318 Forest Ridge Rd .
Silverton, OR 97381
(503) 873-5906

Mobius Technology
6020 Adeline St.
Oakland, CA 94608
(415) 654-0556

Modern Computer Aided
Engineering
1231 Cumberland Ave. #A
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(317) 497-1550
Modern Graphics
P.O. Box 21366
Indianapolis, IN 46221
(317) 253-4316
Modulus Design
P.O. Box 270
North Buro, MA 01532
(617) 393-9214

MIGENT
P.O. Box 6062
Incline Village, NV 89450
(800) 633-3444

Monico Computer
8107 Espanola Trail
Austin, TX 78737
(512) 288-0195

Miles Computing
7741 Alabama Ave., #2
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 341-1411

Moniterm
5740 Green Circle Or.
Minnetonka, MN
55343-9075
(612) 935-4151

Millenium Software
1970 S. Coast Hwy.
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
(714) 497-7439
Mimics Software
21 Wood St., Eastwood,
NSW 2122 Austra lia
61-2-868-3572

Microsoft
16011 NE 36th Wy.
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8088

Mirage Systems
60 North College, #B
Newark, DE 19711
(800) 782-0097
(302) 731-1583

Microsoft Press
16011 NE 36th Wy.
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080

Mirror Technologies
2644 Patton Rd .
Rosevi lle, MN 55113
(612) 633-4450
Mirus
4301 Grea t America Pkwy.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 980-9770

NABVICU
P.O. Box 1352
Roseville, CA 95661
(916) 782-5518

ModaCAD
10366 Wilshire, Suite 4
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 271-7704

MolarByte DataSystems
92 Old Brook Rd .
Oix Hills, NY 11746
(718) 648-5500

Mindscape
3444 Dundee Rd .
Northbrook, IL 60062
(800) 221-9884

MicroStore
P.O. Box 37
St. Peter, MN 56082
(800) 962-8885

Musicworks
18 Haviland St.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266 2886
(617) 598-8929

Middlebury College
Middlebury College
Language Schools
Middlebury, VT 05753
(802) 388-3711 X5536

MicroSim
20 Fairbanks
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 826-8603
(714) 770-3022

MicroSPARC/
Nibble Publications
52 Domino Or.
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 371-1660
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Microtek
1690"1 S. Western Ave.
Gardena, CA 90247
(800) 654-4160

Mitsubishi Electronics
America
991 KnoySt.
Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 515-3993

Monogram
531 Van Ness Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501-1494
(800) 443-0100
(213) 533-5120
Mountain Computer
240 Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 458-0300
Mousetrap Software
336 Coleman Or.
Monroeville, PA 15146
(412) 372-9004

Nantucket
12555 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 390-7923
National Association of
Desktop Publishers
P.O. Box 508
Kenmore Station
Boston, MA 02215-9998
(617) 437-6472
National Data
Conversion Institute
5 E. 16th St.
New York, NY 10003
(212) 463-7511
National Data Systems
2113 Wells Branch Pkwy.
Austin, TX 78728
(512) 251-1392
National Instruments
12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin, TX 78727-6204
(512) 250-9119
National Semiconductor
700 Central Expy.
Santa Clara, CA
95050-2627
(800) 538-8510
(408) 562-4718
NEC
4942 W. Rosecrans Ave.
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 978-8363
Neff Systems Group
3286 Knightswood Way
San Jose, CA 95148
(408) 274-1110
NeoScribe International
P.O. Box 120478
East Haven, CT 06512
(203) 467-9880

MSC Technologies
47505 Sea bridge Or.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 656-1117

NetSolutions Service
and Sales Center
8 Mariposa Ave.
San Anselmo, CA 94960
(415) 454-7607

MUG of Corvalis
1420 SW Crest Cir.
Wa ldport, OR 97394
(503) 563-250"1

Network Specialties
296 Elizabeth St., #2R
New York, NY 94124
(212) 995-2224

MIS: Press
P.O. Box 5277
11 07 NW 14th St.
Portland, OR 97209
(800) Manua ls
(503) 222-2399

Multi-Ad Services
1720 W. Detweiller Or.
Peoria, JL 61615
(309) 692-1530

Network Technologies
19145 Eli zabeth St.
Aurora, OH 44202
(800) RGB-TECH

Multisoft Resources
P.O. Box 235
Washington Grove, MD
20880-0235
(301) 977-6972

Neuron Data
444 High St.
Pa lo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 321-4488

Missing Link Software
P.O. Box 3280
South Amboy, NJ 08879
(201) 721-2569

Mumford Micro Systems
3933 Antone
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
(805) 687-5116

Companies Index

New American Library
P.O. Box 999
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
(212) 397-8132
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New Canaan MicroCode
136 Beech Rd.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(203) 966-6969

Northern Telecom
2305 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 988-5550

New Horizons Software
P.O. Box 43167
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 328-6650

Northern Telecom
100 Phoenix Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 973-4625
(800) 521-3278

New Image Technology
9701 Phildelphia Ct.
Lanham, MD 20706
(301) 731-2000
New Vision Technologies
3455 Morgan Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55412
(612) 529-385
New West Software
5462 Oceanus, #B
Huntington Beach, CA
92649
(714) 898-1039
NewsNet
945 Haverford Rd.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
(800) 345-1301
(215)527-8030
Newsoft
P.O. Box 3046
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 646-9949
NexSys
296 Elizabeth St., #2R
New York, NY 10016
(212) 995-2224
Next Byte
4635 Norfolk Dr.
Bettendorf, lA 52722
(319) 332-6523
NICOLEA
419 Main St., #143
Huntington Beach, CA
92648
(714) 536-2038
Nikrom Technical Products
176 Fort Pond Rd.
Shirley, MA 01464
(800) 835-2246
Niles & Associates
2200 Powell, #765
Emeryville, CA 94608-1809
(415) 655-6666
Nine to Five Software
P.O. Box915
Greenwood,~ 46142
(317) 887-2154
(317) 881-3765
Nolo Press
950 Parker St.
Berkeley, CA 94707
(800) 992 6656
(800) 445-6656 (CA)

NOVA Electronics
and Software
3564 Central Ave., #26
Riverside, CA 92506
(714) 781-7332
Nova Stor
31828 Village Center Rd.
Westlake Village, CA
91361
(818) 707-9900
Novasoft
2343 S. Ridgewood Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32032
(904) 423-5189
Novell
1157 San Antonio Rd .
Mountain View, CA 940431069
(415) 969-1999
NOVY Systems
2341 S. Ridgewood
Edgewater, FL 32032
(904) 427-2358
Nu Age Matrix Products
18653 Ventura Blvd.,# 371
Tarzana, CA 91356
(818) 343-1758
NuEquation
1701 N. Greenville Ave.
Suite703
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 699-7747
Numbers Computer Systems
304 Orrs Bridge Rd.
Camp Hill, PA 17011
(717) 761-7284
Numerical Recipes Software
P.O. Box 243
Cambridge, MA 02238
Nutmeg Systems
25 South Ave.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(203) 966-3226
Nuvo Labs
245A Tank Farm Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-5766
(805) 544-5767
Nuvotech
2015 Bridgeway, #204
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331-7815

Nordic Software
3939 N. 48th St.
Lincoln, NE 68504-1401
(800) 228-0417

nView
11835 Canon Blvd., #C101
Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1354

North Edge Software
239 Western Ave.
Essex, MA 01929
(508) 768-6100

O.Sage Consultants
2100 Tatmehill, #1005
Houston, TX 77008
(713) 682-3201

Northern Technical Group
P.O. Box 129
San Cristobal, NM 87564
(505) 758-7461

Oasys
230 Second Ave.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-7889
Ocean Products
8 Bayberry Ln.
New Fairfield, CT 06812
(203) 746-1175
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Oceanside Software
P.O. Box 2028
Walnut Creek, CA
94595-2028
(415) 974-1000
OCLI
2789 Northpoint Pkwy.
Santa Rosa, CA
95407-7397
(707) 525-7595
Odesta
4084 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(800) 323-5423
(312) 498-5615
Office Talk
345 Montgomery Ave.
BaJa Cynwyd, PA 19004
(800) 345-0133
(215) 664-7440
OITC
P.O. Box 73
Melbourne, FL 32951
(305) 984-3714
Olduvai
7520A Red Rd.
South Miami, FL 33143
(800) 822-0772 (orders)
(305) 665-4665
Omnicrom
1931 S. Manchester Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92802
(800) 443-4031
(714) 971-1141

Orion Computer Systems
2591 S. Queen St.
York, PA 17402
(717) 741-4536
Orthodontic Processing
386 East H St.
Suite 209-404
Chula Vista, CA 92010
(619) 691-1280
OWL International
14218 NE 21st St.
Bellevue,WA 98007
(206) 747-3203

pa, Inc.
246 Nottingham Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 729-2555

Pacer Software
7911 Herschel Ave.
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 454-0565
Pacific Prime
Computer Products
P.O. Box 1838
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 376-5820
Pacific Software Engineering
109 Minna St., #273
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 665-4838
Page Studio Graphics
3175 N. Price Rd., #1050
Chandler, AZ 85224
(602) 839-2763

Opcode Systems
1024 Hamilton Ct.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-8977

Page Works
P.O. Box 14493
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 348-1200

Open Mac Enterprises
2280 Bates Ave.,#)
Concord, CA 94520
(415) 682-0440

Palantir
17314 Kimball Pkwy., #101
Houston, TX 77064
(800) 368-3797
(713) 955-8787

Optical Data
30 Technology Dr.
Warren, Nj 07060
(201) 668-0022
Optimal Technology
650Main St.
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 256-1257
Options-80
P.O. Box 674/1581
Halama St. Kihei, HI 96753
(617) 369-1589
OR·D Systems
1414 Brace Rd.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
(609) 665-2255
(609) 795-8300
Oracle
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
(800) 345-3267
Orange Micro
1400 N. Lakeview Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 779-2772
Orchid Technology
45365 North Loop
West Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-0300
Origin Systems
136 Harvey Rd.
Londonderry, NH 03053
(603) 644-3360

Companies Index

Palo Alto Microsystems
369 Christopher
Court Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 424-8740
Palo Alto Ram
P.O. Box 50690
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 858-0125
Palo Alto Shipping
P.O. Box 7430
Menlo Park, CA 94026
(800) 44F-ORTH
(415) 363-1399
Palo Alto Software
260 Sheridan, #219
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 325-3190
Palomar Software
P.O. Box 120
Oceanside, CA 92054
(619) 721-7000
Panamax
150 Mitchell Blvd.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(800) 472-5555
Panasonic
Computer Products
2 Panasonic Way
Seacaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-7000

Companies Index
Papertech Marketing Group
3800 W Steeles Ave., #010
Woodbridge, Ontario
lAL4G9
(416) 856-2577
Para Systems
1455 LeMay Dr.
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 446-7363
(800) 238-7272
Paracomp
123 Townsend St., #310
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 543-3848
Paradigm Software
P.O. Box 2995
Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 576-7675
Paradise Software
P.O. Box 50996
Phoenix, AZ 85076
(602) 893-8324
Paradise Systems
99 S. Hill Dr.
Brisbane, CA 94005
(415) 468-7300
Paragon Concepts
4954 Sun Valley Rd.
Del Mar, CA 92014
(619) 481-1477
ParcPiace Systems
2400 Geng Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(800) 822-7880
(415) 859-1000
Park Row Software
1418 Park Row
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 459-2121
Passage Software
P.O. Box 8874
Fort Collins, CO 80525
(303) 490-1380
PassPort Designs
625 Miramontes St.
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
(415) 726-0280
Patch Communications
525 Brannan St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 882-7370
Paul Mace Software
400 Williamson Wy.
Ashland, OR 97520
(503) 488-0224
PAZ Graphics/Pierre Zippi
60 Mountview Ave.,# 410
Toronto, Ont M6P 2L4
(416) 766-4077
PBI Software
1163 Triton Dr.
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 349-8765
PC AI
3310 W. Bell Rd., #119
Phoenix, AZ 85023
(602) 439-3253
PC/Mac Center
4155 E. Jewell, #802
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 757-2600

Paperback Software
2830 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 644-2116
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Personal
Computer Peripherals

PCW Communications

4710 Eisenhower Blvd.
Bldg. A4
Tampa, FL 33634
(800) 622-2888
(813) 884-3092

501 Second St., #600
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 546-7722

POE
2074 Walsh Ave., #C
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 331-8125

PDS Video Technology
1152 Santa Barbara St.
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-7900

Peachpit Press
1085 Keith Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708
(415) 527-8555

Peachtree Software
4355 Shackleford Rd.
Norcross, GA 30093
(800) 247-3224
(404) 564-5800

Peat Marwick
Advanced Technology
1175 Lavigerie Ave. #90
Sainte-Foy, OC G1V 4P1
(418) 657-55§t

Pecan Software Systems
1410 39th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11218
(718) 851-3100

Personal Training Systems
P.O. Box 54240
San Jose, CA 95154
(408) 559-8635

Personal Writer
1801 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 507
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(800) 322-4744
(213) 556-1628

Phenix Specialties
2981 Corvin Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 733-9625

Philip C. Russell
1420 SW Crest Cir.
Waldport, OR 97394
(503) 563-2501

Peripheral Visions
P.O. Box 8591
Portland, ME 04104
(800) 882-8889

Peripherals,
Computers & Supplies
2457 Perkiomen Ave.
Reading, PA 19606
(215) 779-0522

Perle Systems
1980 Springer Dr.
Lombard, IL 60148
(312) 932-4171

Personal
Bibliographic Software
P.O. Box 4250
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 996-1580
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Prism Technologies

QED Information Sciences

Pointer Publications

151 Applegrove St.
Sudbury, Ontario P3C 1N2
(705) 674-8254

170 Linden St.
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617) 237-5656

Pro Plus Software

QMS

2380 E. Brown Rd.
Suite C-12
Mesa,AZ 85203
(602) 830-8835

P.O. Box 81250
Mobile, AL 36689
(205) 633-4300

Probability Distribution

1 Quad Way
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

P.O. Box 70054
Marietta, GA 30007
(404) 587-1844

Polarware
P.O. Box311
Geneva, IL 60134
(800) 323-0884

Polymath Program
Productions
1418 Park Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 522-6107

Quadram

P.O. Box 27276
Austin, TX 78755-2276
(512) 338-1250

Portable Software

Professional
Automation Resources
P.O. Box 1309
Vancouver, WA 98666
(206) 694-1539

Qualltas Trading
6907 Norfolk Rd.
Berkley, CA 94804
(415) 848-8080

Phoenix Technologies

Postcraft International

Programs Plus

27811 Hopkins, #6
Valencia, CA 91355
(805) 257-1797

75 Research Dr.
Stratford, CT 06497
(800) 832-3201

Power R

Prolog Software

1606 Dexter Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 54 7-8000

P.O. Box 1446
Henderson, TX 75653
(214) 657-7394

Pilot Enterprises

Peripheral Land

P.O. Box 35373
Albuquerque, NM 87176
(505) 265-5270

Programming Logic Systems

PerfecTEK

47800 Westinghouse Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 657-2211

Puma Software

1385 Mendota Heights Rd.
Saint Paul, MN 55120
(612) 456-1400

31 Crescent Dr.
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 877-7988

800 E. Campbell Rd., #199
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 437-9043

P.O. Box 1812
Bowie;'MD 20716
(301) 390-9570

Printware

Poseidon

People's Publishing

Peridom

Point & Click
955 St. Jean Blvd., #302
Pointe Claire, Quebec
H9R5K3
(514) 694-8300

200 W. Station St.
Barrington, IL 60010
(312) 382-7275

4222 Pleasantdale Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30340
(404) 449-7270

8546 Loften
Cordova, TN 38018
(800) 624-2961

1795 Pearl St.
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 442-11 00

Philips Consumer Electronics

Pictor Graphics

PERforms PRESS

Publishing Resources

601 Ewing St., Bldg. A
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 683-1660

One Philips Dr.
P.O. Box 14810
Knoxville, TN 37914-1810
(615) 521-4499

P.O. Box912
Greenwich, CT 06836

1455 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-7757

Princeton Graphic Systems

60 Aberdeen Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 547-2918

7192 Kalanianaole Hwy.
Suite 205
Honolulu, HI 96825
(808) 396-6368

Pegasus Productions

PMC Telesystems
P.O. Box 5127
Vancouver, BC V6B 4A9
(604) 225-9949

5699 Kanan Rd.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 706-1818

PiM Publications
P.O. Box 2140
Fall River, MA 02722
(508) 678-4200
(800) 345-3360

Pivar Computing Services
165 Arlington Heights Rd.
Dept.MC
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(312) 459-6010

Pixelink
9 Kane Industrial Dr.
H udson, MA 01749
(508) 562-4.803

Plxelogic

Practical Computer
Applications
1305 Jefferson Hwy.
Champlin, MN 55316
(612) 427-4789

Practical Peripherals
31245 LaBaya Dr.
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 706-0333

Precision Computer Systems
575 W. Riordan Rd.
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602) 779-5341

P.O. Box 506
Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
(503) 345-5796
(503) 726-8178
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Quark
300 S. Jackson, #100
Denver, CO 80209
(800) 543-7711
(303) 934-2211

Prometheus Products

Que

4545 Cushing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
(503) 624-0571

11711 N. College Ave.
Carmel, IN 46032
(317) 573-2524

Prophecy Software

Queue, Inc.

3650 Silverside Rd., #3
Wilmington, DE 19810
(302) 994-1502

562 Boston Ave.
Bridgeport, CT 06610
(800) 232-2224
(203) 335-0908

ProVUE Development

Qulnsept

1518 Transistor
Hu ntington Beach, CA
92649
(714) 969-2431

P.O. Box216
Lexington, MA 02173
(800) 637-ROOT
(617) 641-2930

PS Publishing

Preferred Publishers

320 Sylvan Lake Rd.
Waterton, CT 06779
(203) 274-7521
(800) 548-4535

R. H. Electronics

PSRC Software

R.M. A.

2057 S. Broadway
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 761-5671

Population & Society
Research Center
Bowling Green, OH 43403
(419) 372-2497

11333 N. Central
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 739-5451

Presentation Technologies

Pterodactyl Software

743 N. Pastoria Ave.
Su nnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 749-1959

905 W. California St.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 388-4827

Priam

PTIIndustrles

20 W. Montague Expy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-9300

269 Mt. Hermon Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-0946

Primera Software

Publishing Ink

650 Cragmont Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708
(415) 525-3000

521 State St.
Glendale, CA 91203
(818) 500-7857

PREMIER Computer Furniture

Pleasant Graphic Ware

9621 1rond ale Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 882-5822
(818) 882-4081

290 Green St., #1
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 433-4698

PKI, Inc.

4 Wieuca Trace
Atlanta, GA 30342
(404) 255-2700

Qualstar

Precision Line

5100 Poplar Ave., #706
Memphis, TN 38137
(800) 446-6393
(901) 683-3383

Plato Picasso Midas Miller

Wellington, NV 89444
(702) 465-2473

14100 23rd Ave. N.
N. Plymouth, MN 55447
(800) 328-0077
(612) 557-1979 (MN)

38 Montvale Ave.
Stoneham, MA 02180
(617) 438-5520
2539 W. 237th St., #E
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 539-2123
(800) 821-3733

Quality Discount Computers
135 Artist View Dr.

Companies Index

Qume
500 Yosemite Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 942-4000

Psi on

100 Industrial Way, #C
Buellton, CA 93427
(805) 688-2047

R.C.D. Computer Services
2750 Birchcrest SE
Grand Rapid s, MI 49506
(616) 956-9474

Racai·Vadlc
1525 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 432-8008

Racet Computes
3150 E. Birch
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 579-1 725
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Radius

The Relayer Group

Running Press

Secure-It

404 East Plumeria Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-1010

5704 E. Aire Libre, #1105
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
(602) 971-0031

125 S. 22nd St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(800) 428-1111
(215) 567-5080 (PA)

18Map leCt.
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028
(800) 451-7592
(413) 525-7039

RW Software

Select Computer Systems
3707 W. Lake Rd.

Raecreatlons Software
7371 Pebblebrooke W. Dr.
Indianapolis, IN
46236-8938
(317) 823-1164

Ralnblrd Software
P.O. Box 2227
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(800) 227-6900
(415) 322-0900

Rainbow Bridge Software
4243 liunt Rd., #210
Cincinnati, Oli 45242
(800) 548-8871
(513) 984-6861

Rainbow Technologies
18011-A Mitchell South
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-0228

Rapidocolor
101 Brandywine Pkwy.
P.O. Box 2540
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 344-0500

RapoPort, Professor Paul
7CradockCt.
Ancaster, Ontario, L9G 3Z5
Canada
(416) 648-2181

RasterOps
10161 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 446-4090

Ray Tracing Research
2516 Via Tejon, Suite 316
Palos Verdes Estates, CA
90274
(213) 373-2998

Real Tools
P.O. Box9
Apt. 2B Lord Ave.
Troy, NY 12181
(518) 272-5931

Real Data
78N.MainSt.
South Norwalk, CT 06854
(203) 255-2732

Rebus Development
2330-B Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(800) 654-5157
(800) 247-4994 (CA)
(408) 727-0110

Redgate Communications
660 Beachland Blvd.
Vero Beach, FL 32963
(407) 231-6904

Regional Typographers/
The Software Shop
229 Bedford Ave.
Bellmore, NY 11710
(516) 785-4422

Relax Technology
3101 Whipple Rd., #22
Union City, CA 94587
(415) 471-6112

RELAY Communications
41 Kenosia Ave.
Danbury, CT 06810
(800) 847-3529
(203) 798-3800 (CT)

Relayer GroRellsys
320 S. Milpitas Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-1062

1239 Teeup Ln., P.O. Box 147
Red Wing, MN 55066
(612) 388-4602

Erie, PA 16509
(814) 838-7587

Remote
Measurement Systems

Ryad

Select Micro Systems

2633 Eastlake Ave. E., #200
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 328-2255

2521-FN Grand Ave.,# 950
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 558-0662

Renaissance
Software Systems

Safeware,
The Insurance Agency

40 Triangle Center, #211
Yorktown lieights, NY
10598
(914) 245-4670

P.O. Box 27276
Austin, TX 78755-1276
(512) 338-1250

2929 N.liigh St.
P.O. Box 02211
Columbus, Oli 43202
(800) 848-3469
(614) 262-0559

Resonate
P.O. Box 996
Menlo Park, CA 94026
(415) 332-5022

RGB Technology
2550 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 848-0180

Rhino Developement Group
4896 S. Dudley, #6-6
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 933-9535

Richard Brown
Kiewit Computer Cen ter
lianover, Nli 03755
(603) 646-2643

Right Track Software
6037 Valley View Rd.
Oakland, CA 94611
(415) 652-3320

RiverCity Software
7250 Auburn Blvd., # 200
Citrus lits., CA 95610
(916) 722-4191

Robert John Hebert
1050 E. Flake Dr.
Palatine, IL 60067-5643
(312) 991- 9688

Roberts-Slade
750 North 200 West
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 375-6847

Rocinante
P.O. Box 210682
Auke Bay, AI< 99821
(907) 789-2947

RockWare
4251 Kipling St., #595
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303) 423-5645

Rodime
851 Broken Sound Pkwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 994-5585

Roland DG
7200 Dominion Cir.
Los Angeles, CA 90040
(213) 685-5141

Ruby Systems
188 S. Whisman Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94041
(800) 888-1668

Run Soft Products
15930 NE Siskiyou
Portland, OR 97230
(503) 256-4806
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SaltSpring Software
123-1 01 Meadowbrook Dr.
Lond on, Ontario, N6L 1C7
(519) 652-9595

Sam Systems
P.O. Box 2339
liarnmond, IN 46323
(219) 844-2327

Sansoft
892 E. Quail Pl.
liighlands Ranch, CO 80126
(303) 791-0736

Satori Software
2815 Second Ave., Suite 560
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 443-0765

SBT
One liarbor Dr.
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331-9900

ScanCo
P.O. Box3217
Redmond, WA 98073-3217
(800) 722-6263

Scan Master
2700 West Coast Hwy.
Suite 220
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 548-5967

Semantic Mlcrosystems
4470 SW Hall St. #340
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 643-4539

Semaphore
207 Granada Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 688-9200

Sensible Software
335 E. Big Beaver, Suite 207
Troy, MI 48083
(313) 528-1950

Sequoia Aircraft
P.O. Box 6861
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 353-1713

Sextant
3516 27th Pkwy.
Sarasota, FL 34325
(800) 262-6665
(813) 954-5622

Seybold Publications
P.O. Box644
Media, PA 19063
(215) 565-2480

Shaherazam
P.O. Box 26731
Milwaukee, w.r 53226
(414) 442-7503

Shana
Advanced Tech. Center,# 105
9560 20th Ave.
Edmonton, AL T6N 1G1
(403) 463-3330

Sharp Electronics

P.O. Box614
Guilderland , NY 12084
(518) 355-3363

Systems Division
Sharp Plaza
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-9500

Scion

Sher-Mark Products

Walkersville, MD 21793
(301) 845-4045

521 E. 83rd St., Suite 2R
New York, NY 10028
(212) 249-0494

Scllab

ScoH, Foresman and Co.
Professional Publishing
Group

Shiva

1900 E. Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 729-3000

155 2nd St.
Cambridge, MA 02141
(800) 458-3550
(716) 864-8500

Screen Data

Showcase Systems

65 Elm St.
Dover, NJ 07801
(201) 366-4890

1512 Industrial Way, Suite 1
Belmont, CA 94002-4051
(415) 595-4374

Screenplay Systems

ShopKeeper Software

150 E. Olive Ave., #305
Burbank, CA 91502
(818) 843-6557

P.O. Box 38160
Tallahassee, FL 32315
(904) 222-8808

Second Wave
9430 Research Blvd.
Echelon II, Suite 260
Au stin, TX 78759
(512) 343-9661

Companies Index

Companies Index
Showker Graphic Arts &
Design
15 Sou thgate
liarrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 433-8402
(703) 433-1527

showpage
665 Third St., #200
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 777-1621

Shreve Systems
845 Lark Ave.
Shreveport, LA 71105
(318) 865-6743

SICione Sales
&Engineering
1169 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-9151

Sierra
P.O. Box 485
Coarsegold, CA 93614
(800) 334-7448
(209) 683-6858 X210

Sigma Designs
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 770-0100

Silicon Beach Software
9770 Carroll Center Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 695-6956

Silicon Comforts
2560 Bancroft Way, #117
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 658-9573

Silicon Designs
P.O. Box 2234
Orinda, CA 94563-6634
(415) 254-1460

Silicon Express
50 E. Mill St.
Pataskala, Oli 43062
(614) 927-9555

Simon and Schuster Software
1 Gulf & Western Plaza
New York, NY 10023
(800) 624-0023
(800) 624-0024 (NJ)

Simplicity Dental Software
9 S. Ridge Ave.
Ambler, PA 19002
(215) 646-1074
(215) 646-3382

Simulated Environment
Systems
800 Pacific Coast liwy.
Suite 8-331
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
(213) 379-6742

Simware
20 Colonnade Rd.
Ohawa, Ontario K2E 7M6
(613) 727-1779

Sir-Tech
P.O. Box 245, CharlestownOgdensburg Mall
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
(315) 393-6633

Small Business Computers
of New England
4 Limbo Ln.
P.O . Box397
Amherst, Nli 03031
(603) 673-0228
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SmethersBarnes
P.O. Box 639
Portland, OR 97207
(800) 237-3611
Smith Micro Software
P.O. Box 7137
Huntington Beach, CA
92615
(714) 964-0412
SMK
5760 S. Blackstone Ave.
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 947-9157
Sneakers Software
1032 Willow Ave.
Hoboken, NJ 07030
(201) 798-3102
Snow Lion Publication
P.O. Box 6483
Ithaca, NY 14851
(607) 273-8506
Sof·Ware Tools
P.O. Box 8751
Boise, ID 83703
(208) 343-1437
Soft Horizon
P.O. Box 2115
Harker Heights, TX 76543
(817) 699-0493
Softdisk
606 Common St.
P.O. Box 30008
Shreveport, LA 71130-0008
(318) 221-8718
Softflair
8753 Park View
Milwaukee, WI 53226
(414) 778-7200
Softguard Systems
710Careway
Sunnyvale, CA 95070
(408) 773-9680
softhansa consulting
Kurfurstendamm 66
D-1000
Berlin 15, West Germany
(030) 883-3033
Softouch Software
2066 NW Irving, #2
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 241 -1841
SoftPius
14500 Chrisman Hill Dr.
Boyds, MD 20841
(301) 540-6552
SoftQuad
720 Spandia Ave.
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2T9
(416) 963-8337
SoftShelllnternational
2004 N. 12th St.
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(303) 242-7502
Softstream International
19 White Chapel Dr.
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054-3315
(800) 262-6610
SoftStyle
6600 Kalanianaole Hwy.
Honolulu, HI 96825
(808) 396-6368
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Softsync
162 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 685-2080
Softek Design
882 Calgary Wy.
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 526-0606
Softview
4820 Adohr Ln., Suite F
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 388-2626
Software Apple-cations
1934 Ridge Point Wy.
Boise, ID 83712
(208) 345-0547
Software Bridge
9730 South Seventh E., #203
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 572-1133
Software Complement
8 Pe1msylvania Ave.
Matamoras, PA 18336
(717) 491-2495
Software Concepts
P.O. Box 120038
Stamford, CT 06912
(203) 324-3369
Software Development Group
600 E. Roosevelt St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(504) 343-8437
Software Discoveries
137 Krawski Dr.
South Windsor, CT 06074
(203) 872-1024
Software for Less
950 Tara val St.
San Francisco, CA 94116
(415) 753-1066
Software for Recognition
Technologies
55 Academy Dr.
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 359-3024
Software Library
P.O. Box 980305
Houston, TX 77098
(800) 847-5775
Software Products Division
22612 S. Avalon Blvd.
Carson, CA 90745-4190
(213) 835-6077
Software Research
Technologies
17701 Mitchell Ave. N.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 472-0474
Software Solutions
P.O. Box 280
Occidental, CA 95465
(707) 874-2943
Software Supply
599 N . Mathilda Ave.,# 210
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 749-9311
Software That Fits
P.O. Box 4028
Humble, TX 77347
(800) 972-3018
(713) 540-2300
The Software Toolworks
One Tool works Plaza
13557 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oa ks, CA 91423
(818) 907-6789
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Software Ventures
2907 Claremont Ave., #220
Berkeley, CA 94705
(800) 336-6477
(800) 336-6478 (CA)
(415) 644-3232
SoftWear Products
7230 Oliver St.
Lanham, MD 20706
(301) 577-9207
Softworks
P.O. Box 2285
Huntington, CT 06484
(203) 926-1116
Solana Electronics
7887 Dunbrook Rd, #A
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 566-1701
Solutions International
30 Comrnere St.
Williston, VT 05495
(802) 658-5506
Somerville Associates
31 Gooden Ave.
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 678-2131
Sony
2256 S. Delaware St.
Denver, CO 80223
(800) 222-SONY
Sophisticated Circuits
1314 NE 43rd St., #216
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 547-4779
Sopris Softworks
3501 S. Grand Ave
Glenwood Springs, CO
81601
(800) 334-6046
(303) 945-0366
SDTEK
(Southern Technical
Associates)
P.O. Box 428
Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 853-0023
(901) 853-0317
Source Telecomputing
Corporation
P.O. Box 1305
McLean, VA 22102
(800) 336-3366
(703) 821-6666
SourceView
1601 Sutter St.
Concord, CA 94522
(415) 685-3634

Spectral Innovations
4633 Old Ironsides, #450
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-1314

Stokes Slide Services
7000 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78752
(512) 458-2201

Spectrum Computing
Box 141097
Coral Gables, FL 33114
(305) 665-0404

Storage Dimensions
2145 Hamilton Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
(408) 879-0300

Spectrum Digital Systems
2702 International Ln. #112
Madison, WI 53704-3122
(800) 541-6661

Storm King Technology
P.O. Box 185
Wilson, WY 83014
(800) 331-4460

Spectrum HoloByte
2061 Challenger Dr.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 522-3584

Strade Corp.
12600 W. Colfax, #B110
Lakewood, CO 80215
(303) 232-8282

Spencer Organization
366 Kinderamack Rd.
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201) 666-6011

StraightEdge Software
1219 Spruce St.
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5607
(215) 732-1250

Spinnaker Software
One Kendall Sq.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(800) 826-0706
(800) 323-8088

Strategic Locations Planning
4030 Moorpark Ave.
San Jose, CA 95117
(408) 985-7400

Strategic Planning Systems
15233 Ventura Blvd., #708
Sherman Oaks, CA
91403-2293
(818) 784-6863

Springboard Software
7808 Creekridge Cir.
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(800) 445-4780
SRW Computer Components
18385 Bandilier Cir.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(800) 547-7766
(714) 963-5500
Stanford Business Systems
5250 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 417-4940

Startex! Systems
12800 Garden Grove Blvd.
SuiteD
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 537-5125

Southwest Software
Design and Consulting
P.O. Box 23795
Ternpe, JLZ 85282
(602) 831-2864

Statpower
170-717 Simundson Dr.
Point Roberts, WA 98281
(604) 420-1585

Southworth Music Systems
91 Ann Lee Rd .
Harvard, MA 01451
(61 7) 772-9471

StatSoft
2325 E. 13th St.
Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) 583-4149

Space Lighting
37 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94949
(415) 382-7816

STB Systems
1651 N . Glenville, #210
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750

Spectra Micro Development
P.O. Box 41795
Tucson, JLZ 85717
(602) 884-7402

Steve Halls
3837 Luther Pl., #303
Saskatoon, SK S7H4B1
(306) 374-6052

Strawberry Tree Computers
160 S. Wolfe Rd.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 736-3083

Studio 231
231 Bedford Ave.
Bellrnore,NY 11710
(516) 785-4422

StarNine Technologies
2126 Sixth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 451-9789
(415) 548-0391

Star•Com Microsystems
Windsor Park East
25 West 1480 North
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-1480

Strategic Simulations
1046 N. Rengstorff Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 245-4525

STSC, Inc.
2115 E. Jefferson St.
Rockville,~ 20852
(800) 592-0050

Star Software
229 Live Oaks Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 831-8050

Southeastern Software
7743 Briarwood Dr.
New Orleans, LA 70128
(504) 246-8438
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Strategic Management Group
3624 Market St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 387-4000

Spreadware
P.O. Box 4574
Hayward, CA 94540
(415) 794-4388

Studio Advertising Art
P.O. Box 18432-52
Las Vegas, NV 89122
(702) 641-7041
Summit Concepts
1840 41st Ave.
Suite 102-190
Capitola, CA 95010
(408) 462-1632
Sun Remarketing
P.O. Box 4059
Logan, UT 84321
(800) 821-3221
(801) 752-7631
The Sunrise System
1001 Bridgeway, #472
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331-9712
SunShine
P.O. Box 4351
Austin, TX 78765
(512) 453-2334
SuperADD Computer Products
2 St. Clair Ave. W.
Suite 1700
Toronto, M4V 1L5
(416) 925-2739
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SuperMac Technology
295 N. Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8884

T.B.S.P. , Inc.
2265 Westwood Blvd.,# 793
Los Angelos, CA 90064
(213) 312-0154

Teknon
8603 E. Royal Palm Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
(602) 998-9106

Supra Corp.
1133 Commercial Way
Albany, OR 97321
(503) 967-9075

T/Maker
1390 Villa St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 962-0195

Survivor Software
11222 La Cienega Blvd.
#450
Inglewood, CA 90304
(213) 410-9527

Tacklind Design
250 Cowper St.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 322-2257

Tektronix
P.O. Box 1000
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(800) 225-5434
(503) 235-7202

Swanson Analysis Systems
Johnson Rd., P.O. Box 65
Houston, PA 15342-0065
(412) 746-3304
Switch to Dvorak
P.O. Box 162
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
(305) 784-1541
Symantec
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Symantec
135 South Rd.
Bedford, MA 01730
(800) 64 THINK
(617) 275-4800
Symmetry
761 E. University Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85203
(800) 624-2485
(602) 844-2199 (AZ)
Synaptic Technologies
16 Hughes, #C-106
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 859-0570
Synex
692 Tenth St.
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718) 499-6293
(800) 44-SYNEX

Tallgrass Technologies
11100 W. 82nd
Overland Park, KS 66214
(800) TAL-GRAS
(913) 492-6002
Target Software
14206 SW 136th St.
Miami, FL 33186
(800) 622-5483
(305) 252-0892
Tatum Labs
1478 Mark Twain Ct.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(313) 663-8810
TaxCalc Software
4210 W. Vickery Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76107
(817) 738-3122
TAYCAR Enterprises
111 Vermont NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
(505) 265-2121
TOG Enterprises
9427 S. Union Sq.,# 144
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 255-5956
Teach Yourself
by Computer Software
349 W. Commercial St.
Suite 1000 E.
Rochester, NY 14445
(716) 381-5450

Syscom
230 Hilton Ave., #217
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 481-8201

TechAIIiance
290 SW 43rd St.
Renton, WA 98055
(206) 251-5222

Systat
1800 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 864-5670

TECH-SA-PORT
P.O. Box 5295
Pittsburgh, PA 15206-5295
(412) 661-2629

SystemDID
1175 Lavigerie Ave., #90
Sainte-Fay, OC GlV 4P1
(418) 657-5582

Technical Systems
Consultants
111 Providence Rd.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 493-1451

Systems Control
N.U.S. 2, P.O. Box 788
Iron Mountain, MI 49801
(800) 451-6866
Systems Research
1111 W. El Camino Real
Suite 109
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(415) 940-1890
S•T•A•X!
8008 Shoal Creek Blvd.
Austin, TX 78758
(800) MAC-STAX
T & MSystems
3081 Canfield Ave.
Rhodes, IA 50234
(515) 493-2415

Technology Concepts A Bell Atlantic Co.
40 Tall Pine Dr.
Sudbury, MA 01776
(800) 777-2323
(508) 443-7311
Techware
P.O. Box 151085
Altamonte Springs, FL
32715-1085
(407) 695-9000
Tecmar
6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon, OH 44139-3377
(216) 349-1009
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Thunder Mountain,
A Division of Mindscape
3444 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60089
(800) 221-9884
Thunderware
21 Orinda Wy.
Orinda, CA 94563
(415) 254-6581

Telenet Communications
12490 Sunrise Valley Dr.
Reston, VA 22096
(702) 689-6000

Time Cycles Research
27 Dimmock Rd.
Waterford, CT 06385
(203) 444-6641

Telerobotics International
8410 Oak Ridge Hwy.
Knoxville, TN 37931
(615) 690-5600

Time Line Ltd.
P.O. Box 60
Ypsilanti, MI 48179
(313) 483-3939

Telesensory Systems
P.O. Box 7455
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 960-0920

Timeworks
444 Lake Cook Rd.
Deerfield, !L 60015
(312) 948-9200

TeleTypesetting Company
474 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 266-663 7

Tischrede Software
P.O. Box 9594
North Dartmouth, MA
02747
(508) 994-7907 (Boston)
(617) 994-7907

Teligraphics Creative
Stackware
936 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
UnitR
Kentfield, CA 94904
(415) 454-7519
Telos
3420 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 450-2424
TENPointD
3885 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-0800
Tensor Laboratories
P.O. Box 9723
Stanford, CA 94309
(707) 763-7873
Terrapin
376 Washington St.
Malden, MA 02148
(617) 322-4800
Texas Instruments
P.O. Box 2909
Austin, TX 78769
(800) 527-3500
Textco
27Gilson Rd.
Rural Route 2, Box 180
W. Lebanon, NH 03784
(603) 643-1471
Think Educational Software
16 Market St., P.O. Box 5077
Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 265-5636
Thinking Tools
2411-G Linden Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21217
(301) 383-6490
Third Estate Corp./
Computer Products Division
1907 Rio Grande
Austin, TX 78705
(512) 480-0767
Three-Sixty Pacific
2105 S. Bascom Ave., #290
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 879-9144

TMLSystems
8837 B. Goodbys Exec. Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32217
(904) 636-8592
Toner Service Company
2128 Dolman
St. Louis, MO 63104
(800) 888-6637
(314) 776-1155
Tool Masters
600 Herndon Pkwy.
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 478-9808
Tools For Sale
13335 Wildcrest Dr.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
(415) 941-9191
TOPS, A Sun
Microsystems Company
950 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-8700
(415) 769-9669
TOTAL SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION
99 W. 10th Ave., #333
Eugene, OR 97401
(800) 874-2288
Totem Graphics
5109-A Capitol Blvd.
Tumwater, WA 98501
(206) 352-1851
Touch and Go
Database Products
4215 Spring St., #112-A
LaMesa, CA 92041
(619) 461-2027
TouchStone Software
909 Electric Ave.
Seal Beach, CA 90740
(800) 531-0450
(213) 598-7746
TOYOGO
76 Bedford St., #34
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-0488
TPS Electronics
4047 Transport St.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 856-6833
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Transgraphlcs
16229 W. Ryerson Rd.
New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 784-8980
Translatum International
2501 Parker Ln., Suite A
Austin, TX 78741
(512) 443-8932
0666/822499 (UK)
Traveling Software
18702 N. Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 483-8088
TreeAge Software
23rd Floor
One Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 426-5819
Tri-Data Systems
1450 Kifer Rd.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-408
(408) 746-2900
Trimar USA
236 W. 15th St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 645-7008
(800) 872-4454
True BASIC, Inc.
39S. Main St.
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-3882
(914) 921-1630
Truvel Corp.
8943 Fullbright Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 407-1031
~~

TSR
3723 E. 83rd St.
Tulsa, OK 74137
(800) 622-8770
(918) 496-1140
Turtle Creek Software
651 Halsey Valley Rd.
Spencer, NY 14883
(607) 589-6858
Tussey Computer Products
P.O. Box 1006
State College, PA 16804
(800) 468-9044
(814) 234-2236
Tutorland
P.O. Box 160429
Cupertino, CA 95016-0429
(408) 973-0472
Tymlabs
811 Barton Springs Rd.
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 478-0611
Typerite Ribbon
Manufacturing
38-04 48th St.
Long Island City, NY 11104
(800) 328-8028
(718) 784-3535
U.S. Computer Services
P.O. Box 422
Leesburg, VA 22075
(800) 332-8893
U.S. Robotics
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
(800) 342-5877
(312) 982-5001
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Ventuno
43301 Osgood Rd.
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 651-1934

UNICOM Software
Development Group
297 Elmwood Ave.
Providence,RI 02907
(401) 785-3636

VERBUM
P.O. Box 15439
San Diego, CA 92115
(619) 463-9977

Unicorn Software
2950 E. Flamingo Rd., #B
Las Vegas, NV 89121
(702) 737-8862

Versa cad
2124 Main St.
Huntington Beach, CA
96248
(714) 960-7720

Unison World
2150 Shattuck Ave., #902
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 848-6670

Versasoft
4340 Almaden Expy., #250
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 723-9044

University Associates
222 West St., Box 29
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 357-1180
UpTime
P.O. Box 299
NewPort, RI 02840
(401) 847-2455

Versatec
2710 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(800) 538-6477
Vertical Solutions
P.O. Box 7535
Olympia, WA 98507
(800) 942-4008

USA*Fiex
135 N. Brandon Dr.
Glendale Heights, IL 60139
(800) 872-3539

Victory Enterprises
1011 E. 53-1/2 St.
Austin, TX 78751
(512) 450-0801

Useable Portable
Publications
5 Woodside Rd.
Winchester, MA 01890
(617) 729-1943

Video Professor
700 Kipling, #1000
Lakewood, CO 80215
(303) 239-9950

V-Tech
2223 Rebeca
Hatfield, PA 19440
(215) 822-2989

Videx
1105 NE Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
(503) 758-0521

Value Line Software
7113rd Ave.
New York, NY 10017
(800) 687-3965
(800) 654-0508

Viking Technologies
P.O. Box 299
NewPort, RI 02840
(800) 437-0033
(401) 847-2455

Vamp
6753 Selma Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(213) 466-5533

Village Computer Resources
P.O. Box 155
Lakewood, CA 90714
(213) 421-3412

Vano Associates
P.O. Box 12730
New Brigh ton, MN 55112
(612) 788-9547

Virginia Systems
Software Services
5509 W. Bay Ct.
Midlothian, VA 23113
(804) 739-3200

Varcon Systems
10509 San Diego Mission Rd.
Suite K
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 563-6700

Visatex
1745 Dell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 722-3729
(408) 866-6562

Var Econometrics
P.O. Box 1818
Evanston, IL 60204-1818
(312) 864-8772

Ventana Press
P.O. Box 2468
Chapel Hill, NC 27515
(919) 942-0220

The Walker Company
133 Copeland St.
Petaluma, CA 94952
(707) 778-6642
Walker Richer & Quinn
2825 Eastlake Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 324-0350
Walking Shadow Library
P.O. Box 2092
Saratoga, CA 95071
(408) 354-7833
Wall Data
17769 NE 78th Pl.
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 883-4777
WATCOM Products
415 Philip St.
Waterloo, Ont N2L 3X2
(519) 886-3700
Wayzata Technology
5410 Three Points Blvd.
Suite 435
Mound, MN 55364
(612) 472-4836

White Pine Software
94 Rt. 101, P.O. Box 1108
Amherst, NH 03031
(603) 886-9050

WT Shaw
P.O. Box380
Grandview, TX 76050
(817) 866-2497

Wilderness Group
Rt. 2, Box303
Bishop, CA 93514
(619) 387-2412

Wu Corp.
P.O. Box 699
Avon, CT 06001
(203) 677-1528

William R. Snook & Assoc.
1842 Friar Tuck Ct.
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K2L4
(416) 822-861

X·10 (USA)
185A LeGrand Ave.
Northvale, NJ 07647
(201) 784-9700
X•PRESS
Information Services
4643 S. l.nster, #340
Denver, CO 80237
(303) 721-1062

Williams & Macias
S. 3707 Godrey
Spokane,WA 99204
(800) 752-4400
(509) 458-6312

Xerox Special
Information Systems
P.O. Box 5608
Pasadena, CA 91107-0608
(818) 351-2351

Williams AG Products
9191 Towne Center Dr.
Suite 175
San Diego, CA 92122
(619) 558-9193

Xiphias
13464 Washington Blvd.
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
(213) 821-0074

Wilson Design
P.O. Box 7612
Boise, ID 83707
(800) 426-0306
(208) 384-5220

XOR
7607 Bush Lake Rd.
Minneapolis,MN 55435
(612) 831-0444

Wing Color
P.O. Box 56084
Houston, TX 77256-6084
(713) 445-7717
Wolfram Research
P.O. Box 6059
Champaign, II 61821
(217) 398-0700

WesPac Technologies
9 Whatney
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-7500

Woodchuck Industries
340 W. 17th St., #2B
New York, NY 10011
(212) 206-6490

Yardi Systems.
813 Reddick St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 966-3666

West Ridge Designs
1236 NW Flanders
Portland, OR 97209
(800) 548-0053
(503) 248-0053

Woodrose Editions
P.O. Box 2537
Madison, WI 53701
(608) 836-9387

Yeoman Technical Software
41 Wedgewood Dr.
Jewett City, CT 06351
(203) 376-2952

WordPerfect
1555 N. Technology Wy.
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000

Zed cor
4500 E. Speedway, #22
Tucson, AZ 85712
(800) 482-4567
(602) 881-8101

WESTCOM Computer
Systems/Encycloware
712 Washington
Ayden, NC 28513
(919) 746-4961

Western Imaging
1117 Independence Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-0500

Visual Business Systems
700 Lake Street, #H
Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 327-2526

Western Laser Service
1043 Taraval
San Fransisco, CA 94116
(800) 552-9009
(415) 665-8167
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The Write Hand
100 Elworthy Ave.
London, Ontario N6C 2M4
(519) 672-9271

XTree/Division of
Executive Systems
4330 San ta Fe Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401
(805) 541-0604

Vista Software
600 S. State St., #313
Bellingham, WA 98225
(60. 228-5062

Visual Information
16309 Doublegrove
La Puente, CA 91744
(818) 918-8834

Wheeler Arts
66 Lake Park
Champaign, IL 61821 -7101
(217) 359-6816

Weber &Sons
3468 Hwy. 9
Freehold, NJ 07728
(800) 225-0044
(201) 431-1128

Visionary Electronics
141 Parker Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 751-8811

Voice & Video
5038 Ruffner St.
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 560-1166
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Wabash Medical Resources
4727 Shireton Ct.
Indianapolis,~ 46254
(317) 299-7800

Western Automation
Laboratories
1700 N. 55th St.
Boulder, CO 80301
(800) 227-4637
(303) 449-6400

Varityper
11 Mount Pleasant Ave.
East Hanover, NJ 07936
(800) 631-8134
(201) 887-8000
Vector Electronic
12460 Gladstone Ave.
Sylmar, CA 91342
(800) 423-5659
(818) 365-9661

The Voyager Company
2139 Manning
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 451-1383
(800) 446-2001
(800) 443-2001 (CA)

Western Union News Bureau
One Lake St.
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
(201) 825-5000

Companies Index

Wordscapes
P.O. Box 36422
Albuquerque, NM
87176-6422
(505) 888-0940

Zericon
40491 Encyclopedia Cir.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-8380

Working Computer
P.O. Box 87
San Luis Rey, CA 92068
(619) 721-0501

Ziff-Davis Publishlng/MacUser
950 Tower Ln., 18th Floor
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 378-5600

Working Software
P.O. Box 1844
Santa Cruz, CA
95061-1844
(408) 423-5696

Zihua
P.O. Box 51601
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 372-0155

World Precision Instruments
375 Quinnipiac Ave.
New Haven, CN 06513
(203) 469-8281

n hm Software
163 Richard Dr.
Tiverton, RI 02878
(401) 253-9354
(800) 346-9034

Worthington Babcock
4004 SW Barbur Blvd.
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 228-8223
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I S SUE
All Work and No Play Makes Mac a Dull Toy
Financial Simulations

Playing the market without losing your shirt.

Brain Teasers with Productivitu Software

Turn your spreadsheet into a puzzle. Pfay tag on-line.

Games for the Mac II

The definitive round-up of favorite games on the Mac II.
also featured in July ••.

Tax Planning for the New Fiscal Year
Mac To Go -Portable Storage Devices
Mail Merge for Marketing Mavens
4th Dimension Development Shells
LabNotes: The Mini-Magazine for Scientists & Engineers
Japanese Word Processing
Doctors' Diagnostic Software
Astronomy- A Mac Observatory?
The Nisus Word Processor ...
. . .of course, timely commentary by Steven Bobker, Jahan Salehi
and Neil Shapiro

and more GuideLight reviews!
So ...
Whether You Play Seriously or for Fun,
Don't Miss this Spectal Issue a1l avout Games!
MacGuide Magazine
The SuperSource for the Macintosh™!
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ACCO U NTING
Busi ness/Home Accounti ng
More accounting for your $$$$$
ShuBox Filing ..
Full function, easy to use accounting
package with integrated Mail List. Program tracks up to 7 enterprise zones,
Schedule A, personsal expenses & incomes,
& 10 bank accounts . Writes checks , does
payroll, net worth , P & L, has va ried text
file outputs for use with popular spread
sheets, word processors, & Macl nTax®
MAC+& up
$59.95
A H Nussel Sr 904 372 0066
1606 NW 21st Street
Gainesville, FL 32605
MaclnTax® registered tradematk of Softview, Inc

DIRECTORY

B A R COD E

ACC E SSOR IE S

HEAVY DUTY

PrintBar
111111111111111111111111111
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BAR CODE FONTS FOR THE MAC
• Code 39 and UPC symbologi es .
• PostScrip fonts for the LaserWriter.
• Bit-mapped fonts for screen and
lmageWriter.
• Use PrintBar with any software.
(916) 622-4640 I FAX 916 622 4775

MAC HARD CASES
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Tools For Sales••
1 13335 Wildcrcsl Drive
Los Ahos Hills. CA 94022

00

$99

Visa•MC•Amcx

+S3 Shipping & 7% Tax (CA)
30-day accepl;mce I rclum
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ELECTRONIC CAD

DATA COMPUTER

DOUGLAS CAD / CAM™

$25

ORDER NOW!

7 18 Marina Blvd .
San Le andro, CA 94577
415/483/8770
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CO M MUNIC A TIONS

Burroughs emulation
Contact™ emulates TD/MT/ET
and T27 terminals. Sophisticated
data capture - all screen data can
be used by spreadsheet, database
or word processor . .. CANOE file
transfer, fully aIa Mdc interface,
soft keys, multiple pages & addresses, password protection .. .
Soon: advanced file transfer
1

1173
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C OMPU T ER U P GR A DES
S•me D•y
Turn-Around

(213) 470-9555

PR OFESS I ONAL S YS T EM
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CO M PUT E R S YS T EMS

DOUGLAS
ELECTRONICS, INC.
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C I RC U IT BO A RD D E SIGN

From schematic, to layout , to the final
routed board, this is THE powerfu l, easyto-use printed circ uit board design
softwa re for the Macintosh.
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complete an e ffec tive business I marketing pl an for
presentation to in vestors. senior management or
clients. A comprehensive and proven framework
-Over 90 pages of out lines. headlines. struciUred
sente nces & paragraphs. lists. fin anc ial statemen ts.
suggesti ons ... already typed and fo nnatted into 29
Mac Wri teTM & MS WO RDTM fi les pl us 6 Exce lTM
spreadsheets. Fo llow the tutoria ls & ed it into a
fin ished plan. Incl udes manual. Preferred by
in vestme nt capi tal ex perts, corporate managers &
experi enced consultant s. Ca ll for your plan today.

Order Entry • A!R • Inventory
Extensive Reporting
List Management
Marketing Analysis

~

-o

BizJPlll<11llil BuilderrMQuickly and easil y

An Easy to Use
Solution!

National Tele-Press
PO Box 79, Mendocino, CA 95460
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Strategic Business
& Marketing Plans

Database

(707) 937-2848
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MAIL ORDER MANAGER
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SuperMOM
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LaserWtr.SC/NT/NTX In Stock
Mac+ /20Mb
1345./1895.
MacSE2Dr/20Mb* 2475./2775.
MacSE30/45Mb* 3095./3295.
Macii/40Mb*
3675./4375.
Macii60/80Mb* 4475./4755 .
CMS ExternalMac+,SE,II CAll.
CMS Internal MaeSE
CAll.
CMS Internal MAC II
CAll.
MonirorMono/Color 325./725.
*Keyboard Reg./Ext. 99./175.
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Upgnd8• •nd
Computer
Rep•l,./11
Repairs/Parts

Used Mac Systems
512K ...... .. ... $ 679
512Ke . . ... .$ 1189
MacPius ... ...$1179
Mae SE ... ....$2050

Now Mac Syslllms
Mac P\>s
Mac SE w.1<ytxl
Madl w.1<ytxl
lmageWri. . l
lm ageWriter LO
L.aserWriBNT

800K lnt Drives
400K Int. Drives
Keyb:lards
Repl. Mouse
Logie Boards
Powe r Supp~ es

128K l:l 512K
128K to 5 12Ke
128K l:l MacPivs
128K to 2M B Plus
512K to MacPtus
5 12Ke to MacPius

SC'SIInle<tace
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S immons

C onsulting

6417 Market St.

Upper Darby, PA 19082

(215) 352-6883
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C LI P AR T

MacGallery

• Contains over 400 pieces of artwork including pictures for
holidays, special occasions, sports, business, food, borders,
teddy bears and much more.

•Available In MacPalnl'" or HyperCard'" format.
• Call our toll free number below or ask your favori te software
dealer for MacGallery today !

MacGallery ' 49."

fl"'lllll~-:--:-:--:::---.,.

§

I
I

4020 Paige St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(213)221-6436
FAX (213)223-8580
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ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING

Circuit Maker 2.0

Macintosh
Software and Hardware
Development

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

MacO) 8 ::;fi;:~li
Qualitas1: ~ ff it "f ~ ~' o

• PTotessionol d igita l logic design 'tlrr'ith tuu on screen

simulafion

C::.lllllf>IIIJil~&~ Iii= Ill ij!l y lW!j!ll [Q)"ij' ij!l:=:>
*Kanji PageMaker $995.
*Sweet JAM $249.
*EGWord $499.
*MacVJE $249.
*EGBook $599.
*MacKanjl $99.9 S

•

~

I

F===·=-:=-:=·:-=:·===*E=G==W=o=r=d&==E=G=B=o=ok==$=7=9=9·~~~~ ~
For more Information, contact:

Qualitas Trading Co.
6907 Norfolk Rd., Berkeley, CA 94705
Phone :415-848-8080 Fax :415-848 -8009

• Troce mode-see the state of EW91Y node in the cifcui1 as
the SlmulcmOn runs!
• Real-Time lOgic slmulo101 s1y1e ......avetorm disp!Qv
• Deline yOur O'Nn \olo'Ofking macro devices a nd KJVe them
in a library (reQUites optiOn 1)
• The circvlt a nd wave forms c o n be cop ied to the clip board
• Includes o library ot 45 commonty used m deviCes p lus
LEOs. OO!ches. RAMs. PROMs, pulse generators. a nd more
• High Qvolity lOser or dot martrht ptlntovt of circuit and

m libfory provides 6S odditionol d evices

c~~ - s1oo
Qe>llon1 - MCCro~S&!I

Opllon2' - .t.dclt!looolma..oc•

E•c

litlfOIV$60

"''
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EDUCATIONAL

EXPANSION UNITS

Expansion hassis for
the MACINTOSH

AcceleratoiS • MonltoiS • MS·DOS
Communications • Data Acquisition

MacKids 1\ 1

II
:1
~

Iii
~

Call or write for your free
catalog of MacintoshTM
educational programs.
Written especially for pre·
school to elementary students.

§

I

800-228-0417

SECfiiiD WAVE, IIIC.
Austin, TX 78759

with

ConvertUnitsTM

$39.95 each, VISAIMC accepted.

Industrial Control • Transputers
9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II, 1260

SOFTWARE

Macintosh Tool Box & OS, MPW .
Pasca l. C. MacApp . Device Drivers.
Assembly . VAX VMS & Internals.
VRTX Real Time OS. 4th Dimension

waveforms
• Optional

~~~~~
Open up your Macintosh Plus,SE
or II with an expansion chassis
system from Second Wave, Inc.
ExpanSE Plus, ExpanSE, and
ExpaiiSB II allow you to custom
configure your Macintosh with a
variety of option boards:

DIRECTORY

;

NORDICSORWAI!E
3939 North 48th

II

!!

;

I
iij

Uncoln, NE 68604
402-466-4502

•
•
•
•
•

§

DA or H yperCard'~ stal"k fonnat
I SOO+ M..:-.asurement units
120,000+ po."i.,.ihlc t.'Onversiun"
Record you r conw.:rsinns as text files
Physical const:m ts, ft: in: fractio ns, world time,

I

GRAPHICTEXT APPLICATIONS INC.
815 Prlnceaa Ave., Yencouver B.C., Canada Y6A 3E5
or call coiiK1 (604) 255-8077
lh:Jo(ular S'$CJ.9S rur J),o\ ur .'ilal"k.

S7i.~ rur hu!: h

I
I

IJ

Send in thi.~ ad or a t.·opy for IS% discount!

~~~~~(5~12~)~~-~~~1~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~:S~~~.~~o~r5~~;.7~0~wr;~~h~AC~T~T;O~DA~Y~!~~~~~~ ~
ENTERTAINMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
0

~~- } LAWMAN~

x·

The First Wild West Simulation for the
Macintosh® S1 2Ke, Plus, SE, and II

LXR•TEST is the only_ complete
testing system for the Mac! Rated
"best testing tool on the market"!
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. R esources
. e Xt ens1on
L og1c
9651-C Business Center Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
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Have you ever dreamed of scuba
diving in some exotic port in
seach of sunken pirate treasure?

.

·~,::;;~!:;:::'."'""" '

--raIZ

RAECRMriO'NS''s()i,nvARE

;

MacScubam

'~,:.r.i!~~~~"'

11

The Only Thing You Don't Get Is Wet!

01

Tab a dive, i:Jto Mac'• molt cbllleogiog
limular.ion. with amazing 30 mimatioa llld
300K of digitized IOUDd. Complttc witb tbe
U.S . Navy Dive TablCI, you coatrol aD. upccu
of ~euba diving. Begin your uccnt into ldvenw:re. fight off killer
tiger abaz:b while you e~.plorc a nmkco pintc wrtd:: in 1carcb of
treamrc. Sec if you bave V!'bat it takca to bcr;;omc the world'a

I W
I

J•••J ;

~(7~1=4~)~
98~0~·0~0~4~6~~~~~~-~·~
n'""~
"~~-~-~
· · · · ~o~ ~

gmuat MocScuba diver 1111d dive io NOW!

Paradise Software Corp.
P.O. Box 50996
Phoenix. AZ

85076

$49.95

S&H 3.50
VISAJMC/AMEX
(602) 893-8324

§
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GENERAL

Used Mac's &. Hard Drives Wanted

We Buy ,Sell & Trade Popular Computers ! !

Mac Parts
Call!!

Everex 20 ext. $495.
Mac II 2nd floppy $215.
$1 9 . up
Ap p1eTa1ke compatible
connectors

Shreve
318-865-6743
Fax# 318-865-2006
Systems
210 MacGulde Magazine
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GAMES

GRAPHICS

Prepare to meet your NEMESIS™

• MACINTOSH •

The only Go
program to
successfully imitate
human play.
Go has been a way of life in the Orient for over 4,000 years. As

much a philosophy as it is a game, Go is considered by many to

~0u;:a7:n~o:):::J::~=~~~~· "Whit~

ch;:,:ei:. ~f:~~~~=~~·

PIXymbols

@

SLIDE IMAGING
High Resolution 35mm Slides
Direct from Your Disk or via Modem

~
Jl
~

Authored by the Father of Computer Go, NEMESIS Go Master® is
the only program rated in human tournaments. ''/'v~ had a blast
playing (and /~arning to play) this incr~dibl~ gOIM. Th~ ~Haury of
it is that NEMESIS h~lps ~ G. Entsminger. MicroComucopia 3-4/89

~

Toyogo, Inc.

I

~

76 Bedford Street.#34-E, Lexington, MA 02173

From $7.95!
20 Graphic fonts in PostScript for Macintosh,
for computer manuals, travel guides & more.

Cricket • Pixel Paint • Aldus
• Power Point • Canvas
• and Many Others!

[e]~[j][ffi~~

Slidemasters
401 Business Parkway
Richardson, Texas 75081 @

Page Studio Graphics

(214) 437-0542

3175 N. P1ice Rd. #1050, Char<ller, f\Z. 85224

~(~61~7;);86;1;·0488~~~~$;79;G~o~M;as~te;r®;+;;$6;S;&;H~~ ~
GEOLOGICAL SOFTWARE

RockWare, Inc.

The

la]~Q

Nutrient Analysis
for HyperCard®

~
fj
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;~(3~0;3;)4;2;3-;6~17;1;11;el;ex;:~91;0;25;04;9;64;;~ j
HYPERCARD STACKS

HyperCard Foreign-Language
Software
Spanish and French Pronunciation
with sound·49.95 ea. Intro. to Russian with sound 39.95. Verb Tutors
29 .95 ea; Vocabulary Tutors, 19.95
ea. in French, Gennan, Spanish, &
Russian. Japanese Hiragana &
Katakana Tutors 45.00 for both.
The HyperGlot Software Company
505 Forest Hills Blvd.

HEALTH

RDAide ™

i!

4251 Kipling, Suite 595
Wheatridge, CO 80033

602 I 839 • 2763

HEALTH

GEOLOGICAL SOFTWARE
Grea t graphics, low prices 1
Lithologic log plotting, gridding
& contouring, Piper /Stiff plots,
oil & gas economics, steronet plots,
plate tectonics, cross-section plotting,
geophysical modeling, much more
for the Mac and PC. $50 -$1,500.
Call or write for FREE catalog of
easy-to-u~e software products.

B
~
;

i i!
i!
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~Kn~o~~-l~le~T~N~3~7~91~9~6gl5~55~8~-8~2~7~0~~
LINOTRONIC PRINTING I

Is your diet as balanced as
this one? Designed for
nutrition education, RDAide reviews your
diet for 18 nutrients and suggests foods to
make your diet healthier. 700+ foods , meal
and daily reports, graphs and more.
MacGuide says, " RDAide sets an example
of what good HyperCard stackware can be ... "

$84.95+$3.00SIH. CAres. add 6.5% tax.
PAGES, 450 Taraval St. #235 , San

Iii!
<5
~

I

15
;

i!
j;i

Only 1.50 extra/pg for film • Adobe font dealer

Laser

set

TM

217 Dover Parkway, Stewart Manor, NY 11530

CALL US AT (800) 333·2581
OR (516) 354-2581
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PO Box 13028-G • Salem, OR 97309

ORDER HOUSE II TM

FORTRAN Power

Integrated Business Environment is a
multi-user, multi-station application.
Includes sales & purchase orders,
invoices, inventory, accounting &
monthly reports. Also features notes and
lists management, pictures, fonns management, labels, merged letters and
shipping. From $995.011.

Complete systems available.
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CUSTOM TAILORING!
Demo available: call1-415-843-n25
Elefunt Software, 724 Allston Way,
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Desktop

Language Systems FORTRAN lets you
develop and run high performance
FORTRAN programs at your desk . VAXcompatible extensions, complete access
to the Toolbox, direa 68020/881 code,
and MPW make ours the most powerful
FORTRAN for the Macintosh.
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Language Systems Corp.
441 CarliJic Dr.

Hcmdon. Virginia Z1JJ70
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MEMORY EXPANSION

MAPS

Best Prices in the USA
Call Us Last!
Memory Expansion

• Modem serv1ce
150 Pages Text- $525
• 24-hour turnaround
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ESHA

LANGUAGE/COMPILERS

with Linotronic services from Laser Setn.1 •

• Personalized Serv1ce
• Output to paper or him
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RESEARCH

!INTEGRATED OFFICE MANAGEMENT !

Give your documents and graphic creations
the professional look of true typeset quality
• No Mm1mum Charge

Analyze diets personalized for age, weight,
activity . . . This Top-Rated software has best
database available! 99% complete for 2400
foods- 30 nutrients. Used by USDA, hos·
pitals, colleges, fitness centers, homes.
Affordable, easy to use, guaranteed.
Send Now: FREE DEMO DISK!
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AFFORDABLE LINOTRONIC OUTPUT

• 1.270 dp1 S7 .00/page text • Super Volume 01scounts

GRAPHICS
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• All Products Highest Quality, 100% Tested, 2YR. Warranty
• 1, 2 & 4 Megabytes Memory Expansion Boards for the HP

..."'

l.aserjet Series II and other Popular Laser Printers
• VISA. MC. COD o rder Accepted

• Paint
•PCX
• Draw
•EPSF

I

Maps of the
USA, and all 50 states!
All major Macintosh & IBM formats.
For FREE brochure please call or write:
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800-334-4291
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• MacPius, SE, Mac II or Mac Ilx

MicroMops Software, Inc .. Box 757. Lambertville. NJ 08530

MacGulde Directory
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• 1 Megabyte & 256K SIMMs for Macintosh and IBM
• Both Surface Mount and DIP Style SIMMs and SIPS

• Prompt Delivery and Competitive Prices

Computer Product Center
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DIRECTORY
MUSIC

MEDICAL

Medical Office
Management

~--]
Calll/800/FOR MIDI

TessSystem™ software for insurance and
billing. Acomplete package maintained and
proven on market for over five years. Easy to
install and learn, with high level of technical
support. Our $650 package outperforms others
selling at three times that price. Expandable
line to grow with your needs, with flexibility
for specialty practices. Multi-doctor & electronic claims available. Call for demo software
and promotional literature. Prices from $650
to $5000.
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6865 Parkdale Place, Suite A, Indianapolis, IN 46254
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PERIPHERALS

MEMORY UPGRADES

1 MEG SIMMs $169
lOOns. DIP, 1 Yr. Guarantee,
Immediate Delivery

9-Track Tape
Subsystem For
the Macintosh"'
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Reno, NV 89504,
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Music/MIDI
11021 826-6434
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ALTECH SYSTEMS

SIMM ADAPTOR
FOR512E
With SCSI & 1 MEG

$299
for macintosh

DEALERS WANTED

•tin-3outMIOIInl&rface
• 1.0 ~z Clodl Speed
• reqJires no power
• FCCApproved
• WOfkswilhaDMacs
• Comple18 with cables &
Midi Shareware Disk

I

j
Exchange data files between your
Macintosh and any mainframe or
mini-computer using mM compatible 1600 or 6250 BPI 9-track tape.
Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 1
megabyte per minute via your SCSI
interface. Subsystem includes, tape
drive, software, and complete
documentation. For more
information, call us today!

aLJRLSTRR;
Macintosh is a trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc.

~

489 E. Plumb way., P.O. Box 10911,

(0 MEG Sl99. 2 MEG S549. 4 MEG S899)

9621 Irondale Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

§

Future Music Inc.,

::1

Wabash Medical Resources, Inc.
3171299-7800

Start your computer/MIDI system today
with discount prices & expert help from
FUTURE MUSIC. Most of our customers
are "plain folks"with a home computer
and a love of music. Call for FREE CATALDG of Hardware, Software, Synthesizers, 4·tracks and more. All major
brands.

1281512 Adapter $1<1.95

831 Kings Hwy Suite 200 • Shreveport, LA 711 04
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I PROGRAMMING TOOLS
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FAST

RELIABLE
EVERYTIME

FLOWCHART DRAWING TOOL

DYNAMIC
ELECTRONICS
SI~H CO-PROCESSORS

$ 59 95
"

PLUS $3 .00 SHIP&HANDLING
Texas residents add 8% sales tax
·
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Check or M.O.

Send $5 for BOOK Demo Disk
Requires MAC 512E, +, SE, or II
K
• Standard Fk>wchart Symbols
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D-RAM

• Automatic Line Rerouting
• Offpage link to other charts

Phone: (714) 855-0411
Fax:
(714) 855-8504
23552 Commerce Center Dr. St. L
Laguna Hills, Ca. 92653
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7713 SHADOW HILL LANE
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77072
(713) S30-QS42
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"Easily the Best PostScript Art Around"
• Real Characters -

not just Cartoon Images

• For use with any PostScript®compatible Mac software

• Functional, Chic, the Rolls-Royce of EPS
• Computer Art that Breaks the Icon Barrier

Say "YES" to Designer Quality at Affordable Prices

1.. 8Q0 ..827 ..4ART

MacGuide Directory
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PosTSCRIPT

212 MacGuide Magazine
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MACGUIDE
REAL ESTATE

DIRECTORY

SCI E NTI F IC

SECURITY

Clf'Litiz/e

L 0 C K S

/Real Estate'

Investment

FOR

SOFTWAREtm

MAC I IIGS

* Runs on Mac 512 with:

SAM III ~

Fullpaint and Word tm
*Ready-to--use contracts

MODEL M- 18

ffi

MANY MODELS • GROUP KEYI NG
SAM SYSTEMS, INC. • (219) 844-2327
P.O. BOX 2339 HAMMOND, IN 46323

*Visa AND Mastercards

S E RVICES

* 130 Financing Methods
*Option/Partnerships
FormsJForeclosures etc.

-AND MUCH MORE

STATISTICS

MINITAB: ~

------------,
LOWEST :

*

STATISTICAL
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Call: 609-456-5141
MailOrders:
RMC Software Division
212 Woodbine A venue
Westville, N.J. 08093

Now available for Mac+, Mac SE, and Mac II.
Order before 12/31/89 and receive $200
discount. For more information call:
(814) 238-3280.
Minitab Inc., 3081 Enterprise Drive,
State College, PA 16801
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Anal~e,is

has been our
best-seller since 1982 Now Ver.;ion 6.0 adds
new power to !his popular program.
What can it do? With REIA you can make tenyear projections of !he income. expenses, ca'h
nows. re-sale and laX implications of your
propeny. h !l"rforms virtually all of !he
complex Tax Reform. financing and rate-ofrerum calculations for you in jllst seconds.
Real Estn.te Jm~meut Anlllrsis. \'n7tion 6.0
nms wiJh Micmsoft E.rre/ 1 ' 1 or H'lN"k~ " 1 011
the Mac 5/Z or greater- ju.vl $150.

To order. call or write
or

~nd S~
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VISA . A\1EX Welcome

for our ~·atal og of real estall.' )>Oft ware for Mac aml PC.
~Ji\

, 78 North Main St.
AL~LUAl- SouthNorwalk, CT06854

(203) 255-2732
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Real Estate Investment
Analysis, Version 6.0

SOFTWARE

MINITAB is power plus convenience. You'll
master basic as well as advanced functions
quickly and easily. Capabilities indude:
• descriptive statistics • ANOVAIANCOVA
• regression analysis
• plots and histograms
• time series
• and rruch more

~

• Can be used in any
of the fifty States.

Real Estate lnl'estment
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*A ''2" 3 . 5" Disk Pkg.
* 1600 K on ''2" Disks
* 20 Agreements

REAL ESTATE
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WORD PROCESSING

!l1"1:JY:J :Jl1:J

Mac Service Part
Exchanges
Power supplies • BOOK
drives • Logic boards
Genuine AppleTM parts
90 day warranty
Call toll-free: 800-274-5343

Special program for dealers.
Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.
Voice: (617) 891-6851

Rav-Ktav

Hebrew/English Word Processor

!!i

Superb bidirectional Hebrew/English
wo rd processor has multiple document
windows, automatic footn otes-perfect
fo r all Hebrew and English word processi ng needs. $350. Arabic version
$37 5. Call or write fo r FREE catalo g o f
Judaic Mac software.

ffi

Call toll free 1-800-621-8227

ii!

Visa, M/ C, Amcx
Add $3 for shipping & handling
Davka Corpo ration• Dept. G
845 N. M ichigan Ave • Suite 843
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RENTALS

RELIGION

Bible Search Software
ThePerfectWORD™
English Versions

. .

i

KJV· NIV • RSV
···
Greek NT
~ ··
Hebrew Bible
··
DemoDisk$5
Star Software, Inc.
229 Live Oaks Blvd. #MG
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 831-8050
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• IBM PS/2 50Z, 70, 80

~

Next day
anywhere
in the

Macintosh SE

U.S.A.

• Compaq Deskpro 386S,
386E, Portable Ill, SLT/286
• Macintosh SE, SE/30, Mac llcx
• Apple Laser Writer NT, NTX
• H P LaserJet Series II
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Call Toll Free 800 727-3685
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The all-new monthly
MacGuide Magazine
takes direct aim at
the most lucrative
audience for
Macintosh software,
peripherals and services: vertical market
users. MacGuide' s
straight-talking
columnists, no-holdsbarred comparative product
reviews and
strategic features have a
single purpose:
to help professionals harness
and utilize the
power within
their Macintoshes.

Doctors find medical
management, X-Ray
scanners, diagnostic
aids and more
reviewed by members of the medical
community.

Lawyers
receive
expert counsel in running
their practices
through reviews of
software and hardware that meet their
special needs.

Accountants for all
types of businesses
-small, large, retail,
manufacturing find the bottom line
on accounting software in MacGuide' s
reviews.

· Magazine®
The
SuperSource
for the
................... toshTM

Engineers
Sales and marketing and scientists distill
pros will profit from
far more than just
a new, improved con- CAD reviews from
cept: a regular section MacGuide. LabNotes
that runs the gamut is their own maga· from ad design to PR zine-within-the-magazine, an innovative
databases to
monthly department
prospecting aids.
with news., views and
Educators learn more reviews of a technical
nature.
about software that
teaches and products
If MacGuide scores
that help teachers
with your target marthan from any other
ket, call 1-800-877Mac magazine.
9100 and subscribe
Developers will find today.
their tools routinely
rated by one of their
own.

Coming this Summer,
The MacGuide Report.
Valuable buying
information for over
4,000 Mac products!
Every product, every
category in the
MacGuide product
database.

A Publication of MacGuidl' Magazine Inc.
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550 S, Wadsworth Blvd. Suite 500, Lakewood, CO 80226
MacNet: MACGUIDE AppleLink: DELTAGROUP
(303) 935-8100 (800) 877-9100 FAX (303) 935-5040
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List
By Steven Bobker

T

Overload

he old ways were better. Sure they were.
Well, if they weren't always better, the old
days of computing (two to three years ago) were
simpler. That's especially true when you consider
the limited world of Macintosh software. Not
only were the choices few, but the programs
themselves often consisted of what amounts to
only a single menu of features from one of today's programs.
Today we're faced with programs that grow in
complexity from version to subversion. Features
that one percent of the users will ever employ are
included in the main program. It looks to me like
many features lists exist solely to justify prices
and marketing strategies.
There's no doubt that the best of today' s programs can do things undreamed of not long ago.
And while some people actually use all (or at
least most) of the power of today' s best, it's
equally clear that the average person doesn't use
many more features than were available when
the old, simpler programs were all we had.
Do the added price, complexity, increased
learning expense and possible incompatibilities
overwhelm the added potential power? Is having
vast, and usually unused, power good cause for
spending the extra dollars on program acquisition and training? I'd have to conclude that a lot
of time and money are being spent on features
that are mainly useful as bragging points. Yes,
some of you utilize more than 50 percent of the
features in your most frequently used programs.
But there aren't many of you.

What's Real Ideal
The ideal situation, the lower-priced, simpler version of a power program, is rarely seen. The
prime example so far is Microsoft's Word/Write
set. And while Microsoft certainly had the right
idea, their execution, both in Write's design and in
their initial marketing emphasis, was wrong. The
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failure of this combination to offer the market a
clear choice between a very capable program
with just about every possible feature and a
cheaper version that just offers the most-used features shouldn't stop other publishers (or, indeed,
Microsoft) from getting this sort of thing right.
Quark has taken a slightly different approach
with its new QuarkStyle. Strictly speaking,
QuarkStyle isn't merely a lesser version of
QuarkXPress. It's a powerful program in its own
right. But it's also clearly a subset of QuarkXPress.
Initial reaction, including my own, is that
QuarkStyle is an excellent solution for the particular problems it is intended to deal with. And
while QuarkStyle will satisfy many casual desktop publishers, at a list price just over 50 percent
that of QuarkXPress, serious desktop publishers
will still require QuarkXPress (or one of its direct
competitors). But users d~ have a choice. That's
every bit as important as the feature list.
What about a program like Nisus or Full Write
Professional? These programs have hundreds of
separate features (the totals might even be in the
thousands). Reviews, which are spaceconstrained, can be little more than selected
features lists.
Does having hundreds of features hurt or help
the average user? Can you find and use, readily
and easily, the features that your work requires?
Generally you can, if you're willing to make a
substantial effort in learning the whole program.
But why should you have to do that?

Get Modular?
Wouldn't it make more sense to offer user-created programs, programs that you put together
from feature packages, to solve your specific
problems? Then, instead of kitchen sink programs, you'd wind up with lean, high performance solutions. These custom solutions should
be cheaper to produce and much cheaper to support. They should be changeable so that features
can be added or removed as your needs change.
Even if the program must be rebuilt from the
original feature packages, the benefits of having
simple-to-use (because they can only do what
you need them to do), higher-performance applications will be worth it.
Pretty soon you'll be able to do exactly what
I've been talking about here: build your own custom applications. The tools are starting to become
available today, and even Apple will offer solutions of this sort within the next few years.

First, there was
CD-ROM

Now, there is
Keva Systems ...
We engineer CD-ROMs
from the ground up
Our integrated, comprehensive CD-ROM
development process is designed to meet
your needs. Coherent data assembly,
quality control. retrieval systems, premastering, mastering and marketing of
your disc in one place, with one
experienced production team.

Taking the lead in optical
storage technology
Brainstorm with our Macintosh CD-ROM
specialists. Qualified information
providers may request a consultation
with our experts. We will construct a
complimentary custom demonstration
using your data and our
retrieval techniques.

We guarantee every bit
and every byte
Throughout the production process you
will work with our staff, designing the
search engine, graphic design, and user
interface. In this way, we make your
satisfaction a priority.

Share in the expertise
Our CD-ROM professionals launched the
number one selling and utilized
Macintosh disc - MacGuide USA.
We can do the same for you.

I<:VA

SYSTEMS

Keva Systems, Inc.
550 S . Wadsworth Blvd.
Suite 411
Lakewood, CO 80226
303-936-0076 Voice
303-936-8236 FAX
CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE FIRST GRAPHIC SPREADSHEET.
THE LARGEST, FASTEST AND MOST VERSATILE SPREADSHEET EVER.

